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A Note About the Bibliographies

Accompanying Each Chapter

At the conclusion of each chapter, the reader will find a list of se-

lected references. We have not attempted to provide an exhaustive,

comprehensive bibliography for each subject, but instead we have tried

to indicate the range of materials available from a variety of sources.

The bibliographies have been organized by subject raAer than by
author, and have been subdivided into finer subject categories when
feasible. In some instance, a reference may appear on more than one

list, for example:

Murray, H.J.R. A Short Histonj of Chess, London: Oxford University

Press, 1963

would appear on the listing of Historical Studies as well as the listing

for Board Games under the sublisting of chess. Finally, because of the

many sources, tlie place of publication is given in most cases for journal

articles, as well as books and monographs.

We have made every effort to give the correct citations. If a reader

discovers an error, we would appreciate hearing about it. Some of the

older citations were found to be consistently incorrect in subsequent

publications, and a number of valuable references have not been in-

cluded because they could not be found as listed in oUicr publications.

E.M.A.

B. S.-S.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Study of Games represents the collaboration of two game buffs

who, much to their mutual surprise, found their range of understanding

and their knowledge of this subject matter much extended by interdisci-

plinary contact. The authors (coming from the fields of recreation and

psychology) assume that others from such divergent fields as business,

anthropology, education, psychiatry, folklore, military science, might

profit also from a similar cross-disciplinary experience. The present work

is a general reference manual of representative readings and comprehen-

sive bibliographies developed from excursions into many different disci-

plines.

As important new research begins in such matters as the cognitive

implications of play, the sociology of sport, simulations in education, and

interaction behavior, it is vital that researchers and students have easy

access to some of the major historical and current information on the

study of games, and of play.

The Study of Games is the first of two companion volumes, this one
being devoted to games, and the second to play. In the present work,

there are chapters dealing witlr historical studies of game origins, tlie

practical uses of games, and the scientific study of game functions and
structures. Each chapter includes an introductory account of a particular

field of inquir)', representative readings from the relevant literature, and
related biblio^aphic references.

Altliough any serious scholarly study should begin witli tlio definition

of its subject matter, in the present case such definitions are elusive. Tl)c

term game is used by children and adults uatli rccrcativ'c intent; by
militar)’ strategists and businessmen to apply to logistic and industrial 1
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applications; by health personnel to rehabilitative devices; by an^ropolo-

gists to cultural forms; by psychiatrists to diagnostic procedures; by

behavioral scientists to research tools; by educators to curriculum ma-

terials; and by recreation personnel to program content.

In some of these cases, the games are being dealt with as auAentic

cultural phenomena, in other cases games are used as representations of

distinct social and psychological behaviors, and finally in some cases

games are conceptual models for thinking about human behavior. \Vliat

then is the definition of a game?

From the material already cited, and those that follow, it would not be

impossible to defend the position that a game is what we decide it should

be; that our definition will have an arbitrary character depending on our

purpose.

For example, if die matter is approached on etymological grounds, the

word game has both diverse origins and diverse meanings. The Indo-

European root from ^vhich the word game appears to have evolved is

ghem, meaning "to leap joyfully, to spring.” Some of the linguistic differ-

entiations which are associated with this root in modem English are;

gam* a leg, especially a woman’s leg

gamb* an animal’s leg or shank

gamba- abbreviation for the musical instrument viola da
gamba which has a part that could be considered

a "leg"

gambado- a leap of a horse; or a long legging attached to

a saddle

gambit- an opening move in chess when a piece is sacri-

ficed

gamble- to participate in a chance venture
gambol- a jumping or skipping about
gambrel- the hock of a horse or similar animal
gammon- tlic bottom end of a side of bacon; or a victory

in backgammon

Tile three most familiar usages for the word are:

.11 .

2.

3 .

A form of play, amusement, recreation, sport, or frolic involving
spwiGc nil«. someUmes utilizing a set of equipment, sometimes re-
quinng skill, knowledge, and endutaue^j
A TOndition of a leg when someone is lame or injured and they limp,

f^d ^

Tlic reader may wonder why the same word is used for such diverse
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thoughts. The reasons are quite complex, but some etymologists offer the

following explanation.^ They say preliterate man used the word g/tem to

describe not only the behavior of humans, but also the behavior of ani-

mals. As the original word went through many transformations in a num-
ber of languages that have evolved from Indo-European, it became
attached through local usage to certain related ideas, that is, in Germanic
ghem became gaman, in Hellenic it became hampe, in Italic it became
camba, in Old French it became jambe. Thus we have related words such

as camp, campus, jamb, and jamboree. In Old Norse it became gerris and

meant "to come together and congregate as a school of whales do,” and

eventually came to mean a social visit at sea. Our word cammock, (he

name of the stick used in hockey, was originally a Celtic word from the

stem word cam, meaning twisted—

a

variation of ghem. Gambado was
originally a Spanish word from the Latin camba meaning hoof or fetlock.

In this manner, tlie word ghem with its many linguistic transformations

was always associated with the notion of an unrestrained animal (wild,

free), and the movement of a leg in a bent or twisted position during a

jumping or leaping motion. As a result we still use the word game to refer

to nondomesticated animals and to an impairment in ambulation. The
third meaning may be found in the affective component of the initial idea,

for example, joyfully! Indeed, this latter meaning is indicative of the

nature and quality of games used for recreative purposes, and presents

part of the rationale for calling a specific cultural form a game. It is

descriptive of adult intent with reference to game playing, for example,

to experience joy. However, today all game playing is not predicated on

this intent—^yet we continue to classify a number of diffuse activities as

games. Consider for example, hide and seek, ring-a-roses, solitaire,

chicken, bingo, football, zero-sum, wooden leg, criscom, simuload. No
one has yet successfully incorporated these into a single theoretical sys-

tem, despite the fact that the category label “game” is still applied to aU
of them!

Another aspect of this problem is the assertion made by anthropologists

in the late nineteenth century and more recently by some behavioral

scientists that games are universal. This assertion is in opposition to the

empirical evidence. Recent cross-culhiral studies indicate that there are

^ In addition to standard dictionaries of the English Language, the following were
employed for the eq^nological analysis: Skeat, W. W. An Etymological Dictionary of
the English Language. London: Oxford Universi^ Press, 1935. Stratmann, F. H. A
Middle-Engltsfi Dictionary. London: Oxford University Press, 1891. Sweet, H. The
Student’s Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. Loitdon: Oxford University Press, 1896. Onions,
C. T. Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology. London; Oxford University Press
1966.
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some cultures that do not have competitive games. These nongame cul-

tures seem to he of tvvo kinds—those that never had^games, and those that

have lost them through a process of deculturation.-

When nongame playing cultures are compared with game playing

cultures they tend to be tropical groups wth simple subsistence patterns,

simple technology, low political organizations, no class stratification, kin-

homogeneous communities, and to have low stress in child socialization.

Obviously these cultures are relatively noncomplex in a variety of ways,

not just in failing to have games.

If competitive games are not universal then diey must be cultural in-

ventions and relate to levels of cultural development. Therefore, when we

discuss games, we are not discussing certain biologically inevitable occur-

rences, though they may be ethologically probable. Rather, we are dis-

cussing multidimensional phenomena, varied in die cultural purpose to

which they are applied and inherently susceptible, for these varied rea-

sons, to many possible systems of conceptual analysis.

A brief re\Hew of the recent history of game scholarship serves to show

that this is indeed what has happened. The first scholarly approaches to

games made by anthropologists, folklorists, and psychologists toward the

end of the past century were sustained by an underlying evolutionism.

Workers in all branches of scholarship were committed to demonstrating
the universality of games in the scheme of things. Classifications tended to

be in terms of theoretical notions about the way in which games had been
diffused, or in terms of the rituals from which they were supposedly de-
rived. Psychologists, for their part, tended to classify games by certain
inevitable and universal stages of growth that they were supposed to
represent. Social scientists through probability theory and game theory
later conferred permanent and mathematical sanctification on the tradi-
tional games of chance and strategy. Currently, there is a frenzy of
Piagetian ingeniousn^s going into the creation of educational toys and
g^es. Perhaps in the future, we can expect to see shelves in stores
l^eled as primary circular-reaction toys, secondary circular-reaction toys,
object-perm^ence toys, and so on, right alongside the other current edu-
cational en^usiasm “Simulation Games for the Social Studies Classroom.”

Transcending mese various twentieth century approaches to taxonomy,
athletic sports of one sort or another have always received support

—

sometimes from the State because of their military value (as in arcLry)
and sometimes from the elite classes because of the supposed character
training value involved (as in Rugby football). An approach that con-

rtf
Satton-Smith, B. “Cmss-cultuxal Correlates of Games ofChance, Senavior Science Notes, 3, 1966, pp. 131-144.
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tinues despite the fact that investigations indicate that quite the contrary

can be true and often sporting events among adolescents precipitate vio-

lent behavior, rather than ‘huild character/^

Whether the recent fairly metaphoric use of games by psychiatrists and

sociologists such as Berne, Szasz, Jackson, Goffman, and others will also

crystallize in our consciousness to the point where, like Berne,^ we go

around seeing the world in terms of games such as “Schlemiel,^’ ‘*The

Stocking Game,” and "Frigid Woman,” is hard to say.

Our point is that in each of these different usages the taxonomy has

served the purposes of the categorizer. The system was not inevitable, it

was constructed as a certain way of viewing human behavior. Each

categorizer created his own “word game” about games, and by so doing,

marked off some sections of discourse as his own domain.

Still it could be protested that this attitude overlooks the possibility

that the word game could not have been used by different scholars unless

there was some common meaning, some point of intersection of the varied

sets. Even if they were all only ghem, that would seem to imply something

in common. Nevertheless, at this point in game scholarship, we must

admit to a great reluctance and unwillingness to commit ourselves to

specifying what this common meaning may be. To define games with a

degree of precision when the subject is j’ust beginning to attract exacting

research, has the ring of prematurity. Actually it makes more sense to

map the subject matter rather than to define it, and that is what this book

does in the main. However, a few brief definitions are in order at this

stage, to provide the reader with a frame of reference. Ptay must be

defined, and game must be defined.

Play may be seen as a type of behavior. For example, consider Piaget’s

account of the two-monA-old baby who found that by dropping his

head backNvards in a certain position he could focus on a ceiling light. He
pereisted witli this discrimination for several weeks, and then “.

. . he

seemed to repeat this movement wiffi ever-increasing enjoyment and
ever-decreasing interest in the external result. He brought his head back
to the upright position and then threw it back again time after time,

laughing loudly

In commonsense parlance this fype of behavior is engaged in “for fun’s

sake,” “for the pleasure of the action without thought to the conse-

quence,” or because “it is non utilitarian.” In commonsense also, behavior

® Kraus, R. Publtc Recreation and the Negro: A Studij of Participation and Adminis-^
trativc Practices. New York: Center for Urban Education, 1968.

^ Berne, E. Games People Plarj. New York: Grove Press, 1964.
® Piaget,

J. Pla^, Dreams, and Imitation fn Childhood. London: Heinmann, 1951,

p. 91.
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such as this has been regarded as uninyortant or trivial and of ™ coje-

quence. Unfortunately this “triviality' categorization is a wastebasket

Legory. which includes within play, behaviors that could be regarded

as exploration, magical thinking, humor, and so forth.
, * u

Biologically the problem with play has been that it has seemed to be

unfunctional, if function is defined in terms of service to major psychologi'

cal, personal, or social needs. On the other hand, its presence is aUo asso>

ciated phylogenetically with evolution; the higher the species the greater

the amount of play. This presents the paradox that although play does

not seem to be of immediate functional value, it appears to have func-

tional implications for the species. For this reason, some have suggested

that play is preadaptive; it prepares the player in general, but not in a

specific way. It increases combinatorial powers and tlie range of novel

responses, so that under adaptive pressure, tlie player has more resources

at hand.® Against this notion it could be objected that the paradox itself is

caused by too restrictive a concept of adaptation in the first place. It might

be argued, for example, that traditioual scientific definitions of adapta-

tion give insufficient emphasis to the development of the voluntary con-

trol of behavior in humans. Such voluntary control implies various forms

of mastery, such as the anticipation of outcomes, the choice of instru-

mental behaviors, freedom from immediate sensory controls, a capacity

to sustain the direction of behavior over a number of responses, sequential

organization, and skill in mobilizing resources. All of these phenomena
are often included among traditional definitions of play. From a biological

point of view, therefore, it might make some sense to regard play as an
exercise of voluntary control systems. Presumably, only the freedom and
“as iT quality of play can guarantee the exercise of such controls.

We obtain the same emphasis if psychological definitions of the be-
havioristic order are presented. In tliese terms, play has been described
as the novel variation of the subjects own responses, more or less irre-

spective of the variation of the stimulus qualities of the objects with
which he is engaged.’ This complements the biological emphasis on

control. Similarly, die phenomenological type of definition,
\vhich emphasizes the players feelings of mastery and his sense of being

e cause, do likewise. We may find then some preliminary consensus
across these three approaches if we define play as an exercise of voluntary
confrot systems. But what of games?

Menill-Palmer Quarterly, 14(2),
® Sutton-Smith, B. “Novel RespODses to Toys"

1968, pp. 151-158.

’Welker, W. I M analysis of exploratory and play behaviors in animals. In
Functions of Varted Experience. D. W. Fiske and S. R. Maddi, Eds. Homewood 111

•

Dorsey Press, 1961.
’
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We speak of "playing” a game or game “play.” For example, a baby of

about four months old, sitting in his mothers lap while he is being fed

with a bottle, grasps the mothers finger. The mother pulls it away, and the

baby grasps it again, sometimes interrupting the feeding process because

of the pleasure of these alternations. We say in this instance that the baby

is "playing a game” with his mother. In this instance, unlike the play

example from Piaget given above, the baby or the mother does not have

the same complete freedom to follow impulse or stimulus, and each is

relatively more confined both in the range of his own behaviors and by

those of his opponent. Each "plays” with a certain goal in mind—in this

case to capture or to avoid the capture of the modier’s finger by the baby.

From a cultural point of view it is usual to emphasize that play is unique

and individual, but ephemeral; whereas a game is sufficiently systematic

that it may be repeated by others in other places. Thus, in the above

examples, the baby throwing his head back required his own particular

situation for that play event, but the "finger game” could be repeated and

instigated by mothers with babies in almost any culture. Games are re-

peatable because of their systematic pattern and their predictable out-

comes. Play on the other hand is less systematic, and is open-ended with

respect to outcomes. In a game, the participants voluntary control over

procedures has been subordinated in anticipation of, but without guar-

antee for, a given goal

Again, games imply some opposition or antithesis between players.

Even in solitary games (puzzles) it seems that this same sense of opposi-

tion is present. That is, the player contends against impersonal obstacles

or against fortune, or he mentally pits one aspect of himself against an-

other. In games that do not seem to have opposition, such as the pre-

schoolers "Mulberry Bush,” opposition is present in the child’s attempt

to have his body obey. The stylized rhythmic movements may not be a

challenge to the older child or the adult, but it is to the preschooler.

In die finger game cited, we have the opposition of mother and baby
(as actor and counteractor). Their performance of holding and with-

holding fingers are prescribed within a certain range. Even in diis game
there are implicit procedural and contingency rules. When the baby
finally grasps the mother s finger after several attempts and gurgles with

laughter, we can speak of a goal being achieved and momentarily at

least, there is a %vinner. Even in the elementary game we have a repeatable

pattern, opposition, and outcome. At ib most elementary level then we
can define a game as an exercise of voluntary control systems in which
there is an opposition between forces, confined by a procedure and rtdes

in order to produce a discquiUbrial outcome.
In subsequent chapters we shall expand the elements of this definition
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to encompass the more complex games of adult life. In the meantime,

however, such a definition perhaps explains why it is possible to use the

term gome for a variety of activities. It stands for voluntary behavior

whether on a cultural or a theoretical level, it can apply to what people

do with each other, or what they do dyadically within themselves.

We include in this introductory chapter, a paper by Brewster who is

neither a psychologist nor in the field of recreation, but yet seems to be
very much aware of the potential multidisciplinary interest in the study
of games.



1

The Importance of the Collecting

and Study of Games

PAUL G. BREWSTER

The definitions and interpretations of the term game are many and

widely varied. On the theory Aat “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,” G.

Stanley Hall sees in the games of children the reproduction of activities

natur^, and even essential, to our early ancestors but having little or no

relation to the modem milieu. This point of view has been adopted more
recently by Reany, who divides the child’s play-life into five stages (ani-

mal, savage, nomad, pastoral, and tribal), assigning an age span to each.^

Groos, on the other hand, after having studied and described botfi the

play of human beings and that of animals, concludes that in the child’s

game we have what is essentially an exercise contributory to the develop-

ment of the physical organs. The game is motivated by some basic in-

stinct; the urge for physical contact (as in Avrestling), the urge to chase,

etc. Following the same theory. Car sees in the social games of the child

a reminiscence of the collective unconscious and an exercise fixing the

newly acquired functions or duties. The functional theory advanced by
Claparede was inspired by Groos, but diverges somewhat hrom the views

of tl^e latter. For Claparede the game represents a land of apprenticeship

for the duties and responsibilities of life, under the influence of instinct.

SOURCE. Eastern Anthropology, 10(1), 1056, pp. 5-12.

' Mabel J. Reany, The Tsychology of the Organized Croup Game ( Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1910). Accorfing to her classification, the animal period covers tlic

years from blrtli to age 7, the savage period from 7 to 9. the nomad from 9 to 12, and
tile pastoral and tribal stages from 12 to 17. 9
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This emphasis upon the part played by instinct is, however, not acceptable

to modem psychologists, who look upon an explanation giving instinct for

the motivating force as equivalent to an admission of ignorance.

Under the influence of Freud and his disciples, the game has been

regarded by some students of the subject as a compensation or substitu-

tion for instincts suppressed by the normal conscience. Presented in the

innocent form of a game, they are accepted by society without question.

Piaget sees in tlie game;

. . sous ses deux formes essentielles d’exercices sensori-moteur et de
symbolisme, une assimilation du r4el a Tactivite propre, foumissant ^

celle-ci son alimentation n^cessaire et transformant le reel en fonction des
besoins multiples du moi. C’est pourquoi, ajoute-t-il, les methodes actives

d Education des petits exigent toutes que Ton foumisse aux enfants un
materiel convenable, afin qu’en jouant ils parviennent ^ s’assimiler les

r^alit^s intellectuelles qui, sans cela, demeurent exterieures ^ I’intelligence
infantile.”

J. Chateau denies that there is in the child’s game this assimilation of
the reel to himself, but says that the assimilation comes slowly and as a
consequence of serious, rather than play, activities. The child makes of
himself the center of the world, and does not seek to explore anything
beyond himself Obiects interest him only when he is perilled to exer-

child’/iSr'^^K
them. The driving force in the

Uie deshc to become strong or in some other way superior

..y
He goes on to

yonng‘’who*Crno''recd°to^
up sutplus energy in

being the responsibUity of the parents
added the so-callcd "rathartie" ihm

' * early psychoanalysis

dennite funchon t thc“ ^

by tvhich ho can work pasf etoUo“ tdIr “
post fnistrations.^

^ ^ ^ imaginary relief for

NolwiilistandinE tlie wide div<*r«:itv •

p.ay or a ga„e, there is a pretty genial f^g^rnVt^ewhoW

n.y.t <a cuu.,e ,,.3™.
’ Ibid, p. 13.

• SceEnk H. Edison. CMdWo™ts»te,, (New York, 1050). p. 187.
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studied the subject that the game is perhaps a more fruithil and more

important field for investigation than has hitherto been realized, and a

growing awareness of the need for collecting and studying tlie traditional

games before they are completely replaced by those of more modem
origin.

Anthropologists, ethnologists, and others studying native tribes have,

on the whole, been strangely indifferent to the pastimes of the peoples

among whom they happen to be working. True, such scholars as Had-

don, Im Thum, Roth, Griaule, Itkonen, Costermans, Comhaire-Sylvain,

and others have given us a great deal of valuable information, but a far

greater number have interested themselves almost exclusively in the

economic, political, and/or religious life of die tribe under study.

This apparent indifference has in many instances been remarked upon

and deplored by field workers diemselves. Dr. Padmanabhachari writes:

Human life and human institutions can be better understood by

—

and indeed cannot be thoroughly understood at all without—a study of

the Ufe of primitive peoples including even their pastimes, the games

they played, the sports they engaged in . . . Play patterns are an integral

part of all human culture wherever mankind is found and in whatever

state of advancement the culture may be. A study of the play of primi-

tive peoples will throw much needed light on the nature of the play

tendencies of mankind as a whole. Moreover, a study of games and

sports will reveal to us the nature and extent of civilisation of the race.®

Professor Bell, writing on the Tanga, comments:

I believe that the play-life of a people is fust as efficient a ^ide to its

ethics as its magico-religious life or its economic life. The study of primi-

tive play has been sadly neglected, and probably stands in much the

same position as the study of primitive economics stood until quite

recently.

One of the essentials of human happiness is indulgence in some form
of play. I feel that tliis is a univereal postulate ^vhich may be applied to

all peoples of all cultures, and I would appeal to all tliose who are in a

position to study primitive peoples to pay a close attention to the subject

of primitive play . . . .®

In his scries of articles on Nigerian games, Professor Ncwbcny' writes:

Many educationists and antliropologisls have voiced tlie opinion that

® T. R. Padmanabhachari, “Games, Sports and Pastimes in Preliistoric India,” ^fan
in India, XXI, 2-3 ( April-Septeniher, 10-11), 128.

® F. ll S. Bell, ‘Tlie Play Life of the Tanga, H,” Afonlfnrf, Xl, 4 (June, 1937), 83.
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too often is it the case that the study of a tribe or people is confined al-

most entirely to adult life from puberty onwards, and that only occasion-

ally is a detailed account of children’s games given in what are in other

respects comprehensive accounts^

Raum expresses his views on the matter in the following words:

Since modem sociological schools of Social Anthropology are almost

exclusively interested in “structural” analyses of social ways and rela-

tions, certain areas of "primitive” life—and among them games—have

passed out of the focus of attention of anthropologists. This is to be re-

gretted.®

Similar statements are to be found in the writings of many other anthro-

pologists and students of native life.

In recent years the situation has changed somewhat for the better, al-

though one still encounters in professed ethnological studies such cava-

lier treatment of games as the following:

N dri and Quodie had crossed the road to a group of dark men playing
some game in the shelter of a great uprooted tree. The game consisted
of tossing pellets very rapidly into the holes of what resembled a wooden
muffin tin. . . . Ruth, who was forever trying to outwit an amazing vari-
ety of patently unfounded inferiority complexes, saw a challenge here,
for she was very good at games. . . .

Ah, out, sighed N’dri as Ruth moved in among a tribe he considered
inferior to his osvn, which was Baole, and Ruth was indeed playing clack-
click, click-clack, and winning all the marbles. . .

.®

Altliough the author’s interest here lies

might reasonably expect him at least to
particularly since he must have met with
his travels.

in a more serious subject, one
identify the game in question,

it many times in the course of

I 1

^ anthropologist or the ethnologistW Lo of t'l, . r
'tady. of games are many. Per-

nrorics Some,
® materials of neigLouringpeoples. Somebmes these borrowings or adaptations are of fairiy reeent

F«:^,r2 Nigeria,” The Nigerian

. IlanoUt Davi., Snreerm’ V.lfage (Boston, 1955), pp. 29-27, Italics mine.
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date; sometimes the internal evidence points to a much earlier period. In

either event, theories regarding culture contacts between certain peoples

are often materially strengthened by the discovery of non-indigenous

elements in the games played by a particular tribe or nationality. As one

Indian scholar has well expressed it:

It seems to me that . . , the importance of the comparative study of

such games, from the ethnological standpoint, does not lie so much in the

details of their similarities and differences as in the light it throws on so-

cial contact between different groups of people. Culture traits may mi-

grate in various ways, and these migrations maye be due either to actual

movements of people or, as so often happens, to contact. The tracing of

the possible routes of migrations of these games, as in all other single

traits, furnishes important clues regarding the general contact—^meta-

morpliosis of different people or tfie displacement of one by the other.

Whichever may be the basic reason in a particular locality or particular

tribes, it provides important clues and evidence which are of consider-

able value to the historical study of their culture.*®

If the investigator finds it difficult or impossible to gain admittance to

a peculiarly sacred ceremony or to leam the substance of a jealously

guarded ritual, he €<10 sometimes leam a great deal, though perhaps not

all, about these by observing closely the imitations of them by the chil-

dren. Since children are extremely clever imitators, possess retentive

memories, and, above all, are conservative, their versions of the cere-

monies and rituals are by no means to be taken lightly. And no matter

liow sacred the ceremony or how strong the taboos surrounding it, if is

almost sure to have its counterpart in the games of the children. Bell,

for example, mentions the imitating by Tanga boys and girls of the clafal,

a puberty rite,** and Schwab has described in detail the imitation of the

well-known sasswood ordeals by boys and girls in Liberia.*- According to

Haddon, one of the favourite pranks of boys in British New Guinea is to

mask and tlien to imitate the ftiJaari, a kind of village constabulary whose

duty it is to enforce any afu or taboo imposed by tlie chief.** An anony-

mous Indian uriter tells how he himself, as a child, used to imitate in

Sunder Lai Hora, “Sedentary Games of India,” Journal and Troccedings of the

Asiatic Socictij of Bengal, N. S. XXIX (1933), 5.

** F. L. S. Bell, The Play of tlie Tonga, 1.” Mankind, 11, 3 (1937), 57.

*“ George Schwab, Tribes of the Liberian JiintcTland (Papers of tlie Peabody
Nhiseum of American Arcljaeolog)’, XXXI), Cambridge (Mass.), 1947, p, 223.

** A. C. Haddon, “Notes on Children's Games in British New Guinea," Journal of
the ttoyal Anf/iropoiogfca/ Institute, >KXVIII (lOOS), 29-1.
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play the Muktad, or Dosla, ceremonies. One of his statements is worth

repeating here:

With chance of times, the orig- . -

pass away, giving place to some new forms, but the

conservaUve, may retain and continue them till it may be difhcult to

identify them and to trace their origin.^*

Ghosts and evil spirits still play their roles in the games of children

though the adult members of the society may no longer believe in them,

and the dart- and spear-throwing games still popular among many peo-

ples tahe us back to a time when these were not games but an important

part of the training process by which young men were developed into

1 rituals and ceremonies may possibly

%varriors and hunters.

Many of the games played by twentieth-century children, even by

those of the most highly civilized societies, contain traces of very ancient

and even primitive beliefs and practices: water worship, the foundation

sacrifice, die symbolism of colours, the eflBciency of spitde as a fuga dae-

montun, the witch, the “Black Man,” crossing the fingers to avoid being

taken prisoner, and many many others, all of them of interest to the eth-

nologist and die folklorist

However, it is not only the andiropologist who can benefit from a

study of games. Since in a number of them Aere are many archaic words,

they should be of interest and value also to the philologist. In the case

of many, if not most, of the counting-out rhymes used to determine
which player is to be “It” in a chasing game, which is to have first turn,

etc., the majority of the words appear to be mere gibberish and are so
regarded both by adults and by the players themselves. However, a care-
ful study reveals that in many instances these have not been made up by
the players but are either archaisms or unintelligible corruptions of words
still in current use.'® Bolton and others working in this field have found
in counting-out rhymes fragments of Latin prayers from the Middle
Ages, phrases from Masonic ritual, bits of incantations and spoken
charms, words from the gypsies’ Romany, tinkers’ slang, and the pro-
fessional jargon of strolling mountebanks.'® Curious admixtures of this
hnd are occasionally to be found also in songs, rhymes, and dialogue

iUoumal of the Anthrapolagical Society of Bombay. X, 5, (1915), 374-375
* F. R. Chapman, “Kofurti, the Maori Game of 'Knuckle-Bone’,” Journal of the

Polynestan Society Vn 2 (June, 1898). U4 ("It appears to he a genuine Maori
game as the people could not give me the meanings of the words, which they say
are old Maori ones ).

' ^

of Children. The.r Origin,and Wide Dtstnbution (London, 1888).
^ ^ ®
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within the game proper. As is frequency the case in religious or magic

rituals,*'^ participants in games may sometimes be found using special

vocabularies. This, however, is more likely to be encountered in games

engaged in by adults than in those played by children.

Certain games are of particular interest, or should be, to the psycholo-

gist, the psychiatrist, and, in a slightly lesser degree perhaps, the physi-

cian. One of these, and probably the best example of the type, is the

hantu musang or main musang of Malaysia.^® In this game, which is

played by boys and on occasion by men, one of the participants is hypno-

tized by the rest Then follows a chant of invocation in which the spirit

of an animal (civet cat, monkey, goat, etc.) is invited to enter the body

of the boy.^® When the transfer has been effected, the hypnotized player

performs, with amazing fidelity, the characteristic actions of the animal

in question. While in &is state he does feats which would be quite im-

possible for him were he in his normal condition. The game is not wth-
out its dangers (injury as a result of falling from a height, for example)

for the boy who is possessed, and great care must be exercised in bring-

ing him out of the hypnotic state. Since trances and possession are fea-

tures of religious groups in many widely separated parts of the world,

games of this kind should have some appeal also for the student of com-

parative religion. In the former, however, the trance seems, ordinarily at

least, to be self-induced, aided perhaps by sounds, perfumes, etc., but

not requiring any physical contact such as is frequently found in games
of the hantu musang type. The priest or shaman or even an humble wor-

shipper may be possessed by a saints a god, or a god manifesting himself

as an animal-spirit Dr. Verrier Elwin writes me;

I have not come across any game in India which resembles the hantu

musang but I have witnessed scenes where priests or shamans have been

possessed by an animal-spirit and have behaved very like the animal con-

cerned. Thus among the Hinduised Gonds of Madhya Pradesh the spirit

of Hanuman sometimes possesses a man during the harvest festival and
this man then behaves exactly like a monkey to the great entertainment

For a good example of this, see Frederick I^gh, Witchcraft and Magic of Africa

(London, 1947), pp. 31-56, 60.

'®Other names are hantu kra (monkey), haniu kamhing (goal), hantu kuchsng
(cal), sintren, hif, main pcteri, and Jokang (lokan). Dr. Poluntn, of the faculty of

Medicine, Universitj’ of ^^aIaya, has made a of main peicri and fokang; and Dr.
de Jong, of the Institute of Malay Studies, has a tape recording of the introductory

portion of the ceremony. 1 have for some lime been collecting materials on hantu
mujong and hope eventually to publish a study of it and other games of the tj'pe.

There is a difference of opinion here. Some writers w-ho have witnessed it regard
it as only a clever bit of imitation.
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of the spectators. He appears to be in a state of trance when this hap-

pens, and this is probably induced by a long period of drumming, chant-

ing, and drinking.-®

The educator, too, can learn much from the games of children if he is

a careful observer. He will note, for example, that altliough tlic games

are spontaneous and unsupervised,^^ there are certain rigid rules,

learned from elders or formulated by the children themselves, to which

they conscientiously adhere. And he will note, further, that any infrac-

tion, no matter how slight, of these rules will result in the culprit’s being

severely rebuked if not expelled from the playing group. He will prob-

ably be surprised to learn that number games were being played by
children of so-called primitive societies long before they were introduced
into modem education as a teaching technique, and may w'cll be amazed
at the youngsters’ skill in mental computation and at their grasp of the

principle of counter distribution. It is largely because of their having
been encouraged as children to take part of such games that in adult-
hood they are so proficient in mancala and similar board games.--
From very early times the agility and grace of playing children have

furnished subjects for the artist and the sculptor, as have also, to a lesser
extent, games of a sedentary nature. A terra cotta group in the British
Museum, represenUng two girls playing astragals or k-nucklebones, has
been dated as 800 b.c.23 Erman has copies of wall paintings of board
games, jumping games, kollabismos, and other games, all dating from the
Fifdi Dynasty or the Middle Kingdom.^^ Mile Auboyer’s recent fine work
contams drawings from wall paintings and sculpture depicting ball games,

20 In a letter from Shillong on March 7 1956

Caiatta or AM,i (Abyssimo), Wori
chagga), etc. Some natives become so expert that they play'blindf H A ''''“fr
to play two or three opponents simnltaS„„,I„. see Man P Mof Kiibuguza Among the Abatutsi of North-E»t Hn.nr “'J™'
1953), 171.

rtortB East Ruanda. Mon. LUI (November,

(S^pfemta’; mT'Lo.”"'”' X. =

24 Adolf Erman, Aegypten und Aegyptisches Leben
Ranke), pp. 175, 279, 290, 292.

I Altertum (ed. Hermann
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tlie playing of board games with dice, and tlie spinning of tops.^® Some of

diese paintings «and carvings are as old as 200 b.c. A wall painting of a

hand-clapping game being played by two young Egyptian girls, which

for centuries has adorned tlie tomb of Ah-hor, has been reproduced in

Gulin and Falkcner.-® Later artists who have painted the games of chil-

dren include the elder Pieter Brueghel, whose “Children’s Games” is

perhaps the best-known example of tlie genre; B. Dahlerup; N’Guyen

Phan Chanh, whose painting of two small Annamite children playing a

board game while two others look on has been reproduced in B^arts

recent two-volume work on West African games;-'^ and Jan Molenaer,

whose La Main Chaude hangs in the Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest.

Singing-games and dancing-games have much of value for the musi-

cologist and the choreographer. The study of games of tliis type has

been, for example, a very important part of the work of the sisters Danica

and Ljubica Yankovic, of Belgrade, whose books and articles on folk-

dancing are recognized by all folklorists as models of thorough research

and meticulous scholarship.

Workers in the fields both of mental and of physical therapy have in

the games of children extremely valuable tools, and particularly so since

for almost any condition a suitable game or pastime can be found.

Finally, it should be stressed that one need not be a specialist on
games in order to collect them. True, it might be better if he were, but if

all he can do is set down carefully and in full detail all that he sees and
hears from beginning to end of the game, he is still making a valuable

contribution not only to colleagues in his own field but to workers in

other fields as well.

Jeannine Auboyer, La vie publique et privee dans Ylnde ancienne (Paris; Presses

Universitaires de France, 1955).
26 Stewart Culin, Korean Games, with Notes on the Corresponding Games of CAina

and Japan (Philadelphia, 1895); Edward Falkener, Games Ancient and On'enfai

(London, 1892).
2^ Ch. Bearl, Jevx et jouets de I’ouest africain, II (Dakar, 1955), 481.
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CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL SOURCES

Information about early games and game playing has been provided

by archaeology (artifacts, graphics), legislation, manuscripts, and, un-

intentionally as well as intentionally, in some early written records. Il-

lustrations of each of these types of sources follow, though the reader is

referred to the accompanying bibliography for a more complete acoount-

ing.

Archaeologists have made information about early games’ available by
recovering game artifacts from ancient tombs and temples. A Sumerian

game board (c. 2600 b.c.) recovered from the royal cemetery at Ur of

Chaldees is an example. Similarly, Egyptologists have recovered dice

and game boards from the tomb of Queen Hatasu (c. 1600 b.c.), and
game boards of the “Morris” type (complex versions of ticktaclctoel)

have been discovered cut into the roofing slabs of the Temple of Kuma,
Eg)pt, dating from 1400 b.c. “Morris” boards have been cut into the

cloister seats of the cathedrak of NoiAvich, Canterbury, Gloucester,

Salisbury, and Westminster Abbey, dating from a.d. 1300. Remnants of

ceremonial bail courts (c. a.d. 1000) have been discovered in Mexico at

Tula. In sum, one source of historical information about games is the

equipment employed in the play of the game or the special setting in

which tile game was played.

Another source is graphic tn/ormcfion. Archeologists have restored a

number of tomb murals and paintings that depict ancient people playing

games. One famous mural in an Egyptian tomb illustrates two persons

playing the finger game of “odds and evens.” A number of vase paintings

depict Achilles and Ajax playing a game similar to backgammon, which
Homer alludes to in the Illiad. Others illustrate Grecian foot races, box- 21
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ing, wrestling, and a host of additional games. Sometimes a tomb mural

or a vase painting has clarified how a game artifact was to be used.

Pieter Breughel’s famous painting, “Children’s Games” (c. a.d. 1560)

has been used as an illustration of over eighty games tliat were once in

the common domain.

Many ancient writers, without intending it, included information about

games. For example, Homer discusses the game playing of Achilles and

Ajax during the Trojan War (c. 550 b.c.). Similarly, authors such as

Plato, Pliny, Plutarch, Seneca, and Xenophon recorded inforrriation

about games played in ancient times, although this was not their intent.

Grid, writing during the Augustan age offers information about a “Mor-
ris” game in Ars Amatoria. Tacitus (c. a.d. 55-117) in his etlmographical
work Germania, discusses dice playing. Information about tlie ancient
Olympic games can be derived from the writings of Aristophancs, Aris-
totle, Flavius Arrianus, Athenaeus, Herodotus, Pausanias, Philostratus,
Plato, Plutarch, Socrates, Publius Papinus Statius, 'Thucydides, Xeno-
phon, and others.

Another historical source of information about games is IcEislation.
A^gamblmg laws appear to have been first instituted in Rome over
2000 years ago purportedly because of excesses at the gaming tables.

“'so their homes,
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the ScolHsh^P^'^v^'^
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In the Middle East, an early volume to deal exclusively with a game
was Kitah Ash-Shtranj (Book of Chess) written by Abu-Bakr Muham-
mad Ben Yahya as-Suli about a.d. 920. Although there are early San-

skrit records (as early as c. 800 B.c.) which discuss some of the

forerunners of chess (Ashtapada and Shaturanga), Kitab Ask-Shrtanj

was the first book on the subject The author was a chess master at the

court of the Caliph of Baghdad, who recorded his ideas about the game
of chess. During the ensuing years additional documents about games

written in Arabic, Latin, and other languages became available.

Probably the first scholarly historical treatise on games was De Historia

Shahiludii (1689) and its companion volume De Historia Herdiludii

(1694). These volumes were written by Thomas Hyde, a professor of

Arabic at the University of Oxford. The books contain information on

such games as backgammon, chess and “wei-cVi.”

Another famous book of the period was The Complete Gamester

written by Charles Cotton about 1674. Published anonymously because

of Cotton’s social position, it was not until the fifth edition (published

in 1734) that he was acknowledged as the author. Another early book in

the English language that is viewed as a companion volume to Cotton’s

work, is Theophilus Lucas’ Memoirs of the Lives, Intrigues and Comical

Adventures of the Most Famous Gamesters. Both books have been re-

published recently under the title. Games and Gamesters of the Restora‘

tion.*

Hoyle of "According to Hoyle” published his first game book in 1742.

It was titled;

A short treatise on the Game of ^Vhist, containing the Laws of the Game;
and also some Rules whereby a Beginner may, \\ith due attention to

them, attain to the Playing it well. Calculations for those who will Bet
tlie Odds on any point of the score of the Game tlien playing and de-

pending. Cases stated, to shew what may be effected by a good player

in Critical Parts of tlie Game. References to cases viz. at tlie End of tiie

Rule you arc directed how to find them. Calculations directing with
moral Certaint)*, how to play well any Hand or Game, by Sheu'ing tlie

Chances of your Partner’s having 1 2 or 3 certain cards. With Variety of

Cases added in the Appendix. Printed by John Watts for the Author,
London, 1742.

During tl)e next twenty years Hoyle published short treatises on back-
gammon, piquet, brag and many otlicr games lljat are now rarely played.

* Cotton, C, The Complrat Gamester, IB74, bound with LucaJ, T. Lives of the
Camesten. republished as Games end Gamesters of the Festoraiion. London-
G. Houiledge and Sons, 1030.
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During the period 1800 through 1850 a number of articles on chess,

playing cards, and athleUc games and contests began to appear m a

variety of popular and scholarly journals in English, German, Freni*,

and other European as well as Oriental languages. For example, in the

preface to Card Essays, Clay’s Decisions, and Card-Table Talk, we read

that, . . in the present volume the Author has reproduced with correc-

tions and numerous augmentations, some miscellaneous papers on sub-

jects connected with Cards, which have hitherto been buried in back

numbers of periodicals.”®

A famous book of the period first published in 1801 and reissued nu-

merous times was Strutt’s Sports and Pastimes of the English People. A
similar volume published in 1825 was Aspen’s Picture of the Manners,

Customs, Sports, and Pastimes of the Inhabitants of England to the

Eighteenth Century. A sample of other titles appearing at the time in-

clude: Backgammon, Its History and Practice (1844), Henry Ellis’ re-

vision of John Brand’s Observations on Popular Antiquities (1813), On
the Burma Game of Chess Compared with the Indian, Chinese and Per-

sian (1803), Researches into the History of Playing Cards (1816) and
William Hone’s Every Day Book and Table Book (1838). Also during

the period, similar publications began to appear in the United States,

such as Smith’s Festivals, Games and Amusements: Ancient and Modem
(1831).

While most people were writing about games for recreative purposes,
publications concerning games for other purposes also began to appear
during this period. The first of these, published in French in 1797, was
Rides of a New War Game for the Use of Military Schools, by Venturing.
The publication was based on an earlier published essay (1780) by
Helwig, who discussed the use of games in teaching military tactics to
young noblemen, an origin we shall discuss in more detail in the section
on military science. These were followed during the next hundred years
by a variety of similar publications on the subject in German, French,
ta ian, Japanese, and English. U.S. publications concerning war games
began to appear after the Civil War period.
While these latter examples were probably motivated by the intuitive

Deliet that games were useful pedagogic devices, the increased interestm games m *e late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is usually
said to have be^ associated with an emerging interest in antiquarianismm the scholarship of that period, with romanticism in literature, and
will, increasing urbanization in the sociopolitical world. As there has

® Cavmdish" Cord Etiay,, Clay’s Decisions and
Thomas De La Rue & Co., 1879, p. «.

Card-Table Talk. London:
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been little or no scholarship on the history of game scholarship itself,

however, these statements must remain, at best, generalized guesses.

In the last fifty years of the nineteenth century and throughout the

twentieth century reports and documents about games were no longer

to be found in out of the way places—they became part of the main-

stream of publishing. Anthropological, folklorist, and psychological

interest in games began seriously during the last thirty years of the

nineteenth century; a more detailed discussion of these interests will

be found in subsequent chapters of this section. A high point in game
scholarship was reached in 1913 with tfie publication of Murrays nine-

hundred-page, exhaustive, classic study, A History of Chess.^ This work

serves as a major source and prototype for most works of this genre.

It is also during this period diat books about games in relation to the

education of children began to appear. Although publications about war
games in the education of the military had been available for over a

century, widespread concern for use of games in elementary education

did not appear until after 1900. An early publication was titled; Educa-
tion hy Plays and Games (1907). This was followed by such titles as:

Gymnastic Games Classified (1907) and Graded Games and "Rhythmic

Exercises for Ptimanj Grades (1908). A doctoral dissertation on "The
Psychology of the Organized Group Game,” which concerned the use of

games in schools, appeared in the British Journal of Psychology in 1916.

In the same year (1916) Games and Exercises for Mental Defectives

was published, signifying another type of interest in games. In the fol-

lowing decade, a related area of interest, the medical aspects of games,
was evidenced by such articles as "Medical and Surgical Aspects of

Sports and Games,” Baily's Magazine, London, 1921.

Other types of focus tliat appeared at the time included special pub-
lications offered by religious groups

—

Popular Amusements—Destructive

and Constructive, 1925; The Playtime Guidebook for Churches, 1926;
tlio teaching of specific academic subjects in schools, that is, Games for

Spanish Clubs (1926).

During Uic "tliirtics” more of the same types of materials appeared,
and in addition to tliese, the first texts for personnel concerned ulth
organized recreation service became available, such as Education
through Recreation (1932), and Leisure and Recreation (1936).“^ Titles

such as: Emotion and Sport (1932); Psychoanalytic Theory of Play

11, J. U. A JIhtonj of London: Oxford University Press, 1913.

’ JaeVs, L. p. Educflffon Through UccreaUon. Nesv YorV: Harper 1032; [*'

M. n. and Nevimeyer, E. S. Leisure tmd Recreation. Now York: A- S. 1

Co.. 1030. *
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As will be noted, the allusions take different forms. In some instances

the dramatist gives us what is almost a word picture of the sport in

question:

Or as a bear, encompass’d round with dogs,

Who having pinched a few and made them cry,

The rest stand all aloof, and bark at him.

Sometimes the mention of the game appears in the form of a figure of

speech, usually a simile or a metaphor:

As one would set up a top

I am tied to the stake, and I must stand the course.

In still other cases there appears only the name of the game or sport or

some term used in connection with the playing of it:

Let’s to billiards

Pitch, rub, bias, etc.

The act and scene divisions used here are those of Craig^; the abbre-

viations employed for titles of the plays are those suggested by the

Shakespeare Quarterly.

ARCHERY^

This sport held first place during the reigns ot Henry VII and Henry
VIII, reaching its zenith under the latter, who was himself a fine archer
and who expected his subjects ako to become proficient with the bow. To
this end every male below the age ot sixty was compelled to shoot with
it, and facers were required by law to instruct their sons in its use as
soon M the latter reached the age of seven. Both Henry VII and Henry
yin favored the longbow over the crossbow, restricting the use of the
latter by hm.tmg the use of it to those holding property valued at three
hundred marks, and by imposing a fine ot ten pounds tor each shot un-
lawfully fared.

heaUhhd oaft
‘'''S” archery had declined into a mere

'refine

who at one t.me organrzed a corps of archers from among the ladies of

2 Hardin Craig (ed.), The Complete Works nf fO, i. ,

SAllhotigh it may well have been the sLnn?
(New York. 1951).

gland, since it is from their words boga and aretoa
^^^eloped archery in En-

derh-cd and since, too, we have In tl^ Baveu*
^

confirmation, it was probably not until Norman ti u.
appears to be added

Important factor in the national defence
archery became a really
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(1933) indicated the interest of psychoanalysts. Sociologic concern was

evidenced by the publications of George H. Mead (1934) and Johan Hui-

zinga (1938). In 1944, von Neumann and Morgenstein published The

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, which had profound implica-

tions for the future of social science. Specific developments from this

period on are examined in detail in Section II—The Usage of Games.

It seems quite clear from the foregoing historical overview, and, in

fact, from the publication of this book itself, that games, long regarded

as rather “trivial” concerns in a dominantly puritanic culture, have

moved nearer to the center of cultural concern, in man’s continuing at-

tempt to understand himself and the world in which he lives.

To conclude this chapter we include a paper by Brewster, who dem-
onstrates how UTitten documents can be used as a resource for the his-

torical study of games. ’The paper also serves as an illustration of the

continuity of games themselves in Western culture.



2

Games and Sports in Shakespeare

PAUL G. BREWSTER

The universality of Shakespeare has long been axiomatic; in a sense

he has become ‘all things to all men.” Scholars have noted his facile and

accurate use of the language of medicine, of law, of philosophy; and so

familiar is he with these fields and with their idioms that he has been

thought a physician, a lawyer, or a philosopher. As a recent Shakespeare

scholar and critic puts it: “One by one aU the philosophies have been

discovered in Shakespeare’s works, and he has been charged—^both as

virtue and weakness—with having no philosophy. The lawyer believes

he must have been a lawyer, the musician a musician, the Catholic a

Catholic, the Protestant a Protestant.”* The fallacy in such reasoning lies,

of course, in the imwarranted assumption that an intimate knowledge of

the language peculiar to a profession or an occupation can be acquired

only through an active participation in it

The fact that Shakespeare mentions nearly fifty different games and
sports in the plays does not mean that he was a folklorist or a specialist

in games any more than his familiarity with legal procedure proves him
to have been a laNvyer. Nor is it necessary to assume that he was a sports

enthusiast No doubt lie did participate in some, perhaps all, of the

games and sports mentioned. However, even had he not done so, he
would certainly not have been unaware of their existence. Here, as in

other respects, Shakespeare was very much a man of his time and tlio-

roughly conversant with what was going on in it.

SOURCE, FF Communications, 72 (177), 1959, pp. 3-26.

* Harold C. Goddard, The Meaning of Shakespeare ( University of Chicago Press,
IQ31), p. 1. 27
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As mil be noted, the allusions take different forms. In some instances

the dramatist gives us what is almost a word picture of the sport in

question:

Or as a bear, encompass’d round \vith dogs.

Who having pinched a few and made them cr}’.

The rest stand all aloof, and bark at him.

Sometimes the mention of the game appears in the form of a figure of

speech, usually a simfie or a metaphor:

As one would set up a top

I am tied to the stake, and I must stand the course.

In still other cases there appears only the name of tlic game or sport or

some term used in connection witli Uie playing of it:

Let’s to billiards

Pitch, rub, bias, etc.

The act and scene divisions used here are those of Craig-; the abbre-

viations employed for titles of die plays are tliose suggested by the

Shakespeare Quarterly.

ARCHERY'

This sport held first place during the reigns of Heniy- VII and Henry
VIII, reaching its zenith under the latter, who was himself a fine archer
and who expected his subjects also to become proficient widi the bow. To
mis end, every male below the age of sixty was compelled to shoot with
It, and facers were required by law to instruct their sons in its use as
soon as the latter reached the age of seven. Both Henr)' VII and Henr>'

1 u T. . .

over the crossbow, restricting the use of tlie
a er y imiting the use of it to those holding property valued at three

la^'w^Uy Se?’
io^posing a fine of ten pounds for each shot un-

heaUhfi'i “"I"*
reign archery had declined into a mere

StoMr T’ "'>'> However, this

of eIv hl'T® r encouragement oi the

who at one am
™ “ »HUed and enthusiastif borvman and

at one Ume organized a corps of archers from among the ladies of

of (New York, 1951).

gland, since it is from flip'

^ a»ns who first developed archery in En-

Liv,:d a„“ staL too ™ h
'W- and •'anow" are

confirmaUon, it w'as probabV ml^tU
Tapestry what appears to be added

important factor in L naSrSi”
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the court. It was simply that the musket had arrived and the bow was

no longer a national asset.^

The sport is alluded to in Lear I.i.l45 (“The bow is bent and drawn,

make from the shaft”), 160-161 (“See better, Lear, and let me still re-

main The true blank of thine eye”); Much I.i.42 (“. . . and challenged

him at the bird-bolt”), 259 (“bottle,” a basket of wicker to hold the cat

used as a target in shooting matches); II.i.254 (“man at a mark”)^; Shretc

V.ii.186 (“’Twas I won the wager, diough you hit the white”); L.L.L.

IV.i.135-136 (“Wide o’ the bow hand! i’ faith, your hand is out.” “Indeed,

a’ must shoot nearer, or he’ll ne’er hit the clout”); 3 H VI I.i.29 (‘T)utt”);

0th. ni.iv.l28 (‘Tilank’’); Romeo II.iv.16 (“pin”); W.T. Il.iii.S (“blank”);

2 H. TV ni.ii.48-53 (“. . . a* drew a good bow, and dead! a’ shot a fine

shoot; John a Gaunt loved him well, and betted much money on his head.

Dead! a* would have clapped i’ the clout at twelve score; and carried you

a forehand shaft a fourteen and fourteen and a half, that it would have

done a man’s heart good to see”); Ham. IV.iii.47 (“bent”).

BEAR-BAITING^

This had been a popular sport in the Middle Ages’', and retained its

popularity well into ie reign of Charles II. Under Henry VIII and

Elizabeth, special bears were bred for it, and dogs could be com-

mandeered by the Master of Bears. Not only bears but also donkeys,

horses, and other animals were baited.®

Allusions to bear-baiting appear in tiie following plays: Wives I.i. 297-

309 (“Why do your dogs bark so? be there bears i’ the town? . . .”);

Ticel. II.V.8 (". .
. you laiow he brought me out o' favour with my lady

about a bear-baiting here”); W. T. IV.iu.l09 (“. . . he haunts wakes,

fairs, and bear-baitings”); 3 H. VI II.i.I5-17 (“Or as a bear, encompass’d

^ In view of the fact that the bow as a weapon was almost completely obsolete by
the time of Charles I (I625-I649), it is somewhat surprising to find Benjamin
Franklin, more than a hundred years later, seriously advocating the use of the bow
by certain units of the Continental army. He pointed out, among other things, that

the bow could be more easily replaced than a firearm, that the procuring of am-
munition would be a comparatively simple matter, and that there would be
puff of smoke to reveal the archer’s position.

® The reference here is to a man who stood near the target to check off tha^o.
of the contestants.

® This was one of the diversions wth which Elizabeth entertained fg i926),
mats and other distinguished visitors.

’

L. F. Salzman, English Life in the Middle Ages ( Oxford Games

® Norman Winner, Sport in England: A History of Two Tho
and Posfimes (London, 1949), p. 77.
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As will be noted, the allusions take different forms. In some instances

the dramatist gives us what is almost a word picture of the sport in

question:

Or as a bear, encompassed round with dogs,

Who having pinched a few and made tliem cr)'.

The rest stand all aloof, and bark at him.

Sometimes the mention of the game appears in the form of a figure of

speech, usually a simile or a metaphor:

As one would set up a top

I am tied to the stake, and I must stand the course.

In still other cases there appears only tlie name of the game or sport or

some term used in connection with tire playing of it:

Let’s to billiards

Pitch, rub, bias, etc.

The act and scene divisions used here are those of Craig*; the abbre-

viations employed for titles of the plays are those suggested by the

Shakespeare Quarterly.

ARCHERY^

This sport held first place during the reigns of Henry VII and Henry
VIII, reaching its zenith under the latter, who was himself a fine archer
and who expected his subjects also to become proficient with the bow. To
this end, every male below the age of sixty was compelled to shoot with
it, and facers were required by law to instruct their sons in its use as
soon as the latter reached the age of seven. Both Henry VII and Henry
VIII favored the longbow over the crossbow, restricting the use of the
latter by limiting the use of it to those holding property valued at three

law^fiy Se?
’ imposing a fine of ten pounds for each shot un-

“"I
"* reig" archery had declined into a mere

deeW Lr T'’’
'>)' th^e who enjoyed it. However, this

part of
interest or encouragement on the

who at on
° was herself a skilled and enthusiastic bowman andWHO at one time organized a corps of archers from among the ladies of

Shatoprare (New York, 1951).

gland, since it is from tkpi d^lL
who first developed archery in En-
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the court. It was simply that the musket had arrived and the bow was

no longer a national assef*

The sport is alluded to in Lear I.i.l45 (‘The bow is bent and drawn,

make from the shaft”), 16(^161 (“See better, Lear, and let me still re-

main The true blank of thine eye”); Much l.i.42, (“. . . and challenged

him at the bird-bolt”), 259 (“bottle” a basket of wicker to hold tlie cat

used as a target in shooting matches); II.i.254 (“man at a mark”)®; Shrew

V.ii.186 (“’Twas I won the wager, though you hit the white”); L.L.L.

IV.i.135-136 ("Wide o’ the bow hand) i’ faith, your hand is out,” "Indeed,

a’ must shoot nearer, or he‘11 ne’er hit die clout”); 3 H VI Li.29 (“butt”);

Of/i. in.iv.l28 ("blank”); Romeo II.iv.16 ("pin”); W.T. II.iii.5 ("blank”);

2 H. IV in.u.4S-53 ( “ . . a’ drew a good bow, and dead! a’ shot a fine

shoot; John a Gaunt loved him well, and betted much money on his head.

Dead! a would have clapped i’ the clout at twelve score; and carried you

a forehand shaft a fourteen and fourteen and a half, that it would have

done a man’s heart good to see”); Ham. IV.iii.47 (“bent”).

BEAR-BAITING*

This had been a popular sport in the Middle Ages^ and retained its

popularity well into the reign of Charles II. Under Henry VIII and
Elizabeth, special bears were bred for it, and dogs could be com-

mandeered by the Master of Bears. Not only bears but also donkeys,

horses, and other animals were baited,®

Allusions to bear-baiting appear in the following plays: Wives I.i. 297-

309 (‘Why do your dogs bark so? be there bears i’ the town? . . .”);

Tivel. II.V.8 (". .
.
you know he brought me out o’ favour with my lady

about a bear-baiting here”); W. T. IV.iii.l09 . . he haunts wakes,

fairs, and bear-baitings”); 3 H. VI II.i.15-17 ("Or as a bear, encompass’d

* In view of die fact that the bow as a weapon was almost completely obsolete by
the time of Charles I (1625-1649), it is somewhat sxirprising to find Benjamin
Franklin, more than a hundred years later, seriously advocating the use of the bow
by certain units of the Continental army. He pointed out, among other things, that
the bow could be more easily replaced than a firearm, that the procuring of am-
munition would be a comparatively simple n«tter, and that there would be
puff of Smoke to reveal the archer’s position.

® The reference here is to a man who stood near the target to check off th&iQ.
of the contestants.

^

*Thts was one of the diversions widi which Elizabeth entertained f<* ioor^
mats and other distinguished visitors.

’

L. F. Salzman, Enslish Life in the Middle Aees ( Oxford Univer ,

p, 83.
b ! 6 V

of Games

® Norman Wymer, Sport in England: A History of Two Tho
and Pastimes (London, 1949), p. 77.
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round with dogs. Who having pinned a ^
rest stand all aloof, andharh at him’); C«mr IVa.4^9 (

. .

• ^
at the stake. And hay’d about with many enemies );

("They have tied me to a stake; I cannot Hy, But. bear-like I must fight

the course"); Twel. III.i.129-130 (“Have you not set mine honour at the

stake And baited it with all the unmuzzled thoughts That tyrannom

heart can think?”); I.iii.96 (“I would I had bestowed that time m the

tongues that I have in fencing, dancing, and bear-baiting”) ;
H.V. llLvii.

152 (‘Toolish curs, that run winking into the mouth of a Russian bear

and have their heads crushed like rotten apples!”); 2 H. VI V.i.l44

(“Call hither to the stahe my two brave bears, That with the very shaking

of their chains They may astonish these fell-lurking curs: . . . Oft have I

seen a hot o’erweening cur Run back and bite because he was withheld;

Whom being suffer’d with die bears fell paw, Hath clapp d his tail be-

tween his legs and cried . .

BILUABDS8

Billiards followed shovel-board as one of the most popular pastimes. It

was played on oblong tables having three pockets on each side and being

railed around the top with a ledge stuffed with cotton. At one end of the

table was a small ivory arch called the “port” and at the other a peg
known as the “king.” The sticks used were tipped with ivory at one end,

and only two balls were used in the game. The object was to drive the

ball through the “port” and to touch Ae "king” without knocking it over.

Fines were imposed for breaking either. A variant, knosvn as “trucks,”

were played on a larger table having ten pockets on either side.^°

The game is mentioned in Antoni/ II.v.4 (“Let’s to billiards”). Actually,

however, it was not in existence at the time of this play.

BLINDMAN’S BUFF''

This very ancient game, still popular, is mentioned in Ham. Ill.iv.
76-77 ( tVhat devil wast that thus hath cozen’d you at hoodman-
bUnd?”) and AIVs W. IV.iii.l38 (“Hoodman comes!”).

Since Ae player of billiards needed steady nerves, tbe biUiardroom was perhaps
tne only place where the conduct of onlookers (who were merely tolerated, not wel-
romwl) vvas strictly governed. No “kibteing’* was permitted, and the unlucly by-swnaer Nsho forgot himself and ventured to speak %vithout having been asked for

opinion M-as requested to leave the room or, if allowed to remain, could do so

i0Wy^„ forfeiting two pence for the good of the company."

Other literary works in whidr this ^me is mentioned include Massinger, The
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Bowling, like archery, was under Henry VIII subject to restrictive

laws. The first excuse advanced for these was that it interfered with the

practice of archery. In 1511 the King termed it “a harmful pastime,” and

some twenty-five years later, when he himself was a keen exponent of the

game, spoke against it even more strongly and took measures to suppress

it among the common people. These restrictive laws were not repealed

until the time of Victoria, but were overlooked by Elizabeth, in whose

reign bowling was a common sport in the innyards.

In the early form of Ihe game, two players, each with a ball, v^ould

stand a certain distance apart. After diey had placed cones on the ground

by their feet, they would take turns rolling a ball along the ground in an

attempt to knock over the opponents cone. Later, the two cones were

replaced by a single ball, the "jack,” at which the players aimed alter-

nately.^^

Allusions to the game occur in the following plays: Cym. Il.i.l (“. . .

when I kissed the jack, upon an up-cast to be hit awayl”); L.L.L.

IV.i,139-141 (“She’s too hard for you at pricks, sir; challenge her to

Guardian (Ill.vi); Middleton, A Mad World, My Masters (Ill.iii); Porter, Two
Angry Women of Abington; Heywood, The Wise Woman of Hogsden; Rowland,

“Letting of Humors Blood”; 2 The Return from Parnassus, Prologue, line 40. For

descripUons of early forms of the game, see Alice B. Gomme, The Traditional Gomes
of England, Scotland, and Ireland (London, 1894-1898), I, 137; Joseph Strutt, The
Sports and Pastimes of the People of England (2nd ed., London, 1831), p. 392;

G. F. Northall, English Folk-Rhymes (London, 1892), p. 402.

Allusions to bawling appear in Dekfcer, The Honest Whore, 11 ( V.ii); Middleton,

Ho Wit, No Help Like a Womans (Il.iii); Chapman, All Fooles (Ill.i); Massinger,

The City Madam (I.ii); Beaumont and Fletcher, The Scornful t/rdy (Li); Webster,

The Weakest Goeth to the Wall (lIl.i; FV.iii); Farquhar, The Beaux* Sfrofogem

(Li.l68); Field, A Woman Is a Weathercock (lll.ii); Porter, The Two Angry
Women of Abington; Chamberlayne, Angliae Notitia; Wilson, The Three Ladies of
London; Webster, The White Devil (Lii); Rollins, Pepys Ballads, 1, 192 ("A Mad
Crew”); Congreve, The Old Bachelor (I.i) and The Double-Dealer (Il.i); and the

anonymous Look About You (xiii). Strutt (1838 ed.), p. 270, cites Country Co»'
tentmenis (“. . . your flat bowles being best for allies, your round bayzed
for open grounds of advantage, and your round bowles, like a ball, for green
that are plain and level”) and on p. 273 The Merry Milkmaid of Islingt^,,^

cleave you from the skull to the Rvist, and make nine skittles of thy h
Dekker’s The Bellman of London (1608) a character is described as

inn is a bowling-alley, whose books are bowls, and whose law-cases r'*’
Irenes and

rubbers.”

For descriptions and pictures of twelfth and thirteenth century see Strutt

(1838 ed. ), pp. 266-274. Five of these drawing are reprod''^“ Carl-Herman

Tillhagen, “Till k2gelspelete Iiistoria i Sverige,” Saga och Se^ ^ 1949), pp, 19-20, a

study \vhich treats of English, as well as Swe^h, forms game.
IS Wy-mer, pp. 38, 68-69.
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bowls.” -1 fear too much rubbing” ); V.ii.®7 T'He a

neighbour, faith, and a very good bowler ); .,L,
j, jj

disposition, all the world knows. Will not be mbb d nor stopp d )
K. H

III iv.3-5 ("Madam, weTl play at bowls. Twill make me

world is full of rubs, And that my fortune runs agamst tlie bias. ); Ha .

III.i.65 (“Ay, dieres the rub”): Shreto W.v.M (". •

should run, And not unluckily against the bias ); Troi. III.ii.52 ( ho,

so; rub on, and kiss the mistress”); Cor. V.ii.l9 (“. . . nay, somehmcs.

Like to a bowl upon a subtle ground, I have stumbled past Uie throw );

H. V. II.ii.188 (“We doubt not now But every rub is smoothed on our

way”).

CHERRY-PIT^^

This is a children’s game in which ihe players pitch cherry' stones (seeds,

pebbles, etc.) at a small hole in the ground.'®

It is mentioned in only one of the plays, Twel. in.iv.l29 (“What manl

'tis not for gravity to play at cherry-pit with Satan” )

.

CHESS'®

Invented in northwest India, probably about A.D. 570, chess spread

to France by 1070 and was being played in England before 1100.'^

Cherry-pit U mentioned also in Ford, The Lovers Mehncholy (Ill.i); Deklcer,

The tVftch of Edmonton; Herrick, Hesperides. Perhaps the earliest allusion to it

occurs in the anonymous interlude The "World and ihe Child (1522).
^SGomme, I, 66.

In the Middle Ages, diess seems to have been the favorite pastime, at least

among the upper classes, with tables perhaps occupying the second place in popula-
rity. Mention of it is found in the Cursor Afundt (“I ha ne liked ... til idel games,
chess, and tables”), in the Auchinleck MS. of Guy of Warwick (line 3175 f.: “Into
he chaumber go we baye, / Among

Jj© maidens for the playe; / At tables to playe

^
ul

verse 1277 of Sir Tristram (“His harp, his croude was like, / His
tables, his chess he bare”), in Robert Manning’s Handlyng Synne (“Take furhe the
chesse or Jje tables”), in Chaucer’s Death of Blanche (line 51: “For me thoughte it
better play / Than playe at chesse or tables”) and the Franklin’s Tale (“They

^
uncen and they playen / At ches and tables”), and in many other writings of the

lilwT 1

Elyot included a knowledge of chess among the essentials for
lus views On the subject in his Instruction of a Gentle

nnrl r,r It t
Chests and Tennisplay, because thone is an ancient pastime

tnlnT?
° ^ ^ ^ other good for ye exercise of die body, measurabltaken are mete to be used”).

^

TPSM frequenUy in Elizabethan and Stuart drama and als

the comre ef'u
"'"‘‘"S’ hn*. eg. Pop with a Hotchel, published in 1589 i

e arprelate controversy ("If a Martin can play at Chestes as we
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Mention of it occurs in Temp. V.i.l72 (Stage direction: Here Prospero

discovers Ferdinand and Miranda, playing at chess) and A.Y.L. V.iv.85

(“counter-check,” a metaphor from the game).

COCK-FIGHTING»«

Henr)' VIII had his private cock-pit at his palace at Whitehall, and so

generally loved was the sport diat contests were held even on board

ship. Its popularity was even greater in the Restoration and after.^®

The sport is alluded to in Antontj ILiii.35 (“His cocks do win the battle

still of mine . . .”).

DICE^o

Dicing was \videly prevalent in Elizabeth s time, as it has been in

every period, and the allusions to it in the literature are many. However,

as the nephewe his Ape, he shall knowe what it is for a Scaddle pa^^’ne, to crosse a

Bishop in his owne walke. Such dydoppers must be taken up, els theile not stick to

check the King”). Probably the most interesting dramatic production associated with

the game is Thomas Middleton’s A Game at Chess, performed at the Globe just eight

years after Shakespeare’s death and printed a short time later. Written at a time when
negotiations were being carried on for Prince Charles’s Spanish marriage, the play

satirized the Church of Rome and the Spanish ambassador, Gondemar, so bitterly

that, at Gondemar’s protest, the authorities withdrew it after the ninth performance.

Tlie players were ordered to appear before the Privy Council, and, according to one

account, Middleton was imprisoned for a time.

T R. Murray, A History of Board-Games Other than Chess (Oxford, I9S2},

p. 84, See also the same author's A History of Chess (Oxford, 1913).

Although popular in the Tudor Age, cock-fighting was not to reach its peak

until the Restoration. Besides that of Henry VIII, we find only two other enclosed

cock-pits mentioned. However, open-air contests were being held in the country and
in the inn-yards. The name of London's Cockspur Street bears vvitness to the influ-

ence of tlie sport.

WjTner, p. 76.

Allusions to dicing are to be found in Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair (lA); Shirley’s

The Lady of Pleasure (VA); and The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth. Dice

were used also to determine the moving of counters in such board-games as the

sixteenth century Doublets and Catch-doll and the later Snake; see Strutt (1838
ed.), p. 437.

References abound in the earlier literature; Caxton's Beynard the Fox (“A pylgrym
of deux aas”); Brant’s translation of the Narrenseftiff (‘Thoughe sys or sjTike them
fayle / The d^-se oft renneth upon the diaunce of thre”); The History of Beryn

(“I bare llire dise in mjaie own purs; / . . . cast them forth all three, / And too fil

amys ase”); Chaucer’s jfonke's Talc {“Empoy’sened of thin ouyne folk thou were; /
Tliyn sis fortune hath turned into aas”) and Pardoner’s Tale (“Seuene is my chaunce
and thym is cynk and treye”); The Harrotcing of Hell (“Still be thou, Sathanas! /
Tile ys fallen ambes aas”); etc.
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it appears not to have reached its peak until the eighteenth century,

when, as Trevelyan writes, “Society . . . was one vast casino. On whatever

pretext, and under whatsoever circumstances, half a dozen people of

fashion found themselves together . . . the box was sure to be rattling,

and the cards were being cut and shuffled.”^^

Allusions appear in All’s W. lLiii.85 (“I had rather be in this choice

than throw ames-ace for my life”); Wives I.iii.94 (“fullam,” a kind of

false dice loaded at the comer); J H. IV IV.i.45-48 (“. . . were it good

To set the exact wealth of all our states All at one cast? to set so rich a

main On the nice hazard of one doubtful hour?”); Merck. II.i.32 (“If

Hercules and Lichas play at dice . . .”); W. T. I.ii.l32 (“. . . false As dice

are to be wished by one that fixes no bourn ’twixt his and mine”);

IV.iii.27 (“die”); Antony II.iii.35 (“. . . the very dice obey him”); H. V
IV.v.8 (“Be these the wretches that we play’d at dice for?”); IV,

prologue, 19 ("Proud of their numbers and secure in soul. The confident

and overlusty French Do the low-rated English play at dice”); Othello
IV.U.132 (“cogging,” cheating with loaded dice); R. Ill V.iv.lO (“Slave,
I have set my life upon a cast, And I will stand the hazard of the die”);
L.L.L, L.ii.48 ( Tou know how much the grosse summe of deuce-ace
amounts to . . . which the base vulgar call three”

) ; .ii. 232 ( “. . . well
mn, dice! ); Ct/m. II.iii.2 (“Your lordship is the most patient man in
losse, the most coldest that ever turn’d up ace”).

DUN’S IN THE MIRE^a

This is not so much a game as what Stnitt calls it, “a mere Christmas
gamboi with a great log oF wood.”2’
Mention of it occum in only one of the plays, Romeo I.iv.41 ("If thou

art dun, well draw thee from the mire”).

FALCONRY2^

altetedhTllfV™ Elizabethan sports is amply
attested by the frequent references to it in the literature of the period

== For°othCT™t'ions°to Ih”'”’'
(New York, 1880), p. 77.

(IVaa,,

"'iT
'pmLri-

‘
o' H™ Bbod”

(1903 ed), p. 313.

Eceoj Usher (I.i.64)i Jonson,
rhe Wild Come Chase (llI«'-'DeklS°”™”V (V.iv); Fletcher,
A Wooarr, Killed wI kS^^s S"’
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Among those in the Shakespeare plays - *^0

(“Hillo, ho. ho, boy! Come, bjrd,
Ttfl II vJ24 (“staniel.”

like French falconers, fly at anyUimg we
, another bird);

an inferior kind of hawk); 125 {
c ec-

.

eav
{gather tliat comes

III.i.71-T2 (“And. like the haggard.
mischance’);

before his eye
); ^ ’/“hood” “unmannd”); Caesar

Romeo I.iv.21 (“P'^b );
ni.mW (

d^^
j

I.U.78 (“pitch”); 2 H. VI Ibi-1 12 - y ®
jgave, the ^vind was

not better sport these seven years a<y, JJ .^^^at a

very high; And, ten to one, old Joan a no S jhe

point, my lord, your falcon made. And w
. (“• and

Lt! . . .”); H. V ffl.vii.121 (“hooded vrdour
);

though his affections are higher mounte an
,

/“Dost thou

they stoop with the like wing"); Sl.re.0
,

. . .”);

love hawking? thou hast hawks wi soar
together), 260 (‘bag-

OlMhUmSlO (“seel,”
^®:fi"g,!rtl” sUaps for fastening legs of

gard,” an inferior hawk), 261 (
jras P

n.iii.SS ("pitch );

trained hawk); Antony ffl.xii.112 ( s®®* b ’

3 ir yi I.i.47 (“shako

2 H. VI II.i.5 (“point”); Romeo ffl.ii.14 (^’o°d '
’

his belk"); Tit. 1.1.14 ("pit®b”)-

FAST AND LOOSED”
, „

1 ft Ts Prickinc flt the Belt

This is a gambling game, Imo'™
g^^t one fold

(or Girdle). A leather belt was
or a skewer into

appeared to be in the middle. A playe
table. Wagers

this fold would tliink that ho had ma c 'c
loose, hence tlic name,

were made as to whctlier the belt woiild c
•

^ bargain well is

Tlie game is mentioned in L.L.L. .*•
.. ny_28 (“. . • bkc a right

as cunning as fast and loose );
Antony

• heart of loss ).

gipsy, had, at fast and loose. Beguiled me to Uie vcr>

fencing^'
, ,

, ..„)// IV lll.ii.'O
(-backsword

Tlicrc arc .allusions to this sport m - ‘
prick-song. k<virs

m.ann”); Romeo II.iv.2CI-27 ("Ho fights as >ou smg 1

„ , cauarul/a (IlUi Flrldvr.

game is mentioned in "beUtone.
ClpJtVr

^trMmorploird (pJ'*

Ttie Wild Goose C/.ose (III.1.72): and Jomon T' ^ Wilchmil (O" •• •

Ine 120). Tin. isicl. is csplalned in Reg.nald Scot,

!' MO).
, , „ oic). i< sii"

An Iranian student ni mine infonns me dial

ku lnainented stm ts and comU of Trl«-mn.
,Vsii.lv). It arr’"

atm Jonmn. Evrnj Sian In IlK Hn-n®"'
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time, distance, and proportien; rests me l«s minim rest,

the third in your bosom: the very butcher of a silk button, a duellist, a

duellist; a gentleman of the very' first house, of the first and serand

cause: ah, tlie immortal passadol tlie punto reverse! the hai! ); Ham.

IVvii9&-103; V.ii.264; LX.L. Va.62 (“venue,” a tlirust).

FOOTBALL^’

As early as the Middle Ages, football had been banned by Edward II

and other medieval kings because of the danger to life and limb, and

both Henry Vlll and Elizabeth did all they could to stamp it out

completely, but wdtli only partial success. Sir Thomas Elyot (1^1) saw

in it “nothing but beastly fury and extreme violence whereof proceedeth

hurte,” and Stubbe, writing several decades later, speaks of broken backs

and necks, of a player’s hitting another over the heart with his elbow

with the deliberate intention of killing or maiming him."® Nevertheless

the game continued to be popular (even among women), and rules for

playing were eventually drarni up so that the hazards were lessened.

Football is mentioned in tivo of the plays: Lear I.iv.94 (“. . .
you base

foot-ball player”) and Errors l.ii.83-84 (“Am 1 so round with you as

you with me, That like a football you do spurn me Urns?”).

HANDY DANDY29

This is a very simple guessing-game played by children. One player

takes a small object in one hand, closes both, and then, holding them
out tou’ard another child, challenges him to guess which of the hands
contains the object If the guess is correct tlie two exchange roles; if not,

the game continues as before.

The sole allusion appears in Lear IV.i.l55 (“Hark, in thine ear; change
places; and, handy-dandy, which is the justice, which is the thief?”).

that ShaVespeare knew and drew material from Vicentio Saviolo his Practice (1595),
WTitten by the famous Italian master of fence. Relations beh\’een English profes-
sionab and Italian fencing instructors resident in London were, in general, not very
cordial; see WjTner, pp. 67-68.

A
^ “ mentioned also in Webster, The White Devil (lV.i.l35); Massinger,A New Way to Pay Old Debts (Va); and Rowley. Alts Lost by Lust (III.i.l47).

See WjTOer, pp. 39, 73.

” Mention of this game occurs in Piers Plowman (ed. Wright), p. 69; Tonson,
Bartholomew Fair (Illi); and Bto\vne, Britannki’s Pastorals (I.v).
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This is a gambling game, played vvidi t\vo dice. Any number of

players could participate.®^

There is an allusion to it in H. V. in.viii.93 (“Who will go to hazard

with me for t^venty prisoners”).

HIDE AND SEEK®2

References to this game appear in the following plays; Ham. IV.ii.32

(“Hide fox, and all after”) and L.L.L. IV.iii.78 (“All hid, all hid; an

old infant play”).

HUNTING

Both Henry VIII and Elizabeth were ardent huntsmen, the former

sometimes wearing out as many as ten horses in the course of a day and
the latter being noted for her skill in bringing down driven deer with a

bow. Both monarchs indulged also in the hunting of otter. Although the

hunting of fallow and red deer was the prerogative of royalty and the

nobility, those of the lower class were free to himt the hare and other

small animals.®®

Some critics have cited Shakespeares vivid descriptions of hunting

scenes, and more particularly, his giving of names to the dogs (Echo,

Silver, etc.) as evidence of his keen personal interest in the sport.

Allusions are to be found in A.Y.L. IV.ii.l; V.iv.lll (“He uses his

folly like a stalking-horse and under the presentation of that he shoots

his wit”); Merck. I.ii.22 (“. . . such a hare is madness the youth, to skip

o’er the meshes of good counsel the cripple”); 3 H. VI H.v.i29 (“Edward
and Richard, like a brace of greyhounds Having the fearful flying hare

in sight . . . Are at our backs . . Dream IV.i.llO; Tit. II.iii.25 (“The

hunt is up . .

.”
“I have dogs, my lord, will rouse the proudest panther in

the chase. And climb the highest promontory top.” “And I have horse will

follow where the game Makes way, and run like swallows o’er the

plain”); Temp, I.ii.81 {“• . • trash for over-topping,” checking a hound by

There are allusions to hazard in Chapman, Eastward Hoe (V.i); Dekker, The
OulVs Hornbook (ed. McKerrow), p. 55; and Webster, The White Devil (I.ii).

Hazard was also a technical term in tennis; see Robert Tailor, The Hog Hath
Lost His Pearl (Dodsley’s Old Plays, ed Collier), VT> 334.

®2Hide and Seek (All Hid) is mentioned in Tourneur, The Revenger’s Tragedy
(III.v); Porter, The Two Angry Women of Abirtgton; and Dekker, Satiromostix.

®®Wyroer, pp. 60-61 .
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hanging a weight to his neck to prevent his running too far ahead of the

rest of the pack); Much II.iii95 (". . . stalk on, stalk on; the fowl sits”);

2 H. IV I.ii 103 (“You hunt counter . . .”); Ham. IV.i.llO (“counter”);

Errors IV.ii.39 (“runs counter”); Shrew, Induction, i.l4 (“Huntsman, I

charge thee, tender well my hounds: Brach Merriman, the poor cur is

emboss’d; and couple Clowder with the deep-moutli’d brach. Saw’st thou

not, boy, how Silver made it good At the hedge-comer, in the coldest

fault? I would not lose the dog for twenty pound.” “Why, Belman is

as good as he, my lord; He cried upon it at the merest loss And twice

to-day pick’d out the dullest scent; Trust me, I take him for the better

dog.” "Thou art a fool; if Echo were as fleet, I would esteem him worth a

dozen such. But sup them well and look unto them all: To-morrow I

intend to hunt again”).

LEAPFROG^^

This old and widespread game is mentioned in only one of the plfi^ys,

H. V. V.ii.UO (“If I could win a lady at leap-frog . . .”).

LOGGATS”

Loggats, sometimes known also as Kayles (from the French quilles),
was played much like Ninepins. A number of pins were set up and the

Foliibited

This only aUusion to it occurs in Ham. V.i.lOO (“Did these bones cost
no more the breeding, but to play at loggats with them?”).

MORE SACKS TO THE MILL

unf^ratrr 1 threw an

"Bags to the milir^
™ pdod on top of him, and called out,

There is a mention of it in L.L.L. IV.ui,8I.

" nTvIute:
Here)! and Rowland, "Letti” of Humina Blood"

Ballad I Have

rf hS Btd"" " 'tV.v) and Rowland, "Letting

’“Strutt (1838 eA), pp. 266-274.
®’Gomme, I, 390.
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Allusions to the Morris occur in AlVs W. II.ii.25 (“a morris for May-
day”); H. V II.iv.24-25 (“. . . a Whitsun morris-dance”); 2 H. VI III.i.365

(“I have seen Him caper upright like a wild Morisco, Shaking the bloody

darts as he his bells”); and Fletcher and Shakespeare’s The Two NohJe

Kinsmen V.ii.51 (“He’ll dance the Morris twenty miles an hour”).

MUSS^«

This appears to have been merely a scramble among boys for some
object thrown upon the ground. The single allusion to it is in Antoni/ III.

xui.91 (“Like boys unto a muss .

.

NINE MEN’S MORRIS

This game was played either on the ground or on a board or table. A
playing board was about eight inches square, with twenty-four holes in

it Each player was provided with nine wooden pegs (of different shapes

or colors), and the obj'ect was to get three pegs in a straight line. In

early times this was a favorite game with shepherds, who played it on
the ground u'ith stones. The name is from the French merelles or

mereaux, which was later corrupted to morrah and then to morris. The
prints reproduced in Strutt indicate that the English game is at least as

old as the fourtenth century.^®

Perhaps the earliest Nine Men’s Morris or Nine Holes diagrams knowTi

are those incised on roofing slabs of the temple at Kuma in Thebes. The
erection of this temple was begun in the rei^ of Rameses I ( 1400-1368

B. C.) and completed in that of Seti (1366-1333 B. C.)^® A form of the

game was carried into Spain by the Moors, and tlience it has spread over

practically the whole world. There were also Three Men’s Morris, Five

(or Six) Men’s Morris, Eleven Men's Morris, and Twelve Men's Morris.

A related game is Noughts and Crosses, now played principally by

children.

Only one allusion to tlie game appears in the plays, tliat in Dream
ILi.98 (‘Tlie nine men’s morris is filled up witli mud”).

^*Tlie game is mentioned also in Jonson, Magnetic Lady (IV.iii); Middleton, A
Afod WorW, My Masters (Ill.iii).

30 See p, 317.

Murray, A History of Board-Games, p. 16.
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NODDY“

This was a card game somewhat simiLar to cribbage. It appears to have

been most popular with the lower classes.

Mention of it occurs only in Troi. I.iL212 (“Will he give you the

nod?”).

NOVUM

Novum was a game of dice, played by five or six persons. The correct

name is Novem quinque, since the two principal throws were nine and

five.

It is alluded to in L.L.L. V.ii.546 (“Abate throw at novum”).

ONE AND THIRTY^^

This was a game of dice somewhat resembling the French vingt-et-un.

The only reference to it U in Shrew I.ii.32 (“. . . two and thirty, a pip

out”).

PRIMERO«

Primero was another card game, very popular in the time of Elizabeth.
There are many allusions to it: Wives IV.v.lOl ('T never prospered

since I forswore myself at primero”); H. VlII V.i.7 (‘T . . . left him at
primero with the Duke of Suffolk”). The expression "to set up one’s
rest (i.e. to stake all), which derives from this game, appears frequently:
Lear I.i.l26 (“I loved her most, and thought to set my rest On her kind
nursery ); H. V ILi.18 (‘That is my rest"); Dream IV.iii.27 (“. . . he that

aiT -r cSY see Hey%vood. A Woman Kaied With Kindness

Poi;
Middleton. Blurt. Master Constable (IILii);

"LetHng of Humors Blood;” Rollins,

HMIVn tvl ' B .

Intrusion"); Mliep and Webster, Westward
° ^ Kr'nm I’Om Fantassus. Prologue, line 22.

to ant gan» in Shirleys Loves CraeUy (lii)

ni“l)"M!ddleto ’’T' ^"““c
rl,™« avS. ?;J “d FIntcher, Monsieur

(I™" DekU S IT'"’ ’"'aaieton, Spaoirh Gypsy
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sets up his rest . . Merck. ILii.llO (”I have set up my rest to run

away”); Romeo IV.V.6 (“The County Paris hath set up his rest . .

All’s W. II.i.l38 (“Since you set up your rest ‘gainst remedy . . ”).

PRISON BASE^^

It is not always possible to know to what kind of Base an allusion

refers. In the true Prison Base the members of one group try to make
prisoners of those of the other, and keep them in a special place. They
can be released by their comrades if die latter are able to approach near

enough to touch them. It is probable that some of the passages mention-

ing the game refer to other forms of it, of ivhich there are several.

The game is mentioned in the following plays: T.G.V. I.ii.97 (“Indeed,

I bid the base for Proteus”); Ctjm. V.iii.20 (“. . . lads more like to run

the country base than to commit such slaughter”); and in Venus 1. 303

(“bid the wind a base”).

PROVERB-CAPPING'*

This, one of the few intellectual amusements of the time, is somewhat

reminiscent of the flyting of an earlier period and of the riddle-contests

and wit-combats which were so popular a little later. The object here is

to outlast an opponent in quoting proverbs having some bearing on the

topic ^vhich elicited the first

Perhaps the best example in Shakespeare is that in H. V Ill.vii. 123-

132.

^^Base is mentioned also in Marlowe, Edward the Second (IV.iii); Jonson, The
Sod Shepherd (I.ii); Spenser, Faerie Quecne (Canto V, 8); Drayton, Pohjolbion

(30th song); Chettle, Hoffman; Brome, Antipodes; and Rowland, “Letting of Hu-
mors Blood.”

It is interesting to note that Indian children in Bombay and vicinity play a game
somewhat resembling this. Rather, it is a combination of proverb-capping and “spell-

ing by the last letter.” One child recites a sloka (proverb), and the next must then

recite another beginning with the last letter of the first. If he is unable to do so, his

opponent wins a point. See my “A Collection of Games from India . . . Zeitschrift

fur Ethnologic, LXXX, 1 (1955), 99.

Tliis sort of thing is still a living tradition in the Buru ceremonial anliphony known
as Inga fuka, currently being studied by Professor do Jossclin de Jong, of the Uni-

wrsitj’ of Leyden. Somewhat similar arc the poetical contests bchveen Annamite

j’oting men and girls; see Ngin-cn van Iluj-en, Let chants aUem^s dcs garpons et dcs

ffllcs cn Annam (Paris, 1933).
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PUSHPIN^«

In this game, known also as Blowpoint, the player tries to push (or

to blow) his pin so that it will lie across that of his opponent.

The only mention of it occurs in L.L.L. IV.iii.l69 (“And Nestor play

at pushpin with the boys”).

QUAIL-FIGHTING

Although never as popular as Cock-fighting, this sport was occasionally

indulged in by the nobility. The birds were enclosed in hoops to make
them fight.

The only allusion to this pastime is that on Antony II.iii.36 • and
his quails ever Beat mine, inhoop'd, at odds”).

QUINTAIN”

The original quintain seems to have been merely the trunk of a tree;

later it consisted of a wooden image (usually of a Turk or a Saracen)
mounted on a pivot. If the contestant failed to strike it on the nose or in
the center of the forehead, it swung around and hit him with a wooden
sword or a club. The game was practised both on foot and on horseback,
pother form was that in which a mast bearing a shield was set up in
the river bed, and the contestant, in a boat carried toward it by the tide,
attempted to strike the shield. A faUure resulted in his falling from the
boat into the river, whence he would be pulled out by watchers stationed
nearby for the purpose.”
^e sport is mentioned in two plays: A.Y.L. I.ii.261-263 (“My better

parts all throN^ down, and that which here stands up Is but a

(“He that runs
tastest gels the ring )

'

Middleton and Rowley, The

co'I ''“'d, A Woman h a Weathc-

Massinger, A New W™'<o Po, Ow'dS' (Tv^fg's)”« IfI

<»Th„ „a. a late. development, in whieh to mounted eonte.,ant tried to thrust
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One of the speeches of Falstaff contains an allusion to this gamer
2 H. IV. II.iv.266 (“. . . a’ plays at quoits well . . The word quoit

appears also in line 206 but as a verb (“Quoit him down, Bardolph, like

a shove-groat shilling”).

SHOEING THE WILD MARE^i

According to Hazlitts edition of Brand’s Popular Antiquities (II, 544),

“Shoeing the Wild Mare . . . was a diversion among our ancestors, more
particularly intended for the young, and that tlie Wild Mare was simply

a youth so called, who was allowed a certain start, and who was pursued

by his companions with the object of being shoed [sic], if he did not

succeed in outstripping them.”®^ The Gaelic game of the same title,

Crudhadh an Capuill Bhain, was played quite differently:

A beam is suspended from the roof by t%vo ropes of about equal

length, and high enough from the ground to prevent anyone astride

of it touching the floor with his feet. The feat consists in keeping your

seat on this white mare \vithout touching the ropes. When it is called

“shoeing the mare,” the rider is supposed to be the smith, and has a piece

of wood in his hand to drive in die nails of the shoes, striking the lower

part of the beam four times eight blows. He who could complete tlie

shoeing of the horse without being thrown off was of course a master of

smithcraft

The term Wild Mare is sometimes applied also to the game of Seesaw.^

This game is mentioned only once in Shakespeare, in 2 H. IV II.iv.268

(“.
. . and rides tlie wild-mare with the boys . . .”).

His lance through a suspended ring. The sport is mentioned in Massinger, A New
^Vay to Pay Old Debts (IViii).

References to this game are to be found in Massinger, The Guardian (f.i);

Webster, The Duchess of Molfi (II.v); and Ascham*s Toxophiius.

Shoeing tlie Wild Mare is mentioned in Beaumont and Fletcher, The Knight of
the Burning Pestle (I.iv); Jonson, Lot>e Ilcstorcd: NicJiolas Breton, Fantastlcfv

(1620); and George Wither's “A Christmas Girol."

William Carew n.izlitt (cd), BronfTs Popular Antiquities of Great Britain:

Faiths and Folklore, a Dictionary of National Beliefs, Superstitions and Popular Cus-
toms, 2 V. (London, 1905).

®^Rol>ort Craig MacLigan, The Games and Diversions of Arpyleshirc (London,

1001). p, 197.

^ Craig so identilies the allusion in 2 II, IV lIJv2BS.
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SHOVE-GROAT“S

In this game a shilling was balanced on the edge of a table and then

struck with the palm of tlie hand into one of the numbered squares into

which the top of the table was divided.

Mention of it occurs in a line of 2 ff. IV II.iv.206 (“Quoit him do^vn,

Bardolph, like a shove-groat shilling”).

SHOVELBOAIlD5«

The game of Shovelboard was played on a table about three feet wide

and some thirty feet long. The players, usually two, stood at one end.

At the opposite end a line was drawn parallel to the edge and three or

four inches from it, and another line about four feet back of the first.

The counter, a flat metal plate, was shooed by the players. If a piece fell

off the edge, it did not count, nor did a push count unless the piece passed
the first line. If it balanced on the edge of the table, it counted three
points; if it stopped between the farther line and the edge, it counted
two; if between the Uvo lines, it counted one. Play was for eleven points.
This was one of the favorite games of Henry VIII.
^^The sole allusion to the game in Shakespeare occurs in Wives I.i.l59

(“. . . two Edward shovel-boards”).”

SNAPDRAGON

„
played usually during the Christmas season, consisted in

brandy"^
bowl of burning

There are the Mowing allusions to it; L.L.L. V.i.45 (". , . thou art
easier swallowed than a flap-dragon”); W.T. Ill.iii.lOO (“. . . to see how

in^ds^Mari"; -0'“'

SPAN COUNTER""

maAle to
by Uvo. The first shoots amarble to any drstanee he desires. The second then shoots in an attempt

(ea.;y to. „ iJ); L M.Vs aLI f7 l7lf
^ ^

^ reference m Cbamberlayne. Angliae Notitia fl67f5^

•"Sere
™

'""""S •>>' Edward VI.

(IV.lr), Detter a„d Webstar,N& H™);"'™':’ ,“^1'"”"“
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to hit the first players marble or to get close enough to it to span the

distance between them. If he succeeds in doing so, he wins. If he fails,

he must let his marble lie where it stopped, where it becomes a target

for the first player. It is known also as Hit or Span, Boss and Span, and
Boss Out.®^

The only mention of the game in Shalcespeare is in 2 H. VI IV.ii.l66

(“. . . Henry the Fifth, in whose time the hoys xvent to span-counter for

French crowns”).

TABLES^o

This is a form of backgammon. Nares (quoting Douce) equates it

with the game of Fayles.®*

An allusion to it appears in L.L.L. V.ii.326 (“This is the ape of form,

monsieur the nice. That, when he plays at tables, chides the dice In

honourable terms”).

TENNIS®^

Tennis, a French importation, was popular in England even before the

accession of Henry VII, and its popularity increased during his reign

Gomme, II, 210.

®®This game is mentioned in Gascoigne, Supposes (Il.ii); Middleton, Blurt,

Master Constable (V.ii); Kyd, Arden of Faversham; Rollins, Fepys Ballads, II. 67
(“Sure My Mother Was a Witch”); and Poor Robin's Almanac for 1715.

Contrar)’ to popular opinion, the term tables is not the name of a particular game
but a generic term applied to all board-games. However, the word does not derive

from the table or board on which the game was played but from the pieces (tabu-

lae) which were moved upon it. The number and the direction of these moves were

determined by the throwing of dice by the players.

The earliest mentions of this game in literature appear to be those in the Poly-

craticus of John of Salisbury, completed sometime before 1159, and Lay'amon's Brut

(c. 1205).

Robert Nares, A Glossary; or, CoBccUon of Words, Phrases, Names, and Allu-

sions to Custonxs, Procerbs, etc. . . in the Works of English Authors (London, 1859),

p. 298.

Allusions to this g.ime are particularly numcrotis: Jonson, The Silent Woman
(I.l); The Staple of News (IV.i); and Cynthia's Revels (Li; ILi); Beaumont and
Tletchcr, The Scornful Lady (Li) and The Knight of the Burning Pestle (J.ii.95);

Chapman, Easticard IIo (ILi) and AW Fooles (1.1.154); Ford, The Fancies, Chaste
and Noble (V.i; V.iii) and The ^Vilch of Edmonton (ILi); Middleton, Blurt, Master

Constable (ILi) and T/ie Phoenix (ILil); Webster, The White Devil (II.l); Porter,

The Two Angry Women of Abington; diamberlajme, Angliac Notilia; the anonjTnnus
Ixsok About Tou (scene 32): Dekler. The Cults Hornbook («1. -VfcKerrmv), pp.
30, 49, 51; Rollins. Peptji Ballads, I, 12 (“Tlie DallJc of Agincourt”); DniN-ton, "The
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and that of Henry VIII, who built in 1529 one of the first covered

courts. Balls were made by the Ironmongers Company and stuffed with

hair; the net was simply a cord with tassels hanging from it. There were

in Shakespeare’s time no uniform rules, the people of each town or

village playing the game as they wished,®'*

Allusions are numerous: AlVs W. ILiii,313 (“Why, these balls bound;

there’s noise in it”); H. V I.ii.261 (“When we have match d our rackets

to tliese balls, We will, in France, by God’s grace, play a set Shall strike

his father’s crown into the hazard”); ILiv.131-132 (*...! did present

him with the Paris balls”); Much III.ii.45 (“. . . the old ornament of

his cheek hath already stuffed tennis-balls”); L.L.L. V.ii-29 (“Well

bandied both; a set of wit well play’d"); A.Y.L. V.i.61 (“bandy with

thee in faction”); Lear Liv.92 (“bandy”); H. VIII I.iii.30 (“. . . renoun-

cing clean The faith they have in tennis . . .”); John V.ii.l07 (“And

shall I now give o’er the yielded set?”); 2 H. IV II.ii.l9 (“But that the

tcnnis-court-keeper knows better dian I; . . .”); Ham. II.i.59 (“There’s

falling out at tennis . . .”); Per. Il.i.63 (“A man whom both the waters

and the wind, In that vast tenniscourt, have made the ball For them to

play upon, entreats you pity him”).

TICK-TACK

This is a race-game, invented in France about 1500. Games are won
by scoring points for the different possibilities of move given by the
tlirows of two dice.**

Mention of it occurs in Meas. I.ii.l96 (“. . . foolishly lost at a game of
tick-tack”).

^ ^

“ referred to in several of the plays; Wives
V.128

( Since I plucked geese, played truant and whipped top, I knew

BMc of Agincourt-, Mlddhto„, A Trick to Catch the Old One (IV.iv) and the same

Tan KciTr’ , f 1“"" *'>'***« Shakespeare. The

retem 7T i n if Victories of Henry the F(/th. Were
«“ (•V.ivi'and Lee.

®*Wjiner, p. 71.

Murray, A History of Board-Games, p. 124

Ber« “* I”™"’ N®*® f"" (Ill-ii);
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not what ’tvvas to be beaten till lately”); Twel. I.iii.43 (“. . . he’s a

coward and a coystrdl that will not drink to my niece till his brains

turn o’ the toe like a parish-top”); Cor. IV.v.161 (“as one would set up
a top”); L.L.L. IV.iii.l67 (“To see great Hercules whipping a gig”);

V.i.69 (“go, whip thy gig”).

TRAYTRIP®^

This has been described both as a dice game and as a game resembling

Hopscotch. It is more likely the former.®’^

The only allusion to it appears in Twel. II.v.208 (“Shall I play my
freedom at tray-trip, and become they bond-slave?”).

THOLL-MY-DAME«8

The title of this game is a corruption of the French Troule-in-madame.

It appears to have consisted in rolling small balls into holes at one end
of the game-board.

The only reference to it is in W. T. IV.iij.92 (“A fellow, sir, that I

have known to go about ^vith troll-my-dames . . .”).

WRESTUNG

References to this sport are to be found in the following plays: A.Y.L.

I.i; Much V.i.l42 (“. . . he knows how to turn his girdle")®^; 0th.

II.i.314 (“on the hip"); Merch. I.iii.47 ("If I can catch him once upon
the hip, I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him”).

A mention of this game appears in Jonson, The Alchemist (V.iv).

Gomme, II, 307.

Allusions will be foimd also in Rowley, New Wonder (I.i); Chamberlayne,
AngUae Notitia; and Poor Robin’s Almanac for 1715, where it is called “drive knaves

out of town.”

The probable explanation here is that one preparing to wrestle turned his girdle

so as not to be inconvenienced by the dagger, which at this time was carried at die

front. In earlier times it was worn at the back; see Romeo V.iii.203-205 ( 'This dag-

ger hath mista’en, for, lo, his house is empty on the back of Montague, And is mis-

sheathed in my daughter's bosoml”).
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CHAPTER 3

ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOURCES

In the last two decades of the nineteenth century games became the

subject matter of systematic modem scholarship, particularly in anthro-

pology and folklore. In anthropology, Tylor is usually accepted as die first

to have pointed out that games might be used to provide clues about

cultural contacts. Holding the view that complex aspects of culture could

only have arisen at one time and in one place, Tylor pointed to the games
as providing evidence that civilization had spread “from South East Asia

over the vast Malayo-Polynesian district as far as New Zealand.”^ He also

argued that games were brought to the North American Continent hom
the Asian mainland when a land bridge existed across the Bering Strait.®

The most vigorous proponent of game universalism and game diffusion,

however, was Stewart Gulin. In the field of antliropology he still ranks

as the major game scholar of the past 100 years. For diis reason we have
included here a brief biographical account of his activities, viewpoints,

and major publications.

STEWART CULIN

Culin was bom in 1858 in Philadelphia and in 1892 was appointed

Director of the University of Pennsylvania’s Museum of Archaeology and
Palaeontology. In 1903 he became curator of Ethnology at the Institute

^ Tylor, E. B. “Remarks on the Geographical Distribution of Games,” JoumoJ of the
ftoyal Anthropological Institute, March 11, 1879, p. 23.

® Tylor, E. B. “On American I.ot Games As Evidence of Asiatic Intercourse Before
the Time of Columbus,” International Archives of Ethtujgraphtj, Supplement to 9,

1890. pp. 57-67. 55
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of Arts and Sciences of tlie Brooklyn Museum in New York City. At

various times he served as consultant to the United States Bureau of

American Ethnolog)'; he was on the Editorial Board of tlie American

Anthropologist, and was a contributing member of the American Folklore

Society. He had a profound interest in the occult and the mysterious, as

evidenced by his articles on tlie subjecte of voodoo, Chinese secret socie-

ties, and sorcery’. Bell states:

He went on several field expeditions to Japan, China, Korea and India,

setting out wtli his fare, a lead pencil, a set of ideas and a smile. He came
back with the same smile, more ideas and many packing cases whose

contents were used to reconstruct the very’ air of tlie visited country in

the exhibition hall of the Brookly’n Museum.®

In 1889, the Oriental Club of Philadelphia published Culin’s first ac-

count on games, a pamphlet, Chinese Games with Dice. Tliis was fol-

lowed in 1891 by a pamphlet. Gambling Games of the Chinese m Amer-
ica, published by die University of Pennsylvania, and by an article

Chinese Games with Dice and Dominoes,” published by the United
States Government in the Annual Report of the U.S. National Museum,
1893. Two other papers were published during this period that do not
deal \rith things "Chinese,” but concern related topics

—

Italian Marlon-

(iSl)*
Sfreef Games of Boys in Brooklyn

In 1891 CuMn worlced on an exhibit of games of Uie world for the
Columbian E^osition in Chicago. In tlie preface to his book on Korean
Gomes published in 1893. Gulin said;

^e mrentive to the preparation and publication of this work was pri-

the
^^SSextions based upon his studies of

mv friend n "d
primitive American peoples, made to me by

of America^ Eto'^B'”of''wa^rln™“T
oliWf .xnei « c .

^o*ngton. In his suggesbons as to the

fti stadv ofT dT’n ^ ri=™Bnfaed a Lans of remoi-ing

caLd domain of socalled FdUore into die realm of true scientific invesUEation I have left

have earned forward die investigation of the Asiatic games. . .

*

i;n?;i,y‘’p^.,X“;p. '--don; Oxford

Culin, S. Korean Carnes, WiA Notes on ilm j
Japan. Unhcrs.ty of PennsyKania Press 18^
Rutland, Vermont; Charles TutUe Co, 1^, p. v

“ Comes of the Orient.
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From the time of the Columbian Exposition, Culin published many re-

ports on games in a variety of cultures. In the 1894 annual report of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution (published in 1896) we
find that.

These researches have also brought to light many significant facts bearing

on the usages, beliefs and ethnic relations of early peoples, and the mate-

rial result of the investigation is an elaborate paper on "Arrow games and
their variants in America and the Orient," under the joint authorship of

Messre. Cushing and Culin, now well advanced in preparation.®

A detailed search of the literature has not turned up this paper. Cushing
died in 1900, and Culin seems to have taken on the task by himself. In

his preface to Games of the North American Indian (1907) he states:

During the course of the (Columbian) exposition . . . attention was
directed by Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing to the remarkable analogies

existing between the oriental and modem European games in the collec-

tion and those of American Indians. A joint work in which Mr. Cushing
would discuss the American games, and the writer those of the Old World
was then projected. Mr. Cushing’s ill health delayed and finally pre-

vented his proposed collaboration. Deeply impressed with the importance
of die subject, the present author took up the systematic study of Ameri-
can games, constantly aided by Mr. Cushings advice and suggestion.®

Gulin’s interests changed after publication of the book on Indian games.

He became more concerned with costume, fashion, and furniture. Culins

contribution is best summed up by the words of W. H. Holmes, Chief of

the Bureau of American Ethnology, in a 1903 report to the Secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution;

The popular notion that games . . . are trivial in nature and of no partic-

ular significance as a subject of research soon gave u'ay, under the \\'ell-

conducted studies of Mr. Culin, to an adequate appreciation of their

importance as an integral part of human culture. Although engaged in

by both men and women, apparently as a pastime, and played persis-

tently. . .
. games of all classes are found to be intimately connected

with religious beliefs and practices, and to have universally a devotional

aspect and in some cases a divinator)' significance. Mr. Culin’s studies,

^Annual Report to Jtthj, 1894 of the Board of Barents of the Smithsonian In-

stitution. Washington, D.C.t United States Gos'cmment Printing OfBce, 1896, p. S3.

® Ctilin, S. “Games of the North American Indians,” TwenUj-Fourih Anm/al Report

of the Bureau of American Ethnohpy, Washin^on, D.C.: United States Government
Printing Office, 1907, p. 29.
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therefore, not only afford an understanding of the technology of the

games and of their distribution, as well as their bearing on history . . . ,

but they contribute in a remarkable manner to an appreciation of native

modes of thought and of the motives and impulses that underlie the con-

duct of primitive peoples generally. (Culin) . . . creates the science of

games and for the first time gives this branch its proper place in the

science of man.'^

There follows an annotated bibliography of Gulin’s principal publica-
tions on games. Culin published over 65 papers, articles, and books on a
variety of subjects, ranging from the practice of Chinese medicine in the
United States, to the evolution of fashion as found in works of fine art.

1889 Chinese Games with Dice (pamphlet). Philadelphia: Oriental
Gmb, 21 pages. Games describe . . are chiefly those of Chinese
aborers in America. . . Although most of these were played in
Canton prorince, reference is made to similar games from India
and Japan. Pictures of required equipment are included.

C«j/"
( article ) . Journal of Amer-

155-157. Discussion of a visit to a marionette
"'"'•English speaking troupe from SioUy,

same as
^

ff
reserved for ladies, plays are the

Boouhn™ r
m Europe. Theater serves the neighborhood

population as it did in Europe.
®

sity o/'plnn^^an^^ (pamphlet). Univer-

ogy Philadelnhia
*

1 T

Philology, Literature and Archaeol-

Folklore, 4, pp. 221-^^7
(article). Journal of American

boys and girKfom^e“
ft '‘'"h

tion of games to suit tlio n
century. Discusses modifica-

included®
* environment. Some diagrams are

1891

1891

1893

theljs"mtSnTl m"*
E>°™inoes” (paper). Annual Re-

'd.C.: United

providing detailed information™ 'dfccable information on backEammon
^ dominoes, consider-

s .sarASiT-i
OSl/. VVaih.;g,„„"DLTuSfeTsmt"S^^
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Information is presented on Korean, Malayan, Siamese, Japanese,
Indian, Philippine, Burmese, Celebes, Esldmo, Egyptian, SjTian,
Tibetan, European, and Ancient Roman games.

1893 “Exhibition of Games at the Columbian Exposition.” Journal of
American Folklore, 6

, pp. 205-227. Describes types and lands of
games on exhibit at die Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Includes

information similar to the type found in subsequent articles, but
in less detail.

1894 “Mancala, the National Game of Africa” (paper). Annual Report

of the U.S. National Museum, Washington, D.C.: United States

Government Printing Office, pp. 597-606. Describes many varia-

tions of the game as played in Africa, Turkey, Asia Minor, India,

Ceylon, and other places. Discusses the spread of the game due
to Arab influence. Photographs and diagrams of many types of

boards are included.

1895 Korean Games, tvith Notes on the Corresponding Games of China
and Japan (book). Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,

177 pages. Reprinted as Games of the Orient, Rudand, Vermont;
Charles Tutde Co., 1958. . . intended not only as a survey of

the games of Korea, but as a practical introduction to the study

of games of the world.” Includes himdreds of adults* and children^is

games from many countries. Games which require special equip-

ment, nonequipment games, and information on toys with numer-
ous illustrations and diagrams are presented. Introduction sets

fordi Gulin’s theory of the function of games in society. Includes

bibliography.

1898

“Chess and Playing-Cards” (article). Annual Report of the U.S.

National Museum, Washington, D. C.: United States Government
Printing Office, pp. 665-942. Comprehensive exploration of chess,

playing cards, and other tabic and board games as played in

Europe, Asia, North America, and South America. Some content

deals wth similarity of North American Indian games and the

games played in Europe and Asia.

1898 “American Indian Games” (article). Journal of American Folk-

lore, Oct.-Dec., pp. 245-252. Preliminar)^ exploration of the mean-
ing and distribution of these games (sec 1903 and 1907).

1899 “Hawaiian Games” (article). American Anthropologist, New Sc-

ries, 1, (2), pp. 201-247. Describes equipment and nonequipment
games as played by children and adults in a number of islands of

the Pacific, ranging from the Hawaiian group to New Zealand and
oUicr places in Oceania. Includes many diagrams and illustrations,

and a special illustrated section on “cat’s cradle.”

1900 “Philippine Games” (article). American Anthropologist, New Sc-
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ries, 2, pp. 640-656. Games of Spanish, Chinese, Malay, and Hindu

origin as played in the Philippine Islands are present witli illus-

trations and diagrams.

1903 "American Indian Games” (article). Amcrienn Anthropologist,

New Series, 5, pp. 5S-64. Revised conclusions about the meaning

and distribution of these games. Presents some of the ideas which

are expressed more fully in the 1907 monograph.

1907 “Games of Nortli American Indians” (book). Twenty-Fourth An-

nual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington,

D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 846 pages. “Mon-

ographic study of American Indian games . . . affording an under-

standing of tire technologv’ of the games and their distribution, as

well as their bearing on the histor)’ of the tribes.” Probably the

most comprehensive work on the subject. Includes hundreds of

pictures and illustrations.

1920 “Japanese Game of Sugoroku” (article). Brooklyn Museum Quar-
ieriy, 7, October, pp. 213-233. Detailed examination of the place
of diis game in Japanese society and its significance. Includes il-

lustrations and a bibliography.

1924 “Game of Ma-Jong” (article). Broohlyn Museum Quarterly, 11,
October, pp. 153-16S. Detailed discussion of the origin and signif-

icance of the game and its relationships to other games. Photo-
graphs and illustrations are included.

1923 Tapanese Swinging Bat Game” (article). “Japanese Game of Rat-

io tT
Shuttlecock” (article). Brooklyn Museum Quarterly,

2, July, pp. 133-150. Two articles with accompamang illustrations
indicating the relaUonship of these hvo games to festival
nohdaj’s in Japan.

It IS clear ftat Cnlin’s interest in games persisted well beyond their

theoretically sustained subject matters in anthro-

^ gy. ar y in e twentieth centnrj* the generalizations of Culin and

“-Jiftusionisls- like Cnlin

mwln
of paraUel games in different cultures u-ithontpa>^g snifierent attenhon to the differences, which were in as much need

Unh-ersal statements about games, it

; T.tTT'""' 'I* “formation that indicated erd-

?
•' f “"'^'^‘OQd within their own functional

writings of
Elsdon Best (192o) and Alexander Lesser (igSS)® there has been little

iS”“ «
»Wr, A. “The P"'™- fiW m„c.» Hand Game: A Stady of Culhnal Change,”

MLSU- CENTRAL LIBRARY
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important anthropological work on games since the last century, although

the new studies of Roberts and others (1959),^® to which we shall refer

later, suggest that the topic is about to be reopened within anthropology.

GAME DIFFUSION

We shall complete this section on anthropology by stating some of the

generalizations about game diffusion that were made by anthropologists

of this early period. This is done in full cognizance of the fact that there

is really no final agreement about these matters. Take for example the

“court ball game” which is somewhat of a cross between soccer and bas-

ketball, played between the eighth and eighteenth centuries by the Mayas
of Yucatan. Goellner (1953)^' and a number of others have claimed that

the Mayas originated the game and taught it to neighboring tribes rang-

ing from as far north as Arizona to the southern tip of Guatemala. On the

other hand, some scholars have stated that the game was taught to the

Mayas by a tribe in Central Mexico, and yet others indicate that the game
made its way north from South America. Mitchell earlier had suggested

that all these ideas on diffusion of this game are wrong because it paral-

lels a game played in Ancient Egypt (1935)! Which is to say that there is

nothing very final about the following diffusionist propositions although

Aey do carry with them a certain degree of apparent self-evidence.

It was argued by Culin and others that the spread of games was from

die:

1. Lower river valleys of the Nile, Euphrates, and Tigris (Sumer, Meso-

potamia, and Egypt) with diffusion west to Assyria, and the land of

the Hittites and the Greeks, and also south to parts of Africa; Greece

west to Sicily, Italy, and north to Anatolia and southern Russia; Rome
west to France and Britain, north to Germany and Denmark, east and

south to other places where peoples had contact with Roman Legions.

Scfindinavia west to Britain, Wales and Ireland, and to the North

American Continent.

2. North India and tlie Indus River valley to Nepal, Tibet, and China,

later west to Persia, tlien south througljout India to Ceylon and Indo-

nesia; China east to Korea, Japan, and South to Siam, and the Malay

Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology, 1C, New York: Cblumbta Uni-

versity Press, 1933.

Roberts,
J. M., Arth, M. and Bttsb, R. R. "Carnes in Ciilttire,” American

Anthropologist, Cl (4), August, 1959, pp. 597-C05.
** Goellner, \V. A. ‘The Court D.ilJ Came of the Aboriginal Ma>'as," Rcscareh

Quarterly. 24 (2), May. 1933, pp. 147-168.
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Archipelago and South Pacific Islands; possibly early interchange

with NorA American Continent.

3. Arab world of tlie Middle East to North Africa and the Iberian Penin-

sula and parts of Asia.

4. The Crusaders who brought games home to Europe from the Middle

East.

5. European colonists who taught native populations in the Americas,

and islands in the Pacific, and in Africa.

6. American Indians (nortli, south, and central) who taught tlieir games

to Eiu^peans who in turn took these games back to Europe.

7. Central African and Oceanic peoples who taught their games to mis-

sionaries and who in turn taught them to otliers.^-

Thus, according to diffusionists, games have crisscrossed many nations

and cultures at various periods of history as a result of commerce, war-

fare, exploration, education, and a host of other reasons.

In this chapter we include a selection of the game studies by Tylor and
Culin. Most of these are in relatively inaccessible journals and they con-
tain a colorful record of the interests of this early anthropological period.

We enclose also a paper by Erasmus, which is an interesting modem
commentary of Tylor’s earlier remarks on Patolli, suggesting as it does
diat diffusionist e.xplanations may not after all be necessary to account
for the similarities between games found in very different parts of the
world.

^

1= See Murray, 1913, Hildebrand, 1919, Steams. 1890, and Tylor, 1879.
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The History of Games

E. B. TYLOR

Before examtaing some groups of the higher orders of ^
viesv of tracing their course in the world, it will be well o test by a few

examples the principles on which we may reason as to their ongm a

migraUons. An intelligent traveller among the Kalmuks, nobemg that

they play a hind of chess resembling ours, would not for a moment en-

tertato the idea of such an invenHon having been made more

but would feel satisfied that wc and tliey and all chess-players ^“t have

had the game from the original source. In this example lies the gis of Ae

ethnologial argument from artificial games, that wh™ any such appears

in bvo districts it must have bavelled from one to Ae
^

from a common cenbe. Of course Ais argument does not “PPlX ^
games. Some are so simple and natural that, for a we can ®

often have sprung up of Aemselves. such as tossing a

while children everywhere imitate in play the serious work of ^ownj

life, from spearing an enemy doxvn to mouldmg an earthen pot. The^
bnctly artificial sports we are concerned wiA here are mar y

pecuUar trick or combination not so Ukely to have been hit ''P™^
Lt only complex games like chess and tennis, but even -"^y

sports, seem wVdefined formations, of which
f

on the map much as the botanist traces his p an ™ S
subiect if

centres. It may give us g^^aphy to see where

SOURCE. The Fortnightly Review, London: Chapman and Hall, 25. N.S.. Jan

June 1, 1879. pp. 735-747.
63
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and Asia, have sometimes explained it on this wise: that the human mind

being alike everywhere, the same games are naturally found in different

lands, children taking to hockey, tops, stilte, kites, and so on, each at its

proper season. But if so, why is it that in outlying barbarous countries one

hardly finds a game without finding also that there is a civilised nation

within reach from whom it may have been learnt? And what is more, hou'

is it that European children knew notliing till a few centuries ago of some

of their most popular sports? For instance, tliey had no battlcdore-and-

shuttlecock and never flew kites till these games came across from Asia,

when they took root at once and became naturalised over Europe. The
origin of kite-flying seems to lie somewhere in South-east Asia, where it

is a sport even of grown-up men, who fight tlieir kites by making them
cut one another’s strings, and fly birds and monsters of the most fantastic

shapes and colours, especially in China, where old gentlemen may be
seen taking their evening stroll, kite-string in hand, as though they were
leading pet dogs. The English boys kite appears thus an instance, not of

spontaneous play-instinct, but of the migration of an artificial game from
a distant centre. Nor is this all it proves in the history of civilisation.
Within a century, Europeans becoming acquainted with the Soutir Sea
Islanders found tliem down to New Zealand adepts at flying kites, which

ey made of leaves or bark cloth, and called menu, or “bird,” flying tliem
m solemn form \vith accompaniment of traditional chants. It looks as

^

oug e toy reached Poljmesia through the Malay region, thus belong-
mg to &at drift of Asiatic culture which is evident in many other points
of Soutli Sea Island life. Tire geography of another of our childish diver-
sions may be noticed as matching wth this. Mr. Wallace relates that being
one wet day m a Dayak house in Borneo, he tliought to amuse the lads

lip fni /ri
cafs-cradle, but to his surprise

heWd tliat th^; ^ew more about it than he did. going off into figures

SliX ft1 in ftis nurserfart.«pec.ally fte Maom of New Zealand, who oaU it maui from the name

ltd r ^ ‘-dilion, it was in-

om of th^ s r',’
“1*'“ "P N- Zealand from the bot-

tlvhatvltl Id’, cafs-cradle,

U.e game itrrffrS

ftaftTnaal ‘'‘f
““ ^“'“dlt I olrecord

rpciilf nf f A • *. . -t.
^ ficcounted for but as another

result of the drift of Asiabc cmlisaUon doun into the Pacific.
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Once started, a game may last on almost indefinitely. Among the chil-

dren’s sports of the present day are some whieh may be traced back to-

ward the limits of historical antiquity, and, for all we know, may have

been old then. Among the pictures of ancient Egyptian games m the

tombs of Beni Hassan, one shows a player with his head do\vn so that e

cannot see what the others are doing with their clenched fists above h^

back. Here is obviously the game called in English hot-cockles, m French

main-chande, and better described by its mediasval name of qm fery:‘ or

“who struck?”-the blindman having to guess by whom he was hit, or

with which hand. It was the Greek kollabismos. or buffet-game, and

carries with it a tragical association in those passages m the Gospels which

show it turned to mockery by the Roman soldiers: And when they ha

blindfolded him . . . they buffeted him . . .

Christ, Who is he that smote thee?” (Luke xxii. 64; Matt. xxvi. 67, Mar

""

A^Jther of the Egyptian pictures plainly represents

by its Italian name of morra. the Latiu mtcatw, or feshmg of

which has thus lasted on in the Mediterranean distncls

sand years, handed down through a hundred successive ge

did not improve it, for from the first it was perfect m

little niche in human nature. It is the game of jessing ^
ers both at once throwing out fingers and in the same T^sh^n
their guesses at the total. Morra is the pastime of the “

China®^ in Italy, and may, perhaps, be reckoned
^

culture which the Chinese have borrowed from ‘P® Western barbarian^

Though so ancient, morra has in it no touch
P’-f

must owe its origin to a period when

savage level. The same is true of the other old

and even, which the poet couples with riding on a “
3^^

ish of dfrersions. “Ludere par impnr equ.tare ^

the child playing it

^ J^,'^sl™numbers into the odd-and-

" even h d to

With word; for these ideas. I asked myself tire ^
ancient Aryans distin^rished odd

„37oten tradition not of

that an answer had been 3 pio,„os of

Greek aritlimelicians, but of bo)’S at pla) .

• romork tint it

Aristophanes, where the^game
Now th'is matd.es

was also knoNNTi as ^VY« yok<» ° \ f„r nvi'n nntl odd
so closely in form and sense «rU.

toll. Hindus and
numbers, i/u; and ns to be fair c
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Greeks inherited arithmetical ideas and words familiar to their Aryan
ancestors.

Following up the clues that join the play-life of the ancient and modem
worlds, let us now look at the ball-play, which has always held its place
among sports. Beyond mere tossing and catching, the simplest kind of

ball-play is where a ring of players send tlie ball from hand to hand. Tliis

gentle pastime has its well-marked place in history. Thus tlie ancient
Greeks, whose secret of life was to do even trivial tilings with artistic

perfection, delighted in the game of Naiisikaa, and on their vases is

painted many a scene where ball-play, dance, and song unite in one grace-
ful sport. The ball-dance is now scarcely to be found but as an out-of-the-
way relic of old custom, yet it has left curious traces in European Ian-
^ages, where tile ball (Low Latin hath) has given its name to tlie dance
It vrent with (Italian ballare, hallo, French hal, English ball), and evenM the song that accompanied the dance (Italian hallata, French ballade,

vT^li j*!-
' passion of ball-play begins not with this friendly

^aceful delivery of the ball into tlie next hand, but when two hostile

reore'senteii h
into existence the group of games

IhuS
Greek /.OTiaston, or seizing-game, where the tivo sides

bme^w^rr1 been played till modem

br^—unr ’^S “ 0 f“‘ball, fought for

Emile Souvestre iii'hk n'"”"®
‘^“"7 ’• over their own border,

fierce game in the Po ft.-

has told the last story of this

killed and his own CTe'k^
'strict—how the man who had had his father

lay in wait for that reLubted h
sumamed le Souleur,

half-way across the boundary steZThe''"'* f ’

put doivn by authority as U had h
' soule-play had to be

had given rL to the where it

The other class of hostiff ball-gLes diiF
''

V"
not to be brought to ones oivn hT u

“ *'= ‘'“™S
side. In the Greek epikoinoi
middle line, and each party trM™™™’'’-f ' ™
versary’s goal-line. This game also lasted on Voproper English name for it is hurling, whileTZZ T “ r™'the great Roman bio™ leather bll (hllW ™ ’

smaU hand-ball, and kicked instead of tom
ordinary classical game, the anci^ts ^tTTnlv ^
dnvetheballinsteadofusinghandsorfeet

a a
at Itoebey. But Corydon never seems to' 'T/ seems to have thought of borrowing
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Phillis’s crook for the purpose it would have so exactly suited. No mention
of games like hockey appears in the ancient world, and the course of
invention which brought them into tlie modem world is at once unex-
pected and instructive.

The game known to us as polo has been traced by Sir W. Ouseley, in

Persia, far back in the Sassanian dynasty, and was at any rate in vogue
there before the eighth century. It Avas played vath the long-handled
mallet called chttgdn, which Persian word came to signify also the game
played with it. This is the instrument referred to in the Thousand and One
Nights, and among various earlier passages where it occurs is the legend
told by die Persian historian of Darius insulting Alexander by sending him
a ball and mallet (gut ve chugdn) as a hint that he was a boy more fit

to play polo than to go to war. When this tale finds its way to Scotland,

in the romance of King Alisaunde, these unkmown instruments are re-

placed by a whipping-top, and Shakspere has the story in the English

guise of a newer period in the scene in Heniy V.: “What treasure, uncle?”
—^“Tennis-balls, my liege.” By the ninth century the game of chugdn had
established itself in the Eastern Empire, where its name appears in the

barbarous Greek form x^uxavi^eiv. In die Byzantine descriptions, however,
've find not the original mallet, but a long staff ending in a broad bend
filled in with a network of gutstrings. Thus there appear in die East, as

belonging to the great sport of ball-play on horseback, the first shapes of

two implements which remodelled the whole play-life of mediasval and

modem Europe, the chugan being the ancestor of the mallets used in

pallmall and croquet, and of an endless variety of other playing clubs

and bats, while the bent staff with its network was the primitive racket.

The fine old Persian drawing of a match at chugan, which is copied by
Ouseley in his Travels in the East, justifies his opinion that die horseback

game is the original. We should not talk of polo as being "hockey on

horseback,” but rather regard hockey as dismounted polo, and class iWth

it pall-mall, golf, and many another bat-and-ball game. Indeed, when one

comes to think of it, one sees that no stick being necessary for the old

foot game of hurling, none was used, but as soon as the Persian horsemen

wanted to play bail on horseback, a proper instrument had to be invented.

Tills came to be used in the foot game also, so that die Orientals arc

familiar botli widi the mounted and dismounted kinds. Tlie horseback

game seems hardly to have taken hold in Europe till our o\mi day, when
tile English brought it down from Munniepoor, and it lias now under die

name of polo become a world-wide sport again. But the foot game made
its Way early into Europe, as appears from a curious passage in Joinvillcs

of St Louis. uTitten at the end of the thirtccndi century-. Having
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seen the game on his crusade, and read about it in the Byzantine his-

torians, he argues tliat the Greeks must have borrowed their tzycanisterUim

from the French, for it is, he says, a game played in Languedoc by driv-

ing a boxwood ball with a long mallet, and called there chicane. The

modem reader has to turn this neat and patriotic argument upside down,

the French chicane being only a corruption of the Persian chugdn; so that

what Joinville actually proves is, that before his time the Eastern game
had travelled into France, bringing with it its Eastern name. Already, in

his day, from the ball-game with its shifts and dodges, the term chicane

had come to be applied by metaphor to the shuffles of la\vyers to embar-
rass the other side, and thence to intrigue and trickery in general. English
has borrowed chicane in the sense of trickery, without knowing it as the
name of a game. Metaphors taken from sports may thus outlast their first

sense, as when again people say, “Don’t bandy words with me,” without
an idea that they are using another metaphor taken from the game of
oc ey, which was called bandy from the curved stick or club it was

played with.

In France, the name of crosse, meaning a crutch, or bishop’s crosier,
was used for the mallet, and thence the game of hockey has its ordinary
renc name, jen de la crosse. In Spanish, the game has long been knoNvn

as chueca. The Spaniards taught it to the natives of South America, who
took k^dly to It, not as mere boys’ play, but as a manly sport. It is curious

^ European travellers, who seem not to recog-

ninne f
^ ayground game when transplanted among the Arauca-

t by the name of

fteTr I North American Indians get

f™"- California right across the IndSm

farshChll t, r ' crosse, or hookey, the

SS sriir.“rM of the Uvo contending

Iroquois Trtha r." “ "'™“8b the adversaries’ goal. The

and a v^ode^ f u
Played with cu4ed clubs

stX cI7 „ 7 introLed. with which to

game’ Ca7ta ha W 7 ‘’-^^bers of this fine

beginning svith the nighf'wi P’""

danced in lines between, LdLouL”
and led the chant tor his favour in the rnL??!. t

rf:roft^7,rg'=ri^^
for the hafi, tiU a[ iast^one side rad^Lt^Tf^P^^^^
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divided with yells of triumph the fur robes and tin-lcettles and miscel-

laneous property staked on the match. Now, as to the introduction of the

game into North America, the Jesuit missionaries in New France as early

as 1636 mention it by their own French name of jeu de crosse, at which
Indian villages contended qui crossera le mieux.” The Spaniards, how-
ever, had been above a century in America, and might have brought it in,

which is a readier explanation than the other possible alternative that it

made its way across from South-east Asia.

When the Middle Ages set in, the European mind at last became awake
to tile varied pleasure to be got out of hitting a ball with a bat. The games
now developed need not be here spoken of at length proportioned to their

great place in modem life, as the changes which gave rise to them are

so comparatively modem and well knowm. The Persian apparatus kept

close to its original form in the game of paU^mall, that is, “ball-mallet,”

into which game was introduced the arch or ring to drive tlie ball through,

whereby enough incident was given to knocking it about to make Ae
sport fit for a few players, or even a single pair. An account of pall-mall

and its modem revival in croquet will be found in Dr. Priors little book.

Playing the ball into holes serves much the same purpose as sending it

through rings, and thus came in the particular kind of bandy called golf,

from the clubs used to drive the ball. The stooUball, so popular in medise-

val merrymakings, was played with a stool, which one protected by strik-

ing away with his hands the ball which another bowled at it; the in-player

was out if the stool was hit, or he might be caught out, so that here is

evidently part of the origin of cricket, in which the present stumps seem
to represent the stool. In club-ball a ball was bowled and hit wth a club;

and a game called cat-and-dog was played in Scotland two centuries ago,

where players protected not wickets but holes from the wooden cat

pitched at them, getting runs when they hit it. We have here the simple

elements from which the complex modem cricket was developed. Lastly,

among the obscure accounts of ancient ball-play, it is not easy to make
out that the ball was ever sent against an opposite u'all for the other

player to take it at the bound and return it. Such a game, particularly

suited to soldiers shut up in castle-yards, became popular about the

fourteenth century under the name of pila pdlmaria, or jeu de paulme,

which name indicates its original mode of striking with the palm of the

hand, as in fives. It was an improvement to protect the hand wth a glove,

such as may still be seen in the ball-play of Basque cities, as at Bayonne.

Sometimes a battledore faced with parchment was used, as witness the

story of the man who declared he had played with a battledore that had

On it fragments of the lost decades of Livy. But it was the racket tliat
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made possible the “cutting” and “boasting” of the mediasval tennis-court,

wtli its elaborate scoring by “chases.” No doubt it was the real courtyard

of the chateau, with its penthouses, galleries, and grated windows, that

furnished the tennis-court with the models for its quaintly artificial grilles

and lunes so eruditely discussed in Mr. Julian Marshall’s Annals of Tennis.
A few enthusiastic amateurs still delight in the noble and costly game,
but the many have reason to be grateful for lawn-tennis out of doors,
Aough it be but a mild version of the great game, to which it stands as

hockey to polo or as draughts to chess.

Turning now to the principal groups of sedentary games, I may refer to
e evidence I have brought forward elsewhere,^ that the use of lots or
ice or gambling arose out of an earlier serious use of such instruments

divination. The two conceptions, indeed, pass into one an-
other, magician drasvs lots to learn the future and the gambler todmde the future so that the differenee behveen them is that between
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are alike, they must be marked or numbered, as with the four-sided stick-

dice of India, and that which tends to supersede all others, the six-sided

kuhos, which gave the Greek geometers the name for the cube. Since the

old Aryan period many a broken gamester has cursed the hazard of tlie

die. We modems are apt to look down with mere contempt at his folly.

But we judge die ancient gamester too harshly if we forget that his pas-

sion is mixed witli those thoughts of luck or fortune or superhuman in-

tervention, which form the very mental atmosphere of the soothsayer and
the oracle-prophet. With devout prayer and sacrifice he would propitiate

the deity who should give him winning tlirows; nor, indeed, in our own
day have such hopes and such appeals ceased among the uneducated.

To the educated it is the mathematical theory of probabilities that has

shown the folly of the gamesters staking his fortune on his powers of

divination. But it must be borne in mind that this theory itself was, so to

speak, shaken out of the dice-box. When the gambling Chevalier de Mere
put the question to Pascal in how many throws he ought to get double-

sixes, and Pascal solving the problem, started the mathematical calcula-

tion of chances, this laid the foundation of the scientific system of statis-

tics which more and more regulates the arrangements of society. This

accurate method was applied to the insurance table, which enables a

man to hedge against his ugliest risks, to eliminate his chances of fire

and death by betting that he shall have a new roof over his head and a

provision for his ^vidow. Of all the wonderful turns of the human mind
in the course of culture, scarce any is more striking than this history of

lots and dice. Who, in the Middle Ages, could have guessed what would
be its next outcome—that magic sunk into sport should rise again as

science, and man’s failure to divine the future should lead him to success

in controlling it?

Already in the ancient world there appear mentions of games where

the throws of lots or dice, perhaps at first merely scored with counters on
a board, give the excitement of chance to a game which is partly a

draught-game, the player being allowed to judge with which pieces he

'vill move his allotted number. In England this group of games is repre-

sented by backgammon. When Greek \mters mention dice-playing, they

no doubt often mean some game of this class, for at mere hazard the

Persian queen-mother could not have played her game carefully, as

Plutarch says she did, nor would there have been any sense in his re-

mark that in life, as in dicing, one must not only get good throws, but

know how to use them. The Roman game of the t^velve lines {duodecim

scfipta) so nearly corresponded with our trictrac or backgammon, that

M. Becq de Fouquieres, in his Jcux des Anciens, works out on the ordi-
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nary backgammon board the problem of the Emperor Zeno that has vexed

the soul of many a critic. All these games, however, are played with dice,

and as there exist other games of like principle where lots are thrown

instead of dice, it may, perhaps, be inferred that such ruder and clumsier

lot-backgammon was the earlier, and dice-backgammon a later improve-

ment upon it. Of course things may have happened the opposite way.

Lot-backgammon is still played in die East in more than one form. The

Arabic-speakmg peoples call it tab, or game, and play it with an oblong

board or rows of holes in the ground, with bits of brick and stone for

draughts of the two colours, and for lots four palm-stick slips with a black

and white side. In this low variety of lot-backgammon, the object is not

to get one’s own men home, but to take all the adversary’s. The best repre-

sensative of this group of games is the Hindu pachisi, which belongs to a

series ancient in India. It is played on a cross-shaped board or em-
broidered cloth, up and down the arms of which the pieces move and

take, in somewhat the manner of backgammon, till they get back to the

central home. The men move by the throws of a number of cowries, of

which the better throws not only score high, but entitle the player to a
new throw, which corresponds to our rule of doubles giving a double
move at backgammon. The game of pachisi has great vogue in Asia, ex-

tending into tile far East, where it is played with flat tamarind-seeds as

lots. It even appears to have found its way still farther eastward into
America, forming a link in the chain of evidence of an Asiatic element
in the civilisation of the Aztecs.^ For the early Spanish-American writers
esen e, as payed at the Court of Montezuma, a game called patolli,

played after the manner of their European tables or backgammon, but

^1
a ri- or Greek cross, full of squares on which
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ing to the tiirows of a number of marked beans. Without the board and
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sportive use of the serious counting instrument. The other hint is that

board-games, from the rudest up to (diess, are so generally of the nature
of kriegspiel, or war-game, tlie men marching on the field to unite their

forces or capture their enemies, that this notion of mimic war may have
been the very key to their invention. Still these guesses are far from suf-

ficient, and the origin of board-games is still among the anthropologist's

unanswered riddles. The simpler board-games of skill, that is, without

lots or dice, and played by successive moves or draws of the pieces, may
be classed accordingly as games of draughts, this term including a num-
ber of different games, ancient and modem.
The ancient Egyptians were eager draught-players; but though we have

many pictures, and even the actual boards and men used, it is not clear

exactly how any of their games were played. Ingenuity and good heavy
erudition have been misspent by scholars in trying to reconstmct ancient

games without the necessary data, and I shall not add here another guess

as to the rules of the draughts with which Penelopes suitors delighted

their souls as they sat at the palace gates on the bides of the oxen they

had slaughtered; nor will I discuss the various theories as to what the

"sacred line” was in the Greek game of the “five lines,” mentioned by
Sophocles. It will be more to the purpose to point out that games worth

keeping up hardly die out, so that among existing sports are probably

represented, with more or less variation, the best games of the ancients.

On looking into the mentions of the famous Greek draught-game of

plinthion, or polis, it appears that the numerous pieces, or "dogs,” half of

them of one colour and half of the other, were moved on the squares of

the board, the game being for two of the same colour to get one of the

other colour between them, and so take him. The attempt to reason out

from this the exact rules of the classic game has not answered. But on

looking, instead of arguing, I find that a game just fitting the description

still actually exists. The donkeyboys of Cairo play it in the dust until

"dogs,” which are bits of stone and red brick, and the guides have

scratched its siga, or diagram, on the top of the great pyramid. If it was

not there before, it would have come with Alexander to Alexandria, and

has seemingly gone on unchanged since. Tliere is an account of it in

Lane's Modem Egyptians, and any one interested in games will find it

worth trying with draughts on a cardboard square. One kind of the

Roman game of latntnculi was closely related to this, as appears from

such passages as Ovid’s “cum medius gemino calculus hostc peril,” re-

ferring to tile stone being taken behveen two enemies. The poet men-

tions, a few lines farther on, tlie little table \rith its three stones, where

ti'c game is “continuassc suos,” to get your men in a line, which is, of
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course, our owti childish game of This case of tlie permanence

of an ancient game was long ago recognised by Hyde in his treatise, De

Ludis Orientalibus. It is tlie simplest form of the group kno^^^l to us as

mill, merelles, morris, played by ^Idren all the way across from Shedand

to Singapore. Among the varieties of draught-games played in the world,

one of the most elaborate is the Chinese wei-chi, or game of circumven-

tion, tlie honoured pastime of the learned classes. Here one object is to

take your enemy by smrounding him witli four of your o\\'n men, so as

to make what is called an “eye,” which looks as though the game belonged

historically to the same group as the simpler classic draughts, where tlie

man is taken between two adversaries. In modem Europe the older games
of this class have been superseded bv one on a different principle. The
history' of what we now call draughts is disclosed by the French diction-

ary', which shows how tlie men used to be called proas, or pa^^'ns, till they

reached the other side of the board, then becoming dames, or queens.

Thus the modem game of drauglits is recognised as being, in fact, a low
variety of chess, in which tlie pieces are all pauns, turned into queens in

chess-fashion when they gain the adversary’s line. The earliest plain ac-

counts of the game are in Spanish books of tlie Middle Ages, and the
theory of its development through the medireval chess problems uill be
foxmd worked out by the best authority on chess, Dr. A. van der Linde,
in his Gcschiclitc des Schachspiels.

'Hie group of games represented by the Hindu tiger-and-cows, our jox-
and-geese, shows in a simple way the new situations that arise in board-
games when the men are no longer all alike, but have different powers,
or moves. Isidore of Se\'ille (about aj>. 600) mentions, under tlie name
^ ^ played with pieces of wluch some were common
/ by step, while others were wanderers

f
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arising out of the ancient draught-games. But there is another theory

maintained by Professor Duncan Forbes in his History of Chess, and

prominent in one at least of our chess handbooks, which practically

amounts to saying that chess is derived from backgammon. It is argued

that the original game was the Indian fourfold-chess, played with four

half-sets of men, black, red, green, and yellow, ranged on the four sides

of the board, the moves of the pieces being regulated by the throws of

dice; that in course of time the dice were given up, and each two allied

half-sets of men coalesced into one whole set, one of the two kings sink-

ing to the position of minister, or queen. Now this fourfold Indian dice-

chess is undoubtedly a real game, but the mentions of it are modem,

whereas history records the spread of chess proper over the East as early

as the tenth century. In the most advanced Indian form of pachisi, called

chapur, there are not only the four sets of different-coloured men, but the

very same stick-dice that are used in the dice-chess, which looks as though

this latter game, far from being the original form of chess, were an absurd

modem hybrid resulting from the attempt to play backgammon with

chess-men. This is Dr. van der Linde’s opinion, readers of whose book

will find it supported by more technical points, while they will be amused

with the author’s zeal in belabouring his adversary Forbes, which remm^

one of the legends of medieval chess-players, where the match natoally

concludes by one banging the other about the head with the board. It is

needless to describe here the well-known points oi differen^ce behveen

the Indo-Persian and the modem European chess. On the whole, the In-

dian game has substantially held its own. while numberless attempb to

develop it into philosophers’ chess, military tactics, etc., have been tried

and faSed. brining, as they always do, loo
k

the plan which in ancient India was shaped so judiciously betiveen sport

and science. , a- j u
In this survey of games I have confined myself to such as

jects for definite remark, the many not touched on including “f*. of

which the precise history is still obscure. Of the conclusions broug

ward, most are no doubt imperfect, and some may ^
'

seemed best to bring them forsvard for the purpose of giving the subject

publicity, with a view to inducing travellers and oUicrs to draw mi-

nutely accurate accounts of all undcscribed games t ley no ce. n

Third Voyage it is mentioned that the Sandwich Islanders played a game

like draughts with blaek and while pebbles on a board of 14 bj 17

squares. Had the explorers spent an hour in learning it, we s lou per

haps have known whether it was the Chinese or the Malay game, or what

it was; and this might have been the veo’ clue, lost to native memory, to
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the connection of the Polynesians wth a higher Asiatic culture in ages

before a European ship had come wthin tlieir coral reefs.

It remains to call attention to a point which this research into the de-

velopment of games brings strongly into view. In the study of civilisation,

as of so many other branches of natural history, a theory of gradual evo-

lution proves itself a trustworthy guide. But it will not do to assume that

culture must always come on by regular unvarying progress. That, on the

contrary', tlie lines of change may be extremely circuitous, the history of

games affords instructive proofs. Looking over a playground wall at a

game of hockey, one might easily fancy the simple line of improvement

to have been that tlie modern schoolboy took to using a curved stick to

drive the ball with, instead of hurling it with his hands as he would have

done if he had been a young Athenian of b.c. 500. But now it appears that

the line of progress was by no means so simple and straight, if we have

to go round by Persia, and bring in the game of polo as an intermediate

stage. If, comparing Greek draughts and English draughts, we were to

jump to the conclusion that the one was simply a further development of

the otlier, this would be wrong, for the real course appears to have been
that some old draught-game rose into chess, and then again a lowered
form of chess came down to become a new game of draughts. We may
depend upon it that the great world-game of evolution is not played only
by pawns moving straight on, one square before another, but that long-

stretching moves of pieces in all directions bring on new situations, not
readily foreseen by minds that find it hard to sec six moves ahead upon
a chessboard.
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On American Lot-Games, as Evidence

of Asiatic Intercourse Before the

Time of Columbus

E. B. TYLOR

It is now nearly bventy years since I brought forward in Journal

of the Anthropological Institute and elsewhere' a comparison behveen

two elaborate games of mingled chance and skill, namely pachrst, an

ancient and sUll popular sport in Hindustan, and patolh winch was an

established diversion in Mexico at the lime of the Spanish conquest, h )

argument was tliat tlie principle and even the details of these tsvo game

hear so close a resemblance, as to make their indepen ent imcn

probable, jusUfying the inference that at some date before 1500 the ^lahc

game had passed over to America. Such a theory, if welhfounded sup-

ports the opinion long ago enunciated by Alexander von Humboldt, that

tlic old civilization of Mexico bears unmistakable traces of Asiatic in

cnee. Accordingly, the problem of the trvo games became matter of

antliropologieal introversv, their alleged connexion being claimed b>

some as eom-ineing, and by oUiers not less positively

milled on bolli sides as bringing to a definite issue the

lean civilization before the Eiirope.an period. New evidence
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since come in, makes it desirable for me to return to the discussion. Espe-

cially not only has tlie text of Father Diego Duran’s History of the Indies

been published, but the picture-xvriting on which he commented has been

reproduced; his chapter on patoUi is thus fully available, and with it the

authentic representation of two Aztecs playing the game. ... I have to

thank Sir Alfred Lyall for providing tfie fit pendant to this picture by

Iiaving a photograph taken in India, of a match at pachisi between a

Hindu and a Mohammedan. The mere comparison of the two groups

seems to me suiBcient to set up a primd facie case, that the gamesters of

the Old and New World are engaged at games which, though not quite

the same, are closely connected varieties from one original.

The group to which pachisi and patolU belong is most familiar to Eu-

ropeans in trictrac or backgammon, though some other forms are in use,

such as the "royal game of goose" (jeu de Toie, jeugo de la oca, etc.) and
various race-games and others. In their complete forms, games of this

class are played by opponents who move pieces on a diagram or board
in opposition to one another, the number of places moved being deter-

mined by the players throwing lots or dice. It has to be noticed that just

as dice-tllro^ving by itself serves as a means of gambling, so it is with lot-

iro\%’ing. the appearance of which latter in America has to form part of

me present argument. Dice and their use need no special remark here,
but this Wnd of gaming with lots is less familiar, and must be briefiy con-
sidered, The lots used are two-faced, and their earliest purpose may have
been for divination, before they came to serve for sport. The sacred lots
consulted in Confucian temples arc halves of a bambu root which are
so cmn

) t irowTi down, both round sides up giving a negative, both fiat

of "n"’’ ™ affirmativo answer

varieh’
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When the calculated values of the throws are compared with the values

given to them in the various games to be presently described, it \vill be
seen that the rules of scoring are in general inexact. For instance the game
of pachisi, played by throwing five co^vries, ought to conform in the

scoring to the figures just given, but in fact it only shows an imperfect

similarity. At the same time, the whole series of lot-games displays a

consciousness of the infrequency of tfirows of all, or nearly all the faces

one way, as compared with throws where the faces are nearly equally

divided. When these games were invented, the mathematical method of

working out the combinations had not been reached, and apparently the

only guide was experience, showing which throws were rarest and there-

fore ought to count most. Thus these games are of interest in the history

of mathematics, as showing the early empirical stage of the doctrine of

chances, which reached its logical development in the hands of Pascal and
Fermat far on in the 17th century. As a means of gambling except in its

simplest forms, the casting of two-faced lots is a clumsy process in com-
parison with the use of numbered dice, which tends to supersede it

wherever both are known, so that it may be reasonably thought that the

lot-games represent the original form, out of which the dice-games arose.

As a simple Old World type of lot-backgammon, the game called in

colloquial Arabic fdb, and popular in Moslem countries, m.iy be specified.

The lots thrown are slips of split palm-branch about a span long, white on

the inside, while the outside is left green, these sides being called white

and black respectively. They are thrown against a wall or an upright

stick, and the throw counts according to how many white sides come
uppermost, thus:

Whites up ... 4 3 2 1 0

Score .... 4+ 3 2 1+ 6+

Those marked -f give a new throw. Their values agree fairly well \Wth

the calculated odds, which are 6, 14, 1, 14, The game is played by

moving pieces, usually bits of stone on one side and red brick on tlie other,

on a diagram scratched on the ground, or with a more formal board and

men. Tlic tdh-board (Fig. 1) is divided into four rows of an odd number
of squares; each of tlic rivo players placing a number of his pieces or

dogs” in the outer row on his o^\^l side. T!>c lots are throun by the play-

ers alternately till one player throws one white, which throw is called

and gives him the right to mov’c one of his pieces from its original

place; while tliere it is called a Nazarcnc, but when moved and able to

go out to fight it becomes a Moslem. Tlirowing four whites or blacks, or

one wliite, gives a new tl)row. Each player moves his right-hand man
first, the course being from left to right in hLs own row, then right to left

In the row in front, Uicn from left to right again; a piece moved into a
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Fig. 1. Diagram for game of tab.

place occupied by one of the adversary’s pieces takes it; if a player has

two or more pieces on one square, they move together as one; pieces

which have reached the adversary’s row are in safety. The lot-throwing
part of the game may be played by itself, the throwers of 6 and 4 being
called Sultan and Wezir, from whom the unfortunate thrower of 2 re-

ceives blows on the soles of his feel with a palmstick 2

There is a Chinese variety of the game of four sticks, popular under
the name of nyut in Korea, where Mr. Stewart Culin describes it.® Four
lots are used, made of bow-wood, plano-convex and ^vith one black and
one white side. The scoring is

Whites up

Score 4+
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Fig- 2. Diagram for game of nyut.

Dc I-Udu “‘'2^"’'°”“ “f rte Modem Egyptians, II, chap. IV. Hyd
’ Culla, Kcrma

'(Philadelphia 1895). I.A.I.E. IX. Suppl.
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Four blacks give another throw. The calculated values would be 4, 1,

I 1 ,
4 .

Little sticks or other objects are used as markers or pieces, called horses

(md) of which each player has from one to four, which move and take

along the spots of the diagram.

Sanskrit literature furnishes early mentions of this family of games in

India. The game of aydnatja, luck and unluck, has been discussed by
Prof. Albrecht Weber,^ and the mention of panchikd, a game played

with five cowries, may refer to pachtsi, with which we are specially con-

cerned, and which will now be briefly described. [A] cloth embroidered

with squares which commonly serves as the board [is] often carried by
zealous players rolled in their turbans. [There are] pieces (got) ... of

four colours, a set of four of one colour being played by each of four play-

ers, or by two playing two sets each. . . . The five cowries thro%vn as lots

score as follows:

Mouths up ... 5 4 3 2 1 0

Score .... 25+ 4 3 2 10+ 6+

The calculated value has been already given, 25, 5, 2^, 24, 5, 25. The
name of the game pacliisi (

= 25) or (ids pacJiisi (= 10 25) is taken

from the hvo highest throws. The scoring with five co\\Ties is from a good

authori^,* but Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, who has been good enough to send

me a careful account, takes six cowries as the usual number, which re-

quires the addition of 6-up, counting 12+, to the scoring witli five cow-

ries. In playing pachUi, tlie object of each of the four players is to move
his pieces from tlie central space down the middle row of his o^^’n arm to

its end, then along the outer lines of squares from left to right (against

the sun) till ha\ing made the circuit of Uie whole board they come back,

each reaching the end of its proper arm and returning homo as it came,

die winning player being he who gets his four pieces round first. The
pieces move onward as many squares as the score of the throw, but a

piece can only be started from tlie central space, or return there from the

last square, by means of tlie starting 1 wliicli is given to the tlirowcr of

das (10) or pachisi (25) in addition to his proper score. Tlie Iiigfi throws

25+, 10+, 6+, entitle tlio player to a new throw. A single piece on a

square is taken by an enem>'’s piece moWng on to tliat square, and lias to

go home and begin afresh. But two or more on one square hold it safely,

also in tlie crossed squares or forts (c/iik) a single piece is in safety, and

\Vel)t*r, Imlische Stadicn, XIII, p. 471.
® traml. b) HerkloU. London 1832. p. Lll.
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blocks the entrance of an enemy. It will have been noticed that the rela-

tion of pachisi to tdb is close, pachisi being reduplicated to admit four

players. A further change is to replace the cowries by dice; these are of

a peculiar long form with four faces. . . . Thus modified, pachisi passes

into the game known as chtipur.®

In this manner a simple lot-game like tdb may have given rise to the

dice-game which prevails with so great similarity across the world, that

ordinary European names may be used for it almost indifferently, such
as tables, trictac, backgammon. Its introduction may be assigned to

Western Asia, probably to Persia, where it was knowTi at the time of

Artaxerxes, and flourishes still under the name of nard. It is needless to

discuss its later history here, but attention should be drawn to a point
which touches the present enquiry. While the dice-game is common to the
Eastern and Western worlds, so that an Icelander could easUy play back-
gammon with a Japanese on an ancient Homan board, the lot-game which
seems to have preceded it spread east rather than west. At any rate, if any
game like tdb or pachisi played with hvo-faced lots ever reached Western
Europe It IS not commonly known, nor recorded in ordinary books on

sppn
games. In now examining the American games, it wll be
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but gives further details: "there was another game they call patolU, which

somewhat resembles the game of royal tables, and is played with beans

having points made in them after the manner of one-faced dice, and they

call it the game of patolli because these dice are so called; they throw

them with both hands on a thin mat which is called petate, with certain

hues drarvn on it in the form of a St. Andrew’s cross and others across

them, marking the point which fell upwards (as is done with dice)

off or putting on stones of different colour, as in the game of tables.

Bernardino de Sahagun has other details to contribute, especially as to

the marking of the beans. He mentions patolli as a pastime of the lords,

describing the lots as “four large beans, each having a hole, and again

that “they made on the mat a painted cross full of squares . . . they took

three CTeat beans with certain dots made in them, and et t eni a on e

painted cross. By the time of this writer the game, at w ic go
^

jewels used to be staked, had been given np under suspicion of

The already mentioned mtonj of the Indies bearmg the name

Duran appears from the critical examination by amirez an
.
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Mexican, probably in Ins own language. The picture-witing accompany-
ing it, though so late as to be much Europeanized, is an authentic docu-

ment. The whole may be taken as a record from, or near, the first

generation after the conquest in 1521. Chapter C. treats chiefly of patoUi,

at which and other games the Indians not only would gamble themselves
into slavery, but even came to be legally put to death as human sacrifices.

So covetous were these gamblers that they took as their particular gods
the instruments of their game, if it was dice-playing they held the dice
as a god and the lines and figures marked on the mat, as seen in the pic-
ture, which gods they worshipped with particular ceremonies not only
at mis game but at all their other games. They played the game of merells
or draughts imitating the game of chess played by the Spaniards, taking
one from the other the back and white stones or pieces. “There was an-
other pme. which was that they made on a plaster floor little hollows
a ter e manner of a game-board, and one took ten stones and the other
ten others, and the one placed his stones on the one edge and the other

fU
contrary sides, and taking some reeds split down the mid-

t
ground so that they sprang up, and as many
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derful, and if the game was played on a sudden and there was no olin to

make the lines of the gamingboard with on the mat, they used plants, as

gourds or a herb called chichicpatly or bitter medicine, with the soot of

pine-wood. The gamblers used to go about with the mat under their arms,

and the dice tied in a cloth, and as in our day gamesters go with the cards

in their breeches from one gaming-house to another, so these carried the

dice and stone pieces of the game in a little basket, doing reverence to

them as gods, and talking to them as they played as to intelligent crea-

tures, which as our author says, he does not wonder at, seeing how Chris-

tians of our nation who pride themselves on their delicate judgment will

with hands crossed beg the cards for good points, and afterwards if they

do not gain utter a thousand blasphemies against God and his saints, so

these natives talked to the little beans and the mat with a thousand loving

words and then would set the little basket in the place of adoration with

the instruments of the game and the painted mat beside it and bring fire

and throw incense into it, and doing their sacrifice in front with an offer-

ing of food, set to play with all the confidence in the world. . . . The name
of the god of dice was Macuihochitl, that is to say Five Roses, him the

gamblers invoked when they threw the beans from their hand, which was
in the manner I shall state, that the beans which serve as dice are five in

honour of that god who has the name of Five Roses, and to throw a main
they carry them first a while turning them over between the hands, and
in throwing them on the mat where is the figure of their gaming-board

and score, they called in a loud voice Macuilxochitl, and gave a great

clap of the hands and turned to see the points they had goL and this

Macuilxochitl was solely for this game of dice.” There was another god
who was for games in general, named Ometochtly or Two Rabbits, and

whenever in this or other games they wished deuce to be thro\vn they

invoked him. He was also the god of pulque and tavern-keepers, and Fray

Diego winds up his account by saying that he remembered when the

magistrates were putting down the games and apprehending and punish-

ing the gamblers, tearing up the patolli-mats and burning the beans, in

order «'it once to put an end to the superstitious practices and the harm

and waste caused by gambling.^”

More correctly Five Flowers.

Diego Duran, Historia dc las Indias. 2 vols & Atlas. Mexico, 1867—80. II. cap. C.

The somcNvhat abridged translation of this difliise account may serv’e to interpret the

author’s meaning, but some of his statements are obscure. I have to acknowledge help

kindly given by Don Fernando de Anteaga, Lecturer in Spanish in the Untversil)' of

Oxford, In dealing with these difficult passages, but he thinks it impossible to make
sense of some of them.

Cap. C. "En todas las nadones bubo y hay juego y tahures que los inventasen y
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game at the time of tlie conquest, the mention of its special god and the

ceremonies of his worship, preclude the idea of tlie Europeans having

brought it into tlie country with tlieir owna cards and dice wliich have long

since superseded it. Tlie descriptions given by the Spaniards indeed show

that die game was new to diem, for they noticed its resemblance to the

game of tables and in a less degree to draught-games; had diey loiowTi

anv^hing nearer diey would haw said so. The only difficult^' lies in the

descriptions of the lots and the scoring, the verv confusion of which seems

to show that the Spaniards were not familiar with die device of lot-

scoring, as a Hindu or Arab would be, or diev' would hav'e expressly dis-

tinguished it from the use of numbered dice or tallies.

Here, however, odier evidence is av'ailable, in that some variety of the

game, more or less simplified or broken-dovvti, appears to hav’e spread

northward among the wilder Indian tribes, where it remained in vogue
after its disappearance from among the Aztec nation. Fadier Joseph Ochs,

a Jesuit missionarv* in this part from 1754-6S, and w’ho liv'ed among the

Taraliumara and Pima Indians, writes thus: “Instead of our cards diey
have slips of reed or wooden sticks a thumb wide and almost a span long,

on which, as on a tally, different strokes are ent in and stained black.
These they hold together tight in the hand, raise them as high as they can
and let them fall on die ground. He who has the more strokes or pips for
him wins the stakes. This game is as bad as the notorious hazard. They
wll it patolc. As it is forbidden on pain of blows, diev choose a place out
in the woods, yet the noise of these bits of wood has discovered for me
many sharpers hidden in the bush. To plav the more safely thev spread
a cloak or carpet, so as not to be betrayed bv the noise.*’" Thus the Aztec
name of pafoW. was still in use among a distant people of alien language

InoM account, probably from

for^hnT "’"'P'c'c fo™ among U,e South Cali-
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exactly meet that of his opponent, the former had to commence again/’i^

This description may be compared with the particulars noted by Mr. Rob-
ert Frazer of Philadelphia as to the Apache game of tze-tiehl or *‘stone

and sticks,” which account he kindly sent me with the diagram (Fig. 3)
and a set of the lot-sticks on his return from a visit to the Apache country

in 1884. These lot-sticks are thrown against the centre stone shown in the

diagram and score thus:

Convex up ... 3 2 1 0

Score 10-t- 3 15
According to calculation the numbers would be 10, 3^, 3^, 10. Three

up gives another throw. Fig. 3 shows the position of 40 small stones

placed in quadrants round the centre, the two players moving their mark-

ing-stick's, which are the pieces in the game, in opposite directions, and

the player whose stick falls on his opponents taking it up and sending it

back, from which it is evident that the game is won by getting first round.

If now this Apache game be compared with the Chinese-Korean game of

mjut (Fig, 2) the resemblance will be seen to be so close that the Indians

might conceivably have learnt it from the Chinese who for years past have

swarmed in this part of America. But in one form or another the game
prevails among the native tribes. ... It has been seen that the earlier ac-

counts from the district date from times before the Chinese immigration.

At this point the evidence comes in of the often described "game of the

Fig. 3. Diagram of stones arranged for ApacJie lot-game,

'^nancroft, Notfee Races of the Racific States of I^'orlh America, I. p. 415.
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bowl” among the Indian tribes further north in the region of the great

lakes. The Jesuit missionaries describe it among tlie Hurons so early as

1636, close on tlie first years of intercourse witli the whites. Father le

Jeune describes this “jeu de plat” as played \rith six plumstones, white on

one side and black on the other, in a dish which was struck hard against

the ground so as to turn tlie stones over. He thought the game was simply

to get the faees all black or all white, but perhaps he did not take the

trouble to examine thoroughly anything so trivial as a savage sport.^® His

account is implicitly contradicted on tiiis point by Father Lafitau, v'ho

remarks that although the plumstones have only two sides, white and

black, tlie Indians have a number of combinations rendering tlie game
long and agreeable. This learned obserx'ant missionaiy'-anthropologist

noticed that the American game resembled one brought b)' the negros

from Africa to the West India Islands.^’ . . . [A] bowl and peach stones

as used half a century' ago in the festival games of the Iroquois [is] de-

scribed by L. H. Morgan. This diversion was believed to have come doum
from tlie beginning of tlie Iroquois League centuries ago, and the Indians
hoped to continue its enjo)Tnent in the happv regions of the futiue life.

Tlie tribes, represented by champion players, gambled ceremoniously in

the public councilhouse, when the six peachstones, shaped flattish and
burnt black on one side, were shaken in the bowl, scoring tlius:

Blacks or whiles up .6 5 4 3 2 1 0

5+ 1+ 0 0 0 1+ 5+

All throw-s counting gave also another tlirow. Tlie calculated values
a* i» S) 5, it results that the scoring corresponds to tlic

ncaresl whole number, which is the only case of such accuracy I have met
inten'enUon of some white school-

K
S-'inic was played with a bank, consisting usuallv of 100

^^To f gJv- «nd taken accord-mg to the thro^ and the match being won by the side gaining all the

m . ^ -iA r- to the white man, I Le not

TL.oLL '7
"’7''°" the native American tribes, Tlie

InKJoo.s game of decr-butlons. whether played as a family sport or pub-

^
t. Fm„„. Quebec reprint 1858, I, (1636),

with four prrforafMl t*.
' ! r

' game js desenbed as played

.erect ntl„ on t.Ttol. '"""'"S'
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licly, did not differ essentially. The eight lots, cut out of elk-horn with one

side blackened, were thrown from the hands, and the throws taking a

corresponding nnmber of beans from the bank reckoned.

Blacks or

whites up

Score . .

8

20+
7

4+
6

2+
5 4 3 2

0 0 0 2+
1

4+
0

20+

The theoretical computation is 20, 2^, !

2 i
> 7 »

2^, 20 which is

wanting in the accuracy of the peachstone game.'« The game of the bowl

is not yet forgotten by the Indians, and ... a dish and bone buttons with

a white and a red side . . . were given me by a lady, famihar with Indian

life. Miss Abhy Alger of Boston. The score is put down as

Whites up

Score

6

20

0

15

Schoolcraft has described among the Dakotas and Ojibways more ekA-

orate bowlgames, in which the lots have on them °
Vipinv

clubs etc., and his acconnt has had much popularity through be ng

worked b; Longfellow into the poem of Hiawatha. These games, though

founded on the native Indian games, are Europeanized hybrids of late

tllTlSS

Examination has now to be briefly made of the results

evidence. Tlie existence in Mexico before the Spanish ^

allied to tab and pachisi may be maintamed as bar y ope

How the Aztec jdayers moved and captured the “’--d p.eces along

the roivs of places on the diagrams accordmg to regu . -

knoivn by positive description and even by an P “

manner ofL deciding chances, though
-thriharias ed

whole recognizable. The use of simple tivo-faccd
'“‘f- ^

on till nowlmong the wilder northern tribes.

split reeds, andL beans with a hole on one
Xharbren to

else. Tlie marking by several lines or do^ may vco
l^^^^oriug

the same purpose, but it is not im^ss
somewhat

the canes or beans so as to convert th
would follow U.at the

such as the Spanish arcnillas. If this were
j

Aztecs knew Lw to play their
:'^\;:rof dte 'in early

Hindus do at this day; we meet, ho\\c\cr,

'• L. II. Morgan. Lcagi.c of the K. Soppl.

>» Schoolcraft, India,, irihe, cl tin, United State,. Part. p
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accounts of the Indian tribes to the north. The descriptions of the moves

also agree with lots rather than dice. In Durans first game we read that

the number of canes falling with the hollow side up determined the num-

ber of places to be moved, which easy method agrees with the play of the

Southern Californians. In Durans second game which was patoUi proper,

we meet with what seems a rule of probability, giving a much higher

value to the extreme throws than to the middle or average throws, which
as usual show a tendency to follow the mere number of faces turned up,

as in the previous more rudimentary game; the reader sufficiently inter-

ested m the problem will make the comparison for himself between
Durans numbers and the scoring lists here given.
The idea that the similarity between the American and Asiatic games

resulted from independent invention has seemed probable to more than
one anthropologist. This suggestion raises the problem, as yet only im-
perfectly solved, of determining what kind and amount of similarity in
me arts or customs or opinions of different districts may justify us in
enying the possibility of their independent development and claiming

them as results of transmission. Experience has indeed led the educated
wor to ju positively on this question in extreme cases. If Englishmen
an mg on a remote island were accosted by natives in their own lan-
guage, the noUon that English had been developed here as well as in
ng an would be treated as a jest. If the natives were seen shooting with
gu^ or playing chess, the suggestion of guns and chess having been

I''®?.
approximate forms would hardly fare better,

p 1
’ ‘rnit of similarity which proves common derivation?

accumulated experience to consider

rporvi
^ complex phenomena of thought and habit do not

is vf-

obvious and simple, and probably this judgment

accurate 1 fT
however to be brought to altogether more

-y rate as a means of

into constituent”
1^ a definite rule by analyzing such phenomena

UntZlTT *o little conneLn^vith one another

eTei t
independent. The more numerous—-oe of their combina-

If the invention
^^‘^^rrence may be treated as impossible.

tion say of the int}, orrt ’i ,
etc., and classed as an inven-

picces \Wtli different
‘"^ontion of chess with its six kinds of

Ggurcs would -der, these

a game as rachL^ of recurrence.g-™e as pach,s,. combmtag the invenUon of divining by lot, its
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application to the sportive wager, the combination of several lots with an

appreciation of the law of chances, the transfer of the result to a counting-

board, the rules of moving and taking, would place it in perhaps the 6^
order, the recurrence of which might be less than that of chess, but ac-

cording to common experience still far outside any probability on which

reasonable men could count.

If this argument be admitted, the relation of the pachisi-patolli groups

of games in the Old and New World must be accounted for by intercourse

before the Spanish conquest, other than that of the Northmen, which fails

to answer the conditions. If communication across the Atlantic fails, the

alternative is communication across the Pacific from Eastern Asia, where

the sportive material required could readily be furnished.
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Mancala, the National Game of Africa

STEWART CULIN

The comparative study of games is one that promises an important

history of culture. The questions involved in their
diffusion ov« the earth are among the vital ones that confound the
ethnologist. Their origins are lost in the unwritten history of the child-
hood of man. Mancala is a game that is remarhable for its peculiar
distribution, which seems to mark the limits of Arab culture, and which

dWer.l
°'™ continent after having served for ages to

divert tlic mhabitants of nearly half the inhabited area of the globe

York “ Washington Street in New

Manca^a^ T *"“ “P™ gome. They call it

dcDr« ir rP'T'"!? “ hoard with two rows of cup-shaped

bSrTom “
1.

P^hhlos or shells, which they

“cmTcTl, “ "’** rapidity. A lad from

wai s XTcn 1
“f P'^y- There are tivo principal

at Ui’e commtn^'’ T™t “ ""hieh the pieces are distributed

ninety-cicht cowri T u
Two persons always engage, and

gaTis ca lc^TV " P'=hh>es (hajdar) are used. One

distributes the nicr.,.* iii r
^ lengthwise betsveen them. One

than two ble nlTr- TT" hutc. "houses," not less

from the hole af tlip r'" I I.T'
Th“ player then takes all the pieces

t Uic right of his row, fig.i, c, called cl ras, "tlie head,"

^tfonal Museum Washington, D.C.: U.S.
3-1 rhiUdcIphia. May lo, ISO-l'

’ Read before tlie Oriental Club of
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Fig, 1. Mancala.

and drops them one at a time into the holes on the opposite side, com-

mencing with a,h,Cy and so on. If any remain after he has put one in each

of the holes on the opposite side, he continues around on his own row

A,B,c. When he has dropped his last piece he takes all the pieces in that

hole and continues dropping them around as before. This is done until

one of two things happens—^his last piece drops into an empty hole, when

he stops and his opponent plays, or it drops into a hole containing one

or three pieces, completing tu'O or four. In that case he takes the two or

four pieces with those in the hole opposite, and if one or more of die

holes that follow contains two or four without the intervention of a hole

with any other number, he takes their contents with those opposite. The

second player takes from the hole g, and distributes his pieces around

A, B, c. If the head is empty, the player takes from the next nearest hole

in his row. When the board is cleared, each player counts the number he

has above his opponent as His gains. No skill is necessary or of any avail

in this game, the result being a mathematical certainty, according to the

manner in which the pieces were distributed in the beginning. LaT)

hakimi, the “Rational game,” or La’b akila, the Intelligent game, is so

called in contrast to the preceding. Success in it depends largely upon

the skill of the players. In this game it is customary in Syria to put

seven pieces in each hole. The players, instead of first taking from the

hole on their right, may select any hole on their side of the board as a

starting place. They calculate the hole in which the last piece will fall,

and tlie result depends largely upon diis calculation. La’b roseya is a

variety of tlie first game and is played only by children. Seven co\vrics

are placed in each hole, and the first player invariably \vins. My Syrian

friend told me tliat the shells used in the game are brought from tlie

shores of the Red Sea. Mancala is a common game in SjTian caf&.

Children frequently play tlie game in holes made in the ground wIiot

they have no board, a devise also resorted to by travelers who meet by

file way.

Mancala, tlie name which the Syrians give to tliis game is a wmmon
Arabic word and means in tliis connection the “Game of transfemng.
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It is not mentioned in tlie Koran by this name, but must have been

known to the Arabs in the Middle Ages, as it is referred to in the com-

mentary to tlie Kitab al Aghani, the “Book of Songs,” which speaks of a

"game like Mancala.”

Dr. Tliomas Hyde gave a very good account of it two hundred years

ago in his treatise, "De Ludis Orientalibus,” and Lane, in his "Manners

and Customs of the Modem Egyptians,” describes it very fully as played

in Cairo upon a board with twelve holes, quite in the manner I have

related. Seventy-two shells or pebbles are there used, and, whether shells

or pebbles, are indifferently called hasa. The hemispherical holes in the

board are called buyoot, plural of beyt. Tlie score of the game is sixty,

and when the successive gains of a player amount to that sum he has

won. I soon found that I had learned from my Syrian acquaintance
nothing that had not been recorded, but upon visiting the Damascus
House in the Turkish village at the Columbian Exposition at Chicago,
I was enabled to engage with the Syrians in the game, and was impressed
with the peculiar distribution of the game over the world. The Ceylon
exhibit contained boards from the Maldives with sixteen holes in two
parallel rows, with a large hole at either end. Here the game is called
Naranj. Boards in the same exhibit from Ceylon had fourteen holes xvith
two large central cavities, the game being called Chanka. An Indian
gentleman informed me that tlie game was common at Bombay. His
Highness the Sultan of Johore exhibited a boat-shaped board with six-
teen holes under the name of Chongkak. I learned, too, that the game

Philippine Islands, where a boat-
oar witii sixteen holes is also used, the game being calledC .ungcajon. It would thus appear that the game extends along the entire
Asia as far as the Philippine Islands. Mancala and a kind of

draughts were the favorite a
sp^tlpmnTa^ ij •

•''"'uscmenls of the negroes from the French

1 r T Dahomey

wi* Li e
^ boat-shaped board,

ad lhcoaLe 1 "T’ **>' with pebbles,

ta e 0^0 nfl, '"? ‘be Lnhnent of Africa

gardo'i soTo soil
"
'fr™^

"“* It may be re-

state of Libcrfa t rl,-
"ttbonal game. In the exhibit of the

ttolprle die ,T’
"-ere no less than eleven boards,

which name the ^ • \
catalogued under the name of Poo, by

fact dSted^ Liberians. The game is. ii

from the north to il
^

r
^bes from the east to the west and
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In the narrative of the Portuguese embassy of Alvarez to Abyssinia

(1320-1527) reference is made to “Mancal” as an unlmown game, anti-

quated in the reign of Don Manuel. Bent has recently described it as

still existing in Abyssinia under the name of Gabatta. Dr. George

Schweinfurth states that it is played by the Niam-Niam. imd is cons ra y

played by all the people of the entire Gazelle distact, ^^^ough perha^

Lt bioi™ to the Monbuttoo. The Niam-Niam call which

sixteen cavities, with two at the end for the reception

shells, Abragah, and the Bongo name for the board >yTo“. d

says diat it t found among the Peulhs, the Foolahs, “

the Mandingos in the Senegal countries, who devote a

their time to this amusement. Rohlfs found it among ® ‘ 1
’

^ ^
the Tsad and the Benue.= It also occurs among the Biafren and the

Kimhunda. Heli Chatelain, who lived for some time at Ai^o a, escn e

the game to me under the name Mbau, and said “

the rock for this game at the stations where the porters ^alt. A board

collected by him at Elmina, now in the U.S.
ends

^

ton, D.C..L twelve holes in bvo roivs, noth large

Among the Fans of the Gaboon River the game is called Kale,

' Speaking of the peasants of Sallaba, he says;
t|g"la^^in''whlch to keep

feet artists in cow dung. With this
universal ^me, which the better

their grain, drinking goblets, and hoards universal

class make of wood. I brought one of the
y peasant, and it reached

this game is among the Abyssmians, from th - v „ the wooden boards

the British Museum unbroken. This game «
;a"eh person. There are

made by the better class contain e.ghteen 1“^.
^ ty a series of

three balls, called chachtma, for ea^ ho
, ncld not learn; the holes

passing, which seemed to us very intnrate,
over it It dosely resem-

they call their totihouls, or huts, and they ge
and is generally found

bles the game we saw played by the negroes m
_ infiuence has at one time or

in one form or another in the countriw w
». London 1873, pp. 72-73.)

another been felt.” { -Tire Sacred City of the EUnopian
Leipzig, p- 102.

- Richard Andree, "Ethnographische Para e cn,
account of the game: Two

^The collector. Rev. A. C. Good, P'CS fe
follow-g__a^unJ^

players seat themselves on opposite sides ot
» counters out of a pocket

in each of the twelve pockets. Then one p ajer
.jj going to

on his own side and drops one in each pocket
direction from that in which

right and back on his opponents side m
until one manages to

tlie hands of the clock move. They move
5 :4- where there u-crc only

make liis last counter fall in a ^cket on
connlers In that pocket,

one or h\o counters. When he h.is done so
- . ,t,p receptacle in the end of

including his own last counter. These he
pocket on player’s right

the l)oard to his right A single counter ta
tliough it contains only one

can not win from opponent’s first pocket “PP?*'
*...rl\e or more counterf, so tint

or two counters. WTicn a pocket has .aceumulated t
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tlie bean-like seed used in counting. Another board in the U.S. National

Museum, collected by that adventurous traveler, Dr. W. L. Abbott, from

tlie Wa Chaga tribe at Mount Kilamanjaro, has t\veny-six holes arranged

in four row's of six each, with two large holes at the ends. He describes it

in his catalogue, published by the Smitlisonian Institution, under the

name of Ochi, used for playing Ban, a common game throughout Africa,

and says that it is played with nicker seeds and pebbles. Bent, in his

Ruined Cities of Mashonaland,” gives the following acount of the

game: Huge trees sheltered the entrance to their village, beneath which
men were playing Isafuba, the mysterious game of the Makalangas, %vith

sixty holes, in rows, in tlie grotmd. Ten men can play at this game, and
it consists of removing bits of pottery or stone from one hole to another
in an unaccountable manner. We watched it scores of times while in the
wun^, and always gave it up as a bad job, deciding tliat it must be
*

1

^ oi" chess learned by them from tlie former civilized race
who dwelt here.” He then proceeds to identify Isafuba with the games of
Wan played on the west coast of Africa.
Pnnee Momolu Massaquoi, son of the King of the Vei tribe, described

to me the manner of playing Uie game among the Vei. Tliey call the

wlTnl
^ having an e.xplo$ive sound resembling a note of theS mT’

made by the seeds or ivory balls ^vith

boirfle
^ played when tossed into tlie holes on the board. The

t'vo row's, with large holes

are often
^ same name. Tlie boards used by the chiefs

cold He hid^
being made of ivor)- and ornamented wth

are ;al edA "
""f ^0 slavas.^The holes in the boards

mLTiy p1a>SSr T --n-g "cup.” TRe game is

the west roast or Ii

""hich grow on vines like the potato on

These seeds' 'ire nil ^
chiefs witli the before-mentioned ivory balls,

hoard from the Gabon
meaning "seed.” He identified a

that A’ those in the Liberian exliibit, w'ere

from »hic™he*rt,S°mcrl'’r': ’”5™’ ’*'> ">•** *'>' P”''-''
that no more can be won remain in the pocket on the board

and each ? - • • 'm..counters that remain in the brnril •».
^

^
each counts his winnings. The

plaj-er The game is

onlj ihp contents of that pocket k i
' ^ counter wins as above, not

the opponent’s side that has conf-ij.!!!?^
pocket or pockets before it on

p'ached i)iat has been empty or ha^ counters back until one is

W u rather the better camp nf tl... *.
niore counters before the play. This

uiat has been empty or
counters back until one is

W u rather the better came nf th *.
niore counters before the play. This

'.-h' -t play these skUI-

S c, wnll beat them es ery time.
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common. Tlie depression in the middle of the board from the Gaboon

River is intended to catch pieces that do not fall in the hole for which

they are intended. Cheating is practiced, and to guard against it players

must raise their arms and throw the pieces upon the board with some

violence. Two, three, or four play. The game differs somewhat from that

played in Syria and Egypt. A player may commence at any hole m his

side. His play ends when die pieces first taken up are played. He wms

when the number in the last hole is Increased to two or to Aree. He does

not take those in the hole opposite. When two play, four beans are put

in each hole, but when three or four play three beans are put m each

hole. When two play, the pieces are dropped around m the same direc-

tion as in the Syrian game, but when three or four play ftey may be

dropped in either direction. When two play, each player takes one side

of Ae board; when three play, each takes four holes tivo on “ch sid ,

dividing the board transversely into three parts, and when play

each takes three holes. When two play, a winner takes °"’y^
“kills” (fa); but when three or four play, when one “™P’^tes ‘VTO or

three in a hole by his play, he takes those in the nex “ ®
°

soueeze
a man takes a piece with one next to it, he uses is^ ^

?boti)
the pieces into his hand, the operation being called (b

butL can only be done when one of the pieces is in one o

otvn cups and L other one or two in that “/P^v
larne Se^s

crosslegged upon the ground. ®

^PnVce Momo account

‘T^s“ S r Mohammedan Nu^;jJ-ng^-
ceived Mancala from their original home in

^

en a

^ ^ degree
the recurrence of an object even trivial as this is an

’

jj

indirect and collateral, of the essential t
nations. Mr. Bent justly says that

continuing, states that it

another wherever Arabian influence is

^ connecting the Ma-
forms for us another link in *e cham o

pjcharf Andree. in his

shonaland ruins with an Arabian mflue '
'

has brought
well-known work on Ethnological Para e

,
its progress

together many accounts of the game, says
Atlantic Tliis opinion I

from west to Lt. from Asia to the coast of the

share. Peterman relates th.at Mancala is p ay
^ Mecca,

hies which pilgrims collect in a certain va ey
Arabic literature,

From the companatively early mention ot tne

r "Ethnographische Parallen." neue folge, Leipzig. 1889, p 101 .
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and tlie retention of its Arabic name in Africa, Arabia would appear to

be the source from which it was disseminated. Mohammed proscribed

the Meiser game; and games of hazard, although played, are regarded by

Mohammedans as prohibited by dieir religion. Mancala, a game of fate

or calculation, appears to be looked upon with toleration, and it is not

unreasonable to suppose that its wide Effusion is due to its having been

carried by returning pilgrims to the various parts of the Mohammedan
world. If we accept this theory of its distribution, we have yet the more

difficult question of its origin. This, I fear, is not to be determined di-

rectly, and will only be surely known when we attain a greater knowl-

edge of the rules or laws which underlie the development of games,

even as they do every other phase of the development of human culture.

I have recently been informed than Mancala is a common amusement
of the negroes of San Domingo, who play upon boards scooped with

holes. A board in the U.S. National Museum was collected by the Rev.
F. Gardiner, jr., in St. Lucia, where the game is played by the negroes
under the name of Wa-wee.®

It is not unlikely that Mancala may some day take its place among
our own fireside amusements, when this account may answer some in-

quiries that may be made as to its history.
'

Since the above was written I have learned that the game of Mancala
was published in the United States in 1891, under the name of Chuba,
by the Milton Bradley Company, of Springfield. Mass., who furnish the
following rules and account of tlie game:
Chuba is an adaptation from a rude game of eastern Africa which is

^eatly enjoyed by the naUves, who squat on the ground and play in
0 es scoope out of the sand, using shells, young cocoanuts, etc., for

wunteis, which they move from hole to hole. As now presented to the

It it

diversion, Chuba is a game of skill for two players,

each row*^'3°fln^
** of holes or pockets, 11 in

he board is placed beUveen the players as usual, with the longer

under date of May 2, 1895:

the method ot pla”y.^"soys^"As’neal
gambling game." In regard to

holes has a cben number nf
^ remember, each of the small side

hole as a coal The bcan«! n » v"* r"’
talcing one side and one large

certain oX n^e o27r Sol
“P hand and dropped in a

‘e a heleThieh to atlin ' rT"^
he picks that lot up and Poes^on^Tb^.”

remember the number),

-a tahen ,n.„ >w adver^^ °'™
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sides next to them. Each one confines his playing to the t\yo rows of

pockets nearest him. The row close to his edge of the board is his outer

row, while the other is his inner row.
^

Before beginning the game each player places a single counter m eadi

of the pockets of his outer row and tivo counters in each pocket ot his

inner row, except that the pocket on his extreme left in the inner row is

kept vacant and the one next to it holds hut one man. All moves m the

inner row are from right to left, and those in the outer row from left to

right. As the players face each other the moves in the two mner rows are

necessarily in opposite directions.

The privilege of playing first in the first game is left to agreement or

chance, not being regarded as of any consequence. In subsequent games

the player who was victor in the last contest takes the lead.

The first player chooses any pocket in his inner row which contain

more than one man from which to start his first move and begms the

game by picking up all the men in that pocket and <^oPP”g

Lm JeLh ofVconsecutive pockePi to his left ^til aU the m» m

his hand have been distributed. If the last coimter drops ®

that is occupied, the player continues the move by p.ckmg up all Ae men

in Aat pocLt, inclutog Ae one Aopped, and disposing of

before. His move must continue in Ais same way un
around

in his hand falls into an empty pocket, and the move “tend ^ou^d

Ae course, into Ae outer row, or even farAer, as md.cated by Ae ar

Ais empty pocket into which Ae last man falls is in *= i^^r row

and has oppoL it a pocket in Ae opponents iimer
„

or more mL. Ae player captures Aese men and at on^

from Ae board. A^d il Acre are one or more men m Ae

opposite pocket of Ae opponent’s outer row, Aey m
, .

FurAermore, he must select anoAer pair of

f
opponent’s rows from which to remove any men

opposites
making Ais choice he is at liberty to pick out “"y PJ “IHaT;
wheAlr boA are occupied or empty, or one is occupied and Ae oAer

Suppose Ae player B and
man” in No. 1. He can capture all Ac

^ j.f-'his opponent’s
also in 4 and 5 or from any other tivo oppo

inner and outer rou-s. Had 2 b^n ^ men from 2
taken any men. Had 3 been vacant, he cou > g
and Aose from 4 and 5. Had his last -- any-
for example. Ae cifcct would have been of no mail m i

tiling, because the outer row is always nonco
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A man in the outer row can not be moved until he has been played

upon b)’ a man from tlie inner row.

A moN’e can not begin from a pocket holding a single man if the player

has a pocket containing more Aan one man. When a move does begin

from a pocket containing a single man, it can not be played into an oc-

cupied pocket

^^^lcn all the men which a player lias become single, those remaining

in his outer row which have not been played on are forfeited to the op-

ponent.

Tlie winner is the player who captures all his opponent’s men.
It is an advantage to a player to get his counters singled as soon as

possible, unless he sees that his opponent is doing the same thing, when
a different policy is wise.

If he wishes to cover two or three vacant spaces in order to effect a

capture, it can often be done, provided he begins his move far enough
back from those vacant pockets.

The loss of counters during the earlier part of the game is not neces-
sarily as great a disadvantage as in most games, because so much de-
pends on the Bnal move, in w'hich there is the chance for a brilliant dis-

play of skill.

The native players of the original Chuba sa)- "chee” at the end of each
move, w ic 1 gives notice to tlie opponent to proceed; and toward the
c ose 0 e game, when the moves follow in rapid succession, the effect
IS very amusing. ^

counters in the inner row' "man and wife,” and

these spinsters are married by

ffie came
progress of

ows”'t1i^« -a
become single, when they are all called “wid-

and am rre ;n"'\ T “ °ve/the married families,

named as the
among tliem. The game is appropriately

obrectof cach :i:tt‘f“ - “eat ufT" -d *6
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American Indian Games

STEWART CULIN

It is with some hesitation that I again present

which has engaged my attention for many
a^rnes since 1897

summarize the results of my investigations of Indian

when, in a paper read before the American J
nounced the conclusions to which I had arrived at

period, chiefly through the
been collected which has

A. Dorsey, a vast amount of new material has been cone

greatly increased the probabilities of romparative
^

I have now to propose a new classification °
‘

nlfectioii exhibited
cation similar to tLt used in the arrangement of the

by tire University of Pennsylvania at the Pan—
Builalo, and one designed to mclude all our abor^m g

implements are employed. Indian e^dfenJP ay a p .

chiefly mimetic, without '"’P’®'"®"**. exclusion does not
with those of the children of civiliMtion,

JicniKsion
affect the issues which are involved in the presem

rcncral

The games of tl^e American Indians may fo
divided mtoUvo^ge^^^^^^

classes—games of chance and 8®™“^ ThrSmes of chanL fall into

lation, such as chess, are entirely absent g

one of uvo categories: First, games in which
Sm

Uirou-n at random to detemine a ^ or count-

counts being kept witli sticks, pebbles, etc., P

SOUnCE. Amcriain Anthropciogist, N'.S. S, 1903. pp- SS-M.

, _ Oct-Dcc., 1608.

* Journal of American Folk-lore, vol. pp- *•

103
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ing board or circuit; second, games in which one or more of the players

guess in which of two or more places an odd or particularly marked lot

is concealed, success or failure resulting in the gain or loss of counters.

The games of dexterity may be enumerated as: First, archery in its

various modifications; second, a game of shooting at a moving target

consisting of a netted wheel or of a ring; third, a game of sliding javelins

upon the hard ground or ice; fourth, the game of ball in several highly

specialized forms; fifth, the racing games, more or less interrelated to

and complicated with the ball games. In addition there is a subclass of

the game of shooting at a moving target, of which it is a miniature and

solitaire form. Games of all these classes arc found among all the Indian

tribes of North America, and constitute the games, par excellence, of the

Indians. Children have a variety of other amusements, but those above
described are played only by men and women, youths and maidens, and
not by children, and usually at fixed seasons, once as the accompaniment
of certain festivals or religious rites.

There is a well-marked affinity and relationship beriveen tlic mani-
festations of the same game, even among the most widely separated
tribes, the variations being more in the material of the implements, due
to environment, than to the object or method of play. Precisely the same
pmes arc played by tribes belonging to unrelated linguistic stocks, and
m general the variations do not follow the differences in language. At
ic same time there appears to be a progressive change from what

seems to be the oldest form, from a center in southwestern United States
a ong mes norA, northeast, and east. Similar changes probably occurred
along lines radiating from the same center southward into Mexico. From
such account of the Aztec games as have come do^vn to us, they appear

^ developments of tlic games of the wilder tribes.

.s th. original forms.

nueni J 8“”“ f”™'’ " cliff-dwellings are fre-E ® developed types than those which efist among

gimfs we finramf”?, ,‘'1"

lack of traditin

' Indians, but show always greater simplicity,

bete roetdTk;';,
“ ™ »' form which worild preclude theirbeing regarded as lie source of the Indian R.amesThere is no evidence that — “ * °My of the games above described were

ECotheHnndT the conquest.

of atrStl iEcEtv 'r
toXtiofoIr ®d™ f-o'-ever, tliat die widedistribution of the Tiand game” is a matter of comparativdy recent date.
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due to wider and less restricted intercourse through the abolition of

tribal wars. Playing cards, and probably the simple board game kmown

to the English as "merrills,” are the only games borrowed by the Indians

from the whites. On tlie other hand, we have taken lacrosse m fte

north and racket in tlie south; and tlie Mexicans of tlie Rio Grande play

most of the Indian games under Spanish names.
. . c

My first conclusion as to tlie interrelaHon and common origm of

Indian games was based on a comparative study of the slick-dice game,

published in the Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1896_ It ap-

peared that the number of the sticks was originally four, and that the

dice were originally made of canes, being the shaftmente of an-ows,

painted or burned with marks corresponding with those used to desi^a e

die arrows of the four world-quarters. One of the four arrow-can^ bore

special marks which idenHfied it with the thron-mg-shcks .^ciently med

fa the Southwest to propel an arrow in lieu of a bow. This sp^ally

marked cane, which gave an additional count w en i e “PP
,

is perpetuated in a similarly marked implement giving an

count\ a majority of the stick-dice games played ^
continent. In the same way the marks on the other stick “n rc^^

very directly to the arrow-cane shaftsments of

in one of the widely distributed types of the guessing

of places of eonceJment is four, and the implements - -

was hidden were derived from the four marke
deriva-

four directions. In general, fa all the games we find an

tive of the arrow, lie predominant implement, and the eoncepbon of the

four world-quarters tlie fundamental idea.
c. onr-h othpr

It became apparent that the relation of the Indian game to ea^ ^ther

in the same arL, and each to its counterpart

largely dependent on their
l^rsT^ificant part. The

game we find a ceremony m which the ga S ^ ^
ceremony has commonly disappeared, ^ ^

^ serve to

b., bta U
connect it with its original purpose. It toll

CTomp*; can be ob-
ing of the origin and final

“

3^0,Pledge of the rituals and
tained only through a more or less P“f“‘ ® certain tribes

symbolism of the various bihes. Fortuna y jeUgious life of the
in which games occupy their ongmal p a

^
people, oh middle sfage in

Jis an amusement. This is true both in u
pames and the

Arizona. The Zniii war god Ahaiuta is
of

offerings deposited at his shrme consist
erected in the

the gaming implements. On the Hopi altars, winch are erec
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kivas at the various annual c^emonics, the gaming implements are the

most significant objects. This is especially true of the altars of the Flute

fraternities, where we see the miniature ring and dart of the hoop-and-

pole game, the kicking billets of the kicked-stick race, and the tubes of

the hidden-ball game—the latter often stuck like flowers in two sand

mountains, corresponding with the two sand mountains of the Zuni game.

The altar itself frequently appears to be tlie place where the divination

was performed with the gaming implements. Not a few of the ceremonial

offerings that are made at shrines prove to be conventionalized games,
and even the images of the ^ds themselves, round billets, are related

in some direct way to the gaming tubes, if, indeed, tliey are not derived
from them. In one instance a sand or dry painting is used as the gaming
circuit or diagram.

Turning to the masks and odier paraphernalia worn in the dances
and ceremonies, we find a constant use of the gaming implements as

essential parts of the costume. The ring at the base of the Hopi and
Zuni masks is the gaming ring for the hoop-and-pole game. We discover
It again among the Hupa in California, where a feather dart is stuck in
either side. It is not unUkely to be the origin of the headbands of the
northern coast Wbes. Indeed the rings and bands of Indian costume

finJ
traced to the game ring. As an illustration in point we

bv
surprisingly like game-rings worn as hair-ornaments

for
At list I learn they are prizes

year
^ ^ awarded to the successful contestant for a

the Hopi masks, we discover tliat their ring-shaped

placed iust aht^l^^rTk consists of a feather dart

the hidden ball Vh
^ themselves are derived from the tubes of

netted hoop^of the hoop and not
specimens. Again, the

masks. The head-dress of
head-dress of other

husk wheel and rlm+c j 4i. r
prmst at Oraibi consists of the com-

Nor, tri rat alm^d^
ball,

fined to any parUcuIar tribror F
^ ^ implements com

painted cloth that .
wmes. For example, the woven and

among the Hupa is the m the forehead down the back,

of sticks. or kS’ their favorite game

‘o the ceremonies them-

the dual ttipt of
original forms. The idea of

"•here eotpiouLs t
y m. The arrow, m general, is regarded
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as masculine. The common female symbol is the netted wheel or one of

its many derivatives. This netted wheel is copied from the spider-web,

the attribute of the Spider-woman, the Earth-goddess, the mother of the

Twin War-gods. The ceremonies in which it is employed are magica

rites to secure fertility, and the games in which it is used are all si^f-

icant of the same idea. Among the Dakota it is called the elk game, ^e

Patvnee know it as the buffalo game, and play it to make buffalo. T e

Wasco of Columbia river play it to insure a good run of salmon.

the Hopi its employment is bound up rvith the fertffization and growth of

com. In its miniature and solitaire form, of which I have already spoken,

it is played by lovers and is widely k-nmvn as the match-making or

“matrimoniar game.
, , , . t

Turning to another of the sacred games for which the unplem nb are

sacrificed%on the altar of the War-god, we Bnd the stone ball of Ae

kicking-race ceremonially deposited on the Hopi Pomnmu altar, and tire

race iLlf a magical rite to secure fields within its cnmuit agams san^

storms. The ball-race is repeated by many
„

.some of whom, as with the Mexicans of the Rio Grande, ,t has lost all

“ifttlTgames have yielded least fnUtfu' -Us to my c^^

parative study. The bvo principal games were
to InXs^e

morphology of the racket is not yet clear to me. W >

‘ y. jo
connectiofwith the web of the Spider-goddess,

demonstrate that this was the source of its origin. O"
v ^he

is a practical throwing contrivance, akin to the f
™

game of ball svith rackets may be a dramahzabon of Moonjiy

has pointed out that the ball game receives the name
^

g

Cherokee. Shinny in general is the womans

tribes it is played by men. As to tlie ball, there
-„^ni.' The two

shaped, and the other disk-shaped, flat, with a rn .

sid^ of tlie latter are frequently
different olors and the ball

itself has a symbolism, not yet understood, referable to die carUi.

moon, or the sun.
. ^ n^xpiiliar is

Of all the American ball games.
f f'pund it among

the Unpa! played by men
to refer it to tlie ceremony m tlic Hopi

slender
hoy .and Flute-maid

\m^astv -Urn^ procession
Stick into die meal-traced cloud sjanbok, .

> thcor\' received
back to the mesa on the ninth day of the wr

• Exploring
tmexpeced confirmation in a discovco^ -d
Expedition at Pueblo Bonito. Here, in a sacniici. i
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chambers, were a number of beautful flutes, together with cur\’ed billets

and sticbs for throwing them, easily recognizable as having been used

in a game or ceremony akin to the double-ball game.

Time and space do not permit me here to enter into a discussion of

the details of the games. To me their direct interest is e.'?ceeded by the

many side-lights which are thrown by their study on primitive life and

thought, by the many practical identifications of things which heretofore

have been strange and obscure- A single illustration will suffice: The

Zuni, like many other tribes, play a di<» game in a flat basket similar in

form to the Oraibi basket-trays. It has been a favorite notion with me
that this appliance w’as in some w'ay a derivative of a shield, and I w’as

led to collect information about the flat Hopi baskets. From a manuscript

of the late A. M. Stephen, w-ho spent many years among the Hopi, I

learned that their name for shield is tii-u'-po-o-ta; but po'-o-ia is the

name of these flat baskets. With this significant information it became
apparent that these baskets, with their figures of eagles, etc., used for

offerings on the shrine, were basket shields. This identification furnishes

a clue to the explanation of many basket patterns. The so-called

Navaho marriage basket, with its ‘life-line,” contains a conventJonalized
bird, made alive by the break in the design which thus determines it

would seem, too, with this explanation in mind, that the
identification of many of the Hopi bowl designs becomes comparatively
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Patolli, Pachisi, and the Limitation

of Possibilities

CHARLES JOHN ERASMUS

Interest in the similarities betsveen the Aztec

Hindu game of pachisi has
New Wrlds. Whether or^not

Columbian contact between the Old and we
rmior concern

there was such contact in pre-Columbian b™®® "
historical de-

to the patolli-pachisi question and is well illustrated by .

According to Gulin,
r i a

The 6rst svriter to discuss the resemblances of garnes of“
7
®™

Indians widr those of tl.e Old W«ld. - - mgumcnt m f-or^^^

Asiatic origin of the American race, ' ‘ '

, Premiers Temps.
Sauvages Ameriquains Comparees aux Moeurs des Premiers P

Paris, 1724.

The Frenchman, Lafitau, described Hie""n
bowl games, which he compared will, a similar African negro p

throwing cowrie shells.' .

The paper "’’“o'' “‘bacted mort attenhOT ^ojhc
^ ^

similarities between New and Old Woria b

SOURCE. SovtUwcsIem Icmal of AnthTBpobs,. « WinWr, lOaO. PP-
3C9-3S^-

-
(Renort United StatM Nalfonal Museum

> Slmvart Culin, C/iess and r/ajmg-Card. (Bepon,

•»t 1B90, pp. 0flS-!M2, 1893), p. S55.
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Tylor written in 1879. In comparing the Aztec game of patolli Nvilh the

Hindu pachisi, he pointed out feature which they shared in common. In

both cases counters were moved along tracks which were cross-hke in

shape and drawn upon mats or “boards.” In botli, the movement of the

counters was determined by tlie dirow of lots—six cowrie shells in the

Hindu version and five black beans witli white dots on one side in the

Aztec version. Although the scoring was arbitrary in both cases, tliere

was a tendency in both to give greater weight to more difficult throws.

While Tylor knew the rules of moving and taking counters for pachisi,

the early chroniclers did not provide complete information for patolli.

He relied somewhat on other Middle American and Southw’cst games
which resembled it. To Tylor tlic similarity behveen the New and Old

World games was so convincing that he concluded tliat the American
lot games, like certain developments in metal work, architecture, astron-

omy, and political and religious institutions, had come somehow from
Asia prior to the time of Columbus.*
One interesting aspect of his conclusions pertains to the lot games of

what he called the “ruder” northern tribes. In North America, gambling
with lots was quite common but without the board and counters found
in middle America and the Southwest. Tylor felt that tlie “lot-casting
part of the game spread northward without the board and counters. We
must point out here that the time at which Tylor was wriHng ( 1879) was
ong e ore toe age-area doctrine became fashionable in American
emnoiogy. Had he been writing, say, in the 1920’s, he might have con-

/l.
—which was more widely distributed than the

one—to be an earlier version. However, in assuming

form J
complex from Asia, he implied that tlie simpler

™ disassociated itself from board and
counters in its northward spread.

his armunenf ? ^ Tylor attempted to give greater weight to

wIdsT
^ combining it ^vith the theory tf probability. In his

a definite mle bv^^r^ T ^ means of clearing ideas, to attempt

tafso L/ phenomena into constituent elements

^^y may be rea-

the more improbable the recurred
^^ch elements

a laniTuafTP rppurro u combmation. In the case of
S g rrence may be treated as impossible. If the invention of

2 E. B. Tylor, On the Game of Patolli

p fS
Anthropological Imbtute

in Ancient Mexico, and its Probably Asiatic
of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. 8, 1879),
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the gun be divided into the blow-tube, the use of metal, the explosive,

the lock, the percussion, etc., and classed as an invention say of toe 10th

order, and the invention of chess with its six kinds of pieces with different

moves indicated as of perhaps the 6th order, these figures would corre-

spond to an immense improbability of recurrence. Such a game ^
pachisi, combining the invention of divining by lot its applicabon to the

sportive wager, the combination of several lots with an appreciation o

tL law of chances, the transfer of the result to a counting board, fte

rules of moving and taking, would place it in perhaps the 6th order, the

recurrence of which might be less than that of chess, but accordmg to

common experience still far outside any probabiUty on which reasonable

men could count. If this argument be admitted the relation of the

pachisi-patolli groups of games in the Old and New World must be

accounted for by intercourse before the Spanish conques ....

Taylor’s argument sounds very convincing; it

quesL for oter fifty years. As we shall see, Kroeber

the same probability reasoning in the revised ed^on of his

Two years previous to Tylor’s paper of 1896, D. G. Brmton had ivntten

of patolli;

This game has lately been made the of carefol s^dy by Mb

Gulin, of the University of Pennsylvania and Mr. S-

Bureau of Ethnology; and I am authorized to ''‘V ^ .°tVnt mtolli is

petent authorities fgree that there can be no doubt but * ‘ “

thoroughly American in origin, no matter bow closely it assimilates the

East Indian game.^

The opinions of which Brinton speaks are revealed in

publications by Gulin betiveen 1898 and 1907. In revjewing tiiese p^^e^,

it must be pointed out that the period dunng which tl y

was again prior to that of historical reconstnichon

time when concern with cultural
attributes the

the fore. In his first large work o; game m 18^8.
^bm«

identity of the games of Asia and
“ckassification of

mythic” concepts which underlie tlicm
mnpr in 1903 and

all tilings according to tlie Four Directions. In a short pap

= E. B. T„or, 0„ A-acn-ca.. Lo.-Cv-ae. .
Ihc Time of Columbus (Internationales Archie fur Ellin p p .

nograpluselie Beitrage, 1896), p. 00.
, Brtieecn Ihc American and Alien

•D. C. Brinton. On Various Supposed Belot.^ Hrt^een

Race, (Memoirs, international Congress of Anthmpolog>. a.ieago, pp

M9.

“Culin. Chess and Flaying-Cards, pp. CTSMISO.
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again in his huge compilation on Games of the North American Indians,

Gulin holds to the same underlying explanation, but he makes the follow-

ing very interesting statement:

There is a well-marked affinity and relationship bet\veen tlie manifesta-

tions of the same game, even among the most widely separated tribes, the

variations being more in the material of the implements, due to environ-
ments, than to the object or method of play. Precisely the same games
are played by tribes belonging to unrelated linguistic stocks, and in

general the variations do not follow the differences in language. At the
same time there appears to be a progressive change from what seems
to be the oldest form, from a center in southwestern United States along
lines radiating from the same center southward into Mexico. From such
accounb o the Aztec games as have come down to us, they appear to be
invariably higher developments of the games of the wilder tribes. Under
no circumstances could they be regarded as the original forms. There is
no evidence that any of the games deseribed [this includes the lot games]

onlst
“* “y o"-

of aboritimor
^ ®Ppear to be direct and natural outgrowth

ot aboriginal institutions in America.®

tefof “te quite the reverse of

quite definite in h'
^ progressive development in space, and he is

construction from space Why Ihe
*’1^“ inferring historical re-

space-time reconstruction as
interested m

for so many years? Let us skin to'*’"
“'‘P’'*”®'’™

which he iscusses patolli 3 n Y “5
concepts of analogy and homolo^

biological

Reconsiruc«L^o/c„S^ Historical

purpose is . , to discus
^^gonic EvolutionJ The authors

reconstruction respectively of
method in the

organic history or ‘evolution’ bv
™*ropologists and or

be the justifleation of the ane-area'’
appears to

which ".
. . seems to have be™ it upon independently soon after by

® StCTvart Gulin, American Indian
pp. 58-64, 1903), p. 59, Carnes ol

U902) {American Anthropologist, vol. 5,

Burwu of American Ethnology, (24th Annual Report,
7 , .

>-uinuiogy, ig^encan Anthropologist vol
are from pp. 149-151 3. pp. 149-156, 1931, The following quotations
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anthropologists.” The chief difference in the application of the principle

in the two disciplines seems to lie in the much greater difficulty wth
which anthropologists distinguish between convergence or independent

parallel origin and . . relationship by common origin or descent and
spread or diffusion.” Kroeber wonders why anthropologists do not
attempt, like biologists, to determine whether . . similarities are

specific and structural and not merely superficially conceptual.” The
distinction, he saj% behven homologous and analogous similarities in the

determination of historical relationship has not been clearly made by
anthropologists. He refers to patolli and pachisi to illustrate bis point;

... It is difficult to see only a superficial analog)^ between the Aztec

patolli game and the Hindu pachisi game, long ago analytically compared
by Tylor. Their specific structural similarities in two-sided lot throwing,

count values dependent on frequency of lot combinations, a cruciform

scoring circuit, the killing of opponents* counters that are overtaken, etc.,

make out a strong case for a true homolog)' and therefore a genetic

unity of the two game forms, in spite of their geographical separation.

Biologists would almost certainly judge so.

The problem of distinguishing homologies from analogies in culture is

an old one and had been discussed in antliropological literature much
earlier. The attack on the concept of totemism by Lowie and Golden-

wciser during the early part of the second decade of this centur)’ brought

into prominence the need for care in considering categories of cultural

phenomena as identical.® In discussing the principle of convergence

about this time, Lowie also points out that “
. . the apparent mysticism

in the doctrine of convergence disappears at once if the supposed

identities are recognized not as ethnological realities, but as logical

(^hstractions; not as homologies, but as analogies”^ [Gulins italics.]

Here, then, is the nib. do we have assurance that tlic homologies

we obsen'e in culture are not simply tlic product of what Louie calls

"premature classification”?'® It is obvious that to compare “structures”

in aspects of nonmatcrial cultures, for example, we must compare in-

terpretations. Tliis may not be completely different in kind from what

A. GoTdcnweisor, Totcjnifm, an Anali/ticat Study (Journal of American Folk-

vol 23. pp. 17D-293, I9I0b R. 11. Lou-ie. A iVno Conception of Totcmlfm

(American AntliropoloqLst, vol. 13, pp. 189-207. 1911).

® R. H. Lowie, T/ic Principle of Convergence in EthnoJopj (American Antliropolo-

'ol. l-t. p, 15.J. 1912).
^ n. ». LoNWe, On the Principfe of Convergence in Ethnohpy (Journal of American

PoIV-Lorc, vol, 25. pp. 24-12, 1912), p. 33.
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the biologists and paleontologists do, but the degree of difference is

enormous.

In distinguishing between homologies and analogies there is another

important difference between the cultural anthropologist and the biol-

ogist or paleontologist. The latter have developed a fairly comprehensive

genetic classification of fossil and living forms which enables them to

pdicuuiuiugiiL. luc iaiier nave tieveiopeu

genetic classification of fossil and living forms

come to some professional agreement in certain well-defined cases as to

what constitutes as homology as compared to an analogy or what con-

stitutes a parallelism as compared to convergence. True, they can point to

^ a bird is homologous to tliat of a bat and

-^Jus to that of a mnt-h or th#»v Ofto chow oontfortTonoo hoK'

forms i

what constitutes as !

stitutes a parallelism as compared to convergence. True, they c«

the fact that the ^^’ing of a bird is homologous to tliat of a oat anu

analogous to that of a moth, or they can show convergence between such

forms as the South American marsupial carnivore and the North Amer-
ican wolf. But there is a middle ground where even paleontologists and
biologists have their difficulties- In the case of the tetrapod limb, the

monaxial fin tj’pe of the recent and ancient Dipnoi was once considered
its prototype. This view was later abandoned as knowledge of the lobed
fins of extinct Crossopterygii led to the view that the latter represented
a more likely ancestor of the tetrapods.” Similarly, Gregory split the

grouping by removal of the artiodacyls in the belief

at e artiodactyls were derived from carnivores while the other un*
^ates were derived from some unknown forms of the Cretaceous
distoct from carnivores but like early Tertiary condylarths. After 1910,
e er o^\ledged of the condylarths demonstrated their close similarity
wth pnnutive artiodactyls as well.*^

Obviomly, there have been innumerable occasions in biology and
probability of close genetic relationship on the

Vtppn

° ^ *^ntural similarity beUveen two groups of forms has

If ac
^ reduced by later evidence and a change of perspective-

be hnrnni*n
biologists would consider patoUi and pachisi to

mufarirch a
^ ‘”-

“ his opmion about the patolli-

Kroeber considers to bt™«‘’senf
First, he says-

showing contrary probabihty-

Ifrce"s™'’'b^'f f^htres in which pachisi and patoUi

rr'
opponents,

y umons. me mathematical probability of rivo games

1942). p. 131-
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invented separately agreeing by chance in so many quite specific features

is very low. On a bet, long odds could be laid against so complex a co-

incidence, long odds for its not being a coincidence, hence an influence

or a connection.

Now, if we go bach to Tylor’s time, wc will recall that he mentioned

other similarities between the Old and New Worlds besides ^
patolli. On many of Uicsc, opinion has since changed, hence Kroeber

states:

If pachisi was ancienUy imported from India to Mexico as ^
eaLd from India to England and America it

that the people who brought it would have brought that and
"““J 8

else; or that'only pachisi survived as patolli. Practically eve^dimg

t s'^^femd '^\o be sur^iu^^t this m|ht ^om

ceivably have happened; buUt
is

tile basis of chance, improbable. ...ms,
nut in

... Tf «rill bn observed how much weignt is put in

against connection, ... It will do ooser t.

^ ,'/lpnHral

honest tiling is to leave the question open.

Of course, any question is open, and K™®ber «

this one so. We must object, however,
j i, o nnlv with the first

matic. in this case, and we will
the to

part of the dilemma the ‘"'’'=P®"^"
, „ Evolved in decisions

games. For an on the basis of the

concerning the probability of tram ih
the reader is re-

number of “inventions common to bo P

ferred to G. D. Gibsons '‘=“‘“1. take the case of

To clarify the mathematical prmo^ m^o^.^ are roughly
fifteen pennies throivn randomly

jittce each penny
30,000 to one against all the P®™‘“ fifteen pennies have
has only one chance in two of coming p how
one chLce in two to the fifteenth P-- ^bile

many sides there are to a penny, we do not know n

“A. L. Kioeber, AnthTOpology (New York. 1948). p. 551.

^^Op. cit., pp. 551-552. X7..wr,<wus Independent Inventions (Amer-

Gordon D Gibson. The ProbabiUtyJ Num^us
Inaep

ican Anthropologist, vol. 50, pp. 362-3 ,
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there are to each of Tylor’s or Kroebers criteria; therefore our multiples

have no size to begin with. Secondly, while the odds are 30,000 to one

against fifteen heads being thrown at once by any one individual at any

given moment, the combination is quite likely if each of 30,000 individu-

als were to throw fifteen pennies at once. Moreover, if the major recrea-

tion of every person in a town of 30,000 was the throwing of fifteen

pennies at once, the combination of fifteen heads might tend to recur at

least 10,000 times a week and half a million times a year. Thus, even if

we knew the exact number of alternatives to each of Kroebers or Tylors

elements, we would have to be able to measure their opportunities for

combination before we could speak meaningfully of probability. But

most important of all is the necessity for the complete independence of

the multiples. In the case of the pennies, we could not consider them

multiples at all if the occurrence of heads on one penny in any way bi-

ased its occurrence among the rest. To consider either Tylor’s or Kroe-

ber’s elements as mathematically independent and therefore as multiples

would be improper if any bias existed between them.
Let us combine both I^oeber’s and Tylor’s elements in one list and

consider each one separately. In doing so, we shall rely for comparative

New World evidence mainly on Culm’s Gomes of the North American

Indians}^

We shall begin with the element flat dice. Why the adjective “flat”

was important to Kroeber is not clear. According to Tylors account five

black beans were used as dice in the patolli game and six cowrie shells

in pachisi.^^ In order to cast lots, the dice must have some quality of dis-

creteness in the form of two or more “sides." A continuous spherical ob-
ject like a marble could not be used as a die because of the problems
that would arise in scoring. The actual flatness of the sides is a relative
matter and largely a function of the medium in which they are made.
The fruit stone dice popular in northeastern North America were natu-
rally elliptical in cross section. Short lengths of cane or t%vigs split

eng^wise so that one side was flat and the other rounded was a preva-
lent form of dice in western North America and also in the Gran Chaco.’®
Truly flat dice seem to have been used principally in northeastern North
America and to have been always of bone.

Op. cit.

Mexico, p. 118.

(Zeilfri
"" Cran Chao and m Nordamerihl

*

'.o, S
vol. 42, 1910). p, 428, and Indianerleben (Leipzig, 1913),

CorlL r
'm Rosen Ertnng™p).M Reaea.ch Work dnnng the Swedish Chaoo-

'’f H
(S*»d=l.oIa.. 1924), p. 153; John M. Cooper, Game,

CM ® Bureau of Anreri-
can Ethnology, no. 143, 1949), vol. 5, p. 520.
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Next, let us consider Tylor’s clement, "several lots and an appreeiaHon

of the law of chances.” Tylor considered

scoring of the dice U.rows in both the New and Old Worlds tended to

Rive neater weight to U,e more difficult Uirows. But the scores do not

Ltelftl.e computed odds so tl,at we arc left witlr no way to evaluate

the meaning of the word “appreciation.” Some apprec.at.on of ^nee

is inseparable from ll.e use of dice. 11,e study of

bihty itself began with the analysis of games o diance go"'“ “f

ehan» are stiU used to explain probability.- If/y’or o'eant«
New World aborigines evinced a knowledge of P

bihty by dieir dice scores, he was xvrong Take “ Pf
^ j

exampll Employing Hve bone dice equally hat on
^

each witl. one siL marked and the other blank, a score of O'f‘ ^
jded

a tI.row of five marked sides up and a score of one “ tf-o-

blanks.^ Apparently tl.e design was .apprce.ated as mu^ “
^^eSlan

As Spier once said with reference to cerLmn ‘

p

counter games. “The entire scoring system .s arb.trary and not at

dependent on tl.e probability of occurrence of any • •

We now come to the next independent multiple called g

board” by Tylor and U.e “scoreboard” by Kroeber. As we have uien

tinned, dice occurred widely through NorU. America, and

tallying the scores occurred with them. The Es • mo u S“
j-pjse

tallLd with the dice themselves by retaining those J
Tallying svith the dice themselves also occurred m the Chaea Most

of Nor* America tallied wi* beans

reported also for Sou* America by Nordenskiold.-* There «

contrast here betsveen tally sticks and scoreboar*

Paiute who inserted ten tally sticks in *e ground o
'-F^"VThe cS

and marked *eir score along *em sv,-* a -o-hle coumen^ The^C*

fomia Yokuts employed tsventy-five sUc
^

it was common to tally by moving a sUc g

- Lancelot Hogben, Mathematics lor the Millions (New York, 1943), pp

20 Cnlin, Gomes of the North American Indians p. 55.
American Mo-

ot Leslie Spier, loasupai Ethnography ( Anthmpologrcal
Papers, Amenc

seum of Natural History, vol. 29, pt 3, 1928), p.

22 Gulin, op. cit., pp. 102-103.
nilture of Two Indian Tribes

23 Erland Nordenskiold, The Changes °
rative Ethnographical Studies, no.

tinder the Influence of New Surroundings (Comparam &

2. 1920). p. 99.
, , - nran Chaco vnd in Nordamerika, p. 428; In-

2^ Idem, Spiele und Spietsac/ien ttn Gran

dianerleben, p, 191.

23 Gulin, op, cit., p. 167.

28 Idem, p. 141.
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which had wider openings between every ten.^^ The Zuni sometimes

traced a rough outline of this broken circle on a pelt and placed com

kernels instead of stones upon the outline.^'^ Within the New World,

then, we find an observable sequence of counting devices in connection

with lot games. While we do not wish to imply tliat this was necessarily

the actual historical sequence, we do feel it demonstrates a mechanical

continuity. Therefore, without knowledge of the actual historical se-

quence it would be improper to consider the mat on which the Aztecs

moved their counters according to the score of their dice to be an in-

dependent multiple of the dice.

Next we come to what Tylor calls the rules of moving and taking,

which Kroeber breaks into three elements: “killing” opponents, penalty

or safety stations, and the use of several “men” or pieces. Let us con-

sider for a moment the implication in the change to stationary tallies. As

long as tally sticks are employed, the dice will remain the center of at-

tention, the dynamic elements in the game. But as soon as the tallies

become stationary and a counter is moved along them, a new dynamic
element has entered the field of play. Attention can now very easily

switch to ^e counters, the dice becoming merely the instruments to give

em motion. When this happens, the counting may become secondary
to

^

e race between the counters. Whether the players use one or several
apiece makes no great difference. Actually, it seems to have been custo-

counter into play at a time in most of the American
games. players had more than one counter apiece, as among the
io\va o a oma or the Kekchi of Guatemala, a new counter was in-

troduced upon the loss of a former.^®
Once *e counters have become the center of attention, the dice game
open to countless variations and modifications of play. But all these

runterL""’
'> ‘h® two basic confirct situatiL in dice-and-

counters®.,^“ti,T®"‘'j
between the counters and conflict between the

thev must h
” ™"'Pbca«otrs are to he added to the game,—Twhin T" ‘™. *e conflict behveen

Sending an an
buid in the same space is the more obvious,

commoll back to the beginning in this fashion is
common to the counter games of the Southwest and occurs, according

Idem, p. 87 (Apache), p, 94 (Navrfiol
op. cu. p. 348-049 (Hopi, Ham.Wy p. 122 (Keres), p. 192 (Tewa); Spier,

Culm, op. cit., p. 216.

eriVuriSedlwa WO(Hopi), p. 167 (Paiute) n 193 rr
p. 152 (Tarahumaie), p- 1®

so CuIin, op. ciCpp ISS.'^
* ^ p. 221 (Zuni).
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to Nordenskiold, in the Gran Chaco of South AmericaA^ Sending a

counter back is simply the same as nullilying its score, a practice com-
mon enough in a^iy game of quoits where there is a conflict of counters.

The Kekchi of Guatemala had a more elaborate system. As soon as a

counter landed on that of an opponent, the counter of the latter was
taken prisoner, and the former reversed its direction in order to return

with its captive before it could be overtaken by another counter and
itself made a prisoner.®^ The tribes of the Gran Chaco employed another

variation. Opponents sat at each end of a row of twenty holes separated

in the middle by a wider space called a “river.” The ten holes on each
side of die river belonged to the player at that end, who filled the pits

with twigs. The point of the game was to move a counter across the

river and knock all the opponents twigs out of the pits by landing on
them. Should the two counters conflict, however, the one landed upon
had to return to the pit nearest his starting point which still had a twig

in it—thereby knocking out one of his own twigs.®^

Board and counter conflict in the form of a penalty space occurred at

least twice in the Southwest as well as in the Gran Chaco game.®* In

all cases it seems to have been a separating space between groups of

ten stones or holes. Among the Kiow«a of Oklahoma this was a “river.”

By falling in it, the counter was obliged to return to the beginning, and
a point was forfeited.®® In the Gran Chaco it was also a “river,” but if

the player threw a score with the dice, he could still get out. A zero score

forced him back.®®

The safety squares of pachisi—formed by two counters of the same

player landing in one square or a specially marked square where one

counter can block tlie progress of (he opponents' counters—is a refine-

ment of counter-conflict which apparently did not occur in tlie New
World. At Isleta, however, falling in a “river" entitled the player to

another tlirow, and the Tewa considered the “rivers” or ‘ gates as

silfiem,
p. 87 (Apache), p. 323 (Keres), p. 120 (Kiowa), p. 147 (Papago), p.

ISO (Pima), p. 152 (Tarohumare, p. 194 (Te%va), p. 221 (Zvim), p. Ml (Yokuls);

Erland NordcnsUbld, Spicltischc aim Pent und Ecuador (Zcitsclmft fur EUinoIogie,

vol. 50, 1918), p. 167; idem, Spiclc und Spicbacficn im Crati Chaco twd in Nortf-

omeriLi, p. 428.

Culin. op. cit., p. 142.

Nordenskiold, Spicltischc aus Peru und Ecuador, p. 167; Spiclc und Spiclsachcn

fm Cron Chaco wu! in Nordamcrika, p. 428.

Culin, op, cif., p. 123 (Keres). pp. 125, 127 (Kiowa).

®^Weni, p. 125.

N’ordenskibld, Spiehisc/jc cm Peru und Ecuador, p. ICS.
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neutral squares where opposing counters could not “kill” one another."'
This last IS simply another variation on the basic counter-conflict.
The advantage square which allows another throw is interesting.

Among many of the northern tribes who used taUies instead of “boards,”
1 e practice for players to pass the play only on a losing throw,
i.e, a throw which made no score."* Among the Dakota only five of sir
poK.ble scoring throws enUtled a player to another throw."* The Assini-
toin, however, retained the lead only for one very exceptional throw.'"

the TTel. w '"'S® of play is thus somewhat arbitrary. Play among

nlavers h r
°

t,

fo'' example, alternated regularly between

~h 'a
I" Southwestern “board”

fv^rtenth'd f“"od only for a high score of ten.« Since

server of the

^ °"® the crrcuit was an opening or “gate,” the oh-

transferred th A**
oonfused or the Isleta may have

feM dtSL' '"‘“J for a high throw of ten to the

in the case of an in'f ?
'Y*'*oI> might often be the same, especially

counters of onnnsinff i

tltce-and-board games, unlike pachisi,

altliough in some cmcs
“sually proceeded in opposing directions,

SincfUmrrrnoImnt 7“ P'^y«s.«
,

tliat the "penalty or snf,****i
of the rules of patolli, it may be

the darkened areas in Dman^*"”!?*
*° Kroeber refers pertain to

respect to tliese I would off
*f'nstration of the patolli board" With

a relationship to the Southwestern
demonstrate

Southwest was that
circuit of stationary tallies in the

is a
“'“"trated m Figure lo, or = —d.ck„*i c n na modification of it. It

•! divisions. The patolli
igure lb. It will be noticed that the

. . ‘“uiiraied
j

IS a simple circle segmented mooincation or it. n
playing circuit is illustratpd * t-

decimal divisions. The patolli
ustrated m Figure 16. It will he nnt,v.d .h„t the

op. oil., pp. 191, 193
_

dcm. p. 50 (Amalecite) p 54 i*

(Sop Vi"""'’’ P- lOS (Huron) p
P' (BlaAfeet), p. 59 (Cheyenne),

>»?£ P' (Onondaga),
p. 113. 117 (Seneca), p. 157

"Wmip }“;

Idem, p. 142 .

/II I'" (Ap.iche), p 122 \

9 ,
P- =21 (Znhi), P-

150

P- (Kio'™). P-
»'=

Twtr of Columbus, plate 5
, fig. s’"”

" ^®Wencc of Asiatic Intercourse Before the



Fig. 1. (a) Southwestern playing .circuit; W Fatolli playing circuit; (c)

4rackpaHcrn^"of pachisi (Wand patoiii (right).
. . ,

darhcned areas segment tlic circuit
terminal dfvisions

division*; except for Uic ends of each
'

. Tins irrccular cHvi-

aUo add up to ten on adjacent
h,notion of U.c cruciform

sion at the ends of tlic anns ma) be in p*
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arrangement. Tliis is the only way that decimal divisions could be re-

tained without making tlie arms unequal in length or tlie squares un-
equal in size. For example, suppose we wished each arm to end in five

squares. W^e could accomplish this by erasing the line dividing the last
t^^o squares on each end of the diagonal ending in six and adding a simi-
lar square to each end of the diagonal ending in four. But notice how
Urn would destroy the symmetry of die circuit, for tlie diagonal formerly

would then have a total length of eighteen squares and

trT ?
of sixteen. What is more important is the arbi-

nf
of tliis entire arrangement as compared to the simplicity

amntr/'
™ much more plausible that the patolU

verTr
to that of the Southwest than

description of patolli quoted by Tylor, tliere were

ever I doubt if
1“ ^ color. How-

tion savs dnt w>i
^ ^ used more than one at a time. The descrip-

m7u'l miT- " T' the rest"

There

whether tlie scoring
teams of players no matter

Uonal counters mav^ha've
^ ^ counter-boards. Tlie addi-

team used only one player
players, although each

Finally we have r ^d move the counters,

counter games the rnmn*
“cross-shape.” Now, in these

can call die “track nattp^’^'"*^*^
describes a certain figure which we

pachisi in Ficure Ic if fi

the track patterns of patolli and

there is some limitation T""-
^ "" convenient size,

But even so it would be nossihl^ r
made by the track pattern,

terns to be made, as can bp
enormous range of different pat-

rcally the best and most non-TiU”
modem games. This is

docs not necessarily have -in f.
Kroeber’s elements because it

tlie game. But in this case wp 1

relationship with the rest of

unusual design, or, what mn whether a cross shape is an
derign? tlie point, are these really the same

lot, and its appli^tion to thp”^*^
Tylor: the invention of divining by

question of how gambling wiAT T do\vn to the

deed, wc liavc a difficult problem ^ place. Here, in-

"'^rc ver>- old in die New Worlri unlikely diat cfice

early date. The fact that the nr«^ been introduced at an
present natives of Siberia did not have

” Tylor. On American Lot-Games,
p. 60.
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Eambline games aboriginally^' does not destroy this possibUity. For

diose who link age and space, the wide distribution of dice games m fte

Americas would seem to support their age. Archaeological evidence also

looks promising. Dice have been found at pre-pottery Basketmaker,

ModiBed Basketmaker, Developmental Pueblo, Great PueUo. Mo-

gollon,'! Mimbres,'' and transitional Central California®' sites. Dice have

Lo been reported for the early Lindenmeier site« though admittedly

they are less convincing. Frankly, the writer sees no reason why patolh

and pachisi could not have developed independently from a common

wide spread trait like the use of lots. Tlie features which they share m

common are not independent multiples which put
^

eir c ances re

comhination beyond the realm of feasibility. There is an eleinent of

between the elements which cannot be adequately measured. In short,

there is no proof or incontestable evidence for either diffusion or mde-

pendent development in this case, nor is there hkely ever to be. But the

«W. Bogoras, The Chukchee (Memoirs, American Natural History,

-Vi rsr';.s
“

PreLaric Indians of the Southwest (Colorado Museum ot Natural History Popular

Moket

Colomdo 1938
of AlkaU Ridge; Sonili-

»riru;etTpaper;,'S;^^ Ar^ericau Archaeology and Ethnology.

'
«Ll!1’,;.‘’citrF. H. H. Boher., Early

Southwestern Colorado (Bulletin, A"''"“"
^’ojlcni Ariama- Part

43; Idem, Archeological Renraius in the Whitewater

s/Artifairts cud Burials (Bulletin, Bureau of Amencan EUmology. no. UO, 1940).

’

"Lw. loc. cr-,.; S. J.
Guernsey. A'"7 'K!

Peahody Museum of American Archaeology and Etlmolog). . .

plate 24. UTI rrirc Excavations at a MogoVon
=' McGregor, op. cit., p. 203; F S. M“rh“' F

Museum of Natural
Village Western New Mexico, 1939 ( Authropologica

History, vol 32, no. 1. 1040), lig. 31. _ . „ T„„!rnl Mimbres Site in South-

II. S. and G. B. Cosgrove. The Swarts Rum. a
^9' ^ Archaeology and Etli-

UTsfcni New Mexico ( Papers, Pealiody Museum o r in .

nology, sol. 15, no. 1, 1032), p. fli.
;„lrtxirirtion to the Archaeologij

“J. n. Ullard, B. I-. Ileizer. and F. Fenr"K'7"
nepa.tn.enl of Anthroix.l-

of Central California ( Bulletin,
Sacranu-nto Junior Colleg . <1

OR', no. 2, 1930), plate 20.
the Fohmn Complex (SmiUisonlan

F. II. Bolieits, Additional Information tm <(.e r '

MheeIlaneo..s Colh^tions. sol. 95, no. 10. 1030). 31 and plate 0, l.g.
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latter explanation seems preferable to me. Accepting this explanation,

liowcvcr, still leaves us wiUi the problem of defining in tliis case the

degree of independence” between tlie t^vo games. If both pachisi and
patolU developed separately from a common element like gambling
with lots, we might call this parallelism. But suppose we took Gulin’s

point of vie\v and reduced tlicir origins even furtlier to imderljnng
“mythic” concepts? We might suggest that New ^^'orld dice may have
arisen from such a simple form as that of the Eskimo—tossing figurines
in le air and winning tliose which landed upright By such reasoning
we could alu-ays carry’ parallelism fartlicr back. The decision as to where
comergcnco replaces parallelism in any case of cultural growth, then,

entirel)' on how far back we \nsh to push our explanations.
In lb91, five years before Tylor expounded his metliod of analrang

p icnonmcna into independent elements \%itli respect to the patolli-pachisi

nutch tlie same tiling with respect to tlie dissemi-

whifli f u
"'>5 to break a tale down into elements

number of j
independenllv. When a sufficient

ffi ffie samo l"®!
''«"'™ts occurred in bvo different places

He was onrot Ti * i'tstified in assuming genetic connection.

one element to
connection betrveen the elements thus causing

n further caution' di.°t
therefore, he demanded

interested in attempts to'ltak
portions of the eardf nor

practices in widely separated

or get three dimensioo .
'
c

' '’""S'ng strata from spatial distributions

menls on rough cstimiura oTnroW Tk "rf""®
lO'^S'

to use the sizc-lantnnrrp of
is sometimes dangerous

between phenomena* wim demonstrating relationshipsP enomena ^^hose size have not fir.t been determined. It is

Franz Boas, DirjcDuntrtfon of >

oj^'mencan FolV-Lon*. sol. 4. IMl) America (Jour-

of American Folklore, toI. 9 1890
^*’ t^roicf/i of Indian A/j/f/iofo^fcs (Jour-

(Jt^mal. Bojal Anthropological ItkYik.*
* ^thnofogicof Problcnis in Canada

FoU-TcIcs of the Sorth American Indi^' '/t P* 537, and Mythology and
19M). p. 3S1. (Journal of AAierican Folk-W, 27.

*• The Grourth of Indian Myihoh^i^ inCanada, pp. 537-53S. p. iq. and Ethnolosical Problems in
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dangerous because it can give the impression that some higher authority

is involved than simply the judgment of the observer himself.

A factor that has been too often overlooked in anthropology is the limi-

tation of possibilities that may exist either external to the phenomena be-
ing studied or between them. From the time when Goldenvveiser first

formulated his principle of limited possibilities in 1913 until its revival

by Murdock,®* this concept has been badly neglected. Goldenweiser ad-

mitted that both Lowie and Boas, among others, had used the concept

previously,®^ but the principle as he stated it was that

. . . limitation in number and character of cultural traits when compared
to the multiplicity of possible historical and psychological sources, con-

stitutes a limitation in the possibilities of development, and necessitates

convergence.®®

This principle grew up historically as an alternative to facile explanations

based upon an assumption of psychic unity. It calls attention to the fact

that limitations can and do exist between phenomena and that it is our

business to attempt to determine them. But it is not always clear where
the line is to be drawn between this approach and that of psychic unity.

Despite the reaction to cultural evolutionism and psychic unity during

the past forty years there have been innumerable references to con-

vergences due to limiting circumstances. We shall mention only a few.

Boas in 1914 mentions "sacred numbers," "revival of the dead," and
“power to escape unseen" as ideas whose reoccurrences are not neces-

sarily due to historical transmission. The limitations, however, are defined

as "general psychological factore.®* Lo\vie, writing in 1917, says, “Rejec-

tion of the omnipotence of diffusion has for its inevitable counterpart a

partial acceptance of the view that cultural traits may be functionally

related.”®^

With reference to language, Boas in 1920 states that similarities may
be due to

• •
. psychological causes such as the unavoidable necessity of classifica-

George P. Murdoclc, “The Common Denominators of Cultures” (in Science of

Man in the World Crisis, Ralph Linton, ed.. New York, pp. 123-142, 1915); Idem,

Social Structure (New York, 1949), pp. 125-H7, 200.

A. A. Goldenweiser, The Principle of Umited Possibilities in the Development of

Culture (Journal of American Folk-Lore, \'ol. 26, 1913), p. 270.

Idem, p. 290.

Boas. Mythology and Folk-Tales of the North American Indians, pp. 40$M10.

H. Lowie, SijrcicflZs and the Historical Method (American Journal of Sociol-

og)', vol. 23, 1917-1918), p. 535.
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tion of experience in speech, which can lead to a limited number of cate-

gories only, ur the physiological possibilities of articulations that also

limit the range of possible sounds which arc sufBciently distinct to the

ear for clear understanding “

Malinowslci in his essay on Culture in 1931 expresses sjTnpathy with
0 enweisers principle of limited possibilities.'^^ Kroeber mentioned
e principle in a paper already referred to in which he considered

patolli and pachisi to be homologies. He points out that only a few arrow
re eases or magic numbers are possible, but he finds no exact parallel
or IS in iology unless it be the limited number of choices behveen
such features as exo-skeletons and endo-skoletons, etc.'^s

Paleontologist Simpson has recently said;

e most restricted sense virtually all evolution involves parallelism.

• • • This process is

the Doniilarn*^
y affected by a discontinuity in the breeding structure of

homologous' iren

^ and now discontinuous groups still carry

Thus such uroiirw

’ "" mutations,

same characters^
frequently do develop the

nevertheless due to
'

‘"'"uestry or directly inherited but

in tTy of genes prone to mutate

Herskovits con'^e^eprof
statement to the Sapir-Eggan-

ditions; both are evolutionary ™P'y certain limiting con-

More recently, Simpson statS^’

'

situation, Evolufc'rfulb'at"
“'"’ays present in any existing

large, number of direcL TIT *’ ™ “lotted, or even in a very

Changes in size of whole" oro"'^'"^
possible to a group of organisms,

probably the commonest sort
°f ‘f'®*''

can be in only one of two d'
"^tionary change, and such evolution

no conceivable altemativf^
^o%y^rd larger or smaller. There is

ore subtly, given a metabolic system that

P-

^ Amencan Languages (American Anthropolo-

at tba Saola, Sciences, vol. 4, New

’’

TT* “"‘t O's-"'-'’ EcoMo".

*u Melville
J. Herskovits, Man and HU w”

° falsification of Mammals, p. 9-

WOffe (New York, 1948), pp. 581-588,
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requires intake of oxygen, the evolution of a group of animals is limited

to environments where oxygen is present and to such structural changes
as retain or provide apparatus for extracting ojq^gen in that environ-

ment.®®

How like this sounds a statement made by Boas in 1932:

If it is possible tliat analogous anatomical forms develop independently
in genetically distinct lines, it is ever so much more probable that analo-

gous cultural forms develop independently. It may be admitted that it is

exceedingly difficult to give absolutely indisputable proof of the inde-

pendent origin of analogous cultural data. Nevertheless, the distribution

of isolated customs in regions far apart hardly admits of the argument
that they were transmitted from tribe to tribe and lost in intervening

territory. It is well known that in our civilization current scientific ideas

give rise to independent and synchronous inventions. In an analogous

way primitive social life contains elements that lead to somewhat similar

forms in many parts of the world. Thus the dependence of the infant

upon the mother necessitates at least a temporary difference in the mode
of life of the sexes and makes woman less movable than man. The long

dependence of children on their elders leaves also an inevitable impress

upon social form. . , . The number of individuals in a social unit, the

necessity or undesirability of communal action for obtaining the neces-

sary food supply constitute dynamic conditions that are active ever)'-

'vhere and that are germs from ii'hich ana]ogous cultural behavior may
spring.®®

In 1937, Cora DuBois wondered if anthropologists had perhaps gone

too far in their reaction to social evolution and thus been led to overlook

a real problem in psychic unity. She lists what she considers fragmentary

evidence for psychic unity, such as universal dream forms."^® Finally,

Murdock in 1945 discusses the “. . .
principle of limited possibilities,

which is of extreme importance in determining the universal culture

patterns.” He points out that in some cases the “limitations on potential

responses are slight” and in otliers tliey are greater. Languages, folk-

tales, and ceremonials permit great variety of detail, but everj' society

can affiliate its children groups of relatives through only tlirce

possible rules of descent: patrilineal, matrilineal, or bilateral. Similarly

George G. Simpson, The Meaning of Evolution (New Haven, 1949), p. 141.

®® Franz Boas, The Aims of Anthropological Research (Science, \oI. 76. 1932), pp.
C0<MJ10,

Cora DuBois, Some Anthropological Fcnpcciives on Psychoanalyils (Tlje PsycJio-

^alytic Be\imv, vol 24. 1937). p. 254.
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there are limitations to the number of possible ways of disposing of

corpses. In such cases it is to be expected that different and even his-

torically unconnected peoples will frequently chance upon the identical

solution to the same problem.*^*

It vyould seem that the difference between the "psychic unit)” and
Ae limited possibilities types of explanation is one of degree rather

^

an kind. As the attempted explanations achieve refinement, tlie limita-
tions are more readily definable. Our efforts to achieve such refinement
' epend upon corresponding refinements in our methodological ap-
proac to the study of culture. The cross-cultural perspective illustrated
by the work of Murdock is one asset; the careful, comparative function-
aiisrri of Boas is another. And. by follow-ups on intensively studied com-mum es m various sectors of the world, we shall come to learn more
ot the na^e and limitations of cultural change. Such changes udll not

° changes, but lliey will increase the perspective of

talions urrlrang™'"

but annW
today individuals and companies who do nothing

constmetion and invention of games

despite this enn
pobhc and thereby derive their sustenance. Yet,

do not di^^-ond-board games of today

game as AmLlraTAF *= Aztecs andAe Hindus. A
conflict is somewhat m3^A^ “fos the same devices. True, the counter

Monopoly players bv tii

“gO'sod; instead of ‘Tdlling" one anotlier,

to oermtasqSS'aWrrT™?' “‘“blish priorit)'

players so nVj^t:‘'as*roT:v'l':^:? *>’=>'. use to tax other

medium of writinv r counters land upon them. The

through the use of printed
modem game fiutiier variations

still there are so great th f

upon the board. But the limitations

Even his copyright extend ^ j^^uufacturer cannot patent such a toy.

name and the art design ^ certain superficial aspects like the

Acre are basic limitations in
*'ccognition by our society that

individual or groun of inriN
"uth respect to which no one

tive. Were radTcall„orarirns'^„**^
could be recognized and protected

^ medium, their authorship

P- 139.
to Mr. Edward Montgomery for the f'^te.thit point to my attention and
ft si- “12 Fed. (2d) 782 (Dist. Ct S nS "I'™**'*: 'Vhist Club vs. Foster

® game, as disHneuishe*? ^^^9)—“In the conventional
w ich they may be stated, there can be no !>

fonns or modes of expression in

proper^ susceptible of copyright.”
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There are, as has been pointed out, differences in degree of limitation.

There may be categories of culture like “art,” where, within the limita-

tions of the art medium, there might be greater potential range for indi-

vidual variation of expression. We may, then, get here an allowable

“tolerance” or “play” which is greater than that within such a category

as economic behavior. Perhaps it is also within categories of such allow-

able “tolerance” that a society may exercise its more capricious limita-

tions without endangering its livelihood. But within its own arbitrary

limitations a society may still allow some variation. Thus, it may be in

these cases that we find “involution”^^ or variation within monotony.

Here, perhaps, cumulative variations within the arbitrary limitations pre-

scribed by a society may give the appearance of repetitive or cyclic

change.

One thing is certain; the concept of the limitation of possibilities, while

evolutionary, implies neither unilinearity nor predictability. We might,

for example, introduce dice and their use to an experimentally isolated

society, but the native elaboration would certainly not develop at the

same rate nor in exactly the same manner as patolli or pachisi. We
could only say that if elaboration took place it would be faced with the

same limitations as in those games. We could not even predict with any

assurance that any elaboration would ever take place at all.

Alexander A. Goldenweiser, "Loose Ends of a Theory on the Individual, Pattern,

and Involution in Primitive Society” (in Essays in Anthropology Presented to A. L.

Kroeber, R, H. Lowie, ed., Berkeley, pp. 99-104, 1936).
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CHAPTER 4

FOLKLORE SOURCES

While dlfiusionisl thinking is also strong m folklore

able evidence of an earlier linkage with anhquarmnrsm
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Recently, Opie has suggested a way in which the earlier emphasis of

folklorists and the more recent theories (such as that of Caillois) can be

reconciled. In an article titled, "TTie Tentacles of Tradition” he argues:

It would be wrong, I think, to give the impression that the rise and fall

of customs is altogether haphazard, subject to no observable laws, Man
himself, as the study of folklore shows, alters little, certainly less than do

his surroundings; and I sometimes wonder if the total quality of tradi-

tional lore does not remain fairly constant ... It is even possible that

the extent of man’s supernatural and superstitious credulities remain

constant, and that the beliefs merely take on more sophisticated forms.^

By way of example, Opie indicates that while many rhymes and

games have changed their content through modernization, their forms

are basically the same as the earliest types.® From this point of view,

the study of game origins remains important, not for the purpose of

reconstructing history, but for the purpose of illustrating the continuity

of human nature.

The readings by Tylor and Erasmus in the previous chapter deal with

the same problem. Tylor conceptualized the continuity in terms of dif-

fusion and Erasmus in terms of the limitation of possibilities. Whatever

the explanation, there is apparently sufficient empirical continuity in

games over long periods of time to make historical studies a systematic

and scholarly concern.

Still, in dealing with the traditional materials of folklore it would be

false to overemphasize such theoretical matters. The main spirit has been

"antiquarian”; to collect before the games faded away—a dominantly

descriptive enterprise.

PAUL G. BREWSTER

The most prolific folklorist of games has been Paul G. Brewster. He
has written over fifty articles and monographs on games during the last

thirty years. His publications have appeared in a variety of journals

throughout the world and offer much information that is not available

elsewhere. In particular, his Childrens Games and Rhymes from North

Carolina is the best single collection of published American children's

games. The two articles by Brewster appearing in Chapters I and 2

* Opie, r. and Opie, I. ‘The Tentacles of Tradition,” The Advancemeni of Sci-

ence. XX, 1963-19&t, p. 10.

® Opie, P. and Opie, I. The Lcu^aa^cs and Lore of Sc/ioo/c/iiWren. London: Ox-

ford University Press, 1959.
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stnict history, most folklorists continued to offer accounts of game
origins as if they were an explanation of games. The habit of discussing
games in terms of their probable origins became a method of explanation.

Perhaps the clearest account of the historical survival theory is pro-

vided b)’ Lady Alice B. Gomme in her two-volume work The Traditional
Caines of England, Scotland and Ireland.^ She believed that childrens
pmes originated in adult customs; that children imitated the games
rom t e adults, and then maintained them intact over the centuries by
virtue of tlieir “dramatic faculty.” Such historical and ethnological
rccor s ns ue possess, however, suggest that children’s games had many
poin s o origin. Caillois has written most explicitly on these matters. In
contradiction to the thesis that . . jn play all is lost ...” Caillois

nl
certain that prehistoric children might not have been

th-it T'll’
^ peashooters ‘for fun’ at the same time

children’^ ^
^ ''^*7 revealing expression from

duces the
Monopoly does not follow, but repro-

S cMdr n"

"
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Xr te Kvod,7“ r " of senous activitil but

cliild is plavinc on'th"
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piously swinaincr v
^ moment that the officiant is

ornamented with
^ishna in the liturgical swing sumptuously

soldirlvlrut Today ^ohildrL play

doll play can ever disMpMr?®
dis^peared. And is it conceivable that

often identical but tl.o . .1
' structures of play and reality are

reducible to each oth
activities that they subsume are not

domains that arc incompatible^

by adults, somcbmcs^'thl^
children today are those formerly played

sometimes they may be
formerly played by children, and

serious activities of adults^r ,

parallel to the former

modem times. Their oricins
™d which have persisted into

for their persistence must lii
uomplo.x, but the explanation

well as in the customs with whieh'.r*"™'
psychology of the players, as

wlueh they were formerly associated.

= cnmn«. .y b.W
, c r , .iiinrs. London: N„„ Scotland, and Ireland. T.vo vol-

ly Dorothy Ilonard, New YoU.. fsL 1898. Reprinted with an introduction

1901. pp. OI-CI
"• Is™ loti: The Free Press o( Glencoe Inc..
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1953 American l^on-Singing Games, Norman, Oklahoma: Universitj^ of
Oklahoma Press.

Childrens Games and Rfitjmes, (Frank C. Bro^vn Collection ol
North Carolina Folklore, 1, no. 4), Durham; Universit)' Press.

“Juegos Infantiles,” Folklore Americas (Lima), 13(1), 3-15.

“Some String Tricks From the U.S.” Rivista de Entnogrofia
(Naples), 7, 1-12.

“Two Uniisual String Figures from the U.S.,’’ Der Forschungs-
dienst, Folge 6, Band I.

1954 “String Figures from the Midwestern U.S.,'" Oesterreichische

Zeitschrift fiir Volkskunde, 8 (1-2), 23-32.

“Some Nigerian Games with Their Parallels and Analogues,”
Societe des Africanstes (Paris), 24, 25-48.

1955 “A Collection of Games From India, with Some Notes on Similar

Games in Other Parts of the World,” Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie

(Braunschweig), 80, 88-102.

“A Note On The Distribution of the Slovenian Game: Skaijice

Brusiti,” Slavic Ethnogrophie, 8, 255-258.

“Some Notes on the Slovenian Game: Volka,” Bilfen Insfituta Za
Proucacanje Folklore, 3, 143-149.

“The Game of sahbi iddi zaiat, Moroccan form; Some Parallels

and Analogues,” Uesperis, 42 (1-2), 239-244.

1956 With
J.

Milojkovic-Djuric, “A Group of Jugoslav Games,” Southern

Folklore Quarterly, 20 (3), 183-191.

“The Importance of the Collecting and Study of Games,” Eastern

Anthropologist (Lucknow), 10 (1), 5-12.

1957 With O. Hrabalova, “A Czechoslovak Cats Cradle Series,” Check-

osJovakian Ethnography (Praha), 5, 176-183.

“Malomjalik and Related Thrce-in-a-row Games,” Acta Ethno-

grophica (Budapest), G, 225-231.

“Prioritv' and Exemption in Children’s Games: A Comparative

Study,” Volkskunde, 58, 21-30.

“Some Games From Czeclioslovakia," Southern Folklore Quarterly

(Gainesville}, 21 (3), 165-174.

With
J.

S. Patel, “The Indian Came of Sagargotc (Kooka) (Bom-

bay)" Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologic (Braunschweig), S2 (2), 186-

190.

195S “Burski and Other Polish Games of Chance and Skill,” Zeitschrift

fiir Ethnologic (Braunschweig), S3, S3-S5.

‘Tlic Earliest Known List of Games: Some Comments” Ac/n

Orientalia (Copenhagen), 23 (1-2), 33-42

“Long Breath and Talking Fire: Cultural Survivals in die Games

of Chase,” Ensfem Anthropologist (Lucknow). 12 (1), 41-46.
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respective!)’, offer some insight into Brewster’s “modus opeiandi” and
liis rationale for the study of games.

Tlie following is a bibliography of articles and monographs written by
Brewster from 1939 until the present.

WSD "Game-Songs From Southern Indiana " Journal of American Folk-
lore, 49, 243-262,

A Roman Game and Its Survival on Four Continents,” Classical
Fhilologij, 38, 134-137.
“Sorno Games From Other Lands,” Southern Folklore Quarterly
(Gainesville), 7, 109-117.

^

Guessing-Came, ‘How Many Horns Has The
DueL? Bealokleas, 13, 40-79.

’

'(“'lleTt Mwir
'’“''=6°"'™“ ‘0 •'> Comparative

29^296^^'^*'^*^” Variants of Bucca, Bucca," Classical Journal, 39,

1945 "‘Tnl
From Africa, American Anthropologist, 2, 268-269.

,fSc5"A'r64r” »“

Omrwty

1944

1947

1918

1919

1930 ^

'^Lit'crainrl" Century English

Torfeit G
^ ^ Folklore, 6, 143-156.

lore, 8, 7&I83
^ Greece and Czechoslovakia,” Hoosier Folk-

vn™)" Sontliern Folklore Quarterly (Gaines-

FolUarc, *02^
Erom Roumania," Journal of American

8. MG^IsT.” Lands," Western Folklore (Berkeley),

Jl Pcnlamcronc ” Games Mentioned in Basilcs

1031 -A String Fignr’c SeZ r '

"Four Games of Tan Frn™T
Creece," Laographia, 101-123.

"Some Games From So,ni" "S"' WW-eest Folklore, 1, 239-241.

112.
outhem Europe." Midwest Folklore, 1. 109-

^^ Games From Europe." Journal oj American Folklore, 55.

1932
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figure during the past thirty years would seem to have been Dorothy
Howard.

DOROTHY HOWARD

The reader particularly interested in the scholarly study of folk games
is referred to her introduction to the recent editions of Gommes 1894

study The Traditional Games of England, Scotland and Ireland,"^ where
she presents a most interesting defense of the circumscribed nature of the

collections of Alice B. Gomme. The stimulus for this defense was London
Street Games^ by Norman Douglas, in which Douglas suggested that

more scurrilous things were going on in the streets of London than was
implied in the rather refined Victorian Collections of Lady Gomme.
Another useful scholarly source is Carl Withers' introduction to the new
edition of William Wells Newells Games and Songs of American Chil-

dren.^ Howard, (in personal correspondence to the authors) explaining

her own interest in children’s games, writes:

My father was a tradition-bearer and my maternal grandmother was a

tradition-bearer (she lived with us). As a child I loved to sit and listen to

my father tell tales, and sing songs, and to my grandmother tell of her

childhood days and teach me the games she played. Today my children

and grandchildren, nieces and nephews, and grandnieces and nephews
still like to sit and listen to me tell the family stories I heard from the

past and teach tliem “William William Tremble Toe” and “Club Fist,”

as my grandmother taught to me. . . . My first recording of childlore took

place one spring day in the early 1930 s when my oum two children were

just beginning tlieir schooldays, I remember the day very clearly. I was

teaching in a consolidated rural school in Valhalla, New York; it was a

warm spring day, the schoolroom windows were open; I stood at noon-

time at an open window listening and watching the children at unsuper-

vised play in the school ground. Ropes were himing. Marbles were

rolling. Tag games were going. My car told me that I was hearing

rhymes and jingles, some old, some new to me. 1 jotted down the ones I

heard. . . I assumed in my ignorance that most of them had a book origin.

But Ilnlliwcll, Nortliall, Chambers and Gomme soon exploded that

“ Comme, A. R., op. cit., 1964.

"Douglas, N, London Street Carnes. London: The Si. Callicrim- Press, 1910. 2nd

LdiUon, London: Chatto and Windus, 1931.

"XVwcIi, W. W. Carnes and Songs of Ameriean Childrai. >iew Vorl: Rarper

Rn>t))ers. 1SS3. flcpuhlislicd wIlli nn InlrodiiclJon hy Carl WilJjers. New VorJ.;

Dnwr PublJcaHons Inc., 1963.
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Witli T. A. Seboek, Studies in Cheremis: Games, Bloomington,
Indiana: Indiana University Press,

The Malayan Hantu Musang and Other Possession Games of

Indonesia and Indochina" Oriens (Wiesbaden), 11 (1-2), 162-

1959 Games and Sports in Shakespeare, Helsinlii; Suonialainen Tiedeat
atemia Academia Scientiarum Fennica,
Symbolism and Allegory in Card and Board Games,” Southern
mWorc Quarterly (Gainesville), 23 ( 3), 196-203.

rec R)^sian Games and Their Western and Other Parallels,”
southern Folklore Quarterly (Gainesville), 23 (2), 126-131.

u (Home),

Some Kindred Games of the Far East," Geosrafica Helvetica
(Bern), 15 (1), 33-38.

®

(l-r)'’l5-°2V™"*'’”
Games,” Acta Orientalia (Copenhagen), 25

Indian Legend,” Eastern Anthro-
potogisi (Lucknow), 14 ( 2). 192-193.

Zchs?;,r!/1 iar°Etl^^ Century Games,”

“Games and J SS d), 98-99-

With S. HuITJ of Wofld Art. 6,'2-lL

1960

1961

1962

10S3

With S. Hummel Of World Art. 6. 2-11.

Tiedcikatcmia ArademH^e"^
Tibetans, Helsinki; Suomalainen

1965 “The Cherom' r
* Scientiarum Fennica.

Sce/ckf,” the Russian Game

2G7.
Ethnologie (Braunschweig), 90 (2), 265-

customar)'^”pp\otch haf ^
somewhat atypical within folklore. The

games, and to ^vork directlv*\v'rt,"'k*Mj"'**^
children’s, rather than adult

derive material from sccondarv^
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in tile English speaking worW ™
The Language and Lore of C/./ i » .
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- -> seqSd to tire wm^/f I ‘a
' ™i«ng viewed

1890s. In the United States ofh^
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Ahrahams, Alan Diindes and^K^'^^r
Halpert, Carl Withers. Roger

unaes and Kenneth Goldstein; however, the major
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Strategy in Counting Out:

An Ethnographic Folklore Field Study

KENNETH S. GOLDSTEIN

Though considerable attention has been paid

travellers, historians, antiquarians, and numerous

centuries, much oi scholarsb|

tion and analysis,= but the
J°"ollection! witli occasional

and descriptions in regional and n.
r.,V,pr neonles “

comparative references to analagous items among other peoples.

SOURCE. Previously unpublished.

1 See, for example, Joseph Strutt, The sLud^
gland, London, 1801, and numerous la er

• L,ondon, 1810, itself based on

Obscrcations on Popular Aniiquittes, New ,
» revised and edited

Ilemy Bournes Anti,uitutes Vulgures, “tie,
by iTemy Ellis, L-ndou. 1813, - title Tal uu^d FoWore.

tion m dictionary’ form b) >» • caare

London, 1905, two volumes.
^ r-nnips and Sonas of Atncrican

= A prime example is William
No" veil’s speculations and

CilfWrcn, New York, 1883, new edition
»*sur%’ivals” of earlier times and

theories, especially those concerning games
many years before lieing chal-

places, were popular with other collector-scholars for many >ea

Icnged and discarded.
\Uirscrti nhijmes of England. London.

iiFor example, James O’ ' Sur M,jv,cs of Scolhnd. Ediu-

1841, with later editions; Robert Oli.
• purpose is the third edition of

burgh, 1925, though the important edition for our purpose 167
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monstrous fallacy. Thus I was off on a quest which has lead me to far

places and into devious patlis. . .

Howards first publication was a lighthearted article in The New
YorJcer Magazine, “Songs of Innocence" (Nov. 13, 1937 pp. 32-36) Much
of hei luter work stems from her Fulbright sponsored mission at the age
of 70 to collect the games of Australian children.
While How.ard's work was done first in the United States, then in

ustra ia, Sutton-Smith reversed the process beginning with New
ea an and then studied the games of American children. As refer-

ences t loughout this book indicate his work is not easily catalogued,
some of It being consistent with the folklorist tradition, other articles
re cc ing is activities as a social scientist, focusing on the use of recent

rhnnon!* •

^ as a way of interpreting historical

nliv nc ,
^nture, and on chronological age changes in children’s

pl.^' as a way of interpreting child development

a sornewhnf^
promising developments in recent folklore has been

U G mn, f^ TT"' of tho game phy-

al™ „
and games as played do not

original article on
° ° reality as is indicated by Goldstein’snrigmal art.cle on game strategies, which follows.

games "of diil^en° n'"*!

of Howard’s work concerning marble

adolescent Ussinrr ’rn^

rm example of Sutton-Smith’s documentation of

Jeals with Children’s''mme^" woT"!’
“otivity concerning games

tliis topic. For t mnr°
’ mclude a list of selected references on

the reader is directed folklore of games,

Folklore, and the numt
P^^*>shed indices of the American Journal of

United States for cx-imn}
® /^S'onal folklore journals published in the

Folklore, Southern FolSn
^^^osier Folklore, Midwest Folklore, Western

publislicd in a number o/niK
•'addition, folklore journals are

lore (Britain), India Folklore^^
w^tions, for instance, Volkskunde, Folk-

’"Howard, Dorothy. Personal •" Sutton-SmiOi. B The Games of
September 1. 1963.

1 rt-*:-!. 1939. • Zealand Children. University of California
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of determining the rules which govern any specific folklore event.®

Since much of the recent research and scholarship on games involves

correlations of game types to other aspects of culture (e.g., social systems,

religion, child training, etc.),® the classification of games can be crucial

to the findings. And the accurate classification of games by types

calls for better understanding of play events and the rules which govern

those events. Folklorists whose field research is directed at developing

ethnographies of games may find the work rewarding not only to their

own better understanding of the mechanics by which folklore is ex-

pressed, performed, transmitted, circulated, and used, but to the devel-

opment of closer interdisciplinary ties between folklore and the be-

havioral sciences.

The prospect of doing such ethnographic studies of games is especially

intriguing because of all the genres of folklore the games genre is one of

the few for which rules of performance are consciously recognized by the

participants and are sometimes overtly expressed. The opportunity thus

presents itself to study the manner in which the stated rules relate to the

actual rules which operate in playing the games. Any attempt at doing

an ethnography of a game could serve not only as a model for the

collecting of data concerning game events, but also as a base for evaluat-

ing the reliability of earlier descriptions of games and thus of effecting

criticism of research in any way involving game classification based on

such descriptions.

This paper is an attempt at an ethnographic study of the game activity

known as "counting-out" The game was selected because all previous

studies of this game type had consisted of descriptions of the manner in

which certain rhymes were used, of their poetics, music, rhyme, and

rhythm patterns, or attempts at devising a classification system for its

many texts.^” Nowhere, however, was there any description of the

nilcs actually at work in "counting-out.”

My field work was carried out in a six block area in the East Mount
Airy section of northwest Philadelphia between Januarj' 1966 and June

’’Alan Dundes and E. Ojo Are\va, “Proverbs and the Ethnography of Speahing

folklore,” American Anthropologist G6 (196-1), No. 6, part 2, 70-85.

** See note 0.

^'‘For some of the more important works on “counting-out sec Henrj’ C. Bolton,

^hc Counting-Out lihijmcs of Children, London, 1888; Emil Bodmer, Empros odcr

Anz.ih?rcimc dcr franzosischen Schu.ciz, Halle, 1923; Jean B.uioomont, Frank

Giiihat, Xante Lucile, Roger Pinon and Philippe Soup.anB, Lcs Compiincs dc hriguo

franfahe, Paris, 1901, containing an rvlensive International l>ihUography on “count-

•ng-otit.” I am grateful to Roger Pinon for making the killer two works nvail.ihle to
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It is no ^vonde^, then, that so little attention of any serious nature was

paid to this folklore genre until after World War II. When this new
interest finally manifested itself, it was more through the work of social

and behavioral scientists than of folklorists that this previously “minor”
genre was raised to the status of an area of prime interest and importance.
The «'ork of Huizinga and Caillois in defining the nature of play,^ the

social-psychological insights into children's play activities of Piaget and
Erikson,^ and, more recently, the work of Roberts, Arth, Bush, and Sut-
ton-Srnith in relating games to other aspects of culture® have written
new chapters m game scholarship. Among folklorists the recent work of
0 ert eorges with his interest in the relevance of behavioral models

tor the analyses of traditional play activities, of Alan Dundes and his
interest m the structural analysis of games, and of Roger D. Abrahams
and his application of rhetorical models to the performance of folklore,
show promise of removing game scholarship from the arid and sterile

geogmphlJS'r «>^P"*-^«vist annotation along historical and

tion to
means to make a still larger contribu*

concent whirh h
°

application in their field work of the

y folklore texts m their contexts” for the purpose

England, Scoflanrand^/SS’ Gomme. The Tradittortcl Games of

Evigene Itolland, fl/mca ef ,v„r J r /’ works of the same order «ere

KtmlerUcd viid Kinderspid

traivslalion, London, 1949 V™* v Element in C«i(Kre, English

Glencoe. Ill, iggi/
' ^ ^^50, Roger Caillois. Afan, Play, and Games.

Dreamt and Inutatian in ^^dld. New York, 1963, and Flay,

Society. 2nd resiscd and cnkVd^'j- ^rik H. Erikson, Childhood and

'John M. Robert,. fdmcncon Anthropolodst G1 Mq^qs R- Bush, "Games in Culture.

Study of ClUldrcn's Games" Ameri* Sutton-Smith, "Cross Cultural

129. John M Roberts and ‘Brian
Society Yearbook, 1961, 426-

nionl, Etlinohgij I {iggni 16G-1R"'^"*
Child Training and Game Involve-

Chance.” Belmrio, Sdena Kole, -iT.nel!: Cnllnral Correlate, of Games of

'Hobert A. George, "The Rcl
’•

AeUrilic." Soulhem FoWorc 0.^h!T f"' Analyses ol Traditional Play

Morphology, A Study of the Stacte
" '-23, Alan Dundes. "On Cam.

Quartclj X.\ 276-288- HoM°n fo'Unre." Fork Fclkhre
fnlllore is a continuing proiect 'and r»-

'

,

rahams’ work on rhetorical models in

time ol this ss-rifing,
' nppheation to games is in preparation at the
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older members of the group who report learning it from siblings and from
contacts with members of the second age group (sb: through eight years)

on the street and in school play. The rhymes are learned first (as early as

two years of age) and the activity later (at four or five). It is less fre-

quently used by both sexes in the final age ^oup (eleven through four-

teen), witli other selection methods employed in its place (e.g., coin

tossing, bat holding, drawing lots, and spinning bottles). Girls employ

“counting out” more frequently for choosing sides than for determining

who shall be “it,” with boys reversing this pattern. Though size of the

play group employing “counting out” may theoretically vary' from two to

quite large numbers, in actual play conditions it was never used \vhen

the group numbered more than ten. At such times (and such cases were
only among boys), selection was made by “odds or even” coin tossing or

finger matching, though there were no “rules” against the use of “count-

ing-out” in such instances.

STEPS INVOLVED IN “COUNTING-OUT’

1. One member of a group suggests playing a specific “it” game or one

for which sides must be chosen.

2. A number of others verbally agree (sometimes a majority of the

group, at other times onlv one or two with the others silently acquiesc-

ing).

3- The method of selection is determined by the first suggestion made.

4. If “counting-out” is suggested the counter is appointed by one of tlje

following methods;

a. The person who suggests the game announces himself as counter.

b. A recognized leader of the group assumes the role without asking

or being asked.

c. A suggestion is made by one member of the group that some other

member should do the counting, with the others agreeing verbally

or silently.

5. The other members of the group gather in a circle around the counter

or are lined up by him in a specific order.

6- The counter begins, sometimes with himself and at other times ^Wth

the nearest person on his left. The direction of counting is cloclavise.

Counting continues until the counter indicates who is it, or until

sides have been chosen.

The steps outlined above follow in the order given. After the counter

btis been selected (step 4), the alternative forms of succeeding steps

are left completely to his choice.
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1967. The area, a racially integrated middle class neighborhood, con-

tains young whitecollar workers, professionals, and businessmen, mainly
homcouTicrs with larger than average size families. Their children use
the mostly tree-shaded, exclusively residential streets as their play-

grounds.

-My informants consisted of 67 children between the ages of four and
fourteen, who comprise eight separate, inrfependent, and essentially non-
o\er apping play groups. As might be expected these groups were peer-
orientec according to age. The eight groups consisted of four pairs of age
groups, the first containing larger pre-school and kindergarten children
u lose ages ranged from four to seven, the second pair of school children
rom SIX t irough eight, the third of children from eight through twelve,

eleven through fourteen. The first two pairs, con-
<tung^ 1 C youngest cliildren, had both boys and girls, though one

category was predominantly male and the other

clusivpiv nT-J

^ members of each of the oldest groups were ex-

to be fo'iinfl'ii^ J*/

groups were selected from among the many

after m iniUnl
"riighborhood because of their age and sex composition

to their ow-n
these were the major factors contributing

sisted of observif°
^r^T^toyed in obtaining data for this paper con-

foilteTfir^TT -duced natural- con-

Ihe latter indiidinfr l'
and then by directed interviewing,

'vas t nrSn questioning.^^ Interview data

f rei„,ervLi„g of .he same

iofonnalion obtained 'from X7g™pl
oenehal data

‘'Counting-Out” is iisprl fr,,. i .

game activitiw: for gamw fo
personnel for two other kinds of

for games for which sides mmt hr**!
chosen, and

to \oungcT childrrii in m r .
oliosen. Counting-out” is introduced

g cluldrcu m the first age group (four through seven years) by

stein, A CtiUh for Fiehl context technique, see Kenneth S. GoW-
''ri.c lixlurt-d Natural Cnni,.... *_ Hallwro. Penna.. 19&1. 87-90, a

ftn t/ie

'»<lu«-d Natural OmU-xt-Tn Penna., 19&1, 87-90, a

tVffo/ and Vhiial Artt- Pror
Folklore Field Technique,”

thr American r.Otnolooical Saelei,, e /9C6 Annual Sprine Meeting
-Tl.. 1-0-

A T.-cl,„l,|„o „f rlS r'^ J- Ilerslovto, 'Tt.e Un
;vibfy C , 1030), 32-10.

K'warcli," Soifllmalem Jotmwl of Anil.
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older members of the group who report learning it from siblings and from

contacts with members of die second age group (six through eight years)

on the street and in school play. The rhymes are learned first (as early as

two years of age) and the activity later (at four or five). It is less fre-

quently used by both sexes in the final age group (eleven through four-

teen), with other selection methods employed in its place (e.g., com

tossing, bat holding, drawing lots, and spinning bottles). Girls employ

“countog out” more frequently for choosing sides than for determining

who shall be "it,” with boys reversing this pattern. Though size of t e

plav group employing “counting out” may theoretically vary from two to

Ue large numbers, in actual play conditions it was never used when

the group numbered more than ten. At such times (and ^such cases were

only among boys), selection was made by “odds or even com tossing r

finger matching, though there were no “rules’ against the use of count-

ing-out” in such instances.

STEPS INVOLVED IN “COUNTING-OUT”

1. One member of a group suggests playing a specific “it” game or one

for which sides must be chosen.
of the

2. A number of others verbally agree (sometimes
« ^

poup, at other times only one or two with the others silently acquiesc

3. T^ method of selection is determined by the A-t ;uggestion mad.

4. If “counting-out” is suggested the counter is appointed by one of the

following methods;

, , ^ rtime announces himself as counter,A
or being asked.

of the croup that some other

" iXrll” fd dfthe crnung, with the others agreeing verbally

or silently.

, 1 «otlipr in a circle around the counter
5. The other members of the group g*

^
or are lined up by him in a speci

f other times with
6. The counter begins. 7’ direction of counting is cloclnvisc.

the nearest person on Ins leit.
indicates who is “it,” or until

7. Counting cLinues until the counter indicate

sides have been chosen.
^ order given. After the counter

The steps outlined above follow
forms of succeeding steps

has been selected (step 4), the a

are left completely to his choice.

a.

b.
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reasons for using “COUNTING-OUT” AS THE
METHOD OF SELECTION

When queried as to why “counting-out" rather than some other
method was employed in the task of choosing "it” or in determining the
composition of sides, the answers given were as follows:

equal chance 90% (Typical answers: “Everybody has

the same chance.” “It’s more demo-

removal of friction

supernatural decision

the same chance.” “It’s more i

cratic.”)

18% Typical answers: “We don’t fight

about it.” “Less trouble.”)

8% (Typical answers: “Fate decides.”

vn.v X , ,
choosing.”)

p rcen ages add to more than 100 because some children gave
more than one answer.)

maioritv
appear to clearly indicate that the great

of chawe. It slimlld^”"
queried considered "counting-out” to be a game

ars who liave tried
this is also the opinion of tliose schol-

Rrian Siitton-Smiih
™ games; Roger Caillois and

cliaiico.'e It is howev"'°"^
o*ers, refer to “counting-out” as a game of

suited in my and™ -y
"counting-out” is far^frnm t,°-

” "umber of the children involved

of stratew in which the
ohance. It is, rather, a game

manipulated to limit nr r
' movements of the players ate

remove chance as a factor in selection.

the strategy of COUNTING-OUT
Wliat wo find hero is thu eh-i i

do or believe what thev son il,'
parents—do not in fact

than for any other folklore p
As stated earlier, more

overt and sometime essenHal part of games at

';erbalirodhyi„C™“ '"™1- But the ^les which am
>cir papers and books fnr «. i

presented by collectors in

os—tlicy arc tlie rules bv
^

study are an idealized set of

by which they do XihJTuf than tlic

of tins pap^., ^ |hc field results presented in the remainder

,,

' gumes we may have to know (ICO sets of

to
'"'’

”/ ™ "1. Berkeley and Los Angcks, 1959, 89-
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rules: the ideal ones ami those by which the ideal rules are applied,

misapplied, or subverted.
, . , . „ _

Only a few of tlie children were at first willing to admit that counting-

out” rhymes, player movements, or both were manipulated by certain of

their peers. By using the hypothetical situation interview technique, I

was able to discover how, by whom, and when manipulative strategies

were applied, and through later observations and reinterviews I con-

firmed earlier collected data as well as adding several strategy devices

to my list. The following is a descripHon of the strategies employed by

the children in the groups I studied:

Extension of Rliyme

If the counter finds that the rhyme ends on a child whom he does no(

wish to be "it,” he may add one or more phrases or lines to the rh^e

until it ends on the one whom he wishes to be it. In the examp e g

below, when the "Eenie, meenie, meinie, mo rhyme was used in a gro p

of six children, the final word ended on player 4,

someone else to be "it” and extended the rhyme so it ended on player^

He could similarly extend it still further to have it end on 6, or carry

it out to end on any one in the group including imse

Position of Players

Eenie meenie meinie mo.

by the

Eenie

toe;

meenie

If he

meinie

hollers

^ #

says that you are

I say that you

(John J., age 10)

5

Catch

let him

(My

HI) #
are

6

a feller

go.

mother

(But

|ou^) #

Controlling selection of "it”
cent of’both “oys

mon “couRting-out” strategy, with better tnan niuy y

and girls in the two oldest age groups employing it.

Specific Rhyme Repertory
,,

.r , 1 1 liimself when he wishes to be it,

In order to insure the se ec
rhymes, the specific rhyme

the counter may employ
,„ye„ involved. Each of the

to be used depending upon the
^^^nter knows which

rhymes has a different number of
^ight

O the rhymes to apply m
on WmLif. In the example given

players so that the
„oertor%' of four rhymes, including

below, the informant had a fixed rep
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ones of seven stresses, eight stresses, nine stresses, and sixteen stresses.

If there are three players in the group she may employ either the seven or

sixteen stress rhyme; for four players she would use the nine stress

rhyme; for five players the sixteen stress rhyme; for six players the seven
stress rhyme; for seven players the eight stress rhyme; and for eight
players the nine stress rhyme. Conversely, if the counter wanted to be
sure she was not "it,” she would select a rhyme—again according to

the number of players—in which the final stress would fall on someone
other than herself

Seven stresses: Andy / Mandy / Sugar / Candy //
Out / Goes / fHel #

Counter is "it" when there are 3 or 6 players; not “it” when
there are 4, 5, 7, or 8 players.

Eight stresses: Inlca / Bink / A Bottle / Of Ink //
I / Say / You / Istink.l #

Counter is "it" when there are 7 players; not “it” when there
arc 3, 4, 5, 6, or 8 players.

Nine stresses; Apples / Oranges //
Cherries / Pe.ars / And A Plum //
1/ Think /YouVe/ [DS^ #

llrcro are'l fe"or 7 pt^r
" " ®

Sixteen stresses: Eena / Meena / Mina / Mo //

If He / Hollers / Let Him / Go //
/Meena/ Mina / [^ #

£ e"'r^
“

'fe are phayers; not "it” when

(Sarah M., age 11
)

' ’ ” * P'"’'™'

was employed
of tlie girls emplo’ycd a difFerent^et^f

twelve age group. Each
the others employed a similar stral

*^hymes, and each was aware that

Skipping Regular Counts

To insure against Ids bcinr "iL”the second and successive
° ootmter will skip over himself on

uidcli live pl.wers S*'’™ below, in
mvolsed, the counter simply paSed by himscll
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ach o£ the last three times. Normally the rhyme would have eirded on

hfcounter. but by omitting himself he arranged for it to fall on someone

:lse.

Back / Side / Front / Side /

/

12 3 4

Looking / For A / Little / Bide; //

5 2 3 4

In / And Out / And Up / And Down / /

5 2 3 4

Brown. #
4

Goes In / Bed / And Comes Out /

5 2 3

b.l.w 4. >«. «*.» ft. .< ft.

players on whom each of the words fa!l.

The children employing this strategy l.ave "0 idea Pf
“jji

ular rhyme will end on them and. when they ^^e v

use this strategy with any “counting-out ^

strateeically manip-

-n ssri-dt ...a ft»

considered “clever.” this one was frorvned upon as being

and "against the rulesl”

Stopping or Continuing

The first person “counted-out” may
";J“Xbu:t2^"ye?harbe:n

may continue by repeating the rh^
counted-out” and that player is it

potato” rhyme, the potatoes are the
“more” is

counting. The fist which the
„mil both fists of one player

withdrawn. The counter repeats the )™
designated “it” or. if the

have been withdraivn and that
cominue repeating the

counter wishes someone else to ^
“counted-out”

rhyme until there is one player «
“‘fit:Vayers. the first

and that player is “it. If. for examp
. counter continued the

to be counted out would be numbe ’
-g^son counted. The in-

rhyme he himself would be the las re g^P
of (f,e case

formants who used this strategy t'vi
which players the first or

cited in 5. below) did so without
,lie chance factor from

last "out” would fall. They were ^ choice of stopping or

first to last but not to any specific player.
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continuing was employed by twenty children, evenly distributed be-

tween sexes in the six through eight and eight through twelve age groups.

Changing Positions

The counter, using the "One Potato, Two Potato” rhj'me mentioned
above, had memorized the "first out” position for any number of players

through ten. After each player was counted out, he would start

he rhyme again from his own position after first moving to a new posi-
tion either himself or the next player he wanted to count out, according
0 e memorized list of first out” positions for the specific number of
ayers remaining. In the example given below, involving ten players,

^ counted-out first. He therefore

vv?«:Vi«ri f

^ ^ second position. The next player whom he

shiftpH h-
originally in the fourth position; he therefore

antcuMb™ sir„:!;r

Code

Counter

O ^'^Ver

1 ^ Fim -out”

bO(
o O d
o o6
p Q 'O

o

o

o
O'

Fig. 1.

In addition to employing thk «troi^ r l
also employed a variation of it t

choosing sides, the informant

strateg)’ for selecting "it”
with the “stopping or continuing

"last remaining” position fcJ
both the “first out” and the

S position for any number of players through ten. he
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could always place himself relative to any other player so as to be able

to completely control the selection according to his whim.
In the table given below, for use with the “One Potato, Two Potato”

rhyme, the positions of the players are those in relation to the counter
who is in position number 1. The first column indicates the number of

players. The second column refers to the position of the first player to

be counted “out” and the third column refers to the position of the “last

remaining” position for any number of players through ten.

Number of

Players

Position of Player

First Out Last Remaining

10 2 1

9 8 3

8 8 4

7 7 4
6 6 3

5 3 1

4 3 2

3 1 3

2 1 2

(Samuel G., age 9)

The “changing position” strate^ was used by one e.\tremeJy precocious

nine year old boy who was considered somewhat of a mathematical

genius at school. One member of his play group, who was aware that

some kind of manipulation was going on without knowing exactly what
it was, would frequently thwart the change of position of the counter

by changing his own position in the remaining group. Eventually, tlie

precocious boy svho had worked out tlic strateg)' began to count out t] 2e

other youngster first so he would be free to make his furtlier manipula*

tions without interference.

Respite by Calling Out

IVhen a child wished to remove liimsclf from the possibilit}' of be-

coming “it” or to thwart any of the strategies indicated above, he could

do so by calling out “safe” (in one group), “free” (in another group),

or “in-or-out” (in a third group). This could be done only after counting

began, and only one child in any instance of “counting-out” would be

permitted to do so. What is surprising is (bat despite the fact that all

^igbt groups liad respite or (nice terms for other game activities only

three had specific terms for removing oneself frojn a “counting-out”

situation.
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From the data given in this paper it is readily apparent that at least

for some children "counting-out” is a game of strategy rather than of

chance. If games serve as mechanisms through which children are pre-

pared for adult roles in life, as some social psychologists maintain, then

identifying a game as one of chance when it, in fact, is one of strategy

ma\’ complicate any attempt at relating the end result of a socialization

process with prior childhood activities. Similarly, if one sees in the play

activities of children a mirror of the real adult world and its values, con-

cepts, tendencies, and ways of thought, then incorrect classification of

a society s games may result in a wholly reversed or otherwise inap-

propriate or false picture of that world.
If we arc to fully utilize the great store of information imparted to us

c' M studies of Roberts, Arth, Bush, and Sutton-
miti in which game types have been correlated with other facets of

cu lire and rom which various generalizations have been made as to the

mvolyements of individuals and groups in games, the cultural and social
unc ions o games, and the cultural evolution of games, then a clear
aid precise classiHcation and identification of games must be made be-
fore such correlations may be entirely trusted.

view^tv a small one and may be

tint cnm?.
for making any generalization other than

game of Ir
^o^hwest Philadelphia play “counting-out" as a

from an intf'n??'*
reclassification of one game results

then it should*'^
study of the manner in which it is played.

r'o;;:gt

Sve notf 0.

in Toronto. P'lpcr at the American Folklore Society Meeting

knnv of ^iini].ir and 'jn «
* membeis of the audience informed me

in oUkt |i.irt5 of the ’united*Stn»r”^
strategies employed in “coimting-out

none of i!,ev h.xs U-en rr-rv, i i •
Enrope, and Africa. To my knowledge

' ‘’•I’nriea in print.
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Marble Games of Australian Children

DOROTHY HOWARD

Although Amorican imports bXLcThenl
War II, including ideas as well as manutacturea go

SOURCE. Folklore, 71, September 1960, pp. 165-179.

Un 1054^ the Skesrg^nd'ltdjlng

Visiting playgrounds and classroom g loitering on streets and public beaches

^^siting public playgrounds; visiting
compositions of school children and let-

where children were playing; from >
,i^cirrs and mistresses, fathers, molh-

ters from older people; by talking with school ^f ’anthropologists,

err, cducatiomlts, physical f““'“"tf;„d"r„esThy‘^s.ud,^^^
psychologists, people on buses. ^ through publicity in nen-spapers and maga-

5c.irching lilirariesj visiting ‘“y
in C-anberra and in Perth,

zincs throiighont Australia and mdio
^ collections ot Australian childrens Ira-

Search of Australian libraries re\e • „ ..t manuscript collection of New
dilional games; no copy of the Bnan u

jgjj E,hnograph mono-

Zealand children's games—see ™
j;. j., ihc library ot llm University of

graphs on nlmriginc games /YW
, ,, Adelaide. Also the South Aiislratian

Qiiecnsbrnd and in the South Australia O*
loscpli Verco, dl•scrilx^d Ills

Library, F.a,Uj Meiiioricr
Library- in Sj-dney. a file of old ncus-

childhood games fmm ISOO-iO. In tlic
. children's games Inforc the turn ot

pa|Xrs purportedly carried some infonn.
j forbade use of the inalerial during

the o niiiry'lmt lil.rary nih-s, red taps- and protocol liirua

the author’s brief stay there.
i „ i-.K- tint tlieir children had no tradi-

Australian adults said rspsatedlv
(.ciial li.ateri.sl in sleiiran-

iional games, set a len iunntfi
„ ,li,e in tlie process of adaplallnn

straie tliat traditional gan»-s and customs ssera a

and esiilence of more inalerial ready In lie collectcsl.
179
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and shodd)’ qualit)’, may have influenced the so-called Australian-waj'*
of-life, as some Australians believe, no evidence was found in 1954-5 of

the importation of marble tournaments now rampant in the United States.

In the U.S.A. national marble tournaments sponsored by schools, city

recreation departments and other adult-supervised organizations have
established a standardized marble game with printed rule-book in use
from the Atlantic to the Pacific (I do not yet know about Alaska and
mvaii), with standardized marble gauge, national marble champion-

ship cups; and a standardized motto: “All championship marble shooters

A} i?"
«« official referee 2

Although Australian educationalists (like Americans) have been tam-
permg wit c iidrens traditional play customs for some time thinking

folkways, they had, apparently in 1954-5, overlooked marble

tf-rm/o
^ ^ found considerable variety in game names,

Thi^ bin
(characteristics of folk customs everywhere),

that a
^**0 part of scheming adults did not mean

tralian chihl^r®
environment had had no effect on Aus-

Vcrco- “In thn*
1® g^'mes. According to the memoirs of Sir Joseph

smaUbovs .
° \ belonged to the

in diggi4 their ‘Lck’ hof"*
*bey had no compunctto

the oifeei nor the Lu
“ ''-herever they wanted to play and neither

nor witli their nie ”^r
interfered with their mining operations

ctiildrcn pw/lT bventyfive years ago, I was told,

paths; and could
e.irthy pl.aygrounds and sandy foot-

nincl^cn fiftS itV ' “y'^ere they chose. In the

areas uith morp h-,r ?

concentrated more and more in city
' “surf.iccd playgrounds and footpaths, the old hole

the inlcraction.lfa “"yy “honp-ual Australian children's pl.iy nor to assess

drcn and Hic abongines. A vi^u
place behveen the English-speaWng chib

alos (The LaPerousc SchooH aTk*
^ government school in New South

• Ir C. P. Mountford, South Am*
children were aborigine or part aborigine-

uing u-iih tribes in Uie Nortb^ t who had spent many >ear$

*ttlc, if an\, phy cxchance behuM
f’^ld the opinion that there had been

rtchange uoiild h3%-c l^cn ih« ;!!"•.? of children; that any possible

rigincs, most of uhom hsT in th<*
of "hite children’s play upon the abo*

the (^mmon^^eaUh Cosemment Nn^ influences, charges of

found among almngine children. marble games or similar games "as
• Peter and Iona Opic ( The Ivi j

1959. p. 219) reporting on Cood^ptT of Schoolchildren, Ox. Un. Press.

n<irth of Three Badges, a marble eb ^ “I'^hrations say: “At Tinsley Green, fust

assuming an intcmalional charaet^s^*!- "ith American participation.
continues jear after jear

’’
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marble games seemed to be diminishing in favor of surface games played

on diagrams of various shapes. With urban areas becoming more con-

gested, leaving less play-space for children, adult supervision of school

playgrounds had increased. The amount of adult supervision varied from

state to state and community to community. On some, though not all,

city school playgrounds, all play was supervised in groups segregated by
age, sex and social class (a social class system existed as the result of

“state” and “non-state” school systems); and the play programmes were
set down in state syllabi. I saw no marble games in progress and found

no evidence of them on the supervised city playgrounds. I also found

no marble games, as such, included in sports syllabi; in some cases, how-
ever, syllabi were not made available to me. During World War II, I was
told, marbles (which have always been imported) were unavailable in

Australian shops; therefore one whole generation of children went with-

out marbles except for those inherited from parents and uncles and

aunties. In consequence, the game languished for a time. Surviving a

fast-changing environment by the process of adaptation, Australian

marble games in 1954-5 had thus far eluded scheming adults. What the

situation now is in 1961 I do not know.

This report on Australian marble games is selected data from a larger

collection of sometimes fragmentary facts which may one day be useful

to scholars with more time, opportunity and skill to collect information

and delve into the whys and wherefores thereof. The selected facts in-

clude; names of games, kinds of games, ways of playing, kinds of marbles

used, game terms, and beliefs of Australian adults about marble games.

Very little analysis has been attempted and no moral judgments pro-

nounced. A tourist-collector, such as I, may profitably report a few care-

ful observations. That is all. Wise conclusions demand many years of field

work and study.

Chasing games were the simplest of Australian childrens marble

games. The first one I saw in progress was played by two boys about

nine and eleven years old on the carpeted floor of three adjoining lounges

in a Canberra hotel. One boy tossed bis marble on to tlic floor at some
distance. The second boy tossed his after, trying to l)it the first. If he hit,

he picked up tlic first players marble, put it in his pocket and the first

player then tossed out a second marble; if not, the first player took a turn

tossing his marble at the second one. The game continued in silence, the

niles apparently understood and accepted by the two. I tried unsuccess-

fully to engage tlic players in conversation but llicy picked up their

marbles and disappeared from siglit, perhaps seeking anotlicr playing

field secure from a meddling forcig^i-sotinding adult.
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Subsequently, I found that the most common name throughout Am
tralia for this marble-chasing game was “Follow-Me-Tavv” (pronounced
“Tor”)/'*

Eventually I decided that the marble games could be categorized as

lole games and surface games (chasing games being the simplest of

t le latter type
) ;

with a third category lazily designated as misceUaneous
to abcl games employing special devices such as: a board with carved
arches (similar to “Nine Holes” as described by Gomme, Strutt and Sut-

ton-Smith*)i a cardboard pyramid (“Prince Henry’’); “Wall”; and non-

S‘™os in which marbles functioned only as eambling currency
( Toodlcmbuck” or “Stick on Scone”).
Other surface games, more complicated than the simple chase games,

vere played on diagrams on the ground or hard-surfaced play yard.

^ Slone, or by hand, foot or penknife. The

''arious sizes), half circles, ovals, squares, tri-

Veio T; ‘r'l'
S»mes were observed or reported.* Sir Joseph

\ erco described In the Ring” as he played the game in 1860-70i

and undi'slurh'''n**'
original red loamy soil of our untilled

out With a ncnl pl’-'yground a circle was marked

P'-f or rstone. The size of the circle

less skilful wniilfl 1
“S® of the players. The smaller and

and more cinihl
® *''’’00 feet in diameter, the older

Centro a shorfstr.-UehU'
“"o “f a couple of yards across. In the

players would an-anl"’*^ oPP"*'"®

''hether commonir.
™ number of marbles of equal value,

"first fire” or more eomm''^^l °r
They would then toss up for

only (as money, even pence, was then rather

Nldho.imel'^i’k '•’""’i "FoW—Brisbane; ’’Blaek Track’’-;

—I’erlh (Girlule Coicmmenr e 1
.' .1 School); "Tractor Kelly

Scliool), -Kiss and Span”-_Pe th'?r’
"'''a'*’' Taw”_Perth (Collier GovernnienlSchool), -Kiss and Span”-_p
’’’'a'*’' Taw”_Perth (Collier Governnienl

Tasmania, a small country 00^™
'Geraldton Government School). In Scottsdale,

game ns slie playral it in 1900 and"'V^’i.*
tihugg told of her "Follow-Me-Tasv

"av to school and on her wav li.-.
"'ou one hundred marbles on her

< A n. Comme, T/,c rStZTA"
I, London, 1891. pp ~

nmes of England, Scotland and Ireland, Vol.

England. ISOl (new edition I 'r 7^ ’ “nd Pastimes of the People of

lon-Smilli, -The Comer of Sew z^' P' and p. 3W. B. Sut-

and Los An.gcle,. Un. of Cal p,™ mi EolUore Studies, 12, Berkeley

* Circle gamer: The Bing- "Si
-I-illle Circle- riere mrrenl nam« .L ? '“"S" "I-B'fe >«ng.’’ "Big Circle," a"d

and -Ere Drop" rretc reported from
Aiutraha; "Poison Bing," "1“'"'’^

up in a circle) from St Helens. Tasmania
'P>Tamids” (with marbles diibl>w
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scarce), one boy would put his hands behind his back, and then bring

his closed fists to the front, in one of which was a marble. His opponent

would guess which fist enclosed the marble. If on opening both hands it

was found that he had fortunately guessed correctly he had the advan-

tage of first “shot,” if wrongly, the other lad led the attack. Down on his

knees, he would take his “taw” between the knuckle of his thumb and his

forefinger, and from the line of circumference of the ring fire his taw at

the marbles in its centre, with the object of knocking some of them out of

the ring. All he knocked out belonged to him. If one of them stopped

absolutely on the line of the ring it was put back to the centre. If his ta\v

came out of the ring whether he had knocked out any of the marbles or

not he ceased firing and his playfellow bad his opportunity. If he had
knocked one or more marbles out of the ring, and his taw remained in

the ring, he had the privilege of firing his taw at any marble still any-

where in the ring and if he knocked it out of the ring it became his; and
if his taw was still in the ring he could repeat the process time after time.

A skilful player might thus knock out one marble after another until

every one originally on the central line had been accounted for and he

had “skun the ring.” If however the first player had hit the marbles on the

line in the centre of the ring and scattered them about but had knocked

none of them out of the ring, or had in any other way “finished his shot”

the marbles were not put back on the central line for the next player, but

were left where they had been scattered, wherever they might be. Some
would be close to it and fired at with a side stroke at close quarters might

easily be knocked out of the ring and be secured as his. He would also

try, while he knocked out this marble to so strike it as to keep his taw in

the ring, and if skilful enough would at the same time strike the marble
in such a way as to rebound so as to “fetch up” near another marble in

the ring and so secure as many of them as possible. In this way a great

amount of skill could be acquired and displayed in tlie game, which in

some respects resembled the more patrician game of billiards.

Some boys instead of keeping their knuckles on the line when firing

tlieir taw would jerk their hand forward into the ring so ns to get nearer

their mark before releasing their taw for die impact This was denom-
inated “funnicking” and directly it was noticed it raised the cry of “fen

funnicks” or “none of your funnicking,” and the practice Iiad to cease as

unfair.

Tliree current circle games—^Poison Ring,” ‘’Jumbo” and “Eye Drop"
were described in UTiting by a school mistress in Queensland. Of ”Poi-

^n Ring" she UTOte;

To make a ring, place the heel firmly on the ground and twist the foot
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around in a circle. The marbles dubbed up are placed in the imprint ol

e ee . The ring is called “Poison.” Then players pink to see who has

•

SO- Any player who pinks into the ring is out. If a player’s taw stays
m le ring 'v len he hits a marble out, he must put his winnings back in
the ring and he is out of the game. If a player hits a marble out of the

“P/V
( taw) does not stay in the ring, his taw then becomes

„ ^ poison taw hits another taw, that man is out. To “dub

srasona™ amc^
marbles in the ring before pinking. This is a boys’

oldX'!“tHetns®T”a™2r'"'^
described by a twelve-year-

circle^a'round'th
^ Pyramid with his own marbles and draws a little

owrl^a “ hi P’“y<^b by paying the pyramid-

successful anv in*
pyramid one shot. If his aim is

bu b belongs to him. Then

profit out of those \
P'nyer. The owner makes his

ever)' shot. The frimp
"^**^®“* hitting. A marble must be paid for

ring. No taw can ho
marbles are knocked out of the

another marble.
^ owner of the taw must hand over

played on an ovafdTaminl"^ 'T® f^^ghtful metaphors.' “Football"

Scottsdale, Tasmania-
^ ‘ described by an eleven-year-old girl in

Each player places one m
drawn down the middle long ways-

oach player stands back crossing the football. Then
to come as near the football

^ * ®®ting line and throws a marble trying

a player goes into the rinv th

* P^^sible to see who will have first go. If

first go shoots to knock tit m The one who has

kc‘cp the marbles l,e shoots frn I?game is over when there aro
^ shoots until he misses. The

this.
‘ "’ore marbles in the ring. Boys and girls

“Half-arclc games: “Half \i

r rv ‘iiagrarm; “Foortf
—Brisbane; and “Mooney Ted

(DoiiWcucv Corcmmcnt School). "E.t Tasmania: •'Fats"—P«*
In Bmb.mc)_re„l,

(Collier Co.cn.^ ? o’’.
<''""'ar to the circle, “Eye Drop"

u"' “"‘1 Triangle diagrams: "Kllly"-nM School), senate diagrams: -Square S’™™' kiIly"_Pcrth (Geraldton Govem-
t lagram; Liney"—Perth (Gcraldln ’n

^'rih (Collier Government School).
" ^'emment School).
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A uvelve-year-old boy in Perth ^v«.te a description of his game of

1q Ymi filii it on sand or cla^ ,
or

This game is played by rivo P“P ' ^ \ „„ ,and or grass, your

you can play it on asphalt. Bnt it you p y

Lrhle ill not bounce or roll or go mto the Kill

And he ended his composition it

This game is exciting when you

when von lose all yours.

.sSai;
»a

‘sfirpraribrita.. (~«. g-):

A hole about as big as a
and lots werfdrawn as to

player put down an equal num er
.

|j
toeing a line drawn

who should have first throw. The °
‘

tj,, ten or twent)’ feet

at a measured distance from bo e; it n gh b^
,,,

according to mutual agreement. With
into it and re-

bowled them toward the hole, and as
.

^ throu-n in the same

mained there were his. The
^ ^ proceeded until the last

manner by the other player, an
^ <,ount up their losses or

marble had been holed, when the plasers co

gains and start again. ,

,

“Coot” a current one-hole
"j^j^trondan' School) who gave a

.^lier^rtCfoliowing description accompanied by a

diagram:

^ . Victoria ("played in years gone

lOne-holc games-. in

V); "In the Hole" F'n)«l '’>• S''
.
'X.-_Ftemnntlc Cowmmcnl School;

Wtme (Errol Slrect Government
. secondar)- School).

. , , -i-

•Coot"-Ntclboume (E.sst
Cub^ S„„„. Austnnhn

•Four.holc games: "Castles pbved »!»“> ,\„,„.._rcUl, (Mt Lass ley Cowm.

and alxiut 1015 in '''*“";p„,„„-_Ilrlshane. and "Basins —Svsansea,

ment School): "lIoW-Brishane; P<»“>"

Tasiruinia.
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Tlie first thing to do in tliis game is to dig a small, shallow hole in the

ground. This is called the “Goot.” Next a line at an agreed distance from

die hole—one )’ard is about right. Now with everything ready for the

game to start the two or more players each get their marble and fire it to

stop as close as possible to the goot. The person whose marble is nearest

it is the first to start playing. The otheis follow in order of their marbles.

Tlic leader fires again from the line towards the hole and tries to place

liis marble in it. If he fails the marble is left where it is and the others

liave their turn. But if he succeeds in getting into the goot he may fire

out of it a little way and wait for another person to fire from behind the

line.

\\1icn they have done this, the next turn he has, he can chase them and
try to kill them. To kill, you have to hit another persons marble three

times in succession and then he is out of the game.

Once he kills one person he has to get back into the goot once more,
before chasing another. All Uic other marbles do the same of course, and
when cvcr)’one except one person is killed, he is the winner.

In Goot it is a rule tliat you can only have one sliot when it is your
nm except when you have hit another person, or when vou have got

^ shot may'be had at a

h,J, n., u *‘‘'^ve another shot until your next

at vnn In I'n'
marble will have moved away or shot

«t > oil and the chase begins again.

or “Nuk” (threc-holc game described by Sir Joseph):

or “Nu.." How it was to be

tlm sirl- of rr' print- Three holes about

thev Merc rboiit
't'O grourtd with a pen knife

"strirtine" line nlim' rV^K
and in a line with one another from a

his first shot lie 1

'

I
^

J
player had to make

cure ul b
“
’“'‘’'i

'•= nn'ltri “tawr Ind of which he

wa, moJe dilo tn
became used to it in his many games he

rigi Zmb and tt'r
“

“taw" he fired'with his

hol« I uZ Lr '“••'tn it in the nearest of the three

bW a,Z A f
.1" "™' nP to tins hole, and took from it

ole he snr a. m “
t""'’

“ " “t the further margin of his Urst

rarlr^^, rof .^ r
‘'“"‘'>='1 “ semi-circlc, and from this

sr^nd Imle VfI sncl: Id^ l!!
third hole, and if snccessftd he nZL'T'',‘'

P™Se“" !snccessltil he proceeded to carry out tlic same man-
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oeuvres on the reverse journey, and this play was continued up and
down until such time as he failed to lodge his taw in a hole. Then he had
to leave his "taw” wherever it might have stopped. Now it was his op-

ponent’s turn to try his hand in the same way. If at any point he found
his taw anywhere near the first players marble, he had die privilege of

firing carefully at this, and if he struck it very gently, or “kissed” it as the

touching was called, he had the privilege of firing as hard as he pleased

at the enemy marble and knocking it as far away as he could, and then

continuing at his own progress from hole to hole. As soon as he missed

fire in any way or play No. 1 player took bis turn again and tried to get

into the hole which he had previously failed to enter; and he may have

been knocked so far away that it would need two or more attempts be-

fore he managed to gain it. The boy who first went up and down the

series of tiiree holes three times had won the game. It had to be played

necessarily kneeling down, and no otherwise and, so tended to produce a

definite bagging of the trousers at the knees, and the wearing of holes

there, as well as an accumulation of dirt and even of abrasion at the

knuckles of the hands.

“Poison," a four-hole game was reported by a teachers’ college student

in Brisbane and described as her nine-year-old brother and his friends

played it;

Four holes are made—three in a line and one about five feet to one

side of the last three. This last is called “Poison.” The player pinches into

the first hole, then into the second, the third; and then back to first,

second and third again. Then he goes on to “Poison.” After “Poison," he

can go into any hole; if in doing so, he hits a marble, he can claim the

marble.

“Basins” as described by a twelve-ycar-old boy, Swansea, Tasmania,

illustrates vailing terminology from state to state:

Boys and girls, mainly boys ten years old, play tliis game at home. Four
or five holes arc dug in tlie ground. Two people stand back about two

yards from the first hole. Tlic players in turn flick marbles at the holes

in order. The first player who gels in all the holes is “Poison.” If “Poison”

can hit the other player’s marble, he wins the game. WHicn you get in a

basin (hole), you take a span before flicking for the next hole.

In the miscellaneous category of marble games arc four: “Prince

Henr)*,” current in 1955; **Toodlembuck.” or “Stick on Scone," current

nl>out 1910; Sir Joseph’s un-namc<l game (similar to "Nine Holes") ISCO-
“0; and “W^nll."
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Prince Henry as demonstrated by an eleven-year-old girl, Coromandel
a ey Government School, South Australia, employed a cardboard pyra-

mi with a hole at the apex of the cone into which each player, in turn,

le to s oot his taw from a position on the ground some three feet
away from the foot of the pyramid, meanwhile chanting:

Prince Henry had a thousand men
And a thousand men had he
He marched them to the top of the hill
And he marched them down to the sea
And when they were up they were up
And when they were down they were do^vn
And when they were half way up
They were neither up nor down.

each of
marble in the hole collected a marble from

tbe game^ rule was decided before

scZS'^uTDr T H r Victoria about 1910 was tie-

called "Stick on
University of Melbourne. The same game,

ing to Professor C
current in Melbourne around 1900, accord-

tbe game reauiro/l h
University of Melbourne.® For apparatus

sticAnd o„,^t™ulr?Lr'“ one-inoh-diameter broom-

currency. According to Dr ci”'*''"'”"
*° "

centre and u^nrtht''lii.lT’l!'*’
*'>’ putting the thumb dorvn

the centre of this circl

® nnger to describe the circumference. In

sitting on top. Three upright with the button

this line the plavcr hid y
*^**’cle a line was drawn and from

first stick over in such
second stick, trying to knock the

outside tlic ring—J foroet^
button fall into the ring (or

allow” were staked Oil tile

" * Marbles, which we always called

chant: The entrepreneur would sing or rather

Z‘^alic7-.'T\'’" '“diembuck

Dr Ccatcs also rnla.cd
'™ "

missing trousers’ buttons d7k.r 'difficulties boys had at home over

, -v , ,

" 'oodlcmbuck games.
Notes and Queries," Journal of >lm ^

7, ' “ <l”criplion of an cnLk, S"" ‘^Mhrc. Vol. 73, No. 287, PP-
‘r"''"'rk- ffilforont AustraUan gamo cnlM ~T«^-
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Sir Joseph s old game employed a board with seven arches of different

sizes into which marbles were bowled (Joseph Strutts similar game em-
ployed a board with nine holes); no similar current game was found in

1955, unless by a stretch of analysis, the game can be linked to the Aus-

tralian adult-gambling-game, “Two-up,” which employs a board, minus

arches, with money for currency where the skill is on one side “the

plausibility on the other.”

Some boys played a game, if game it could be called [wrote Sir Joseph]

when the skill was all on the one side, and the plausibility on the other.

The latter provided himself with a board of some length in which holes

were cut of different heights and widths gradually increasing from one

end of the board to the other, and over each hole was a number, the

lowest No. 1 over the widest hole and the highest No. 7 over the smallest

hole. [The holes in Sir Joseph's diagram were semi-circular arches.]

This board was held upright on the flat ground by its owner and at a

certain distance off a firing line was marked. From this a boy fired his

taw, and sought to send it through one of the holes. If he shot it through

No. 1, he was given one marble as his prize, if he failed to get his taw

through any hole, he had to forfeit a marble. If he were an e.xpert shot

he might win quite a number of marbles, but unless he were an expert

marksman, he forfeited more than be won and the owner of the board

profited to the extent of the difference.

Another game defying classification was “Wall,” reported current in

Deloraine, Tasmania, about 1938. The object in the game was to toss a

marble against a wall and hit an opponent’s marble on the bounce or

ricochet, then take it.

With the trend toward surface games, Australian marble games of the

mid‘t\venticth century were less leisurely than those of the mid-nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries. Old games surviving were simplified,

required less sldll, and had lost much accompanying verbal ritual. It ap-

peared that there were fewer kinds of marbles, and fewer marble names
and terms.

Two kinds of marbles seen were: agate and glass; of t^vo sizes—one,

about three-fourths inches in diameter and the other, about five-eighths.

The only marble names I heard from children were “Taw” and “Agate
Taw” (pronounced “Tor”). Tlie first was in general use tliroughout Aus-
tralia; the second, I heard from one Iwclve-year-old boy in Adelaide,

Soulli Australia. When I asked what they called other marbles—not taws
*—. the answer was ‘marbles'. Photographs of Melbourne and Perth games
show that all the marbles in each game are the same size. The ‘T’aw”
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means the favourite marble for “firing” or “drizzying”—the playing

marble.^'^

Adults told me that the words “Coramonies” and “Steelies” were cur-

rent among children in 1954-5 as in past years but I did not hear them.
Alley as a general word for marble was reported in use in Ballarat,

Victoria, about 1910. "Stanker” for “taw” was a favourite term in Balwyn,
Victoria, in “years gone by

”

Sir Joseph Verco, reporting on marble names of 1860-7 wrote:

There were no fewer than five different genera,
—

“agates,” “glass allies,”

stoneys and commonies. Agates” were the most costly and of course
le most prized, and one agate was equal to several glass allies, more

s oneys an still more commonies. They were ground out of special kind

..1

'V lence their name or manufacture and burned and coloured

iramc^°'^^
opfitfue polish. It was an achievement to win an agate in a

its structure. It varied in size from a

wide ranv^nf n
” "'os made of clear glass, and had a very

tem and Igurin™"’^"* ‘’e colouring and pal-

The -Commonies” were of the same size, but of a mud colour, opaque.

for mVof'thftifv R
included various words to indicate rules

stance in Icneolinir .
"^oh play-group and included

for “llrinK,- flicking"'' - “"d manner of holding the taw

"drizzying" “ninkinr" .
J""*'"?” “shooUng,” “dribbling," dribbying,”

Pl'otogmnhs "aken i u™m
"®' "

group rules for holding demonstrnte two peer-

and tip of forcfmpcr nf .t,
held the taw between thumb

fire; Melbourne boys
squatting to

finger of the richt hnnrl
between thumb and crook of fore*

resting on the ground wX'^S l’'
fiat—forefinger pointed-

two methods of holding tl, .
® bneeling. Sir Joseph described

right thumb and two EnVe
'

-'r
“T*''' '‘aW he -fired' with hh

Terms used when -i nU t
^6 said, “with thumb and finger.

J. Stnjlt reported (pace 304 ^ -
each pla^ a maihle or marbles In ,71 “ "““O a game where player*

out. A. n. Comnie. Vol. 1 nare shot at them to knock them

Long Tawl" as the name of a matlW
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"Fire” (in general use throughout Austrialia); "flick” (in Tasmania and
in Perth); “pinch” (in Brisbane); and “shoot” (in St Helens, Tasmania).

When players stood and bowled or tossed their taws either toward a

line, leaf or some designated object to determine who would fire first in

the game, or on to the field simply to start a game such as “Follow-Me-

Taw,” the following terms were in use: “dribbling” (in Canberra); "dib-

bying” and “drizzying” (in Perth); and “pinking” (in Brisbane).

Other marbles-game-language included: ^Tdll,” widely used when a

player hit another players taw and thus put him out of the game. “Kiss,”

heard in Perth, meant the same thing. "Span” (Perth) meant coming
within a hand-span of another players taNV or of a hole or of a line; or

taking a hand-span after hitting a marble or going into a hole before

firing again. “Dub” or “dubbed up” (Brisbane) meant stacking the

marbles in a pile in the middle of a ring, square or other geometric figure.

“Poison” which named a game in Brisbane, also meant a place (Bris-

bane) “where you go when you fire and get caught in the ring” as well

as a marble in Swansea, Tasmania, where "first the player who gets his

taw in all the holes is ‘poison’ and if ‘poison’ hits another player he wins

the game.” “Draw” (Perth) “is when t%vo boys drizzy and their marbles

are even they call it a draw and they drizzy again.”

Two charms called "moz” were reportedly used in marble games in

Victoria from 1910-20. To bring good luck, a player chanted:

"Under the Kaisers hoof.”

To bring bad luck to an opponent he chanted:

"The poor old Kaiser’s dead

He died for want of bread

They put him in a coffin

He fell through the bottom

The poor old Kaisers dead.”

A widely Iield belief among Australian adults was timt marbles is a

seasonal game. Adults who were questioned always answered emphati-

cally citlier “spring” or “autumn.” I actually saw marble games in progress

in different parts of Australia in early spring, late spring, early summer
nnd in autumn but 1 could find no seasonal pattern in what I saw.

Dr. Brian Sutton-Smith, in his "Observ'ations on the 'Seasonal’ Nature

of Cluldrcn’s Games in New Zealand”** wTule:

The supposedly m)'stcrious way in which childrens games come and go,

wax and wane . . . has been remarked upon at great lengtli by die

** FoiUorr, Vol. XII, No. 3, p. 180.
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romanticists of children’s games. It is a favourite theme, and the com-
plexity of the factors involved lends itself easily to mysticism .... It can
be sho^yn that children’s play seasons result from the interaction of
c I ren s groups with a variety of influences in their environment.

And he continued to say later that “climatic seasons represent one fac-
tor among many.” Among mid-twentieth-century Australian children,

fields make an environmental factor affecting
marble games-as well as other games-the year round.

T "'"bles a boys’ game. The degree of ae-

mirhLc^TK^i.
problematic. Many Australian girls were playing

school was (h
P't'yed their games in separate groups at

bovs and
' playgrounds. Outside of school I saw

neiuhboiirh^n.t
^ together and reports indicated that home and

male pronri^l ^®""’“ P“>’=‘F

mcnt) than fact'
" (aided by controlled environ-

changes from'^a"'^s''
* environment is changing as the nation

poups; from a pastoraUo"'"*
•^1’*“** P'^°P''’” *° include other ethnic

In addition, modem mod
arrangement of the population,

oondusive to sclf-moti ^ niass entertainment and recreation are not

skill develonod thro* 'n
”S activities like marble games which require

Vised, aduh^ti f‘r,' i"“easing adult-super-

ship cups), incentive fn"
“‘^“'I'Vc'varded play (badges and chatnpion-

gambling
full of marbles is not siiffin-

“luH—change or disappear; a pocket

golden aip. reward; the gambler prefers the adults

Scholars differ in thei
standardization of children’ll”^

view about adult supervision and

imposed cliange has taken nl^
differ about how much adult-

the moral and psycholocical
*” ^^ditional play and they differ about

Norman Douglas lam^l* changes. Paul Brewster and

Brian Sutlon-Smilh,
psychoIocist"^in^T

^^‘^^^-supervised playground.*’
rends it. He says:

. , societv- f j
^®”**®*' physical educationalist, dc-

craftsmen of pl.iy; it rcauir
^ does not require that children be

mixers in play, or to use a icm competent social

they be ‘gamesmen’.”*’ The On'
current vogue, it requires that

of Schoolchildren), cncx-cloivSr ^ore and Language

^
ond nature, indicates that chil-

\ DourU,. Lnniton S(w Oklahoma, 1953. p- «
^ Children, pp. 160-1,
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dren—^English, Scottish and Welsh children, at any rate—^are making

tradition as fast as designing adults can annihilate it.

Whatever the moral and psychological implications of adult-imposed

changes in childrens play may be, the study of no other traditional play

custom illustrates the extreme adult intervention found in marble tourna-

ments.

It is yet to be seen whether or not Australians ^^dll import marble tour-

naments along with American comic books. If they do, the old games of

“Goot,” “Three Comer Killy” and “Rabbit Hole” will disappear. The
time may come when children, the world over, will play one standardized

marble game. Perhaps the time may come when an Australian child, an

American child and an English child will compete in a world marble

championship tournament on a space platform anchored somewhere in

the wild blue yonder. In this event, this world will surely be left a dull,

brave new world.”
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The Kissing Games of Adolescents
in Ohio

BRIAN SUTTON-SMITH

194

which includcV^^^*^^
English language folklore collections

thes7g™“ ^Peoil calcgorj.. In general,

Torfefts" and “Plav-Pa!^"'^
under the titles of “Courtship" “Marriage

and formalized elements of
century, however, the exphat

dancing have been nra^h-
^J^rriage, forfeiture and play-party

lias continued and W Iri adolescent pKay, while kissing

games. The primary
‘"^Portance as a formal element in many

collection of the cont^
0 t e present study, therefore, is to record a

Subsidiary aims are
kissing games of adolescent children,

for the changes that ha^
^ ^ origins of these games and the reasons

played.
come about in the way in which they am

method

Games, game descrinti
were collected by aupsH^T^l

®ocounts of the circumstances of play

girls) in a northwestern Oh'^^
children (135 boys and lH

and from 100 college students*?
(Sandusky County).

sity also in northwestern Ohio women) in a state univer-

were in the fifth to twelfth'
^°^rity). The high school children

children in each class. The roll^
^ classes with approximately thirty

cge students were mainly sophomores of

SOURCE Midwest Folklore. 9. 1959, pp.
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eighteen and nineteen years of age. The items in the questionnaire are

those listed in the table. These items were derived from previous lists

made out by the college students. High school and college students were
requested to check only those games that they had played themselves,

indicating whether or not they liked or dfeliked the game. The great

majority of these students came from towns in Ohio.

The games appeared in the questionnaire list as foUows:

Kiss in the Ring L D
Post Office L D

The percentage of each group, high school and college students check-

ing the games and the rank order of preference is indicated in the table.

This table includes only the twenty-two games listed on the original

questionnaire. It does not include the thirty-two other game names dis-

TABLE 1

Name of Game

Rank Order

in High

School Gp.

(N *= 246)

Percentage

of High

School Gp.

check, item

Rank Order

in College

Group

(N = 100 )

Percentage

of Coll. Gp.

Checking

Item

Spin the bottle 1 57 1 91

Post office 2 38 5 70

Winks 3 32 12 23

^fistletoe kissing 4 26 3 83

Chew string 5 25 10 34

Necking 6 22 2 89

Biting the apple

Tmlh and

7.5 21 11 25

consequences 7.5 21 13 22

Endurance kissing 9.5 20 9 39

Flashlight 9.5 20 7 49

Hayride kissing 11 18 6 69

Passing the orange 12 17 8 45

Musical circle 13 14 15.5 9

Kissing lag 14.5 13 15.5 9

Cfiase and kiss 14.5 13 17.5 8

Perdiddle 16 12 4 72

Numbers 17.5 10 17.5 8

Kiss in llie ring 17.5 10 19 6

Sardines 19 7 20 5

Clap in, clap out 20 6 21.5 0

this or that 21 5 14 10

Minx 22 4 21.5 0
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covered in the course of the investigation. These are mentioned in the

alphabetical collection below. All of these games have been played at

sometime during the 1950’s. A smaller group of students in another rural

high school also contributed descriptions of some of their games.

THE COLLECTION

The games collected are listed alphabetically below. Where there is

more than one name for the game, Ae description of the game is given

under that name most commonly used. Some of the following games are

played more often without kissing but are included here because kissing

is occasionally a part of the game. Games of this nature are “Chew the

String” and “Pass the Orange.” There are other games which do not con-

tain kissing, but for which much of the fun consists in the close contact

of the partners, and the near kissing they experience, for example “Bituig

the Apple” and “Pass the Lifesaver.”

When the information was derived from the major high school sample

this is indicated by the reference in parentheses to “Thompson.” Descrip-

tions derived from the minor high school sample are indicated by the

reference “Woodville ” References to other places in Ohio or elsewhere

indicate that the information was derived from the college sample.

Where the game was reported by only one person and is probably an

ephemeral pastime, this is indicated. It will be noticed that while the

majority of the games have not appeared before in earlier collections,

some elements of most of them are traceable to earlier games.

Base Kiss

The boy stands on the pitcher’s base. He covers his eyes. The girb

run from the home base around the diamond. When he shouts out “base

Aey must stop. If any girl is on a base he kisses her. This also is called

Baseball Kissing (Thompson). This appears to be a unique adaptation
of baseball to more romantic ends.

Biting the Apple

This is a relay race in which couples compete against couples. The
apples hang from the roof on a piece of string and the couples, hands
behind their backs, endeavor to be the first to get the apple eaten. It

is played throughout the year although some still report it as played only

at Halloween which is the traditional time for it (Toledo).^ “Kissing

1 Alice B. Gomme, The Traditional Comes of England Scotland and Ireland, I

(London. 1894-98), 42 (“Bob Cheny”).
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occurs only by accident and is something to avoid” (Swanton). The

game may^ be^ played also with doughnuts (Rossford) or candy bars

(Southington).

Boys Catch Girls

There are two sides. The ones who »e ‘:aught are ^
mav catch the girls or the girls may catch the boys (Thompson). In

forLl activity of this type appears to be practically universal

WeSlm Woriri ha^e observed it “ft®"

1

nine-vear-old children, but it is certainly not restricted to tiiat age leveL

Chilihen often engage in activities of this sort without givmg a name

them.

Bridge ,

number of occasions on which the game may be played (Thompson).

Candy, Cigarettes .

Girls and boys in two teams take the '=’S-ettes

candy (girls). Each group then tak« ®
5,3 ‘jJ (“LucW

of the category of nomenclature chosen y PP
. j

Strike”). If thl happens to m^^
(Industry. Penn.) This is

Siher games of this sort

chance element in the
i,e

••

“Five Minute Date.”
which follow are: “Draw and Kiss, p- “Numbers”
•Heavy Heavy Hang Ov. ‘>’®

’,,.td 'Thti ofThat.“
Tost Office.” "Professor. Spm the Bottle ana

cames.=
precedent for this chance selection of partners g

The Card Game ,

This game is knmvn also as
a^plck^ Haring picked a

in a circle, and bike turns to pick a ca P
^ spade

card tliey tlien pick a peison of the
jf „ club, they shake

they slap tlie person Acy *‘“''®

jj a private kiss (Wood-
hands. If a diamond it is a public kiss.

. r ihrse suits. From the

villc). Tlicre arc variations in the
™'X:':rcffib=“ap"p»'i®^^^^^

same locality, for axample anotli^
^

hands-. heart=kiss in Pf’®S‘’‘nrdmt a cl«b£a kfe on the liancl; a

Icrprctation from Cleveland had it

= Commc. II. 255 (Three Ho^kTra**).
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diamond= a kiss on the forehead; a spade= a kiss on the cheek; and a

heart=a kiss on the lips. Here again we have a game which emphasizes
the fortuitous choice of partners although the “chance” element is here

provided by a pack of cards, rather than some traditional game per-

formance. The game of “Hearts,” and “Kings and Queens” are of the

same sort.

Chase

The girls snatch the boys’ hats and in order to get them back the boys
have to kiss the girls (Ohio).

Chase and Kiss

One person sits on a chair, all the rest take the numbers (odd for boys,

nnTo \
chair calls out two numbers (an odd

Vies
chair, then the boy called out tries to

he -siirL 1\
whose number was also called. If

kissed

tradition^!',!.
" chair player calls out again (Monclova). There are

chase each otheTfo'i^kt«d

Chew the String

There is a Iona ^iv
which couples compete against each other,

they m eti™i mTdd, f"S' from each end until

co/ple can „taU ihe
see who can bp fi . .

tiight first. But it may be played to

(Thompson) inL middTe
(Summit, N, J.) or marshmallow

eat the most (Whittier Pnl r r
which partner can

as finishing the ordeal’ with
' *"

I”™" partners are reported

Chicago, Dayton, Portage)^
“ (Celina, Cincinnati,

Choo Choo

This is a variant of “Ponv » .

They ask a third person to tl’
^ couple go into another room,

house like a train. When tli

™ three then run all around the

the second, who kisses the ttlfrdTt'f
and the game proceeds as befo.

'

j
Person is asked to join them

S proceeds as before and so it goes on with chain kissing at

(J,.ly,'*r915h2’6rrCW°Ss^‘^ ‘h' West." JAF, XXVW
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the end of each episode. The train alternates boys and girls men the

last person is chosen, the Idssing commences, the second to Ae last per-

son Ltead of Idssing the final player, gives him a (Ohm). Thi

victimization of a player also occurs in “Pony Express and
^

element in children’s games.= Players^holding on behind each other is of

course familiar in “Fox and Goose. ®

Clap in. Clap out

No description reported in this research but it is a traditional game

frequently mentioned in the literature.^

Draw and Kiss

All the player’s names are placed in a dish. All tlie players place theu

hands in together and draw a name. They must kiss Ae name drm™ om

as well as L kissed by the person who has drasvn

as they have kissed and been kissed they may run to take P^ “

line of chairs. There is one chair short, and the person 'vh« «

must kiss everyone (Thompson). This game, which appears to be

one, combines elements of “Musical Chairs and Forfeits.

Dynamite

All the boys leave the room. Each girl selecE a

on the floor. There are several magazines P>»“d on *he

ing to no one. These are
J„e\elLging to someone,

E)isz) r^KTs ™-“"ssrr'S
dynamiti^they must kiss everyone in the room. S^etimes a ^mall

magazine E placed inside a large magazine. If ^
they have a double

'*y"“"’“®’i’!,c"Vln’^c"ap OuV and the game of

Like the traditional game ^ilap I P
.

, their

“Winks” this is a game so contrived to make me j i }

choices in front of the giris.

j The Frank C. Brown Collection of North

*Gomme, I, 215 ( '*.,3. Lyi c Brewster, American Nonsingin^

Carolina Folklore, I (Durham, 19o2) 123. Faui «

Comes (Oklahoma, 1953), 154.
p«.^T,nlodcal SicniRcance of the Un-

Sutton-Smilh. The Historic^ and
Thesis: Univ.

organized Games of New Zealand Primarj
K-pescript 2 reels, positive. Ball

of New Zealand. 195-1). p. 718 (Microfilm cop>’ of l>^x^script. - rec
.
po

Stale Teacher's College, Muncie, Indiana).

®Commc, I, 139.

* Comme, I, 137 and 1*18.
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Endurance Kissing

This has been reported as a game played by a few couples together,

or by a group of couples at a party. It is essentially a comical endurance
test, in which a couple sees how long they can hold a kiss without breath-
ing. A watch is used. The bystanders laugh at the competitors. It is done
usually only with ones steady date. On a double date the losers might be
expected to buy a coke for the wnners. The endurance kissing may also

occur with breathing allowed, in which case it is a contest to see which
couple can keep their mouths together for the longest period of time.
Under the name “Footbair* it is described as folIo^vs: “About three or
our coup es would start kissing at the same time and the couple who

would score a touchdown. They would then go for
e ex a point, gaining this by again out-enduring their competitors. If

for long a score would be kept. Sometimes a couple
could hold out for 45 minutes” (Bnrgoon).

Fiddle Diddle

This IS another name for the game of “Perdiddle” (Woodville).

Five Minute Date

Windfolded. On each side of him sits a

one he doesn't waifl^H^ t T'
**

date with the one he h
blindfold and goes on a five minute

players who must Ae
“ (^oodviUe). The blindfolding of the

y must then exercise a guess is a familiar element in games.'

Flashlight

Th^game^pWedTn™*'' “f ‘TVillpower" and “Spotlight.”

couples sit around the edZ S”'
common,

center With a flashlieht TfK n u One person sits in the

then he joins the opposite sex'^meml^ ‘'c°
her takes his place in thp

of that couple, and the other mem-

reports did the It character'fa 'it,
flashlight. In only one or two

found a peripheral couple that J position because he

game to be kissing, not normal
tj-pe of flashlight game the c™i ?

unembraced. In ano*er

spun around. MTien his light fall.
"a blindfolded. He is then

opposite sex, she kisses hirnTt. _ ““cone, if it is a person of theopposite sex, she kisses him If a
w, « is a person «-

person of the same sex, he is spun again

* Siitton-Smith, p. 507.
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If he can guess who it is that has kissed him, he may leave the center.

If not the game continues as before.
, .v, .

This is clearly a new game, but even so contams several elements that

are quite traditional. It is very normal in the It games of aMescence for

the central person to be left-over character or scapegoat." He is like the

“Jolly Miller” who can’t get himself a wife.'" It is traditional too for a

torch to be a dangerous possession.^*

Football

Another name for “Endurance Kissing.

Freeze Tag

When the It kisses you, you stay frozen to the

until some other player comes and unfreezes you with a tes (Thump

son). This is a variant of the well knoivn chasing game of the same name.

Hayride Kissing

In most cases hayrides are occasions which may or may delude

kissing, not strictlypeaking a game in

are reports of playmg “Flashlight” and Endurance &ssmg

hayrides. HowevL, diere is at least one of tesmg proceetog

sequentially around the conveyance m the order of sittmg (

Hearts

All players have cards and take turns at turning them up. If hearte are

matched the rivo players involved kiss while the light is turned out

momentarily (Erie, Penn.).

Heavy, Heavy, Hang over the Head

An object is taken from each player as a

objects are put in an ash tray and held over e e

-Aether it be-
the teacher The holder lifts out an object and indicates whether rt be

longs to a boy or girl.

Holder: “Heavy Heavy hang over the head. What should this boy do to

get back his ring everytiine
Teacher: “He must sit on the couch with

I tell him to do so” (Rossford).

•' Sutton-Smith, p. 718.

Brow’ll colleclion, p. iH-

Gomme, I, 256 ("Jack’s Alive’’); Henry Betts,

1929), p. 75.

The Carnes of Children (London,
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In a briefer version, everyone simply puts object in a hat, takes out

an object and kisses the owner (Cleveland). This is a classic element in

“Forfeits.”^2

Kings and Queens

Children stand in a circle around a deck of cards. One by one they
turn up the cards. If a girl turns up a king she may choose a boy and go
oft into another room with him. If a boy turns up a queen he goes into

another room with his choice (Willoughby).

Kissing Tag

game is also called "Kissing Tab” (Woodville).
e person \v o is It catches and kisses someone who is then It and

kissing (Lorain). In another game with the same

Whpn vf
^ Is blindfolded. The others circle around him.

cTtches h/v
® he chases the others, and the person he

on thp
minutes (Thompson). These are again variations

on the trad.honal games of "Chase” and‘^"Blindman’s Buff.”

Kiss under Water

only (^Wood'vd^e^^”
swimming under water. One report

Minx

fingers, ^Js^orkffiaotsSVth'Tf''
person which • i V catches anyone he “minxes that

place in the center
mon way in wbioVi u-ij

' crossing of fingers, limbs, etc. is a com*

safety taUamtttm™s*“
Mistletoe Kissing

A Christmas and New Ypo.. .. ..

but made into one in somp
not usually regarded as a game,

the doorway under which
oaample, the mistletoe is hung m

mistletoe when the whistle Hn" ““P’'® march. The couple under the

in which boys struggled to drar*
(Fostoria). There are reports

y ggled to drag g.rh under the mistletoe in order to 1

SuUon-Smith, p. 501.

J of American Children (New '
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them, or took the misUetoe to the girls and held it over their heads as a

pretext for kissing them (Lorain, Anna).

Murderer and Detective

Two versions are mentioned. One person is appointed the detective

and he leaves the room. Anodier is appotated *e murderer but t e

detective does not know who this child is. The hghte are

the murderer kisses someone. The detective « called m and he mus

guess the name of the murderer (Woodville). This .s “

Lother game of the same name.” In another var.ety, *«= “

“Spin the Bottle” pattern. Someone spins the bottle. The ‘

to becomes the detective. The detecHve spms the

person of the opposite sex, that person E “ "'"derer^The deteehve then

chases the murderer and attempts to kEs her (
oo vi

Musical Circle

The boys are in a circle and the girls form a circle *7’
music E nlaved and the boys walk around; when it stops, they kiss the

^I fadnSem (Ohio). Chele forms of courting games were common in

earlier days, though not this particular orm.

Necking

This is not normaUy considered a game but some -Po^*^

of ritual show up
ol;o“ otm ^pots w:!

some spot weU frequented by teenageis.^

Ae Pumping StaUon ove^’
g„i„g to watch the

favorite expression
„,„t to the park that closed at 11

p. m. But soon the P
spotlight on you. Then it became a fad

along side the
Many ti^es a bunch of us would park the

tobecaugh neetog hke th^ M ^
car and ,ust wait for the police,

lauehina” (Cleveland),
flashlights we would just sit th S &

Numbers

A bov or girl goes into another room which E in the dark. ThE is

A Doy or g g members of the opposite sex are assigned
preferably a

^^^."Tnt a number and the chosen one enters

Tmom Jud-S- f- period of one minute. The same number can-

»E. O. Harbin, The F.m Enejehpedie (Nerv york, 1940), p. H3.

1= Bror™ collccHon, pp. 89-133.
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not be called for more than three times. When all numbers have been

called, a member of the opposite sex goes into the room ( Dayton )

.

Pass the Kiss

Players stand in a circle and pass around a kiss (Thompson). A tradi-

tional form though usually it is a whisper or a button that is passed round

the periphery.^®

Pass the Lifesaver

A relay or couple game in which each player holds a toothpick in the

rnouth, and then players endeavor to pass the lifesaver from one tooth-

pick to another without dropping it. A game which brings faces into

proximity though it does not necessarily result in kissing (Elmore).

Pass the Orange

This is i^ually played as a relay. The orange is placed under the chin

j
player, a member of the opposite sex endeavors to get

It under his chin without use of hands (Berea). Or it may be played with

nnnfJT®"' .

alternating around in a circle (Lorain). In
another version the partners stand with faces close together with the

wh^rr^f between their foreheads. The competition is to see

renorK tkf
^ longest (Warren). In a number of

from oTif.
® drop the orange while passing it

1*S if they n
Cleveland. Westlake). In one, they

tney pass it on successfully (Green Bay, Wis.).

Perdiddle

dS“ a bav‘L'^°"T Diddle,” “Popeye” and "Kinky

light goes hv then
automobile. If a car with one

fromL girh’-U me!l
>'-<iiddle” Brst he can claim a Kss

(Middleto^vnl But 'f

the nerve to take a kiss/' says one report

in slap rboy IttXtd “P^diddle” she

save up their "pMdiddles”^thmn
S'”"®*™®®

before denarttirp “Tn »!,•
**^out the evening and have a reckoning

partner may take a kS wheffte Tu'S"”'^ '’“PP”® “it'’, /n
Elmore). According to some, S (^o'edo

(Berea).
^™ck light is good for an extra long Kiss

Newell, p. 151.
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Photograpliy

"‘The lights are turned out to see what develops” (Findlay). This is

just a pretext for kissing between couples in the group setting. However,

as such it is a more obvious example of a characteristic of so many of

these games.

Pony Express

This is similar to the game of “Choo Choo.” A boy leads a girl out,

with her hands on his waist, into a secluded and darkened room and

kisses her. They return and a second boy couples on behind the girl.

They depart once more, and once again the first boy kisses the first girl,

and she turns and slaps the second boy. They return to the group and a

second girl couples on behind the second boy. A kisses B, B kisses C and

G slaps D. And on the game goes until all are kissed. The pairs are

usually made up of couples going steady with each other. There is

much laughter, astonishment and some annoyance (Bascom). It is re-

ported also as being the same game as "Tost Office” but played much
faster (Woodville). In addition there is an expression relating to this

game, which is not actually a game in itself, but rather game-like in that

it has become a conventional smart saying. The question is asked:

“Do you want to play ‘Pony Express*?”

“What is that?”

“The same as ‘Post Office,’ but a little more horsing around” (Thomp-
son).

Popeye

Another name for “Perdiddle” (Painesville).

Post Office

There are several versions. One is similar to those found in the col-

lections of traditional games.*"^ In this version there is a player in another

room (the postman) who sends a message via the intermediary that he

has a letter for such and such a person. He may nominate the value of the

letter, that it has a three-cent stamp or a six-cent stamp etc., and this is

meant to indicate the number of kisses he intends to give that person.

The elected person goes to the postmaster, kisses, and then replaces him

as postmaster (Newton Falls). In another version, more frequently re-

ported, the boys choose odd numbers and the girls choose even numbers,

or vice versa. The postman then calls out any number witliout knowing

iTGomme, p. 404 (“American Post’*); Brewster, p. 154.
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who has that number. They kiss, and the number called becomes the

new postmaster (Toledo, Oregon, Poland, Industry, Penn.). In yet other

versions, the postman writes a number (one to five) on a piece of paper.

The girl who guesses his number kisses him that many times (Toledo).
Or the postman is out of sight and the opposite sex persons do not know
who it is. They come one at a time and ask for a given number of stamps.

ey get that many kisses (Cleveland). Or the couples simply line up
and have turns at going into another room to kiss for one minute
( Vienna). In a number of reports there was indication that the rules were
not we own and the many variations in the game seems to confirm

^
r

^ interest that the main change from the traditional
o e mo ern orm is from an explicit selection of partners to kiss, to a
ance se ecbon. Most versions, however, retain the private kissing, and

t e couple a limited time to go ahead with it, say, one or

when 11

longer there will be much banter and laughter

the edp u
“l^sually after the first kiss the couple sat on

hit witfTihn ^ springs squeak. This was always a big

be heard” (Ohio).'

“Do you wani^
1°^ ^ connection with this game,uo you want to play ‘Dog Sled?*

”

What is that?”

ame as Post Office, only a little more mush” (Thompson).

Pretty Please

Please” to his'elfl
**1^" ” 8“"'®’ Every time the boy says. "Pretty

girl she must kiss him. One report only (Thompson).
Professor

receive one half, the^Srirthr*^!R
of paper, then cut in t\vo. The boys

their pieces. Those who«o
other half. Players see if they can match

After they have kissed ih
match go to some private place to kiss,

the kissin'g s^says “Dol pass/If she Hhed

passes (Thompson)
” ^ continues to kiss her until she says he

Kinky Dink

Another name for “Perdiddle” (Ginn).

Sardines

inhmsrmTplrinXt? -“P'® An'E them and hider
P »cc. the end everyone is hiding together. This game ean
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be played with or without kissing, though usually it is played without
kissing.^®

Serve it in the Dark

“The boy should raise her chin to the right level, then bake her in the

young man’s arms for fifteen minutes, and finally beat it before her old

man gets home.” One report only (Thompson).

Show Kiss

A boy and a girl go to a movie which is according to this report a

“Love Show.” Every time tlie screen characters kiss, the boy and girl kiss

too. Only one report (Thompson).

Spin the Bottle

All versions have the traditional circle of players with one player in the

center spinning the bottle, though in two reports it was a flashlight in the

center with the room in darkness’* (Toledo, Poland). Generally, the

center player must kiss the peripheral player pointed out by the bottle.

Usually the kissing is done in public, but the couple may go off and do it

in private (Payne, Lancaster). If it points to a player of the same sex

that player may go into the center, or it may be spun again, or the person

to the right may be kissed, or this situation may be avoided by having

two sexually segregated circles widi an opposite-sex person spinning the

bottle. Usually, however, the sexes alternate around the circle, Sometimes
when the bottle points between two of them, those two have to kiss

(Chicago). There is much report of pretending to avoid the bottle, and
of cheating so that it ended up pointing toward the pretty or the hand-

some, and not towards die unattractive. This is an interesting application

of the sociometric determination of game behaviors first described by
Whyte.^^*

Spotlight

Another name for "Flashlight” (Thompson). But used also for the

practice of shining a spotlight on a group of dancing couples. The couple

'

on whom the spot alighte must stop dancing and kiss.

This or That

One child goes out of the room. Two other children of the opposite

sex are named “This” and “That” The outside child returns and

Jessie H. Bancroft, Games for the Playground, Home, School, and Gymnasium
{New Yoilc, 1909), p. 172.

Gomme, II, 312 (“Turn the Trencher"); Bre%\’ster, p. 32 (“Spin the Plate”).

-®W. H. Whyte, Street Comer Society (Chicago, 1943).
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nominates This” or “That,” without knowing who they are, and kisses

the one he thus ignorantly chooses. The other child (“This” or "That"),

then goes out and the game carries on (Upper Sandusl^'). In another

similar version a girl goes into another dark room; a person who has

been out before names two boys "This" and "That.” The girl outside calls

back. This (or That’) and the person named goes into the room 'vith

er. She can kiss him if she likes or she can shake hands with him if she

doesn t want to kiss him. She comes back and he remains behind. The
process is repeated. However, if the boy tries to shake hands wth a girl

she can either shake hands with him or slap his face (Upper Sandusky).
Games of fortuitous choice like this have forerunners in traditional

game collections.^^

Truth or Consequences

Tf^ asks embarrassing questions of group members in tuni*

Oues^in^^^
truth, then he must take the consequences.

ox she k Johnny?” Whether he

vary ThpJ
depends upon group decision. Consequences

Turtle Climb

little turtle™hted°tn
““P'e starts telling the story of how the poor

ore clear around thrn., *>= top, the two arms

we talking about turUes fo'rrTnt'J!*!
we talking about turUes fo'r?’ and Pf'™ "‘‘"'a^tlg says

(Findlay).
' the other a kiss. One

Willpower

Another name for “Fla«:til!«Ui.» t>

"Flashlight.” There are seviJil
' “ P“tsoit type

^
versions. In one. the person withflashlight comes into TdST 1“ °oo. the person with

person upon whom it alights tHf
another version, the bovs as a

”
i

opposite sex (Newton Falls),

girls who hide. They kiss tha ®™i*^ r
® ®ashlights and they pursue

(Toledo, Dayton) or fho
whom they catch in their light t

beam (Willoughby) -atch in die

Gomme, II, 255
Brewster, p. 37

("Three Flmvers”).
(forfeits but no Idss).
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Windshield Wiper

Two couples stand with tlie same sexes opposite each other, and arms

about each others shoulders or waists. They turn heads from side to side

like windshield wipers, kissing as they do so. One report only (Cleve-

land).

Winks

This game is known also as “Popeye” (Chicago). Members of one sex,

more usually the boys, stand in a circle behind chairs, a l of which c

tains girls, except one. The boy with the empty chair tries to entice the

girls in the other chairs to come over to his chair. They

L winks at them. When he winks they try to rush ‘o.

’''L^ThoU
the boy behind them tries to prevent them from doing this by takng ho d

of their shoulders and arms, or perhaps simply t“gg‘”g *eim There

may be no kissing. More usually they are kissed by *e W ^o li^

winked at them when they succeed in getting to his

they are also kissed by the boy behind them when he sncceeds in holding

them (Upper Sandusky). This is a traditional game.

CIRCUMSTANCES OF PLAY

For the purposes of this discussion the games are grouped into three

I. Chasing Kiss Games; which includes. -Base Kissr

-Chase;’ “Chase and Kiss,” "Freeze Tag, and Knss in the Ring.

The first group of games are most typical of the preadolescent age

group of thirteen years. This
of doors

“hLtlr^u'XanrSe« -all numbers of chfidrem

Th^t is mi'childre; do not mention *em. The g—,^ ”1
Sn^fsoSAttrer^uV^f^^^

However, this thesis requires further investigation.

Brown collection, I, 154; Brewster, p. 153,

Sutton-Smilh, p. 664. T„r„„,, /Middlesex. 1953), pp. 184fF.

-5H.
J.

Eysenct, Vses and Abuses of Psychology (Midaiesex. n
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Date, Hearts,” “Kings and Queens,” “Heavy Heavy Hang Over the

Head, Minx’ “Murder 6- Detective,” “Numbers,” “Post Office,” “Spin

the Bottle, This or That,” “Truth or Consequences,” “Winks.” (&)
Bite the Apple, “Chew String,” “Musical Circle,” “Pass the Lifesaver,”

and “Pass the Orange.”

The mixer games of group II (a) are the kissing games of the junior

high school period. The games of group (h) are played at the junior

high school age level, at the senior high school age level and by older

persons. They are frequently reported as games played on fraternity-
sorority visits. Their main appeal is their ludricrous nature. In all the

games of group II the couples are not paired off before the game begins;
pairing occurs in the games but it is characteristically of a momentary

. Couple Kiss Games: ivhich include (a) “Choo Choo,” “Flashlight;'
aynde Kissing,” “Mistletoe Kissing,” “Pass the Kiss,” “Photography,"

-EjurnTv'' “Spotlight.- •Willpower,” (b) ‘Bridge,"

theD^~fr"'% "ferdiddle,” “Pretty Phaser “Serve it in
the Dark, Show Km," “Turtle CUmb,” “Windshield Wipers."

school
of group HI are most characteristic of the senior high

the eaiJ^es A*® matched off beforehand and

are games nlav"!t
‘heir interest in each other. Type (o)

Place rmon^r, f
“ P^^ies. Type (6) usually take

other suitabfe plac^
•’®*«'®en one couple in a motor car or

are varying
**'*^^* games may be extensive or limited. There

which the g.imes aL°nl!!!;'*rc
varying types of occasions on

follows; (11 ThpT-p
varieties of experience are as

high school group
I'h*'”

grade 5, 6 and 7 Fr »i,
children did not check any games m

check any’iteri In however, only 8% failed to

these games during childhood' a
"'“j, have some experience o

them. One inforimni «... i •
’ f minority records no experience ot

school and was unacquaint
n** attended a boys’ boarding

they had never played gardes'll*
^

formal occasions but hfd Xved m ,

of doors, or inside only whL Ureif'""
“ *e daytime o

A considerable group indicated I.
P"™I® absent from home. (3)

ally at birthday or New Years narH™®
occasion-

when a school picnic had hee^
®’'ample, in a recreation hal

picnic had been abandoned because of wet weather. On
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these occasions adults were usually supers'ising the games. (4) For
another considerable group tliese games constituted an important part

of their social life tliroughout the high school years. These arc the

children who report playing diese games at all their rcgul.ar parties,

which might be held every few weehs, on birlliday parties, class parties,

or following special occasions such as football games, music recitals,

shows, plays, or as a precursor to slumber parties. The games generally

took place in a recreation room or basement; but only occasionally out

of doors in a backyard. Parents were generally in the house but not

directly supervising activities. A game like "Spin tire Bottle" might go on
for over an hour, before anotlier of a similar nature such as 'This or

That” was taken up. One report mentions a father ivho took motion films

of the activities tlien showed them at the nc.vt meeting of the group.

Although the evidence is not clear cut, it seems probable that more fre-

quent participation in tlieso activities is a part of ;m tipper-middle socio-

economic course of events.-'

ORIGINS

The basic collections of Gomme and Newell demonstrate that in the

nineteenth century, kissing occurred mostly in the games of marriage,

courtship and lovemaking, or in their play-party equivalents. “Forty years

ago half the play-party amusements were built about some ceremony for

kisses.’”^ The above alphabetical list contains no games of that sort with

the exception perhaps of “Kiss in the King." Examination of the present

collection shows that it is composed largely of what Gomme termed

“Forfeits and Amusements.” Yet kissing was not ns typical of the for-

feits and amusements cited by Gomme ns it is of these games as played

today. Gomme classifies sixteen games as forfeits, and kissing ocenrs in

only two of them. Furthermore, the kissing in Gommo’s games was more

often a penalty than it is today. "I command yee to kiss the crook . . . his

naked lips must kiss the sooty implement."-'* For the greater part the

forfeit games of today do not contain very unpleasant consequences; at

the worst a slap (“Perdiddle" and "Pony E.xprcss”). Newell supplies

stronger precedent for the present position when he says, under the

heading “Redeeming Forfeits":

Harold R. Phelps and John E. Horrocks. "Factors Inlliicnclng Informal Croops

of Adolescents," Child Development, XXIX, 78.

Edwin F. Piper, “Some Play Parly Games of llie NIidwest," JAP, .XXVHI (July,

1915), p. 202.

'“Gomme, If, 325 C'Wadds and Wears").
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Tlic following arc examples of old penalties, which usually involved

kissing, witii infinite variety of method: To go to Rome. To kiss every

girl in the room. Flat-iron.^. The lad and lass lay their hands on the wall

and kiss. Measuring yards of tape, and cutting it off. To kiss with arms

extended. Im in the welL" “How Many Fathoms Deep?” (Any number
is answered.) Whom will you have to take you out7’ (Someone in the

company is named.)-*

^

Each fatliom represents a kiss. The basic inventiveness in these expres-

sions is very near in kind to that in our alphabetical list above. The rather

surprising^ way in winch so many games have been turned to kissing

purposes in the above collection was clearly forecast in this record pub-
lished by Newell in 1883.

Analysis of tlic formal patlem of the marriage games of yesterday in

no 0 t e most comprehensive collections*'**’ shows that the commonest

kLTVr*'.
central player to choose the partner that he would

of til
appropriate verse, the player in the center

was thon"’“1® f'”' ' P'")'" f™"’ periphery, kissed him and

of forfoV'*^ ‘ P““" Yet in the largest number

croim I foTl’n
pl*>yed most frequently [the mi«t

InlllL , „
- m-'-de fortuitously,

inu takes' nl
changes have oeeurred in kissing games. First kiss-

r" mes Socoo, r ° rather Aan in marriage

one person fm aio'l
'o« often by the explicit choice of

that can be nrl

' niore often by chance. Some of the reasons

uluangri, d
"

"’“"Ses ure as follows. Tlic fust

longer averse to th
modem parents .and the church arc no

pl.av-partv came 't
^ ”” longer restrict their children to the

fnrfcu .amU™,;™' -“d**- dance; to the fact that

and parts- settinu as ill P™™ .‘'r® *’‘11 us suitable to the indoor parlor

friTdoin given modem ^ t'lT
century; to the largo amount o

'vith their own interest "ti*'"
games in accordance

partner to cliance nllotmo »
change from choice of kissing

fact that tlie plas-narts.
" kissing partner, is prob.ably due to tlic

adolescence ( althourirtlies'"”
>'®slcrd.ay ss-cro designed to suit late

"hler ace croun L V'"' P'“>'"> >'<>ung®e children also). An

(hdille) sv.^ taL 1. ,

""P’^' "t D..1ICS- statement. "Tlie violin

the girls until llies-' ssoiihl nti"®
"’"8'“ tlunccd to them and hiigge'

• ‘’"™ grunt as sve sssaing them cle.an olf the

•’Nessrll. p HI ( x„.
•" Hnmn fTilJcrtioti, jip 8^133
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floor or the ground, in the bam or house or on the green.”^^ The equiv-

alent of these games today are the couple games of Group III above.

The forfeit games of the mixer group today are played mainly by children

of early teen age who are most of the time not yet mature enough to risk

such explicit choices. As far as can be judged, the emergence of these

kissing games from forfeits and amusements is a spontaneous “folk”

occurrence. An examination of a number of “Party” and “Indoor” game
books dating from early in the century does not give any indication of

adult encouragement for the type of games being discussed here. In fact,

the reverse is the case. Great lengths are traversed in order to avoid the

introduction of kissing, even in an event such as St. Valentine’s Day.

There are games with the titles of “Proposals,” “Famous Lovers,”

“Flowery Romance,” “Cupid's Carnival of Hearts,” “Heart's Desire,”

“Heart's Fate," but no kissing. There are games of “Chew the String,”

“Bite the Apple," “Spin the Platter," “Postman," "Forfeits” and “Heavy
Heavy Hang Over Your Head,” but no kissing. The only mention of kiss-

ing in all the books cited below is kissing a stone. “Kissing the Blarney

Stone!” Clearly these party books continue the puritan tradition of the

play-party.®=

DISCUSSION

The picture of developmental change represented by these games
must be taken into consideration briefly in order to explain why these

games have persisted and increased in the modem world, a world not

generally propitious to the persistence of ancient pastimes. Although,

the role of games in development cannot be dealt with fully here, the

general position taken is that a game performs something of a bridge

function in development. It allows for the expression of given impulses

but at the same time safeguards the players by putting limits on the way

Foster Rhea Dulles, America Leams to Plaij (New YorJ:, 1940), p. 275.

J. H. Bancroft, op. cit., pp. 80, 254, and 257. Maiy J. Breen, The Party Book
(New York, 1939), pp. 2S-24. Arthur M. Depew, The Cokesbury Party Book (New
York, 1932), pp, 82 and 178. George Draper, School, Church, Home and Cym Games
(New York, 1927), pp. 180 and 203. Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The Omnibus of
Pun (New York, 1956), pp. 375 and 336. Edna Geister, Geister Games (New York,

1930). E. O. Harbin, The Fun Encyclopedia (New York, 1940), pp. 245, 254, 820
and 821. William Ralph La Porte, A Handbook of Games and Programs- (New York,

1922), p. 54. Sidney Lear and M. B. Mishler, The World's Best Book of Games and
Parties (Phil, 1926), p. 106. Snyder Madelin. My Book of Parties (New York, 1928).

Bernard S. Mason and E. D. Mitchell, Social Games for Recreation (New York,

1935), pp, 71, 85 and 216. Theresa Hunt Wolcott, The Book of Games and Parties

(Boston, 1911),
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in which those impulses can be expressed.®® That is, the game allows the

player to grow along the lines diat he desires, but it safeguards him

against the danger of risking too much. The game is essentially an ad-

venture of a nonhazardous kind.

In group I, for example, the players are at the preadolescent age level

^vhich is characterized by indifference and hostility between the sexes.

When boys and girls of Ais age level begin to show an interest in each

other, they often do so in a rough, clolhes-pulling, and arm-twisting
manner. Their embryonic heterosexuality is aggressively displayed. They
move into adolescent relationships in terms of the feelings they have
learned m their preadolescence. The games of group I, boisterous though
ic) are, place limits on these appetites at the same time as gratifying
lem. n Freeze Tag, for example, you are permitted to kiss, and to

c lase, but only according to the rules. Although kissing in Western
ulture is a symbol of the mature inUmate relationship, in these games
« but a frenetic approximation to the form, with little of its spirit,

dron
II» thirteen, fourteen and fifteen-year-old chil*

InndlinfT 'ft

y-burly in their play but not much more expertise in

sochl vl each other. These games provide a

with be brought into relationship

witliout
extent of taking partners and kissing, hut

fuitous clemwit!'
•'

'a
choices that are made. The fot-

trial-and-crror m' h.
provide the youngsters with a form of

seriously Thnv^
' crship, but without the danger of being taken too

Iwltlc pointk my ("Could I help it if

tongue-tied anfl in
^ "ecd to remember that this is the age o

cliiidreu v^T'r,' By ploying these games the

act fairly compctcuL At^u'" ^y following the rules they c.m

viitmcnt to another f
they are protected from a com

>ck" rather than a kL dS .1 By the participants as a

vary with the maturity of th
games the manner of the play

Some will be rcluclanf tj
^ ^ ^yers. Some will be eager for the kissing-

to read, quickly tow.ards
' f 'tZ

tlieir feet, and yet bv nirtie' i-

'‘otcrosexual goals and otliers to drag

group. In ea era! ^
""P^'-S uliU to remain members of tl.cir social

diau" loC g “'i'''"
-"'-os. in promoting these gam«

)-s. inc greater plipiological maturity of the girls and the

of Cm, uvuem Fdt'wr,
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greater cultural interest of women in romance is probably sufficient ex-

planation for this. This earlier interest is demonstrated in the figures

from the high school sample. The average number of games checked per

child for the 5th, 6th and 7th grades was; boys: 2.9 and girls: 2.7. For

the 8th and 9th grades; boys: 2.7 and girls: 6.6. For the 10th, 11th and
12th grades; boys: 7.1 and girls: 6.6. In sum, girls showed a marked in-

crease in checking these games at the age of 13. Boys did not show an

equivalent increase until the age of 15. Th^e ages parallel closely the

average ages for the onset of puberty. Total figures for likes and dislikes

by boys and girls show that while girls check an average of five games,

boys check only four. However, there is no significant tendency for girls

to like these games more than boys do. Both sexes show approximately

the same ratio of likes to dislikes (2:1).

In the group III stage there are girl informants who talk of getting

together after the party to discuss which of the boys were the best kissers.

But also reports in which boys were said to favor the more advanced

games of Group III while the girls were trying to stay with the more
guarded Group 11 games and thought of games such as “Flashlighr and

“Endurance Kissing” as “quite disgusting.” These differences are, how-
ever, simply further evidences of the varying levels of maturity and per-

haps varieties of moral attitude involved. The important question to be

asked of the games of the Group III stage, is why, if the couples are

chosen, should there be any need for games? And in some reports in-

deed it was mentioned that parties would break up early so that each

couple could go off on its own way for sometime before the required

hour of arrival at home. However, when couples of sixteen, seventeen

and eighteen years are not able to go off on their o^vn, or have a social

reason for staying together such as a birthday party, it is not unnatural

that they develop these group games of unabashed indulgence. Once
again, of course, there will be less-mature children present who are
happier holding the flashlight than cuddling in the comers of the room.
Or, perhaps more important, there will still be children who prefer the
relatively public nature of tlicse games to the face-to-facc intimacy of
being alone with tlieir date. Paradoxically as it may seem the public and
funful nature of “Flashlight” and “Endurance Kissing” may be less anxiety
provoking for some tlmn the total and serious intimacy of necking in
private. Just as “Spin the Bottle” provides a defense against the re-
sponsibilitj' of choice, so "Flashlight” provides a defeme against the pos-
sibility of intimacy which is, according to dj-namic theory, quite a hurdle
for Uie maturing child.=’* Tliis is to say again that these games, like the

E. n. EriVson, Childhood and Society (New York, 1930), p. 229
.
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others seiA'e a bridge function. They provide a guarantee of certain

gratifications, in this case relationship with the opposite sex, but they

place limitations upon excess. One may enjoy a kissing relationship, but

be protected from a more total and intimate commitment. The uncer-

tainty of what ‘might " happen is removed by the structure of the game.
It may, for example, be safer to “perdiddle” all the ^vay home than to

venture into the other unknown possibilities of an immature relationship.

Here then are a number of psychological reasons why the kissing games
have not decreased as have so many other games but have prospered in

the freer society of the young and immature.

SUMMARY35

This article describes approximately fifty kissinE games collected from

f”'*
hundred persons. The games are categorized

v.rin
' classes of chasing-kiss, mixing-kiss and couple-kiss games,

of f play are described. It is shoivn that the kissing games

that thm. V™
f^lated historically to forfeit and amusement games, and

It is su fi,

™ "lariiage and courting games,

vorld h|.T.
“d developed in the modem

roperrS" V" wopriate to the parlor settings in middle and

XTfm incte
•
' desire of adoles-

Tard ftem avT! experieno^ but at the same time safe-

'vith, the other kx Th
^ oe too much intimacy

and sustained by particrfar*“^
historically derived forms are changed

of the present day^
sociological and psychological circumstances

school sample ana’irdv'r^
"f David W. Smith in collecting the high

m e in prepartog the manuscript.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL SOURCES

Not all those interested in the theoreUcal origins of games worked

within the confines of late nineteenth century anthropological or folk-

lorist thinking-even though many of their assumptions were often of a

similar character. , , , ,
.

We can present here only a scattering of the scholars ™thm die his-

torical, literary, and recreation fields who have presented their views on

the origins of games. Some, for example, have been of the opm.on tha

games evolved from activities that originally had a variety of purposes

related to human physical survival. Erman, a German historian, ex-

plained it in this manner:

As a nation advances toward the higher stages of civilization, there are

many pursuits which, though no longer necessary . . for maintenance

of liL, do not . . . fall into oblivion. Though exercised more rarely, they

appear to give purer pleasure than before, .and with *e “bsence of

constraint, die hL work of former ages berames a delight and a sport

. . . Similar instances are to be found in the histoj of all People ^d all

ages. It stands to reason however, that these old crafts «u d only be

exercised later by those who cared little what they gained by them.

A d.irt game would be a contemporary e.xamplc, as would a horse race,

some table games, drag-strip and surfboard racing.
j,.

Eyler, after a study of the origins of 93 “"“^-PO^^O’fpori., ^nten*

dial about half evolved into recreative actmtics from actnitics diat vere

Eminn, A. Life in Ancirnl Egypt Ctapirr 2. -Recrcalion.” Ixindon: Macm.IIan,

1891, p. 231.
225
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like pebbles, or some of his household goods of his own making, at first

aimlessly, but as soon as his attention is held, to explore their capabilities

for new uses. I suggest that it was in tiiis way that the habit of using

objects at hand as playthings, and so as materials for games. . . .

Man is naturally gregarious, and learnt early to combine with his fellows

for attack and defense against enemies, for the hunt for food, and for

the cultivation of the soil. So much of his life must have been spent in

common action with his neighbors, that it must have been a natural

consequence for him to share his leisure hours ^vith his fello^vs and to

find both recreation and amusement in playing %vith them. In this way,

I believe that . .
.

games originated.'

In contrast to these views and those presented in the previous chapters,

J. Huizinga, writing in Homo Ludens: A study of the play element in

culture, presents the thesis that play did not originate in various other

aspects of culture or by accident, but was itself a mainspring of many
cultural forms:

When speaking of the play element in culture we do not mean tl)at

among the various activities of civilized life an important place is re-

served for play, nor do we mean that civilization has arisen out of play

by some evolutionary process, in tlie sense that something which was

originally play passed into something which was no longer play and could

henceforth be called culture. The view we take in the following pages is

that culture arises in the form of play, that it is played from the be-

ginning."*

This is a crucial statement because it implies that most of the previous

statements on the origins of games are based on the tj'pical premise of

our civilization that work and play arc quite distinct, whereas Huizinga

is saying on the contraiy that they arc not. It is not that games are the

relics of earlier culture, or tlie residues of other activities, but rather tliat

plays formal qualities interpenetrate all our activities. Huizinga says

Tiny is a voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed

limits of time and place, according to rules freely accepted, absolutely

binding, ha^'ing its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension,

jo}' and the consciousness that it is different from ordinary life.®

^.Xfiirray, II. J. R. Itlxtory of Board Comes Other then Chest. London: Odord

l^nhcnUy IV«. 1952. pp. 235-23S.
* Huizinga. }. Homo Ludens: A Study of the Tlay Elcnimt In Culture. Lnrulnti

Routlt^gc.'lWO. p. 40.
- thid., p. 28.
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used to earn a living, used for communication, used for transportation,

or used in warfare. Of the balance, he reports only ten percent have

evolved from religious ceremonies, in contrast to fifteen percent invented

for recreative purposes. He indicates that additional research will be

needed to determine the origins of the remaining twenly-five percent.

There is the suggestion here that games that are sports were more likely

to have a nonreligious origin than other types of games, for example,
children’s games and table games.

Others have attempted to delve into the question of origins by looking
at interrelationships within the different types of games themselves. Most
of this writing, though quite speculative, is not without interest because
o the issues it raises. Wykes, for example writing on gambling games

Most games are contests of one sort or another, and almost certainly the
brst kind of game to be played was a contest of strength, in which one

physical superiority over his opponent. Contests

which targets are involved—presumably came

L
players probably developed games that simulated

In.Tn.,1
‘1'™ “bility decided the winner.

Inve
^ ^ the early gamesters might

liedd! nf V ‘he nir, so that chance could

devolonm.'n.^f'
reaching the ground. Dice would be a logical

races LohaW
or bones. . . . Contests of speed, or

the s'imulaHnn^
appeared at the same time as contests of strength; and

Backeammon
hmnght about such games as backgammon.

variafions of it”
chance simulating racing;

'Cs “f ' “cp up in every Imo™ oiviliaation.^

1913 he' pul)IUhed''D”*°'^'™
hoard games, writes in a similar vein. In

lishcd the scnuel
History of Chess. In 1952 he pub-

latter publication.’ dr^wtai on n'’”’‘*

^'"“
'"’h

he presented this theory of^heortgTn™"^
-d years of research,

le.ast to the he^nnings' ofTcWi'.
“'iginated, we must go back at

for play is the opporLnity
‘h“‘

has time to spare*^in his wakin
fhen e

familv aro mpr m.» ’ • ® "ours . . . when the daily needs of his
lam,l> met, mans m,t.ate urge to be doing something still impeh

I of objects at hand, whether natural

V -- iiuuaie ur
turn to action, if only to the handl

• ^\ ) Ifs. A C<ir7i/>/(n" London: Aldus Bools Ltd.. ISC'}, p. 30.
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activities that they subsume are not reducible to each other in time or

place. They always take place in domains that are incompatible.®

We complete this section on “origins” therefore, with the notion that

work and play are separate cultural domains (though each can be viewed

in terms of the other), and add as a final subtlety, tliat tlie “separation”

may not be as naively given as Caillois suggests, but like the thinking of

Tylor or Huizinga, is equally a product of the conceptual systems with

which we approach our study in the first place.

In this chapter we include a bibliography of selected references in

languages other than English to offer the reader some notion of the types

of approaches used throughout the world in search of game origins.

® Caillois, R. Man, Play, and Garner. New York: The Free Press of Glencoe Inc.,

1961, p. 64.
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And yet, as he also shows, these same formal ludic qualities are to be

found in our language habits, our law, war, philosophy, poetry, and art

—in fact throughout all civilization. In short, work and play arc not as

easily separated as the traditional images of the hard worker in the fields,

and the dilettante at the tennis court might lead us to suppose. As

Darwin destroyed the dualism of man and animal, and Freud destroyed
the dualism of rational and irrational, Huizinga destroys yet another re-

ductive dualism that has also been a part of the origins of modem science

and modem philosophy in Western Civilization; a dualism that, in the

case of games, has led to the notion that play was somehow a trivial ex-

pression of more consequential antecedents such as work, rituals, religion,
or important historical events. The best current, if essayistic, documenta-
tion of this interpenetration of play and work is to be found in the writ-
ings ot Ervmg Coffman such as Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology
0/ 7nfcrochon,« which includes a section entiUed “Fun in Games,” and

Behavior,-^ which has a chapter

'““strative of the difficulties in main-

fS of play and work. From this work it

in thp fnrr^!
origins that are not immediately apparent

involved with Hh^
If games appear to have been more

cieties thi-:
' •

^ other cultural phenomena in earlier so-

par m F"? reading of history, and in

sodetiM '"'^'P^etration of cultural forms in preliterate

game forms (as l“!‘
""‘'’ropo’ogisls and folklorists to reduce

lliat the s.amefater^eneStan'*'
Coffman, and others indicate

enstoms can be rrfuced to
exists, but the serious

.emativc in the foZdnVadm^^ P'=>y- CaiUois sums up the ah

verse ^0 explain'^hmbnmd”*
*'*"'*’ and liturgies, or in re-

gisms or csthclid as a dtriratioI^'F
fniitfiil operations provided thcTi

"’'® eomplementary, equall>

Tlie structures of p'iay and
as mutually exclusive

1 ) eality are often identical but the rcspectne

^CofTman, E. Encounters; Ttm .

Dobbs-Mcmll, 1901. Sociology of Interaciion. Indiana.

’Coffman, E /nfcroction Ritual F*t/r... r- v ,1 .

Anclior, 1967
’ Face to Face Behavior. Ne"’ York.
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SECTION 2

The Usage of Games

T he various usages given games arc persuasive evidence

both for their lability and for the assumption that they

have functional value. Practitioners apparently havt? Jong
been committed to the usefulness of games, even if scholars and
researchers could provide them with no good reason for their

confidence. Our survey includes some statements about game
us.agc in recreation, military science, business, education, diag-

nosis and treatment, social and behavior science.

The evidence suggests that games for recreative purposes arc

the fountainlicad for all other game usage. Games in militar}'

science were first based on (able games s\ich as chess and playing

cards. Games \iscd in business and industr)' were derived from
games used in militar}' science. 'Both of these appro.achcs were
primarily educational and arc closely rclatcrl to games used in

educational institutions. Games use<l in education although

rooted in recreative games, Iia\'c undergone corisichTable refine-

ment /aud, like miHlan* science and liusini'ss games, tlic roots

an* sometimes difnenlt to identify. Caines used in bealth-reliteil

programs on tlie other hand liax-e not nitererl to anx* eslenl g.inie

structure and content, but ulilire rsxTealivi* g.imes for non-

recri’nlive pnrjxjses. rinally, g.um*s iistxl in tin* stKrial and Ik*-

h.ivioml scumces app.arently slrnildlc IkjIIi .ippm.ithcs, some-
limes using prtx’tisling g.uui's and somelimei inn»g mm/v in-

vr-ntetJ g.unelikt* structiui's, g.iinc siinul.itiom. nml so forth 23
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CHAPTER 6

GAMES USED FOR
RECREATIVE PURPOSES
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The Usage of Games

The following chapters offer a brief overview of the history of

game usage in each field, a description of current usage with

examples of each, some readings when suitable and available

for republication, and selected references for the reader who
wishes to examine the area in more depth.



GAMES USED FOR RECREATIVE PURPOSES
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scattered illustrations of the many different ways in which games are

used for this purpose—that is, the games the adult plays at home or in

a variety of nonprofit and commercial settings; the games children play

at home, in school, on the playground, and in community agencies; and

the games professional gamblers and athletes play. Furthermore, it is

impossible to summarize the fascinating history of even a few very

popular games; for example. Murrays Hisiory of Chess is over 900 pages,

e ected references concerning the history of games can be found in

Chapter 2, and at the conclusion of this chapter. However, to illustrate

•

what one is about, when inquiring into the history of an

individual game used for recreative purposes, we offer the deck of com-
mon p aymg cards used in games of bridge, poker, or rummy, and limit

e illustration to a brief sketch of the history of the picture cards.

^
^
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not a suitable consort
people insisted that a pagan goddes:

..„„j _.
tor Kmc Davi^ J

was
J consort ir.

insisted that a pagan goddess

was used at one time and
^nvid, and so a likeness of Bathshe a

ferred one or tlic other of th
Scandinavians pr^'

started out as Helen of Tro, ^ ^^tonic goddesses. The queen of hearts

of Constantine tlie Great)!"^
goaaesses. ine queen

was switched to St. Helena, (the mother

Dido,
«..onstantine tlie Greatl At

to at. neiena, -

Juno, Joan of Arc Elizahptit
queen was Dido,

biblical fame, Faiista and fi n
Britain, Roxane, Rachel o

diamonds was at first' not a
^ biblical Judith. The queen o

tirst not a real pe„on. A portrait of Penthisilea, the
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matches. Although it is commonplace to see someone reading a periodical

concerned with a game, such as golf, chess, and bridge, the “afflcmado

can now subscribe to a bimonthly publication that is concerned witli

table games;

It keeps you up to date on rule changes and new game releases. . .

you get names and addresses of other players and you are entitled to

place ‘opponents wanted’ ads at no charge. . . . Every issue contains

contests, tips on strategy, questions and answers columns Now m

its third year. . .

Another recent innovation is “Games and Public Relations” as ev-

idenced by the presentation of a new game. Future, to a select hs o

governmental and industrial leaders in the United States, to com-

Lmorate the twentieth anniversary of the Kaiser Aluminum and

Chemical Corporation. The game was designed by two Rand ’

tion scientists. During the course of play one learns

that might occur in^the next twenty years-hence the *e

game. This game was not for sale, but a limited supp yms . ‘

tnd sent as a gift to some of the nation’s ’ opinion leaders. In eoi^^trast

colleagues report that on recent trips to Africa and

adults crouching in the dust and playing the game of

and capture) on a makeshift board scratched in the ground. One col-

loague writes in a letter from Taiwan:

Games are hard to come by here . . . because . .

stores they are selling books, lacquenvare, pottery ^ ^
I bought two . . . where the residents shop. . . . The best o g.

is one^hat looks like checkers. There arc red
^

on black. I see the men playing this game dunng their luncl 1'°-

street comers. ... I tried to get the board too, but ' "ork^D.ej

didn’t have any and looked surprised that I wan c
•

^ From
to me that in the box is a paper, on which

'I™'™’,
the look of the boards the men use, I think t ic) are

'

ijidr,

I’ve seen some men squatting on the ground P'-U’-ng f
stones on a “board" marked out in the dust of the

» 1 IPO bv CuHo Olid ollicrs, rtnd

Similar findings were reported fifl) g frame
i.>dicale that cnlturc and habit seem only to infincncc the form a game

= K.a„, a brochure bsuci bv .be Avalon l.fll C.™« ConxiralK,,,. .517 ...rrferd

no.ul, nallimore, Marskmil. IMG, ]> - v,.„, v„,r Tlrrirr, OclolK.r e2.

'Wrisl.t, It. A. ••.•u.me a. kaUvr-J * Cor,.,ranon
I'JWI, 37; and eorrerixmdence « tl. lire

, 3 .
1907.

t IVrum... cr>rr«|y.nd. nn- n ilb I'mlewrr Callienne .X. I
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for participants to fabricate their own equipment for games; tliese are

now generally available for purchase. Furthermore, the introduction ol

plastics, metal alloys, and a variety of production and marketing tech-

niques have brought many games within the range of most peoples

pocketbooks. Increased free time for the housewife at all levels of

society as made it possible for more women to engage in the playing
ot games. It has been observed in the United States, for e.sample. that

women from lovyer socioeconomic classes show a preference for playing a

game sue as bingo and upper-middle-class women prefer bridge. In a

Tn'’ V
“ several nationwide polls Sutton-Smith, Hoberts,

have
“In the present study, games of strategy

nf ch
^ associated with women and higher status, games

™n’'::ri™iTtr.“'’ ofw-ai shu

SDorts'hf
oonceming U.S. participation in outdoor games and

sports in relahon to formal education indicated that:

directly
^ ™ P'aying outdoor games and sports is

ing fromt fl .r'’” fc™’' 'ahooling, the rate increas-

4.31 for those who h-?^^
formal schooling to

and baseball are th^
*

*0 better educated
parUcipation among

professional,
and "'f''''®''*'

*'ave quite low rates . .

. nd kindred workers have the highest rate. . • •

Game plav in f-}io

personal expenditure
sphere is big business. For example>

bsosketball, and other si” K commercial baseball, footbal,

approximately 301 millirt
from 98 million dollars in 1940 to

.arc even larger increases ? ° 1963—a threefold increase. There

fees, and in other equipment and green

Games are of public int
^ bowling and billiards,

concerning bridge chess
'"^‘eated by daily newspaper columns

radio and televbi;n and the like, as well as nightly

the da)’, or on the snot ?•
results either from play earlier m

spot reportmg
„f, g.u4s and tennis

- SiiUon-Smilh, B., Roberts T \f
Journal of Social PsuchnInJ” Kozelka, R. M. “Game Involvement m

^ Ferns, A L.. et al. “SS S P’ 21-
Washington. D.C : United Slai«

«”®®reaUon Survey," ORRRC Study Report 19-

^ Goldfield. E D. S/af«t,cni Abrtww'"? 1962. p. 10.

Stifes Co\ernmenl Printing Office IQri?
^ Washington, D.

b «»ce. laes. pp. 20&-209.

United
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ball, soccer, table tennis, scrabble, bingo, checkers, chess, and many
others. Numerous school-related recreation programs provide these and
other games to preschoolers and school-age children.

A look at a typical schedule from a community recreation center offers

a listing of times when the following types of games are available—^party

games, progressive games, singing games, active games, circle games,
relay games, tag games, quiet games, billiards and pool, ping pong.

Within the United States there are a number of national organizab'ons

that offer assistance and information to agencies pro\'iding programs of

recreation to the public. Some of these are:

The National Recreation and Park Association

1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20003

The International Recreation Association

345 East 46 Street, New York, Ne^v York

American Bowling Congress

3925 W. 103rd Street, Chicago, 111. 60655

Association of Playing Card Manufacturers

420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

National Golf Foundation

408 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111. 60640

The Athletic Institute

S05 Aferchandise Mart, Chicago, III 60640

In other countries similar organizations exist; for axample, tlic British

counterpart of tlie National Recreation and Park Association is tljc Na-
tional Playing Fields Association, in Japan it is the National Recreation

Association of Japan.
In addition to public and private agencies tliat offer recreation scr\acc,

niany industries employ professional recreation personnel to organize

and structure the “company bowling league’’ and the like. Many firms

offer golf, as well as other game tournaments. The Association of Playing

Card Manufacturers recently issued a publication for Industrial Recrea-

tion Personnel, which outlines procedures for establishing employee

canasta, pinochle, and cribbage tournaments.

Organized game playing has found its way into other tspes of “in-

dustries” as well, for there is an American Medical Coif /Vssociation,

American Medical Tennis Association, and a number of others. Uljclher

this portends tlie future for other professions is difljeult to sav at this

lime; }jowe\er. it is interesting to note that the Olympic model relied on
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takes. Affluent Lebanese and Iranian businessmen play the same game
today as the men in Taiwan do, but their "boards” are carved ivory, and

counters are precious stones or coins. During periods of free time in

Vietnam, U.S. servicemen bored \vith poker or dice, are finding some

satisfaction in a Vietnamese game called “0-lan,” which is a wooden
version of this same game. Games that were originally developed for

educational purposes, such as "WFFN PROFF” and "Equations” have also

be^n to find their way into the lucrative recreaHon market.
par rom the use by the public at large, games have been offered

Th
years under the auspices of a variety of community agencies.

modem times is sustained by numerous local communit)’
nation programs throughout the world. There are even "paraolym-

r persons who have physical disability. The aim of these games

"’omen from all parts of the world in a”

today will

* movement, and your spirit of true sportsmanship

No greltefonltP." "’“-“ds of paralyzed people-

help! throush paralyzed than to

^‘auingalnX* f«*er "frienJship'and under-

versions of many 'of
®t*or the Olympics and include modiBed

Some local Igencte oS °'^"’P‘"

With other tvnes nf ri- u-i-
®*’gani2ed games as a service to persons

tion For Beaded ri,-u
groups as the U.S. National Associa-

in many communiH
* through their local affiliate^

similarly, this is done h’
games in programs of recreation.

Multiple Sclerosis Snnfil a
Cerebral Palsy Association, National

National Society for
for the Blind and Partial Sighted,

community mental heal?h
Children and Adults, and others. Various

recreation programs util'
both public and private, offer

hospital patients. A vari^^
games modified for convalescent menta

fenders offer these same s
•

^"‘^ctional programs for youthful ot-

cooperation with local
^ ^^^mber of these agencies work in

who offer year-round sports”'^^^^^
county recreation departments

grams that feature table ^ variety of lounge prO'

tion departments offer resmir
g^n^es for the public. Public recrea*

Otter resources for sucli games as bowling, golf, hand-

® The 1964 International Siokt> \t j ,

Aylesbury. Bucks, England- H„nf Games, Tokyo. 8th-12th November.

date. p. I.
^ Barnard and Company Ltd., no Publication
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gtx)graphic identification for participation, and many “amateur” tourna-

ments today (in the United States at least) are sponsored by industrial

or professional groups.

Finally, it is fitting to mention other types of institutions that offer

organized game playing, for example. Las Vegas, San Juan, Baden

Baden, Estoril, and of course Monte Carlo, Some of these institutions

have a long and detailed history, while others have evolved their reputa-

tions in the past decade. For the not-so-affluent, there is always the

neighborhood service station, which has provided a variety of gambling
games over the past few years, and the neighborhood supermarket, which

otheis, there is bingo and gambling games at their

church or senior center. There are legal and illegal betting facilities at

race tracks, and for others, commercial sports. For some there is the

Numbers Game”~generally illegal, and generally available to the adult

pu he. Finally there is the biggest game of all, carefully controlled by
the federal govemment-the stock market

iluis. games for recreative purposes are played by the public in their

chiirrlirr'^^’
community recreation agencies, private clubs,

are nfForrM
Casinos, and a variety of other institutions. Games

a soiirof'
benefits in business and industry, and are

piZses vS°-'T' Games for recreative

nel commercHl
organized basis by professional person-

frei^costk on "'''f
*r whether legal or illegal, whether

the dawn ^ living situation since
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CHAPTER 7

MILITARY USAGES

While there is no exact record of the first usage of games as military

exercises there are accounts in the ethnological literature of \var games
among tribal groups. We can assume, therefore, that the practice is an
old one. As far as we can judge, war games were exercises in physical

skill and strategy. In their earliest formalizations in Western culture they

seem to have been mixtures of geometry and chess. During the eighteenth

century;

The tactical and strategical writings of that epoch had, for the greater

part, an outlandish resemblance to a course in geometry^ a true strategist

of that epoch did not know how to lead a corporals guard across a

ditch without a table of logarithms.*

The idea of using a recreative game to teach military tactics is said by
military historians to have been put forth in 1780 by Hehvig, a master of

pages at the Court of the Duke of Brunswick, Brunswick, who later be-

came the head of the Prussian armies, was looked on with favor by the

Emperor Frederick the Great. Because of this, many young nobles from

various German provinces were sent to the Duke s court to learn military

tactics. Like any school teacher, Helwig faced a rather impossible task,

and looked around for a better “mousetrap” to make the task easier. His

“mousetrap” turned out to be a modification of a game that was over a

thousand years old by Helwigs time. He put it this way:

* Heistand, H. D. S. “Foreign War Games,” Selected Papers Translated From
European Militartj Publications. (Translated from Revue De L’Etranger) Washington,

D.C.: United Stales Government Printing Office, Publication No. XVIII, Document
No. 57. 1898, p. 237. I
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The idea came to me . . . of rendering sensible, not to say palpable, a few

principles and rules of the military art ... to pages of the Duke . . . those

young noblemen destined some day for military service. Independently of

this chief objective my secondary one was to offer ... an agreeable

recreation by laying before them a game which, at first sight, presented

different objects and operations, and which depended upon nothing but

the rules and combinations made by the players. The first thought which

presented itself to my mind was that the learning of my game ought

not to be burdened with too many details if it was to fulfill its mission.

... 1 should achieve my objective in the quickest way if I took for its

basis the game of chess. . . . my idea was to adapt the game of chess to

my own game. . .

This was not such a radical idea, since chess is a game of war and had

long been used for lessons in strategy. Murray is of the opinion that

chess, or its ancient forebear called Chaturanga, was the “conscious and

deliberate invention of an inhabitant of North-west India.”® Chaturanga

is a Sanskrit word meaning “the army game.” The unknown inventer of

the game used the Indian armies of the fifth century as his model, that is,

the king, the minister, the elephant (which later became the bishop in

Europe), the horse (knight), the chariot (rook) and the footsoldier

(pawn). The movement of the pieces were symbolic of the movement
of the Indian army of the time, for example: “the war chariot which
rolled forward, wheel ever to the ground, which stopped dead at choice,

and which retreated at choice, is symbolized by the Book’s move in

chess,’ Other examples would be that of the horse (knight) who is able

to leap and jump, cannot stop at will, but must complete the move, or
the slow steady march of the foot soldier (pawn), and the stately move-
ments of the king. The chess board used initially was the board for a
much older game, but suggested a battle fought on level terrain. As the
playing of chess spread from country to country modifications were made
to the pieces in relation to the strength of the elements of the army.
Modifications were also made to the board. Cultural factors entered into
the modifications, as evidenced by the substitution of the bishop for the
elephant, and die introduction of the queen.
Another reason why tlie use of chess was not a radical idea was that

chess had been popular among the upper classes in Germany for cen-
turies before Helwig’s time. It was a common belief among the upper

2 Ileistand, op. cit., 1898, p. 238.

3 Murra), H.
J.

R. S/iort History of Chess. London: Oxford University Press, 1963,
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classes that chess, in addition to being recreative, offered training in

mental and moral discipline.^ Earlier, during the reign of Louis XV, two
card games with military symbols were also Invented and utilized to

help teach military students military information. We do not know
whether Helwig knew about these card games, but he settled on chess

and that is how the concept of “war games” was initiated in modem
times.

Helwig made a board of 1666 squares, each square being a little over

an inch long and tinted various colors to represent different terrains. He
represented varied terrains by putting certain colors together. Black and
white meant level ground, red indicated mountains inaccessible to troops,

green represented marshes that permitted troops to fire over the surface

even though they could not cross them. Another shade of green in-

dicated forests, while blue represented bodies of water such as lakes

and ponds. There were colors for cities and towns, and lines were drawn
to indicate frontiers and fortifications. Although he used pieces similar

to chess pieces, they received values in relation to the army of the time,

that is, battalions of infantry; squadrons of cavalry; battalions of fusileers

or grenadiers; squadrons of dragoons, hussars, and light cavalry; batteries

of seige guns and field pieces; and platoon boats. ‘T was not deceived in

my expectations,” Helwig wrote, “and experience confirmed the ^visdom

of my judgement, for chess players were the first to welcome my inven-

tion; they found it a great source of amusement, and set to work to make
it better known.”^

Many men during this period tried to improve on Helwigs game.

Venturini, a tactician, published a sixty-page monograph. Rules of a New
War Game for the Use of MilHart^ Schotts. The Prussian, General Van
der Goltz had said of this:

The whole resembles very closely the game of paste et cle voyage in

vogue a few years ago, where upon making an unlucky throw of the

dice, one tumbles into a swamp, or breaks an axletree, or experiences

some other such mishap. . . . Venturini hopes thus to render clear his

confused and perplexed ideas. . . . This war game is a bad product of the

refined military education of the period, which had piled up so many
difficulties that it was incapable of taking a step in advance.®

In 1824, a young lieutenant, von Reisswitz, from Breslau published a

* Murray, H. J.
R. A History of Chess. London: Oxford University Press, 1913,

p. 852.

op. cit, 1S98, p. 238.

Ileistand, op. cit., 1898, p. 238.
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new t)'pc of war game, which ser\'ed as a protol)’pe until 1875. His game

differed from Helwig’s in a number of \va\’s. He used maps and sand

tables. The scale for tire plaxdng surface was approvimately four miles,

and troops were represented by lead pieces colored red and blue for

opposing sides. They were painted with s)Tnbols to depict tire various

branches of the service. Another difference was tliat instead of playing

b\ a fixed procedure as in chess, original situations based on actual

battles were gix’cn in writing to the players by a director or umpire with

the kind of information about die terrain and die enemy diat each side

normall)’ would have. Orders, reports, and information xvere put in

writing as the game progressed and were transmitted through die umpire.

Time inlerwals for certain movements were taken into account, and the

outcome of a battle was determined by the throw of the dice.

In 1876, du Vcniois, a prominent officer in die Prussian Army,

separated war games into two major tx'pes, free Kriegspicl and rigid

Kriegspiei. Rigid Kriegspicl W’as Helwig's game and die many variations

that odiers had made dnough the years. Games were sv’stematized, rules

and information wore standardized and were based on such battles as

were fought during the Franeo-Pnissian War.
Free Kricgsjjtcl on tl\c other band drew its inspiration from die xvorh of

a Lieutenant Meckel, a professor at the Hanover War School who estab-

lished games that allowed for free play, divorced from cumbersome mles
and procedures, and that required umpires to use militar)’ experience to

decide who won. During this period rigid Kriegspicl was played in

England, Austria, Italy, France, Russia, Turkey, and die United States.

The British and the Russians also had developed some naval war games,
but these W'crc similar to the army games. On die other hand because it

was Mcckcl who introduced war games in Japan, die Japanese war
college only used free Kriegspicl from the outset, and militarx’ historians

are inclined to attribute Japan’s success in the Russo-Japanese war to tins

fact.

ar games in llic United States during most of the nineteenth centurv
were of the rigid Kriegspicl type, and x’aricd from European games only
insofar as they used U.S. Civil War battles as models. Their games were
essentially updated versions of Rcisswitz’s game. Shortly after the turn
of the cenluri they were also tising a naval war game, and a coast
arlilleJy war game. The U.S. militaix’ began to incorporate some of du
\ emois idc;is into these games, and made some modifications using
blackbo.mls, charts illustrating coast lines, harbors, and miniature boats
to repriscnt ships. Other technical modifications made it possible to do
aua\ with more of the ehcsslikc equipment.

The Germans continued to improve on war games and manv of their
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battles in World War I were rehearsed by these jneans. Because of the

restrictions placed on the German military after World ^Var I, they were

forced to continue the development and use of war games in all military

training since they could not hold real maneuvers. Battles of World War
II, such as the invasion of Czechoslovakia, are said to have been “gamed”
ahead of time. In one instance, it is reported that the allied attack on the

German forces in the Ardennes in November 1944 was repulsed by
German troops who were following orders that were being issued by
Field Marshal Model and his staff playing out the battle in the game
room while the battle was raging. The Germans also “rehearsed” the

invasion of the Uki-aine and the invasion of England.^ Similarly, the

Japanese were involved in very detailed war game play in the late 1930s

and early 1940s.

Staffs of the various Japanese Fleets held frequent games. . . . Late in

August 1941 Cine Combined Fleet ordered all Fleet Commanders and

their key staff members to Tokyo for further war games. . . . On Septem-

ber 2 the final and most important games started. ... In these early days

of September the teams studied two general problems: the details of a

surprise raid on Pearl Harbor, and second, a carefully worked-out

schedule for occupying Malaya, Burma, the Dutch East Indies, the

Philippines, the Solomons, and the Central Pacific Islands, including

Hawaii.®

During the time between the World Wars, little development and use

of war gaming could be found in the United States, except perhaps to

teach military tactics. For this purpose two types of games were used:

sand-table games (a chess variation) and field maneuvers that simulated

battles. Since World War II, the United States appears to have taken a

lead in the development and use of war-game techniques. Many kinds

of war games are in use for a variety of military purposes. The basic

pattern is still the same, free Kriegspiel and rigid Kriegspiel, but with

a number of variations. Helmer points out that “if a game is concerned

with overall planning, it is a strategic game. If it deals with the immediate

actions and reactions of an individual, it is a tactical game.”*' Strategic

and tactical games have always been a basic interest of the military, but as

"Young, J. P. Historij and Bibliographtj of War Coming. Arlington, Virginia:

Amred Services Technical Information Agency, Staff Paper ORO-SP-13, April, 1957,

p. 21.

*Specht, R. D. War Games. Santa Monica, Cafifomia: The Rand Corporation,

1957, pp. 3-4.

^ Helmer, O. Strategic Gaming. S.'inta Monica, Califorri.a; Tlie Rand Corporation,

February, 1960, p. 15.
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of late, logistics gaming has become as impoitant because of the introduc-

tion of technology into warfare, and tlie growing dependence of the

militai}' on industrial organization and production in every country.

Recognizing that it is impossible for a human being to remember and

process all the information needed in a complex rigid game, the military

at present have developed five levels of war games, which require a

variety of computer assistance:

1. Unaided human play.

2. Human play aided by a machine for routine computations.

3. Human player determines the moves, a machine computes outcome.

4. Human planner selects overall slraleg)', a machine plays the game in

accordance with the strategy.

5. Human designer describes the strategy space and sets up rules for

selecting strategies from it, complete machine play of game including

choice of strategy.

There are over sixty organizations in the United States today that are

interested in or engaged in war gaming. They use games for testing

plans, for training, and for research and development. In addition, the

United States Army Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group (STAG)
estimates that of the more than 200 organizations engaged in analysis in

support of military decision mahing about one-quarter of approximately

3000 projects per year in which these organizations are engaged utilize

some war-gaming techniques.

War games today have enough variability and difference to warrant
individual names. Some talcc their names from the first initial of the

words that indicate what the game is intended to do, for example, FARM,
program analysis for resource management; PERT, program evaluation
and rc\’iew technique. Some follow a similar pattern, but appear to sug-
gest that their developers have a sense of humor, that is, SWAP, strategic

war planning; FASTVAL, foiavard air strihe evaluation. Other names
liave a more macabre flavor—SURVIVAL, RISK II, DYNAMO CRISIS-
COMl
War games have changed considerably in the past 200 years; perhaps

most of all in the general acceptance of “gaming” as a military procedure.
One of the ver>’ few familiar things that would help von Rcisswitz
recognize that todays games are based on his original idea, is that

plas crs still refer to the opposing sides as the red and the blue. We in-

clude in this chapter a recent article by Paxson of the Rand Corporation,
as an example of the tj-pcs of cuirent published information that is

available. Paxson reviews tlie types of war games used in the decision-
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making process by the military today. While information on war games

is often restricted, the list of selected references that follows the Paxson

article indicates a number of sources from which details regarding other

types of war games may be obtained.
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War Gaming

E. W. PAXSON

INTRODUCTION

Like medieval churchmen, operations research practitioners are prone

to debate the meanings of the terms in their mystique. War gaming is a

first*rato example. Presumably, confusion as to the relative ascendancy of

the terms operational gaming, simwlation, and Monte Carlo is common.

Tliis chapter will not contribute to this particular debate, which has been

reviewed and critiqued by Thomas and Deemer [1]. It seems more to the

point to give examples of these three techniques and to discuss their

values and deficits on the grounds that the reader is more interested in

the craft of the playwright than in the craftiness of the critic. For

editorial convenience, all three terms are here subsumed under “war

gaming” with the preliminary' observations tlrat not all operational

gaming is properly two-sided, and that simulation and Monte Carlo

methods arc also generally used for ends other than war gaming.

A war game is a model of military reality set up by a judicious

process of selection and aggregation, yielding the results of the interac-

tions of opponents luith conflicting objectives as these results are de-

\ cIopcd under more or less definite rules enforced by a control or umpire
group. A war game should have a clear objective in mind, such as

(ielennining tactics to achieve desired results at least cost in materiel, or

SOURCE Memorandum nM-3.189-pn, February 1003. This research is sponsored

by tlic United States Air Force under Pn^ecl RAND—Contract No. AF 49(638) 700
—monitored by tlie Directorate of Dc\elQpmeat Planning, Deputy Chief of Staff,

Rcscardi and Teciinology, Ilq USAF. Views or conclusions contained in tJiis Memo-
randum should not be interpreted as representing the official opinion or policy of the

2T8 United States Air Force.
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Fig. 1. Aiial)’sis in support of military decisions.

an h)'potliesis in view, such as establishing the operational and logistical

feasibility of highly dispersed attach aircr^t

War gaming is used for training, exposition, examination of tactics

and strateg)', testing of present and future postures and the war plans

based on them, and to provide a context for the analysis of proposed

weapons sj’stems. The position and role of war gaming as part of

analysis in support of military decision is shown in Figure 1. The \'arious

inner feedback loops in this figure are not included for pictorial effect.

They exist, witli var)'ing weights, in the real world.

Prior to the last decade, war games were largely played for purposes

of training militaiy personnel and examining tactics and strategies.
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Historical details need not be reheated here because a rather complete

review has been provided by Young [2].

Youngs survey quite properly devotes appreciable space to Livermore

s

AmBrican Kriegspiel [3]. His game has three significant technical fea-

tures : ( 1 )
systematic numerical factors to evaluate engagements based,

insofar as possible, on past military evaits; (2) an allowance for psycho-

logical factors, such as the diminution in effective strength of troops who

have been under fire or who are fatigued, or the inability to direct the

fire of troops to a distant target when a dense enemy first line is inflicting

serious damage upon those firing; and (3) the use of elementary Monte

Carlo methods, such as the throw of dice, to assess the effect of fire,

assuming an underlying probability distribution. Much modem opera-

tional gaming would profit if greater attention were paid to the first two

of these points- However, Livermore is not concerned with such current

fripperies as value of the game, replications, sensitivity, branchings, or

player learnings, some of which will be discussed later. He proposes

rigid and free versions, also discussed at length below,

Livermore provides advice of obvious value to the novice game di-

rector in regard to the period of war time a “move” may represent:^

The length of the move in every case should be determined by the time

that would elapse before the conduct of one side would be so modified

by that of the otlier that a truthful representation of warfare would make
it necessary for the troop-leaders to know what has transpired before

making further indications.-

Since the publication of Young’s review, the United States Army
Strategy and Tactics Analysis Groups (STAG) has prepared a directory
of organizations and activities engaged or interested in war gaming.
STAGs sur\’cy gives information on the purpose for which gaming is

undertaken (testing plans, research and development, training) and
continues with a rather detailed description of the work underway in

each organization. This directory now covers 60 organizations of which
less than one-half are civilian, indicating the current importance of war
gaming in militar)’ operations research.

However, STAG’s review has not yet exhausted the field since it is

estimated* that in the United States alone there are approximately 200
organizations engaged in analysis in support of military decision, that
these organizations produce close to 3000 reports per year, and that

J See [3], p. 17.

2 See Lixerroore Reference No. 3.

2 4815 Rugby A%enuc, Belhcsda 14, Maryland
•* Avjlhor’s estimate
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operational gaming and simulation techniques or results are used to

some degree in about one-quarter of all projects undertaken.

This chapter covers the following topics:

1. Monte Carlo methods as used in war games.

2. Man-machine games in which massive computer progi'ams are re-

quired.

3. Rigid manual games, with detailed rules, which are largely concerned

with the planning of a military posture and an assessment of the

worth of the planning by an associated campaign game.

4. Semi-rigid or free games in which the control group’s judgment takes

precedence over a detailed book of rules and which deal largely with

military campaigns. Each move in these games demands a host of

separate military decisions and evaluations.

5. An over-all summary and critique of war gaming.

Much of the above material has been covered recently in a symposium

conducted by the Washington Operations Research Council [4]. The
examples in this chapter will differ from those sketched in that sympo-

sium and will, in some respects, be examined in greater depth. These

examples, while typical of the game type they illustrate, are far from

being the sole members of their classes. They are chosen because of

the author’s personal relations with them.

The chapter will not discuss the important types of war games which

use real military staffs, troops, and hardware—the field exercise, the

command post exercise, the combat development experiment. These

deserve far more attention from the military operations research com-

munity than they now receive.

MONTE CARLO

Military events are frequently, if not always, concatenations of chance

subevents. A fighter aircraft attempting to intercept and shoot down a

bomber is a classic example. TTie chance that this event is successful

can be modelled as a product of the probabilities that ( 1 )
ground radar

detects, tracks, and correctly identifies the bomber in time for feasible

intercept, (2) the interceptor is combat ready, (3) it does not abort after

launch (i.e., suffer some malfunction after taking off), (4) it is vectored

(i.e., directed to the vicinity of the target), (5) a tallyho (i.e., a sighting

by sensors in the interceptor) occurs, (6) the target is acquired (i.e., the

fire control system locks on and tracks the target), (7) the armament

system does not itself abort, and (8) the ordnance released splashes

(i.e., kills or disables) the bomber.
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Field trials, usually supplemented by separate theoretical studies for

new systems, assist in assessing these component probabilities. The

subevents should properly be described by probability distributions, e.g.,

probability of radar detection at a given range or circular error of the

ordnance, and most are conditional distributions, e.g., the chance of

sighting given that the vectoring places the interceptor at a given bearing

and distance with respect to the bomber.

Tlie simplest-minded approach is to push aside these refinements and

assign a probability to each subevenl and multiply them under appeal

to the theorem of compound probability. This would result in some such

statement as “In 10 per cent of the cases, an incoming bomber will be

shot doNAm by a given interceptor.”

This procedure, in fact, is very common in practical work, partly be-

cause the parameters of the many subordinate compound distributions

arc themselves subject to a distribution which is not precisely definable

and partly because excessive technical fastidiousness is incompatible

with project deadlines. Nonetheless, in war-gaming applications it can

and should be rejected for various reasons.

First, there may be hundreds of aircraft (and missiles) involved on

both sides. The simple multiplicative formulation to include recycling of

aircraft and multiple attacks soon becomes unmanageable. Because dig-

ital computers arc needed to keep track of the elaborate events in space-

time, it is easy to resort to the Monte Carlo method; the use oj sampling
to estimate the answer to a mathematical problem. That is, at each chance
.stage of each engagement, a random number should be generated in

the computer, compared with the appropriate distribution, and a specific

outcome selected for that particular stage. Thus the entire air battle has
a particular history, with a statement, if desired, of exactly which inter-

ceptors succeed against which bombers.

Second, the simple mean-value procedure does not show the spread of

rc'sults. It is useful to be able to make such statements as “There is a

90 per cent chance th.at at least 30 bombers will be splashed.” The digital

Monte Carlo simulation of the air battle can be repeated many times
with no change in tactics i.e., in flight plans for the bombers or com-
mitment policy for the interceptors—leading to statistical statements of
interest.'' In practice, one is frequently content with about ten such runs,

.since the pay of computing machines is not trivial.

Tliird, even in those cases in which a complete analytic formulation

'•Cnses, jxrjunps patliological, lending to himod.'il distributions have arisen to dis-

comfit the mean value appro.icli.
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of interlocking distributions can, in principle, be written out, tlie com-
puter program is more complicated and the computing time much greater

than would be the case with a Monte Carlo approach.

Those interested in the details of formulating air battle models will

find the accounts of Thomas [5], Taylor [6], Leibowitz and Lieberman

[7], Brotman and Seid [8], and Adams and Jenkins [9] helpful.

Monte Carlo is an exercise in statistical sampling. Hence the question

of increasing its efficiency by proper experimental design should be

raised. The experimenter would like to decrease the standard deviation

of the estimate to his problem*s solution by means other than increasing

the sample size. This is done not only for reasons of elegance but, as

noted earlier, because of the cost of computer time. Such an approach

is commonly used by those applying Monte Carlo methods to problems

in, for example, nuclear physics, but these methods do not seem to have

widely permeated operations research applications, or war gaming in

particular.

Seven metliods have been discussed by Kahn and Mann [10], They are

1. Importance sampling—which increases tlie probability that the sam-

ple comes from an "interesting region”;

2. Russian roulette and splitting—^which kill off uninteresting samples

and break interesting ones into branches;

3. Expected values—in which some part of a problem can be calcu-

lated;

4. Correlation and regression—by which a single experiment can yield

a comparison of two methods;

5. Systematic sampling—which calculates the first part of a multi-stage

problem;

6. Stratified sampling—which is a combination of methods 1 and 5;

7. Specialized techniques—such as using all combinations of each choice

of a set of random numbers.

The savings resulting from these methods can be dramatic, but dis-

cussion beyond the above cryptic remarks would be inappropriate in this

chapter. Kahn [11] has also indicated how correlation and weighting can

be used in comparing different bombing strategies.

The Monte Carlo method is a highly useful fool in maximizing the

information potentially available in what is usually a submodel in a large

war game. The larger assertion, sometimes heard in the land, that gaming

in general is an c.xamplc of the Monte Carlo approach does not appeal

to the jounrev’nran war gamer.
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MAN-MACHINE GAMES

A characteristic feature of war is the day-by-day or even nioment-by-

moment ahocation of VimUed resources by opposing commanders to

various competing missions or tashs. Feedbacks from the results of the

interactions condition the two sequences of decisions. The determination

of optimum allocations, thougli of clear importance in its own right, may

also contribute to the planning of a military posture (the numbers and

specifications of tlie component weapons systems ) ,
as \vell as to logistics

and intelligence problems. Man-machine games are designed to explore

such allocations.

The game model drawn up for the analysis requires human decisions

which, like mo\'es in chess, are few in number and simple to describe

but the consequences of which require the repeated routine solution

of matliematically defined systems. A symbiosis between man and ma-

chine is indicated. The human cortex is used as a steepest ascent cal-

culator to seek a way up to an optimum in the vast space of combinations

of dcjcision patterns, while the computer’s registers provide the results

of eacli step in that journey.

Many pla)'s of the game arc possible because each partner, in his

fashion, is quick, After experience, it may happen that the machine
can take over and explore, unattended, a subspace of decision possibil-

ities. Or the man may produce an analytic solution, with all its advan-
tages. A particular symbiosis has sometimes been broken in these xvays

by man or machine. New ones always form.

One must distinguish between simultaneous and consecutive man-
machine games. In the simultaneous game, men and machines xvork in

parallel, or rather men are almost continuously changing machine inputs
and the machine is faillifully showing outcomes. In coixsecutive games,
.icccss to the macliinc is restricted, so that changes in input can be made
only occasionally, witli ratlicr long periods of computing intervening.
Either t)pc may be appropriate, and examples of each will be discussed.
Historically, simultaneous games have usually been played on analogue
computers and consecutive ganies on digital equipment. Even when it

is desirable to play a simultaneous game on a digital computer, this is

rarely possible under modern computing service management because
only the computermcn cau be the gods of the machine.

TAGS* [12], 113] is a good example of a simultaneous man-machine
game played on a general analogue computer. This game emphasizes

“Tactical Air Ground Study. For an example of a ground combat machine came,
sev Itcbmn jn (4), p. 39IT.
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Ibc allocation problems of tactical air commanflors in a major theater

who must assign daily, in some proportion, their residual stocks of com-

bat-ready fighters, fighter bombers, and light bombers to the priniar)'

missions of counter-air (against airfields), interdiction, and close support

of ground forces." In addition, only fighters can be used for air defense

and escort of attack aircraft. Atomic bombs can be allocated to the three

primary missions. All of these allocations are simulated by adjusting

potentiometers on command panels serving as inputs of the desired

percentages to tlie machine.

The daily (in war time) test of these tactical choices is the to-and-fro

movement on the ground of what may be called, in view of the date of

TAGS (1954), the Main Line of Resistance between two ground armies.

This movement depends on relative remaining strengths, rates of supply,

and air effort. It is given by a formula derived largely from World War
II and comparable experience. Hence the machine, and not the airman,

plays ground forces. The position of this phase line and ones own current

stocks of aircraft, divisions, supplies, and bombs appear on meter faces

on a status panel. Intelligence play can be stipplied by an umpire or

controller.

Additional potentiometers permit adjustment of initial conditions and

parameter values in the model to test for sensitivity or to introduce de-

gradation factors. Stop-start switches provide machine dead-time to per-

mit players to digest information and make decisions. A "campaign” of

several months’ duration can be conducted in a few minutes.

The model requires about 100 equations, divided symmetrically be-

tween the two sides. These are simple first-order differential equations,®

algebraic equations of balance, and functions to be evaluated. Because no

hereditary effects or lags are included, ordinary general purpose analogue

equipment is suitable. The preparatory labor in establishing these equa-

tions, fitting them to combat data, and deducing values for parameters

should not be underestimated.

Subsequently, Dresher and Berkowitz [14] were able to formulate

analytically and solve by game theory a not oversimplified version of

TAGS. The solution of the extensive game shows how richly allocation

strategies vary during a campaign, depending on initial force ratios

and on the duration of the campaign.

Among other dangers in game theor)% there is one which should be

In military operations, the nightly conference of air and ground commanders to

“discuss” this allocation also has certain game features.

® For air attrition, Lanchester’s square law seems appropriate; but for movement of

a phase line on the ground, the logarithmic law in which casualty rate per unit is

constant appears more faithful to historical fact.
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mentioned here. The optimum solution to a game may involve extreme

strategies, i.e., the principle of concentration pushed inevitably by the

mathematics to the point where a mission may have no resources applied

to it. The reason is that this is the correct solution for a model which
cannot reflect all the smoothing-out factors in the real world. If the

interpretation is judicious, the value of the model or the game results

based on it is not necessarily lost

There is an additional subtlety of importance in this connection. Man-
ual or man-machine games may use mixed strategies intuitively but they
do not calculate them. Game theoiy does. In the analytic form of TAGS,
the weaker side is instructed to randomize and concentrate his efforts in
a particular way on different missions, i.e., he must take a chance on an
early payoff. This may well run counter to all (peacetime) military
octrine [15]. Yet calculation, in the Dresher-Berkowitz analysis, shows

tliat the expected payoff of the randomized strategy may be perhaps 40
per cent more than that yielded by military doctrine,” The matter de-
serves further airing.
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gh'ing his airbase and support structure, his communications and track-

ing nets, and his defense alignment. Second, operational assessments of

his capabilities are needed to provide planning factors for such matters

as in-commission rates, detection probabilities, lags in hand-over of con-

trol from one sector to another, and the like. This is a job for an A-2,5

section, midway between conventional Air Intelligence and Air Opera-

tions. Third, corresponding planning factors must be refurbished for ones
o\vn forces. Fourth, computer programs must be produced and debugged
for (1) the air battles during the campaign; (2) the damage done to

elements of the air complex, depending on weapon used, circular prob-

able error of the bomb drop, and the vulnerable subcomponents of the

aircomplex elements; (3) the residual and recuperative sortie potential

of aircraft on a damaged base; and (4) the fallout effects over a wide
area. If lucl^, the agency designing the game can use or adapt programs

or flowcharts existing in the organization or available to it, because new
programs of these types may take six or more months to produce.

Procedure is now routine. Control establishes overall restrictions such

as (1) bases available to the attacker for staging (both strike and post-

strike), (2) size of force available, (3) rate of commitment (campaign

tempo), and (4) weapons available.

The attack commander plans (1) the deployment schedule to reach

his launch bases, (2) what targets will be taken on and in what order

(e.g., sweeping to take out radar and fighters on the way to bomber
bases), (3) the balance between strike and reconnaissance effort, (4)

tracks and profiles, including coordination and timing, and (5) weapon
selection.

The defense commander decides on his rules of engagement (rate and

direction of defense force commitment).

The campaign is now fought by waves (successive air battles), each

evaluated by the first computer program. Control then supplies appro-

priate combat intelligence on results to the t^vo sides (as determined

by tile first two programs). The defense commander redeploys his resid-

ual forces (determined by the third program), the attack commander
plans a new wave based on his reconnaissance information, and the

campaign continues.

In man-machinc games of this nature, as in war games in general,

perhaps a hundred or more separate numerical planning factors must be

estimated and compounded in tlie models. A systematic and complete

ei’aluation of the sensitii'ity of the over-all results to changes in these

values is not feasible. Reflection ivill usually isolate key factors (e.g., tlic

number of hours before a base, evacuated under warning or attack, re-
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turns to operational status). After experience with several games, rela-

tively simple hand computation usually shows the effect of perturbations

in such factors.

^Var gamers are invariably serendipitists. In a particular example of a

game of this type, it was found that rudimentary intelligence would es-

tablish a good feel for tire attacker’s deployment schedule, permitting an
estimate of high occupation densities at strike-staging bases and so a

determination of periods of their greatest vulnerability.

SIMULATION

The temptation is strong to discuss large-scale experiments simulating
organizations under the heading of “man-machine games.” Applications
to military logistics and to air defense centers and nets have proved
ig 1

) profitable. Yet, these simulations arc not rigorously in the spirit
o uar gaming, because the opposition is a laboratory staff whose play
ot enemy action and nature is “canned,” serving to supply suitably timed
mputs to the organization being modelled.
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structures [18] is their telescoping of real time, so that the life histor\’

of a weapons s}'stem under different supply policies, which in the real

world might cover many years, consumes only a few weeks of laboraton’

time. War games are not normally so fortunate. In gaming a complicated

engagement, it is not at all unusual for game time to be a healthy mul-

tiple of real time. Hence, if an entire campaign is being gamed, the

project leader can only hope for relatively quiet war periods—which

must and do occur—so tiiat he can get through a relati\'eh^ period

in one tactical bound ^^’ithout violating Livermore’s precept.*® Project

leaders like to claim that they have gamed complete campaigns.

RIGID MANUAL GAMES

Manual war games require the players to make a ver\' large number
of major and minor decisions per move. To assess the consequences of

these decisions, relatively little and hand calculation is normally needed.

Many games of this genus have the additional feature that the moves,

relatiA’el)' few in number, can be evaluated b)' the application of a

complete set of rigidly prescribed and applied rules, available to the

players in all detail. Because of their associated apparatus, rigid manual

games are sometimes called board or bookkeeping games. 'These qual-

ifiers seem irrelevant

SAFE (Strateg)' and Force Evaluation) [19], a current, game, is a

good e.xample of the rigid manual family. It is concerned uith strategic

air w«ar planning and is rigorously two sided. It examines alternatives in

procurement strategies, research and de^'elopment planning, strategic

intelligence, force composition, and operational strategics (to test the

preceding planning) for a possible central strategic air war toward the

end of tlie 1960s.

SAFE provides a conceptual framework within which to generate

and examine new' ideas. It helps to sx'stematizc issues and supply gross

evaluation of alternative strategics. It keeps the outlines of all com-

ponents in two interacting “big pictures'* in balance and in foens. In an

instruction version, it is currently (1962) part of the curriculum for the

first class at the U.S. Air Force Academy.

One complete play of S.\FE takes four da\-s, starting with orientation

and grand'Strateg)’ planning sessions and terminating with a systematic

postmortem. Successful play can involve as few- as two plavcrs on each

team, phis a game director and two assistants, one assigned to each team

room.

p. 4.
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Tlie procurement phase has three moves, each concerned with pro-
curement and R & D planning for a three-year period. Decisions involve
budget allocation, the phasing in and out of weapon systems, and con-
struction, Players must make about 40 such decisions for each period.
The success of R & D and intelligence programs, as well as the budget
available, is partly determined by chance.

It IS not known to the playeis whether the operational phase will
occur at the beginning or at the end of the third procurement period.

us tempers cxtieme strategies. During this phase, decisions on a gross
u ar p an an on the details of missile and aircraft strikes must be made.
Uic outcome is assessed in terms of military losses, urban destruction,
and mortalities.
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war game aggregation seems to have been proposed in the literature or

even thoughtfully discussed.

FREE GAMES

It sometimes seems that as many people are currently studying limited

wars as are fighting them, A popular study method is the

free game, replete with planning factors, but the events of which aie

generally adjudicated rather tlian evaluated by completely prescribed

rules tL SIERRAII series of limited war studies is a full-blovvn example

tse research motivation and methodology will

Weiner [20] has given a rather complete discussion of the techniques de

veloped, which will consequently only be briefed here.
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of the area of operations that affect military operations. The public
librar)' is no substitute for experienced people with access to the appro-
priate documents. Planning factors must be collected and codiBed. These
ma)’ deal with the operational characteristics of weapons systems, with
t e weather, with attrition rates, and with logistics capabilities. To gen-
erate these factors may call for substudies. The planning manuals of the
rni itary services do not seem to discuss the in-commission rate of ele-
pliants or combat between armed sampans and junks. Not all planning
actors needed can be anticipated. In fact some are generated during the
course o p ay of many games in which evaluation of many like events
ultimately leads to a new planning factor.
The SffiRRA pregame scenario requires RED to prepare a build-up

p an S‘™g time and place of attack, objectives, and forces required
and where deployed. Appropriate strategic intelligence is given to BLUE.

equally estimates of capabilities and
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Fig, 2. Move cycle.

maintenance of the “integrity” of the game (c.g., so that destroyed bridges

are not crossed immediately).

Players have the right of Teclama>- during the evaluation of plan or

move outcomes, not for reasons of morale, but to produce as many par-

tisan pros and cons as possible to assist CONTROL in balanced rulings.

The general course of events during a mo\^ cycle is given in Figure 2.

Not much more will be said liere in rcg«ard to move technique, since war

gaming, like other emotion-charged activities of man, can only be Icamcfl

through participation.

Tlicre arc certain over-all aspects of the play which should be hrouy^fi

out. Decision or branch points frequently arise representing choUf-,

1= A Filipino word meaning ati';ufshcd protest.
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among truU' major courses of action for a team, such as escalating (o.g.,

committing strategic forces) or pressing for a peace conference. Here,

CONTROL quite deliberately proceeds on the basis of relevancy rather

than credibility. That branch is selected which is most relevant to the

purpose of the game, e.g., full implications of a policy decision [21] or

full examination of the capability of a weapon system. An alternative

method of choice is to select that branch leading to the most complex

situation. This provides more material for analysis and may even permit

c'stimating the outcome of a less complicated branch as a lesser included

event. Branches involving catastrophic "unique” events, such as the death

of a political leader, are excluded.

The method of free gaming sketched above, which sometimes bears

the ponderous name of a closed-information predetermined form game,

involves directly about 20 people and may require a game duration equal

to that of the war it tries to model. After appreciable experience, a group

inevitably Ends ways to telescope the effort and essentially to maximize

the number of plays for a given project period. These procedures il-

lustrate the dominance of integrated team planning over the strict plan-

ning factor and computing approach. These methods are

1. Projection. The subsequent course of events is spelled out without

detailed gaming.

2. Afeshtng. A subsequent game return to a major decision point and
explore that branch, thus meshing with the original game.

3. Scries. A sequence of games may change only some initial assump-
tions, such as weapon type that can be used.

4. Joint Adjudication. Opposing teams plan their tactical moves sepa-

rately but assess the results and resolve interplays jointly with CON-
TROL. Detail, particularly in regard to intelligence play, is sacrificed,

but speed is unquestionably gained.

5. Scnn'nnr, RED, BLUE, and CONTROL work together around a war
map” for the entire duration of the "game.” Operations are proposed,
feasibility determined, and results assessed, all in the open.

6. B»t/d/ng Blochs. When numerous game histories are accumulated
for a given area under scries play, it may be possible to take various
blocks of results from some games and use these to compose varia-
tions. For example, win^ of tactical and strategic bombers, separated
in two games, may be combined to assess a third.

W ith suitable record-keeping discipline, these games accumulate de-

cani^c^and^'l
method, which required only map boards, map pins, a
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tailed histories of air, ground, and sea operations and logistics, and other

events. These can be viewed as synthetic war histories and examined for

lessons (and mistahes). At this stage of analysis of the game output,

however, one is much more concerned with gross conclusions, which
seem to stand out clearly and which must make sense in their own right.

The whole game sequence is then viewed as an impartial structure which
has turned up deficiencies and dominating factors, perhaps largely

unexpected, whose acceptance does not depend critically on the fine

grain of the games. This is not to say that tlie fine structure is then dis-

carded. It can be mined for planning factors and can be used as a test

bed for concepts not in the original experimental happenstances. For
example, such games can supply a check list with >vlnch to confront, say,

proposals for weapons systems calling for highl}' dispersed operations,

which may be logistically self-defeating in detail.

Some philosophical points on over-all game management may perhaps

be briefed, A major problem in the art of running a free war game is

how to cause events to happen at a realistic rate. Working on paper, with

aggregated representations, one may soon find that actions are occurring

much too fast and with a high precision whiclj would not occur in the

real world. In war both sides intermittently set objectives and deploy

their resources to achieve them. During the deployment time the enemy
is achieving his objectives in part through his deployment. This causes a

further time-consuming change in decision and deployment.

The timing problem within the game mechanism is partly met by
paying proper attention to logistics movements, to the effect of losses, to

delays and lags in intelligence, and to allowances for command lag time.

The latter lag may exercise overriding control. For example, a military

formation which may deploy or recycle at relative leisure when events

appear to be ominous has quite a different character from one which

must await a last-minute decision to leap globally.

There is a more subtle aspect to the war game pacing problem which

has received insufficient attention from the theoreticians. In any military

world there are many command and control levels and decision echelons.

To each echelon is attached a span of control and a scale of time of

interest to it, proportioned to its level in the hierarchy. Each echelon also

has its own intelligence level in regard to detail and staleness. There is

no such thing as complete knowledge of the war at any one place, such

as CONTROL has in war games. The interaction of these spans and

scales generate unknown lags and nonbenevolent feedbacks. A man-
machine game using free game scenarios as fodder may be an appro-

priate analytic tool with which to investigate this question. In fact, its
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program may contribute to solution of tlie real world's command and
control problems.

In a curious \vay, sometimes painful to tlie games director, exactly the

same problem arises when he tries to organize the interlocking tasks of

his people. Figure 3 schematizes the work required of the ground player

on either team during the planning portion of one move. Each team
member, each member of CONTROL, and each member of the support-

ing cast has a similar pattern of activities. The actions are partly in

parallel and partly staggered. Information inputs are needed to keep

various chains of work alive. It can easily happen that A is waiting for

B who is waiting for C who is waiting for A to complete a task. Is the

organization properly designed when the director does not spend all of

his time on the override button? This is a grand arena for the group-

minded psychologist.

CRITIQUE

So that the conventions may be observed, something must be said

about the strengths and weaknesses of war gaming. We are, of course,

concerned only with gaming as a research tool. Consider first the ad-

vantages.

Gaming gives full scope to the enemy's actions and reactions, to his

capability and his persistence. No staff planner writes a paper showing

how his plan will fail and no engineer points out how the weapon system

he has designed can be circumvented.^^ These one-sided analyses, replete

with detailed calculations, assume a somewhat chuckleheaded and rather

friendly enemy whose course of action is transparently clear and rigid

and who seems quite vague about what he will do later on as the plan

or weapon system moves smoothly to success. Gaming, on the contraiy,

supplies the most hostile of reviews.

Gaming provides a framework within which experts in the relevant

fields can systematically apply and pool their ideas and techniques. This

framework requires all relevant fields to be represented so that the

logistician can tether the weapon designer, and the political scientist

frustrate the operational planner. Each expert is forced to see a context

which may modify his dogmatism and in fact stimulate his ingenuity.

By definition, a play of a war game is a sequence of moves each in-

volving a concrete situation. Generalities and pontifications must show

In all fairness, in preparing his Estimate of the Situation the wise Commander
may foster interaction between his intelligence and operations sections to beget op-

posing points of view.
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their applicability. Doctiine and belief are explicitly tested. The sequence

of events forces a “thinking through” of an operation or campaign to the

end.

Like Chinese medicine, the military profession is most successful if

the client does not become a patient. War gaming can assist in designing
a balanced deterrent posture, because we make our mistakes on paper
and we can check plans and force structures for feasibility and balance.
Since there is little secret about our military posture, one can hope that

the enemy will conduct his own war games based on the inherent
capabilities of that posture—^not on its intentions—and detect no soft

spots.^®

But now it is the critics turn. There are many of these people. Polemics,
as well as semantics, is a characteristic of operations research. A dis-
cussion of their strictures may bring out aspects of war gaming other
than those reviewed above.

Critic. Because of the enthusiasm and conviction war games engender
in the participants, they lose all sense of logic, they confuse their model
with reality.

^

Prolagoiiht: Garni.,g is hard work. The gamers I know were either
cynical when they started or lost their glow in a few weeks and never
found 't egam. They are well aware that the game is only a model;

>0 operations in the real world so that some

Co,nmrnl‘'rV,"i!'® ‘VT PT!'’®'*' “ they argue with

conlinin'll r 1
™ jdity of the assumptions and the assessments. They

thev
l>e explored. If they are Controllers,

producc lags arising from intcrservice “considerations."

and work°put‘hnnnc“pIa™"’‘’'''‘‘''’’
by the elaborate detail

aft^rm'^Tlavs
°f the players are not persuaded

thrpL^s'i hii®:rn^;ra”\h\v:rr

"

g m or’e 1 Any conclusions from the

detmis"f d,Tvar ^ " independent of the

idc.is or plirascs altcm
IT'P”'*™* point is that the game produces new

pnssihU. ^>'='tP>y nnd^ketcLs explicitly

fldt Even so, your pcxiple arc assuming roles they never approximated

'•S S’-ninS «' Peart Haibur.kocc) Some arc hard losers.
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in the real world. Hence they will “learn” in unpredictable ways during

the game sequence.

Pro: What kind of people do you liire to do responsible gaming? As (or

“learning,” this is precisely the feature desired in gaming, although it

should be called generating new research ideas and finding out what
mistakes could be made. Out-and-out strategic or tactical errors must of

course be located and the game re-assessed. Although a game may be
finished, the gamers are not finished with the game.

Crii: You simply cannot produce a set of realistic rules. Your people

will exploit them, they will “play the game” against itself.

Pro: Negative, You are dealing with a group which is not only research

minded but which has (or should have) an appreciable continuity.

When one side does not point out fiagrant unrealities, the other certainly

will. In the course of time, refinement of rules and procedures is in-

evitable.

Crit: Your games are larded with deceptive detail. Each detail is a

parameter and each must have a value. You don't know these values and

even worse, in the ensemble, you have a hopelessly uncontrolled situation

in the statistical sense, because you can’t possibly have enough plays.

You should stick to analytic methods. Or if you insist on games, strip

away all your ornaments and find a simpler formulation which will give

you a precise statement of problems and results, and which will let you

understand what is going on.

Pro: You are talking as emotionally as a war gamer. But your points

are all worth attention. In fact, you have arrived at the right conclusion

by the wrong course of argument.

First, there is a lot of detail in war games. The reason is that the

designer does not know in advance what factors may prove critical. He
strives instead to cover what must be the range of contextual factors

more or less clearly relevant to the games objective. Reasoning by im-

perfect analogy is one of the thirty-four dishonest ways to win an argu-

ment, but here, comparing this phase of war gaming with dimensional

analysis in physics is not grossly unfair. Dimensional analysis fails

utterly if one essential physical quantity is omitted. Systems analysis may
produce a completely worked-out and “optimum” system which may also

be completely wide of the mark because of operational factors not

considered.

Second, each parameter must be assigned a value, or even better, a

range of values. Choosing tliis value is a matter of workmanship, and

e.xactly the same problem arises in the study of any problem in military'

operations research by any method whatsoever.

Third, the conscientious war gamer must always be conscious of liis
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tolerances. He must calculate or assess, if only by seminaring, the sen-

sitivity of his over-aU conclusions to variation in parameter values. Of

course, he is never satisfied that he has completed this job.

Fourth, the number of plays of any one game that should be made is

usually grossly overexaggerated by appeal to superficial combinatorial

arguments. Once the main assumptions for a given branch of a game are

set out, the flexibility in strategy and tactics is not nearly so rich as is

presupposed, if only the main lines of the over-all course of events are to

be made out. Perturbations of the main line can usually be assessed
satisfactorily by those experienced in the game. A war game is no more
chess than chess is a war game—in regard to the criticality of the fine

structure.

Fifth, )-ou are completely correct in saying that the real problem is to

understand what is going on. Analysis of a sequence of war games is

performed to deduce those few dominant key factors, assumptions, and
general results whose relative weights and interactions are actually per-
tinent to the conclusions drawn. Most of the detail of the game now
seems irrelevant.

Finall), war gaming is only one tool of military operations research,
but there arc many problems which must be tackled for which no other
00 IS yet available. Above all, gaming is a preresearch technique, gener-
ating ideas and sketching their outlines. Military operations research of
^cessi y must be conducted with suspense dates in view. Gaming can

Crit: Yes, but loob at the cost and inefficienev—
Pro: Enough! You will like the next chapter.

'
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CHAPTER 8

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL
GAMES

It is generally tliought that the first logistic game (the forerunner of

games used in business and industry) was Monopologs, developed by the

Rand Corporation in the mid-1950s. Monopologs concern the Air Force

system of supply, bases being consumers, the depot being the distributor,

and the player functioning as inventory manager. The player plays the

game by making various decisions related to his role.

In 1957, the American Management Association, wanting to /‘provide a

learning experience in which participants could increase their under-

standing of the decision-making process,” introduced the first practical

business game

—

T}2e Top Management Decision Simulation.^ Although
the rationale for calling this game a "simulation”,is not available, one can

conjecture that there was a heated discussion regarding the desirability

of hard-headed businessmen playing games! The phrase “business simula-

tions” has become, in consequence, a euphemism for games. This first

game required each participant to

. .

.
play the role of a member of top management of one of several com-

pany teams ^vhich compete ^vith each other in a hypothetical market

involving a single product. Each company begins the simulation in an

identical position (cash available, beginning inventory and plant ca-

pacity), and decisions for each period of play represent those for a

simulated quarter of a year’s operations .... the companies are given

^ Greenlaw, P. S., Herron, L. W., and Baivdon, It- H. Business Simulation. Engle- ^
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1962. 30d
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the option of purchasing different kinds of market research information
which may be of value to them in their decision-making .... each com-
pany receives a statement from the game administrators as to its sales
income for the quarter .... At the end of each year of decision-making,
each team is given ... an annual report ... for all companies .... game
administrators make it a practice to furnish . . . other information as
siinulation play progresses several games are normally played . . .

an in no way attempts to provide a closely detailed representation of
the real world.-

The success of this game opened the door for the development of addi-
lona g^es or a variety of business purposes. As in war games, the past
eca e as seen e introduction of the man-machine game as well as

exclusively human play.
®

g^i^es have developed differently from war games, often

Lali atIt". f signiflcance, For

fivB lo
game called Tiafer-roy Objects Came for

‘If
“ ''"““g aimed at the

Tm naeeme'^ first level personnel in making the transition

LXal whl “^ed a game called

oZinf
‘ '““ding game used at the

tL pnishurv Tomr,?^*
educational programs in Production Control.

tion Exercise for fiv^
““'led Sales Management Simula-

ing salermauaver^Addr^^^
“ " for nse in train-

education have\een deve'loped^W !u
purposes of preservice-business

(There are a err^aoF
P a by several major universities.

multipurpose, that is, fey Srf f,!r nT

making process involved ' Many bu
” " *0 deoision-

dustry, arc concerned with marketL'T" 1

®™“' ''“Surdless of the in-

hon. A few games are concerned
fldu'clopment, finance, and produc-

and other similar matters Busin
^ P^curement, employee lelations.

Business games are usually designed withspecific business purposes in mind, as Well as with specific participants in

rapid. One of the newer came '’J'

^ “ decade old their growth has been
perhaps portends the futifre Tb

°P®d at the University of Chicago
future. TTie game is called INTOP (International

'’P "'- lPe2.p.l5.

Voik Bminess Came.
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Operations Simulation). The increasing problems of international trade

and overseas operations have stimulated the University to develop a

game with a “rather high degree of realism . . . (that) brings out the

fact that effective solution of international business problems . . . requires

diagnostic ability and conceptual thinking. . . .
*

Although there is little scientific evidence of the worth of these games,

like the military games that have been played for centuries, their pursuit

is apparently convincing to their advocates. Whether this conviction^

based on a certain intoxication that goes with game playing or has e

substance of their claims, cannot yet be knowm. Though as a precaution

we should remember that for about a centur>' athletic coaches have been

discussing the character training value of sports, with much enthusiasm

and practically no evidence. Their enthusiasm has not abated, ut t e

evidence is still practically nonexistent.

With these precautions in mind, we record the following digest of

the “values" of business games to be found in that literature. Business

[games are said to offer the player a conflict situation that is an a strac ion

of the competitive reality of the business world.^Games are esi^e o

provide a prototype of real-life business situations Aat require e

player to use pracUcal business judgement and skills^ \\ e are told that

the games offer the players an opportunity to gain experience not only

from the play of the game, but also from the feedback of the results.

Games foster the making of decisions that the player mus ive wi i

during the game, and thus, because of this high degree o invo vemen ,

behavioral modification is said to be immediate. Games are fought to be

more effective)than traditional busines^ training methods because they

offer the opportunity to “learn by doing, to enhance e prac ice o

technique, and to provide lengthy experience in a re ative j s or peno

of time.lln the area of management principles, games require pa cipan

to “live^ with the consequence of their decisions.) to be specific because

generalizations are not enough, and to exercise their ju gmen m re a

to problem solving. In addition, it is said that business as ue as mi i . ry

games help the player avoid a historical outlook—- t le en cnej o g

the last war instead of die next.” They give the player a healthy respect

for the unforeseen in dynamic and constantly changing si ua ions, i

which decisions must be made under pressure.

We conclude this account witli a sample game from the IBM Labora-

tor). in Yorhtou-n Heights, New York. Tl.c game is designed to leach

basic economics through man-machine play.

^Thorelli, H. B., and Graves, R. L.

Bt: Tlie Free Press, 106-t, p. 32.

International Operations Simulation. Clcncw.
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THE SUMERIAN GAME^

A student assumes the lole of a priest-king of a Sumerian City-State of

the late fourth millennium. Factors in the environment are represented

by information typed out on a typewriter terminal controlled by a

computer program. The general situation is presented by a narrative

with pictorials. An agricultural cycle of planting and harvesting is in-

troduced. The initial problem of how much grain to set aside for the next

planting is posed. The priest-king must arrive at a satisfactory figure. The
population will tend to grow, limited technology prevents grain from
being stored for long periods of time, rotting and destruction by rodents
will take place, natural and man-made catastrophes must be considered,
floods, storms, fires, etc.

The student will use a trial and error method to determine the proper
planting figure. Each time he enters a figure, the computer will give him
a food-supply position at the end of harvest Other problems are in-

troduced. The decreasing number of mature plants due to the proximity
of the seeds, thus more land must be tilled. Irrigation ditches must be
ui t, etc. This gives the student an opportunity to order public work

projects. Largo scale starvation is the result of late decision to increase
acreage. Periods of starvation may so lower the vitality of the civilization
that It can no longer survive. If the city-state survives, it can begin to
ui a sma surplus. If the level of nutrition is maintained over a number
years, ec nological innovations will come about, arts and crafts will

ourish, inventions will be reported at various times (in keeping with
the histoncal period), and the student will use these as he sees fit to
capitalize on currently available energy.

of^hniiT^
gets more complicated with the introduction

LtZJ: ^ ° “ to "'“ke decisions in such .n way

ponu atZ ™toral political crises, that theE Zed tZ’ “
,

' “ '”8’’ '“to o£ tecLological innovation is

r;rZvLXf:fp:r—

•

SaZifZtl*-'fTn
""to’' ’'to'"’'"- ‘yPtoitl businessgame m that the mtent h«e is to offer the player not only an opportunity

'• .Abstracted from "The
piitenzed P. I. Program,”
fcbruaiA', 1965, pp. 10-11.

Sumerian
by Bruce

Game: Teaching Economics With A Com-
MoncreifF, Programmed InstTUction, 4 (3),
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to make decisions of an economic nature, but to give the player an

understanding of the processes at work in the economic development of

civilization. However, the example illustrates how far game playing has

come in the world of business and industry.

Whatever one may think of these games, the gejierality of the view

that individuals learn to be better businessmen by playing games is

impressive. The state of the art is such at the present time that the reader

will note that our list of selected references that follows, includes a

number of text books on the subject used in college and university

schools of business administration.
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CHAPTER 9

GAMES IN EDUCATION

In this chapter as in the previous one, we note an unbounded enthu-

siasm for games. The usual justification is again given that the students

learn by playing games. A closer reading suggests, however, that the most
important feature of the games may be that the students enjoy themselves

more while they are playing than when they are not. So that whatever

they learn (whether it be as much as usual, or less), is learned with en-

joyment. This in turn perhaps contributes to the ease with which teachers

can manage their students.^Games may be so acceptable because they

solve motivational problems for the students and management problems

for the teachers^not unimportant considerations in an age of “drop outs.”

We shall examine some of the usages on grade school and college levels,

as well as survey some of the “values” confidently attributed to such game
playing.

We do not know when some enterprising school teacher arrived at the

conclusion that students would learn more effectively if the subject matter

under consideration were offered in the form of a game. The e.xample of

the “spelling bee” is well known—although the spelling bee is said not to

be a “good” game because it does not help the poor speller leam how to

spell. “Good” games, according to Umsc who develop curriculum for the

elemcntarj' and secondary school, arc those that help the learner to Icam.

For example, at the start of a school term it is important for everyone to

leam the name of ever)'one else in the class. A game that is often played

for this purpose in the clemcntar)' school is called Namo, a variation of

Bingo in which children enjoy playing a game and at tlic same time they

become familiar ^^'ith the other children’s names.

Critics argue that many of these “educalional" games do not do wliat 315
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tliey are supposed to do, particularly in the elementary school. They say

that children lose sight of the objectives, see games in a fun context, and

do not really learn anything by playing them. On the other hand, those

in favor of games suggest a Mary Poppins type of argument—^“A spoon-

ful of sugar makes the medicine go down!” Regardless of the reasons, the

use of games in the teaching of academic subjects is so embedded in in-

structional technique that the only issue most school teachers are really

concerned with is whether they can find a suitable game for their pur-

poses.

There are a number of publishing companies ready to oblige with such
titles as: Games Make Spelling Fun, A Teaching Aid to Better Spelling,

Arithmetic Games: for Kindergarten through Sixth Grade, 100 Learning
Games for Boys and Girls from Five to Eight, Games for Learning Mathe-
tnatics, Reading Games, Listening Games, Language Games, Social Stud-
ies Games, and a host of others. A number of professional journals for
school teachers feature articles on the subject, and offer a considerable
amount of 'how-to-do-it information. Some publishing houses supply
game equipment designed for the elementary classroom, for example,
onguage Lotto. ... A Series of Programmed Games teaching children

to^understand and to speak standard English better.”^
Texts for the elementary teacher indicate a variety of ways in which

games can be used in the elementary classroom. In addition to the usual
methods for teaching reading, the teacher today has at her command
games that are said to help children^ learn the alphabet, or games that
enhance word recognition. Other games are used to teach vowel sounds,

"y“«bification, to increase vocabu-

ba^Wn T”
o*' to lielp “build general cultural

t games such

in
There are other! that assist

wi h at "'T •“ “ouon words, or to become familiar

and tor^d T 'vord usage,
auditor)' discrimination, and articulation.

^

a new
of reading and writing, although not

Ch! « Dm “.n
“ ‘>>0 teaching of nriilfmefe.\

Swu Carrolfn^ .'i "“'f
»'«“>> "othematician (belter kwU' as

^booSTn pobhshed a number

Inrmhrn "’i' ^ ''“""g •'’<= 1890s. Subsequently,

To teaehm o! a n,”
™ "'“de aiailabletenehors of anttmcl.c Gardner, in his introduction to volume I of tire

V. no date.
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Scientific American Book of Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions says:

The pedagogic value of recreational mathematics is now widely recog-

nized. One finds an increasing emphasis on it in magazines published

for mathematics teachers, and in the newer textbooks, especially those

written from the “modem” point of view.^

Such games are said to help tlie beginning student recognize numerals
or number sequences.^ Other games help the student to learn arithmetic

processes. In addition to special games designed for these purposes,

familiar games such as ticktacktoe are utilized as an introduction to sev-

eral branches of modem mathematics. Since mathematics is a graded

affair with respect to the school curriculum, so too are games used for

this purpose. The teacher has available games that are graded for each

of the elementary and secondary levels—^both “noncommercial games,”

and those games that are manufactured for sale to the general public.

In addition to well-known commercial game manufacturers, a number
of corporations specialize in the manufacture of games for use in the

teaching of mathematics in the classroom.

Beyond the “3 R’s,” games are used in the teaching of social studies,

These studies run the gamut from teaching children to develop respon-

sibility for helping at home, to becoming aware of the problems of mod-
em civilization. Kindergarten children play a game like "Mulberry Bush”
in order to learn ideas about the way “we” do things—for example, wash
our face, comb our hair, pick up our toys. Older students who study

history in elementary or secondary school may be exposed to games to

learn about famous dates, places, or people. Occasionally sand-table

games like the early “Kriepspiel” are used. Students of geography may
leam about latitude and longitude in a game, or how to use a compass,

and a host of other things. Crossword puzzles dealing with current events

are popular games for older students.

The Teachers Publishing Corporation in a recent publication, Social

Studies Games and Activities* presented over one hundred games that

have been developed for social studies. They also indicated that many
commercial games can be used for these purposes as well, such as Across

the Continent, Around the World, Game of the States, Monopoly, Politics,

Wide World, Guadalcanal, Gettysburg, and many others.

- Gardner, M. Scientific American Book of Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions.

New York: Simon and Sdiuster, 1, 1959, p. x.

® Turner, E. M. “Aids and Ideas in Teadiing Mathematics,'' Service Bulletin, New
York; Hol^ Rinehart, and Winston Inc., 1985, p. I.

* Wagner, G. et al. Social Studies Games and Activities. Darien, Conn.: Teachers

Publishing Corporation, 1964, p. 5.
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Other uses of games in the elementary and secondary curriculum are
for teaching science, music, foreign languages, and other specific subjects.

Just as HeKvig tried to find a better “mousetrap” to teach young noblemen
mi itar) strategy, or the American Management Association sought more

management decision-making techniques, the^ iiimKigClilCiii vici;i»iUll-lIiaKIllg leciilliqucs, tm
a\ eragc sc ool teacher seeks more effective ways to teach her pupils i

variety o t ings. Games are thought to provide the answer. As we have
men lone t ere is little objective evidence to indicate that games are a
more effective method of teaching \

^
— — ..-.V. uujcciive ev

more effective method of teaching.

)

In general, the authors of books and articles concerning games in edu
cation focus on describing procedures and rules of games. In a fev
instances, an author precedes his descrioHon. nf „ valm

“ aescrioing procedures and rules of games. In s

t"
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li
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Stances"-! Tt,™
returned from vacation.’’j’ In some in-

games amt
a general introductory statement about teaching
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and mav so "ffr . f directives,
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school children%h“"
'‘“dents, and some elementaiy
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given some attention,
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•<> learning experiences are rarely

shoum” that the ariihm »•

' ’ authors state that "experience has

terns, no^relaticns^^^^ ''“'P “'ddren “see pat-

improvc eompiit.ational Wlb>‘’N™|fd;,™'to®h

in the ficlcl of cdiicatimf experimentation and researc

the supportive teaching material
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reading in big city schools. TesI
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' Conn.: Tcadieni Publishing Cor^ration, 2i
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. . . evaluations from in-servive teachers, supervisors and administra*

tors.^

When we leave the elementary and secondaiy classroom for the uni-

versity, we find that the/ playing of games is once again referred to as

“simuIations/yAfter business and industr)’’ started using games for in-

service education, the more formal preservice university programs fol-

lowed suit. At first, similarly related areas such as economics became
involved. More recently political science curricula have used games as

an outgrowth of some of the newer aspects of war gaming. Thus a student

in political science may become involved in a game called 'Tnter-Nation

Simulation,”® A business major may play “the Carnegie Tech Manage-
ment Game” in a course in business administration to develop experience

in complex management situation.® Social-psychology majors may study

interpersonal conflict and bargaining, and play the “Acme-Bolt” game.^®

Some educators say that the “simulations” used in higher education are

not really "games”—but are simulations of actual life situations. Sociolo-

gists at Johns Hopkins Universit)' have developed games that simulate

a variety of social situations, and are said to be useful in the teaching

of social relations. Some of these are: The Life Career Game, The Family

Game, The Representative Democracy Came, The Community Response

Game, The High School Game, and The Consumer CameM
Currently, research and development of games ^vith simulated en\'iron-

ments is being carried out by sociologists in collaboration with anthro-

pologists, curriculum specialists, economists, historians, political scientists,

psychologists, systems analysts, and teachers in six major research centers.

1. Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

2. BOCES (Board of Cooperative Educational Services), Northern

Westchester, New York.

3. Carnegie Tech Management Game, Carnegie Institute of Technology,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

r Bank Street Reading Series. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966, intro-

duction.

® Guetzkow, H. et al. Simulation in International Relations. Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: PrenKce-Hall, 1963.

® Dill, W. R,, and Doppelt, N. ‘The Acquisition of Experience in A Complex Man-
agement Game,” Simulafion Models for Education, N. A. Fattu and S. Elam (Eds.)

Bloomington, Ind.; Phi Delta Kappa Inc., 1965.

Deutsch, M. and Krauss, D. “Studies of Interpersonal Bargaining,” Journal of

Conflict Resolution, March, 1962, pp. 52-76.

Coleman,
J. S. “Learning Through Gaines,” NEA Journal, January, 1967, pp.

69-70; and Boocock, S. S. Simulation Games in Learning, Beverly Hills, California:

Sage Publications, 1968.
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4. Department of Social Relations, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Maryland.

5. Northwestern University International Relations Program, Depart-
ment of Political Science, Evanston, Illinois.

^ SIMILE, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, La Jolla,
California.

The games created are used to teach problem solving and decision-mak-
ing cc mques within the context )of such diverse subjects as banking,
usmess manageinent, careers, community response to disaster, credit

SrW.r r democratic and other governmental pro-

tion irpnn
” ‘ttion), economics, evolution, free market competi-

shins
'"f^'Tt-'itional relations, parent-child relation-

dcvcl'onmpnt°

'
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“ controlled
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sirabfe attitudes, and instill
develop de-

diat students loam anythin^ frnm'^
^ ^Hiavc been made fail to confirm

from conventional methods could not have learned

liccn
ci'aractcr'rclr4-'’t’wrpl,mK''^'*T‘'' "Ixx'lations has

of international relations in wlnVIi
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Hollind. E. p -Pnn«- 1 C o.

Behavioral Scientist, 0,
1905. p. 10. Reciete, April, 1067. pp. 62161:
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part. Reports of these experiments began to appear in the late 1950s and
have been considered “largely impressionistic and subjective.” The sec-

ond phase began around 1962. New kinds of games were developed and
tested in regular classroom situations^ and researchers attempted to be

more objective in reporting their findings. These studies centered on test-

^'ing the following hypotheses:

jn. Games witli simulated environments engender more student interest

than the more conventional classroom activities.

2. By participating in games students will learn more facts and princi-

ples than by studying in the conventional manner.

3. Students will retain information learned in games longer than infor-

mation presented through conventional methods.

4. Students will acquire more critical thinking and decision'making skills

by participating in games with simulated environments.

5. Student’s attitudes will be significantly altered by taking part in games,

The only hypothesis that has been completely accepted so far is the

first one—^students are more interested in simulation activities than in

conventional classroom exercises. Therefore, it may be said that what is

now known about games and simulations as instructional media is this;

^hei/ are useful devices for getting and holding student interest and
attention.^^

This chapter is followed by several readings illustrative of approaches

to games with an educational purpose.

Cherryholmes, C. H. “Some Current Research on Effectiveness of Educationaf

Simulations,” American Behavioral Scientist, 10, October, 1966, pp. 4-7.
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Learning Through Games

JAMES S. COLEMAN
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Northwestem University; Layman Allen. Yale; and Western Behavioral

Sciences Institute, La Jolla, California.
Honkins a leeis-

A description of one of tire games developed at Johns Hopkins a leg

lative game designed to teach the basic structure of representative gov-
lative game aesiyieu

designed to
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d. .. L/o.-»Jk ^ ’'’S.",;"!" .. » ).

-,.,d » .!»
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^ satisfied
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techniques of war and management g^es might be ^
propriato for schools. First of all, it would make possible a reward struc

ture which would focus on achievement tor the school as we’'

individual academic achievement. Last spring in Fort Lauderdale, Florid ,

for example, a number of schools from eight states participated in the

“Nova Academic Olympics,” playing an equations game, a logic game,

and a legislative game in the kind of interscholastic tournament often re-

served for athletics.

A more important asset of simulation games is that they constitute an

approach to learning that starts from fundamentally different premises

than does the usual approach to learning schools. The first premise is that

persons do not learn by being taught; they learn by experiencing the

consequences of their actions. Games which simulate some aspects o

reality arc one way a young person can begin to see such consequences

before he faces the real actions and the real consequences as an adult.

A second premise underlying the development of these games is that

schools find it difficult to teach about the complexity that characterizes

modem society, with the result that students have had little or no ex-

perience to prepare them for facing a multitude of decisions and problems

in adult life. The games we and others have created present the student

with an approximation of certain facets of modem society that he will

have to face later.

iLeaming through games has a number of intrinsic virtues. One of these

is its attention-focusing quality. Games lend to focus attention more ef-

fectively than most other teaching device^, partly because they involve

the student actively rather than passivelyi- The depth of involvement in

a game, whether it is bashelball. Life Carreer, or bridge, is often so great

that the players are totally absorbed in this artificial world.

Another virtue of academic games as a learning device is that using

them diminishes the teacher’s role as judge and jury. Such a role often

elicits students’ fear, resentment, or anger and gives rise to discipline

problems. It may also generate equally unpleasant servility and apple-

polishing. Games enable the student to see the consequences of his ac-

tions in his winning or losing. He cannot blame the teacher for his grades;

instead he is able to understand the way in which his own activity is

related to the outcome. The teacher’s role reverts to a more natural one
of helper and coach.

In developing an appropriate sense of consequences contingent upon
action, the amount of chance in a game is quite important. If a game has
the appropriate mixture of chance and shill, persons of somewhat dif-

ferent abilities can play together, and success will depend in part, but
not entirely, upon their relative shill.

A special value of academic simulation games appears to be the capac-
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ity to develop in the player a sense tliathc can affect his own
^

massive stndy conducted by tl,e U.S. Office of

attribute strondy related to performance on standard achievement ests

is a child’s belief that his future depends on his own

on a capicious environment. Many disadvantaged pupils appear lac

*|eeffig die consequences of one’s actions in a game develops the sense

of pSal and controllable environment. When a game simu ates

alp^ts of a student’s present or future life, the student begins to see ho

his future depends very directly upon present actions, and thus g

meaninc to these actions.^ r
, aame

/still another virtue of academic games is the range ‘ ^

L encompass. A teacher’s class presentation has a

Some students fail to understand unless it is very

when it is that simple. Games, however, can

range of skills.) One example indicating the wide
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played successfully—
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olaying
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the same game at different levels of skill.
come students
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,,
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Pedagogical Futility in Fun

and Games?

IVOR KRAFT

Who can be against games? No one, for the world would be a much
poorer place without tag and checkers, charades and even ticktacktoe. I

have nothing against games in general.
Also, one can hardly object to games and simulation methods in certain

holds—military tactics, mathematics, business management—which the
.author of the preceding article menHons. These are fields in which what
s simulated is very close indeed to the reirlity under study.

Ueforc stating my objections to Dr. Coleman’s approach, I would like
to .airiim tny agreement with his views on the “Nova Academic Olympics”
and the advantages of stressing group rather than individual achievementm many school contexts. ’These are established and honored principles of
P -agogy, lough there is no necessary connection betsveen them .and
Professor Colemans game approach to the social studies.

had intmm®
' ' •’'"“'led in the Midwest in the 1930’s, we

smi t rn n
‘’“'^''“"8 “d i" -cent years we have

!aml. l ath Coir “"'nendable) of science fairs. I

be improved anrextendcA”''
"““"d ideas that deserve to

nliawanI'eJn™ '•'“t kerning should be a

that irames^i
*"*1

J?8j^y. fun, and humor where possible, and

mith^m '^^r . ,

' would doubtless bemuch more fun if student, were to invent conslellatL recognition games

3l.6 sot UCE h'EA Journal, January 1967. PP. 71, 72.
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and to read exclusively the pages of the Flying Saucer Review. I don’t

deny that you can make a game out of anything if you try hard enough.

Ly quarrel with Dr. Coleman is that he has applied a modes ly

useful tLehLg device to inappropriate subject matter-the ^d.e.

I am convinced that few if any students wil acquire a

f
ing of social processes by playing games of the kind developed at Johns

^ThfLislative game which Dr. Coleman cites by way of Ulustration

eJ^t^ ®fte weallesses of his approach. He believes ^at his game

teaches tire "basic structure of representative government but d doe

nothing of the sort. Instead, it indoctrinates *e player
^

naive misconceptions about the nature of the Amencan Congress and

“Tamfcompels the player to assume (it makes no provision for

questioLg the aLmption) that a legislator can
^
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succeeded in inventing a game that not only distorts and falsifies the

reality of American polities, but also takes the difficult and controversial

issues of American democracy, and reduces them to a species of play

dough suitable for the nursery.

Any high school student will learn more about representative govern-

ment by two weeks’ participation in an unrigged and typical student

council than he will by a year’s playing of “Legislature.”

I belie\’e that Dr. Coleman has allowed his fascination with games to

confuse his views on human psychology. For example, I question his

notion that a child first comes to understand the meaning of a rule by
taking part in a game situation (“. . , if the rules are broken, the game
does not function”).

Typically, the child first grasps the meaning of the abstraction, ride,

in simple life situations which have nothing to do with games. He is

punished, rewarded, deprived, or oflfered some pleasure in connection
with what seem to him to be arbitrary aspects of life: He gets his bottle

if he cries lustily; the cat scratches him if he pulls its tail. The child later

applies this concept to games, although he also quickly grasps the idea
that sometimes one can get away with breaking the rules (cheating) in

sue a way as to enable the game to go on functioning. Cheating happens
to be a widespread phenomenon wherever games are played and grades
are awarded. (This important point seems to have been overlooked bv
Dr. Coleman.)

Aside from tile merits or demerits of single game such as "legislature,”

ncdalmv?" which underlie game playing as a

hetinvs^n

'
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actually a “decontroversialization” of the teacher’s role, as if the chief

aim is to prevent the teacher from ever getting on the hook. But what
great teacher has ever made it bis motto to keep permanently off the

hook? From time to time his proper place is definitely on the hook.

As for resentments, rivalries, and unhealthy tensions evoked by the

constant grading and testing of students, most progressive school people

would agree that the point is not to make it easier or more “objective”

for the teacher to record the grade—we have carried that particular art

to a ridiculous extreme—^but simply to reduce drastically the whole rig-

marole of grading and testing which oppresses students and demoralizes

so many aspects of the teaching relationship.

Dr. Coleman makes an important and wise point in suggesting that

we must foster in adolescents a sense of self-determination, a capacity

for influencing the future. This is indeed a chief purpose of education.

But I believe that an overindulgence in games blunts and stifles this sense

as often as it develops it. There are many poker players, bridge fans,

pool addicts, and even chess players who are so interested in playing and

winning the game that they let many other parts of life pass them by. As

individuals, they are less, not more, self-determining in life style; as

gamesters, I doubt that they possess a deeper than normal sense of af-

fecting their own future.

The essence of chess, basketball, or bridge is not that they simulate

reality or that they encourage people to confront reality—instead these

games comprise a reality of their o^vn. They are their own excuse for

being. Boys do not play basketball because they are simulating “team

spirit” and “clean living,” and housewives do not play bridge because it

develops the mathematical centers of the brain. Regardless of the remote

origins of chess, you will not find many contemporary chess masters who
are generals or field marshals.

I believe that in the high school social studies field. Dr. Coleman s ap-

proach has very little to offer. It obscures more tlian it reveals. It is a step

backward from tlie necessary and difficult task of revising the social stu-

dies curriculum so as to bring students as dose as possible to the great

and controversial social questions of our era. My advice to teachers,

tlicrefore, is to be dubious of this approach and to remember that when
it comes to high school social studies the rule ought to be: prevarication,

never; games, seldom; the search for the unvarnished tnitli, ahva)’s.
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More than 200 high school students from twenty states will descend
on Nova High School in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, this month for tlie

school s second annual Olympic games. But the activities at Nova’s sump-
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Hastening entry of the sometimes controversial games into secondary
and elementary schools is mounting teacher dissatisfaction with old-

fashioned textbook approaches to course material. Some Baltimore and
San Diego high schools have found that games can help motivate slow
learners. And grade schools in northern Westchester County, New York,

working under a U.S. Office of Education grant, have designed games
to teach sixth graders the economic problems of an emerging nation and
the operation of a retail toy store.

On the university level, the same spirit of innovation is infecting a

growing number of graduate schools of business, where some educators

contend games may remedy a deficiency in those curriculums overlooking

that decision-making occurs in a context of conflict. Four years ago, the

University of Chicago’s Graduate School of Business introduced a game
reflecting the workings of the international trade system. About the same
time the Harvard Business School introduced a game for first-year gradu-

ate students simulating a consumer goods industry. Last year the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Finance and Commerce in-

troduced a similar game. In all, some fifty university business schools

make use of management games, about double the number in 1963, ac-

cording to one estimate. Business schools by no means monopolize games,

however. At Northwestern University, the University of Michigan, and
a sprinkling of other colleges, political science students play a game called

Inter-Nation Simulation, which supplements courses in international rela-

tions.

While it is all the rage in some schools, there is, to be sure, nothing

new about gaming itself. War games are as old as gladiators and jousting

knights, who used them to develop alternative tactics and strategies.

Since the mid-seventeenth century, when a group of Prussian generals

adapted chess for an exercise called the King’s Game, games played on

table tops have provided a respectable means for the study of war and

maneuver. But it wasn’t until 1956 that a nonmilitary strategy game was

devised. Spurred by the growing availability of computers, the American

Management Association put together the first widely known manage-

ment-training game. Soon afterward, games found their way into the uni-

versity and business communities. Despite their modem complexity,

which would have dazzled the Prussian generals, researchers concede
that the value of educational games has yet to be established. Neverthe-

less, the exercises are being used for a bewildering array of purposes by
firms, hospitals, labor unions, and even the State Department, which uses

them to study counterinsurgency problems. It is in the schools, however,

where the games are most varied and where tlieir use may prove most

rewarding.
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Why are games considered effective learning aids? For one thing, “the}’

spur motivation,” claims Kalman
J.

Cohen, professor of economics and

industrial administration at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, which

began pioneering in games as early as 1958. “Students get very absorbed

in the competitive aspects of the game. They try harder at games than in

some courses. More important, he adds, the exercises “give students an

opportunity to practice decision-making techniques or approaches stud-

ied in the classroom. They force students to live with the consequences
of their decisions, an experience hard to get in the classroom.”

Typical of business games is Carnegie Tech’s, developed to realistically

mirror the problems of running a company. The purpose of the game,
which involves about eighteen graduate student “executives” representing
three competing firms in a fictional detergent industry, is almost breath-
ta ingly ambitious. Dr. Cohen says it is aimed at providing guided ex-

perience m managerial decision-making under conditions of competition
and uncertainty. At the same lime, he says, the game seeks to advance
student skills of analysis, advocacy, and negotiation in contacts with out-

lives

boards of directors, bankers, and union representa-

game gets underway, players huddle over charts and sheets con-
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Carnegie Corporation and the Air Force, the game places participants

ill the roles of decision-makers for make-believe nations. At the same time

that the game is supplementing courses in about a dozen universities. Dr.
Guetzkow is using it for research, on a $90,000 Defense Department
grant

Dr. Guetzhow explains that players, while working within the limita-

tions of the countries they represent, must attempt to improve their

strategic positions in the simulated world arena. Realism is built into

the game by requiring the three to five decision-makers representing

each “country” to concern themselves variously with foreign affairs, do-

mestic economic matters, defense and military problems. One policy-

maker is vested with overall authority, although all of the players can be
deposed from power if they fail to improve the country’s standard of

living or military strength. This is determined by a set of observers, called

“validators,” who decide the possible consequences for each nation of

decisions made by participants.

Still, decision-makers remain free to opt for reduction of political pres-

sures by resorting to international adventures. How the game works in

practice was illustrated recently when a group of some thirty North-

western students in the social sciences participated in sixteen three-hour

sessions. Unlike students at the Air Force Academy and some other

schools that simulate actual nations, the Northwestern participants di-

vided themselves into five mythical lands with varying “histories” and

“capabilities.” They were Omme and Utro—two relatively strong nations

with high productivity rates—and Algo, Erga, and Engo—three weak
nations with limited economic potential.

Professor Guetzhow recalls that the make-believed nations were soon

snared in a maelstrom of international tensions. For one thing, both Omne
and Utro, through various machinations, grew richer while the economics

of tl)c other countries faltered and sputtered. Fueling the uneasiness was
the growing military strength of Omne, which alarmed even Utro. Erga

called an international conference, ostensibly to discuss economic prob-

lems, but in fact to deal with the threat posed by Omne. Tlic poorer

countries did glean from the two giants bilateral commitments of ceo-

oomic aid, but they were unable to agree on a strategy to check Omne.
Tlicn Utro rapidly armed, which polarized the “world system bet^veen

Omne and Ingo on one side, and Utro and Erga on the other. The only

nation without an alliance was Algo, Uic most impoverished of tlie five

coxintrlcs. Fearing attack and anxious to can'c out a role for itself in the

world arena, Algo’s policymakers let slip into Ingos hands a fabricated

note, allcgcdh- intercepted from an Erga-Utro courier, revealing plans

fnr an attack *oji Ingo by the two countries. Ingo immediately cal)i*d a
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peace conference, during which Algo offered to act as a mediator be-

tween the two blocs. But when tempers flared and tension mounted Algo

w’as forced to admit its authorship of the note. Despite this brinkmanship,
peace was maintained, the nations set up a security system that included
even Algo. Not all games end so happily. A few, the professor ruefully

adds, have ended in nuclear conflagration.
What do students learn from such exercises? Conceding that their

va ue las yet to be proved. Dr, Guetzhow nevertheless insists they are
an e ective teaching tool. "We put individuals into decision-making posts
so t ey can experience what its like to operate in an international system,”
0 says. In a simulated situation students get a sense of the reality of

boola°*^

They learn that it’s not as simple as it seems in text-

The students are enthusiastic. After the session, some said they had
rease empathy for the plight of small nations in the world arena,
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passed or defeated those measures favored by a make-believe constitu-

ency; the Disaster Game, in which the winning player is the one who is

most efficient in committing his own energies and most visibly cooperative
m helping his neighbors overcome a simulated disaster; and the Consumer
Game, involving allocation of income in the face of credit financing and
ot er pressures, in which the player “must learn both economics and
mj^ematics as well as the necessity to defer gratifications."
Une ot Johns Hopkins’s most widely distributed games is Life Career,m which student teams “play" a hypothetical individual as he moves
roug 1 e an makes decisions about education, jobs, marriage, and

makes the most realistic decisions, given
° ^ individual whose life they arc managing, wins the

somp
Particularly successful recently when used by

ZltZ" ® •“ Slow-Ieaming stident.
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as far as it will go. Each week complete statistics are compiled giving in-

dividual and team won-lost records, total points scored, and league stand-

inErFurlher. teams cany names like The Mods. Kat Fmks Bram Kids,

and Clear Thinkers; each week Nova names a player o e we
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ship in which tlie former hands down pronouncements to be regurgitated

by the latter. Increasingly the focus is on realism, and increasingly stu-

dents are expected to learn by themselves. Or at least without the inter-

vention of Grad-grind teachers drilling home facts by slamming rulers on

desk tops.
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CHAPTER 10

GAMES IN DIAGNOSTIC AND
TREATMENT PROCEDURES

Games used by personnel in health-related services

therapeutic purposes are usually adaptations o games u
i

,
j

purposes. While personnel use games for a variety ^ P”;

poses, the rationale for therapeutic use k that ^"’“..P,
. , Diagnostic

with a recreative experience that contributes o we g-

approaches in psychiatry vary as do the way games ar

„.vcholoci'st)
noL process. In one instance, peisonnel (a psych.atn t “
may feel that the game that is played is not

patient
be chess, shuffleboard, or poker; the importan mg

patients, or
relates to the other players (whetlier they c s .

,
„
'me to'dc-

volunteers). In another instance the

termine to what degree the patient is “in touch ‘ P^s

chiatrists, clinical psychologists, or
n,icnt and dis^nse

as a neutml vehicle to create a relationship « - P
, , , „noiiEh

With the game as a “go-between" when the patient is

to talk dLctly aboiU his problems. In contras .

psychiatrist is interested in winch
^^occdurcs in the game arc

cause the symbolism in the game, and tl p jcious wnfiictsr
believed to reveal information

f ^ f '

to determine potential

Another approach is the cmplo)mcnt o g*

f »». • » P n Arie iinfl E* A't**loa (E<h.).
' Haun, P. ficcfcafton; A Medical Victcpoinl. F. ». Arjc

Nc\v YotI:: Tcacliers College Press, 1965.
rhrta Master/. Nc^^ YorV:

= Klne. n. Psychoanalytic Ohservatian, on

Nalional Ps>cl.ologicnl Association for Psychoanal>-5H Inc.,
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behavior of a patient. Jenson developed a “psychological test” that in-

corporates five games ranging from a jigsaw puzzle to a three-legged

race to determine the possible adjustment of patients toward wardlife.®

Similarly a modification of the “Acme-Bolt” game (see chapter 11) has

been used to indicate some areas of discord in married couples in con-

joint therapy. A reading illustrating this approach is included at the

conclusion of this chapter.

Just as diagnostic approaches vary, so too do therapeutic approaches.

In some psychiatric treatment programs, psychiatrists feel that what a

patient does with his “nonpsychotherapeutic” time ( when he is not talk-

ing to his psychotherapist) is the patients own business. On the other

hand, some psychiatrists require an even more direct approach in treat-

ment, and write orders to involve patients for specific purposes in a

variety of games, for example, playing out of aggression, learning to get

along with peers, discharging anger, challenging an authority figure. Al-

though there is little evidence in the psychiatric and related literature

that specific games can be used for these purposes, they are so used,

and considerable controversy has raged over this point.* Most of the

material concerning the choice of games for specific therapeutic purposes
\Wth regard to psychotherapy is purely subjective. For example, Redl and
Gump (\\diose theoretical approach to games is described later) began
by assembling a host of anecdotal reports such as the following. (Most
of these reports still remain to be systematically investigated.)

Psychiatric social workers had reported that disturbed children who
could normally not play any rule games whatsoever because of their
social immaturity and hence their inability to keep the rules, gained their

.T-
Playing at cheating games. These are a series of games in

vhich the major challenge is that of surreptitiously fooling the opponent
nnd gcltmg away with an act that he is supposed to guard agaimt. The
p a e,s were ,u a situation of either preteud/ug that sLethiui is not so,

sucl" n
of trying to detect ones opponent in

such a pretense. Carnes of this sort are: redligkt. I doubt it. doggie dog-
gfe, mother may 1, and

I douht it, for example, is a

in some respects poker.

clirr" whett 1 *1.
‘ t

^ game in which different players “de-

ns their score Hnw-n*..
*^^/*^*^ allowed to record what they have declared

I ^ ^ player is challenged he must show his hand.

^ Moms, W. E., and lenson M n ••n
tiapalion in Menla! Ilospiial AcUvititJ-

as Predictors of Par-

Cm/rri 1. Senteml>cr. 19G2 nn 9^.* Recreation in Treatmentf^enten 1. Septeml>cr, 19G2. nn 23-9ft. ,l i «
Recreation in Treatmeni

Tiierapciitic Use," pp. 29-3'’
Posen, E. "Selection of Activities for
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If he has declared truthfully the player who doubts him loses points. If

he has lied about his hand, he loses points. Here, then, is a game m

which suspicion and cheating have moved into the vey center of fte

game structure and are its main points. To such a challenge, disturbed

children were reported to respond with enthusiasm and suffer less frus-

tration than they did in other types of games. In almost any other game,

in various degrees depending on the game, suspicion of ones opponents

honesty and attempts on one’s orvn part to beat the rules led to dis-

organiLtion of the game and mutual hostility among the players. In th

game, however, these very things that are liabilities in most games, be-

came assets and sources of considerable gratification.

Among disturbed children who were beginning to de-

gree of self-control than those just mentioned, games of *"

were said to be very popular. These are a whole senes of games and

commands that children Lploy in order to frustrate the very behavior

that they indulge in with such enthusiasm and often lack of confao .

Most telchers lill be familiar with the pracHce in the »»

For example, in the middle of a hilarious time d^mg a lunch hour one

child will shout. “The first one to speak is a monkey. a” the other

children must sit mute themselves but also engage m various ant cs and

expressions to encourage somebody else to break dovvn. Th^e might be

called games that demand that one does not o w a

One must not giggle, cry. talk. hit. smile, laugh, “d ^ ™
nearly always iLlve such a restricHou and at he

on the part of the players to induce someone else to lose ^olf-ontroh

Some of the huLhes that pracUHoners

or timid children. For example, it was commented t . y g P

d,a
«;

Kj.

»

thought to be because the rt role is a t.

with all the

.iMlly. -If n,.I«, “ srw ttalA
i" ;s s.«

- utir-s;'
same may be said of the timid child m a game i e c

child may be unduly
ehildJL ™ the outside of the

competent attempts to get the ball fro
. ^ the most

circle who are passing it
with were pencil and paper

suitable games for an.xious children to b
g interaction was greatly

games in which the amount of mlci^ ‘

diminished. Writing games, such ru du
. ,._„„nsters to play together

fiiic squares, provide opportunities for '®vcra J
material

"ithout focusing too much on one ano
, j,

that is between them. Furthermore, a uTitmg game
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excitement fairly low and is quite distant from the direct physically

competitive or attacking situation.

Regardless of the authenticity of these examples, such instances of

particular types of games being related to particular types of players

could be multiplied This notion perhaps overemphasizes the importance

of the players’ anxieties and conflicts. Their abilities and needs may also

play an important role.

It may be noted that games have been used in the treatment of mental

illness since ancient times. The famous legendary Greek physician

Melampus is supposed to have treated the daughters of Proteus of the

delusion that they were cows, by having them play a game involved

with running.®

Akin to the use of games for treatment of mentally ill persons, is the

approach employed in the “treatment” of the mentally retarded child. A
variety of personnel advocate the use of games as a way of “teaching
mentally retarded children about acceptable modes of social behavior,
for example, take your turn, follow the rules, and the like.® Though,
again, the critics of this approach use the same arguments found in

criticism of games used in education; they feel that “treatment” of men-
^ y persons is primarily a remedial educational approach.
The use of games in physical restoration of illness or disability is not

a controversial issue. The issue is clear. Either a game has kinetic aspects
that are indicated or contraindicated in relation to a specific condition,
t-or exarnple, if a person has a condition in which the physician wishes
to have bilateral exercise of upper extremities giving assistance to one
limb, or wants to increase shoulder and elbow mobilization, he could
prescribe a series of exercises or games that include these types of move-

° of upper extremities is

mavem" f a game of darts affords the kinetic

ZdTed 1"’,“ Often, game equipment is

ToS “ game of checkers

dorsalis and cercbella^axL
” conditions as tabes

1&19, pp.
Ttnoogt. Antiquity. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company,

VoTh?'iiXgdtii'pi'c^‘'iSil?''"''’
'''»»<»« for the Retarded ChtU. New

in eludes C Thom:^’l9^ °‘"'P<i!ionnI Therapy, SpringEeW,

Phjsical n»rapy: A Blueprint for an
klpki;^. E- H. '•Reoreallon and

Center,. 2. 1903. pp. 57-01; and Boeshar^i! v "
1... K. Remedial Games in Treatment of
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In addition to the use of games in the restoration of persons wlio are

physically disabled, games are also used in general medical settings for

a variety of purposes, for example, to alleviate the boredom of hospital

routine, to divert attention from pain, to drain anxiety and promote di-

gestion and sleep. Most modem hospitals today employ recreation

specialists who are in a position to utilize games for treatment purposes

in a variety of situations. Considerable material on the subject is avail-

able in the literature. In addition, modified game equipment in relation

to specific conditions has been made available for general purchase, for

instance, scrabble with braille markings for the blind person; card hold-

ers and shufflers for the person whose arm has been amputated, or who
because of arthritis or palsy cannot hold the cards; indoor modified bowl-

ing equipment for the person who is wheelchair bound.

Thus games for a long time have been part of the armamentarium
of physicians, and probably will be for a long time to come. We include

three exemplary articles, one using a game approach in psychodiagnostics,

one using games in treatment of children with physical disability, and

one original article indicating practical methods in the application of

games for therapeutic purposes. The readings are followed by a list of

selected references that indicates a range of material related to diagnostic

and treatment use of games.

Physical Disability,” American Jottmal of Occupational Therapy, 5, March, 1951,

pp, 47-^8.
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The Use of an Interpersonal Game-Test
in Conjoint Marital Psychotherapy

ROBERT A. RAVICH
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characteristics i
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^ female members. It is the interaction within
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Several social psychologists, influenced strongly by Kurt Lewin as well

as by game theory, have developed experimental games for the purpose
of studying decision-making, conflict, and conflict-resolution under con-
trolled laboratory conditions. The “two-person bargaining game” devel-

oped by Morton Deutsch and Robert M. Krauss (3, 4) was initially used

(5, 6) and then specifically adapted for the clinical studies described in

the present article.

METHODOLOGY

In the Deutsch-Krauss paradigm for the “two-person bargaining

game,” the important features to be noted are that each person operates

a vehicle that must travel from separate starting points to separate desti-

nations. Each has a direct route and an alternate route leading to his

destination. The vehicles travel at a fixed speed, and there is a profit or

loss on each trip that is determined by the length of time required for

each vehicle to complete its trip.

A portion of the direct route of each player is a commonly shared, one-

lane road, where the vehicles cannot pass each other. Traveling toward

each other from opposite directions they will collide head-on if they meet
at any point on this common section. Two gates are located near either

end of the common section. The gate closest to Player As destination is

controlled by Player B ( and vice versa ) and can be closed by him to de-

lay or prevent A’s vehicle from reaching its destination via the direct

route. Traveling on the alternate route, a vehicle cannot collide nor be

delayed by closing of the gate. However, the alternate route is three times

longer than the direct one.

The Ravich Interpersonal Game/Test (RIG/T) that was developed
for clinical use is a concrete version of the Deutsch-Krauss paradigm
{Fig. 1). The vehicles are rivo small (N-gauge) electric trains. The track

layouts on either side of a table, which is three by three feet when
opened, are separated from each other by a panel. This panel is 14 inches

high, so that the two seated players can see each other but cannot see the

other persons side of the table. The common section of track has been
split, but the collision feature is maintained by means of electrical sensors

located on the tracks. When the two vehicles come to the same part of

the common section of their respective direct routes, tlic power cuts off

and both trains stop moving.
The player’s control panel consists of two route selection buttons by

*^cans of which tlie player chooses the route that he wants his train to

take. There is a switch that is used to move the train fonvard, to put it

m reverse or to stop it. Two additional buttons open or close a barrier or



Fig. 1

Sirt
direct route.' A green light signals the

a collicin j
flashing red light informs each person whenever

eonVroI n!
>nicrophones niounted on each players

?1^! Weds'"™' •“ be recorded on tape!^

cords all of tli''Tr,i
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p™mTnZL '^

H
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each player doses the ha^^^
each trip how Inna ^ v.
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*e trip and how much

the “score” on each trin allm/th
"^bese announcements of

with the taped conversation so
b® readily correlated

nents of the process of d
*b® hehavioral and verbal compo-

The instru^Zrread be fully integrated.read to the couple before they take the HIG/T are

' taaglnary gat^, ^
Studies reported by Ravicli Deutsch

,^PP®™tus used in the early experimental
clinical case studies that form the basi V*

(5). In the subsequent extensive
which mechanically stopped the en^n^ t?

"FOU. the prototype RIG/T had gates

traffic signal and an electronically ciStml'leH™
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applies to either the gates or the traffic V 1

,*^*^*'°.^' term “barrier” as used here
lend themselves to slightly different svtt.1»v recognition that these may
be critical.

symDnhc interpretations which do not appear to
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shown in the Appendix. There are approximately 50 bits of information

incorporated in these instructions. It will be noted that they are worded

so as to maintain ambiguity in order to avoid giving tire couple any mdi-

cation of wbat they should try to do. This provides the rvidest atitude

for them to establish their own “set” of how they are going to play and

for what purpose. While they are told that they can talk to each other

as much as they want, it is not necessary to communicate m order to

play the game.

A complete test consists of 20 trips and takes approximately 45 minutes.

OBSERVATIONS

From the very earliest e.xploratory period of these studies, the response

of marital couples to the game-test experience was striking. There was

an intense absorption in the task. usuaUy followed by a period of reflec-

tion or often extensive discussion on the significance of what had oc-

curred. These ideas and feelings were
*tl“!n^ur

session regularly held two or three days after the RIG/T was

ing these “pos^ame sessions” a high proportion of the coupl^ would

then spontaLoully draw analogies betiveen what had S

the coLse of the game-test and many of their real-life ‘’“‘:

sion-making situations. In a surprisingly large num er o P

pattern of interaction demonstrated obieetive^ within context of *e

game situation was markedly at variance xvith w la eac .

p ^
tlieved about themselves in relationship to one another. Smj

couples share certain important concepts about emse ves .

lationship, and have long experience in acting out what ar 0

myths, the data obtained from tbeir game-test behavior imd eAal inter-

action together with the associations during the ' T
frequently far more revealing than anything that they ^ ^ p

relLd m me about their relationship, or even than the interaction

I had observed in the course of earlier clinica intcr\ic
had observed in the course or earner eiu

.» nf mtpnction
This article focuses primarily on the behavioral

^ ™
,Te

rt . ..r nf ronsiderablc importance, as arc meinis article tocuses primarily *

The communication patterns are of considerable ""P°"‘““' “ '

„

correlations between what is said and what is
^ "P

proaeh to this verbal aspect of the game-test a .

velopcd.

PATTERNS OF INTERACTION

During .he four-year period that« the i^ijl

ncthod, over 330 marital pairs
•

, ,
'

j

' ,nria-method, over 330 marital pairs as wen le.
,.aria-

Studiixi. Four major patterns of interaet.ou, each has.ng seMr.il
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tions, have emerged. These have been designated as: (1) competitive,

(2) alternating, (3) dominant-submissive, and (4) mixed. They are best

depicted graphically. In the following figures the horizontal axis repre-

sents the 20 trips. The horizontal line (at 0) represents the break-even

point. Profits are shown above the 0 line, losses below. The solid line

shows the pay-off achieved by the husband and the interrupted line

shows the wife’s pay-off. The small bars above the break-even Ime show

the number of times the barriers were closed by the man and woman

during a particular trip. The total Hme (in seconds) spent in collisions is

indicated by the distance of the X below the 0 line.

The competitive pattern of interacHon is illustrated in Fi^re 2. It can

be seen that both players lose on most of the trips, that they have re-

peated collisions, and close the gates frequently. 'Diese couples share a

competitive orientation, working against each other. Couples showmg

this pattern communicate with each other either not at a ,
or o no is

cuss their plans, since each person is attempting to sustain ess o ®

than the other, or to cause the other person to ose more. 8

hired the situation as one in which they seek to outdo each <>*“, t ey

show little or no concern for the tester. Because eac is re u .

have the other reach the destination by the direct route, tliey arc often

forced to take the alternate route. o There
The alternating pattern of interaction is illustrated in ^ Jh"c

are but few collisions of brief duration, the gates are rar y .
•

both partners win on each trip, sharing equally m die ^ “

accomplished by the tivo persons agreeing to allow each

on the direct route in an alternating “after you Alphonse, after you G^
ton” manner. An essential requirement of tte pa cm is

agreed upon coordinated signaling process. The p a) ers .

Aliernsting paM*'"

Fig. 3
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Domtnant—submissive pattern

the game” or the tester by maximizing their profits and sharing the re-

wards equally. These couples often show an excessive degree of concern
about colliding and closing the gates that is expressed in their verbal
exchanges but not in their actions. While this appears to be a cooperative
pattern, the post-game interview frequently reveals that the pattern has
been imposed by one partner and reluctantly accepted by the other.
The dominant-submissive pattern is illustrated in Figure 4. Here there

•are no collisions, and no use of the gates. Both players use the direct
route all the time; however one of the partners—in this case the husband

a ways goes through first and thereby achieves a profit that is approxi-
male y three times as great as the wife’s. They earn as much as the
couple in Figure 3 but share unequally in the rewards.
Mixed patterns of interaction are made up of elements of any two or

all three of the patterns previously described. Figure 5 illustrates a couple
a on 1 erent sequences of trips made use of alternating, competitive,

ana doniinant-submissive interaction patterns. This shift from pattern to
pattern takes place in an aimless, desultory, unplanned way.

le c larts o cases used for illustration of these interactional patterns

1

lour major types that have been en-
‘ of the dyads tested can be readily identified

oue of these four types. However, there are interest-

siPniRMn^°^
categories that appear to be clinically

^ ^ competitive pattern in which one

othpr
^ J

backs down and takes the alternate route, but the
folding at the closed gate; there is a variation of the

ing pa cm in which the two people never take the direct route
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at the same time, but ratlier shift back and forth from the direct to the

alternate route on successive trips; there is a dominant-submissive pattern

in which collisions occur on every trip, but one person backs down each

time; also, there is a dominant-submissive pattern in which one person

always takes the direct and the other person always takes the alternate

route.

In many cases an initial period of confusion involving perceptual and

cognitive difficulties is overcome gradually during the early trips so that

a clear-cut pattern emerges with learning. Among the upper and middle

class couples encountered in private practice we have observed that a

repeated pattern will often begin to show up by the ninth or tenth trip,

while with lower class couples in a hospital clinic, the pattern may not

emerge until the thirteenth to fifteenth trip. We therefore consider 24

trips to be a more suitable test for lower class patients, thus allowing for

the slightly longer learning time. There is no definite relationship between

the typology of the patterns and intelligence levels, at least for people

'vilhin the normal range of intelligence. Perceptual capacity not directly

related either to intelligence, education, or age is a significant factor, as

is cognitive capacity. Sociocultural factors appear to play a significant

role in determining the distribution of couples and family dyads within

the different categories. Individual psychopathology may influence, but

does not determine the pattern of interaction.

The post-game interviews have repeatedly demonstrated that the

pattern of interaction employed by a couple in the game-test situation is
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highly relevant, since it derives from the characteristics of the relation-

ship, particularly its conflict-resolving and decision-making aspects. The

most striking finding has been the rigidity of adherence by married

couples to their particular type of interactional pattern.

Toward a Strategy of Conjoint Therapy

Psychotherapists generally, and family therapists especially, conceive

of their role as being that of an agent of change. However, change is a

very broad and too often an ill-defined concept. Change can mean

modification or elimination of symptoms, as well as a shift to a more

successful adaptational defense mechanism. In conjoint marital psycho-

therapy, the question of change is often conceived of as improvement in

communication that can lead to a more harmonious marital and family

existence. When the therapist utilizes the typology of interactional pat-

terns described here, the concept of change becomes more specific. The

use of a single stereotyped pattern for resolving most or all conflict situa-

tions needs to be sufficiently modified by learning at least one other pat-

tern of interaction that is apprehended adequately so as to be readily

available to the couple for use under a variety of stress situations. Ob-
viously, learning a new pattern of interaction is not the same as having

it truly available as a coping device. Hence therapy is both a learning

experience—learning what the stereotyped pattern is and learning at

least one other pattern—as well as training and retraining in the utiliza-

tion of the new pattern until the couple feels truly secure and confident
with it.

Marital pairs who show a competitive pattern of interaction need to

Icam and to be able to use cither an alternating or dominant-submissive
pattern, or both. It is surprising how easy it is for many such couples to
make this change and to maintain it. The couple’s internal competitive-
ness can bo readily turned against the environment. Couples who show
an alternating pattern need to learn how to compete with each other
openly without the usual ovcnvhelming fear that predominates in these
relationships. Inequalities of rewards need to be made acceptable. This
is a muc \ longer and harder therapeutic task often involving much deeper
analytically oriented conjoint therapy.
The dominant-submissive pattern has proven to be the most resistive

o c langc. A quasi-change may be brought about in which the person
who was dominant becomes submissive, and the other person who was
submissive becomes dominant. Hosvcvcr. while the roles have shifted,
t le asic pattern is maintained. The resistance of these couples to change
IS ch.-iractcristically manifested by a flight from therapy, and it is neces-
sary or t le t icrapist to be prepared for these flights and to exert every’
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•n.e mixed pattern CO pattenr

elements or a combmed
. meaninnless and absurd,

frequently e.ypress feelings of life bemg ‘="’P‘> ’ that thera-

Such aimless couples often require a^
change, it is necessarj for the P

.Re couple to perceive

five manner for a period long
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DISCUSSION

The BIG/T is significanUy diffe^t dvaHs a

a number of respects. It “ “
-gjdne and ronflict-resob-ing

unit, and for illustrating the deeisi ^ ^ dynamic aspects of its

characteristics of that unit
emironmental situations.

capacity to adapt to ^ . utilized to ascertain psi-chologic

The RIG/T is not a method that can be uh^d » ^ ^

traits or personalits- characteristic o e
pjation to another in-

gives obi^bve data onl.v about ^^tuV in one dyadic

dii-idual. The same person m^
indn-idual may respond dif-

relationship than m another, xtad
different times, under various

ferently as a member of the s^e
intrapsi'chic conditions, or sshen

situations.
uin/T thal distinguishes it from otlier methods

Another feature of the BIG/T
fnteractions within llie framc-

is that it elicits both behasaond an ' o
sitniificant variable E

w-orh of a mived-motive situabon m w i

jUG/T, as compared to

the past interaction of the dyad t , /•
it E a new, play-

other test situations, E not
‘"“f ^minEh anviets- both witliin

ful, and apparently trisaal ^ en
, diem. TliE has certain

the indiiidual members of the dya an
couples and families witli

advantages in the clinical evaluation of mantol «up

emotional problems where heightened anviets often otisa

King interactional patterns.
,l/vH>ntion as a means of

Flially. the MG^/T <5- -t mn the rish of

developing dyadic discord (11)*
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hiehly rele\'ant, since it derives from the characteristics of the relatim-

ship particularly its conflict-resolving and decision-making aspects. The

most striking finding has been the rigidity of adherence by married

couples to their particular ty'pe of interactional pattern.

Toward a Strategy of Conjoint Tlierapy

Psychotlierapists generally, and family therapists especially, conceive

of their role as being that of an agent of change. However, change is a

very’ broad and too often an ill-defined concept. Change can mean

modification or elimination of symptoms, as well as a shift to a more

successful adaptational defense mechanism. In conjoint marital psycho-

therap)’, the question of change is often conceived of as improvement in

communication that can lead to a more harmonious marital and family

existence. \^'hen the therapist utilizes the t^polog)' of interactional pat-

terns described here, the concept of change becomes more specific- The

use of a single stereot)ped pattern for resohing most or all conflict situa-

tions needs to be sufficiently modified by learning at least one other pat-

tern of interaction that is apprehended adequately so as to be readily

available to the couple for use under a variety of stress situations. Ob-

viously, learning a new' pattern of interaction is not the same as ha\’ing

it truly available as a coping device. Hence therapy is both a learning

experience—learning wbat the stereot)'ped pattern is and learning at

least one other pattern—as well as training and retraining in the utiliza-

tion of the nesv pattern until the couple feels truly secure and confident

with it.

Marital pairs who show' a competitive pattern of interaction need to

learn and to be able to use either an alternating or dominant-submissive
pattern, or both. It is surprising how' easy it is for many such couples to

make tliis change and to maintain it. The couple’s internal competitive-
ness can be readily turned against the environment. Couples w'ho show'
an alternating pattern need to learn how to compete wath each other
openly without the usual overwhelming fear that predominates in these
relationships. Inequalities of rewards need to be made acceptable. This
is a much longer and harder therapeutic task often invohing much deeper
analjilcally oriented conjoint therapv.

The dominant-submissive pattern has proven to be the most resistive
to change. A quasi-change may be brought about in which the person
who was dominant becomes submissive, and the other person who was
submissive becomes dominant. However, while the roles have shifted,
the basic pattern is maintained. The resistance of these couples to change
is c Macteristically manifested by a flight from therapy, and it is neces-
saiy for the therapist to be prepared for these flights and to exert ever)'
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four patterns and the data obtained in the course of a post-game inter-

view structured on the basis of how couples behaved and communicated

in the course of the test are of considerable value in helping the therapist

to develop a strategy of conjoint therapy, and a technique for helping

couples to gain insight into their past patterns of interpersonal relations

and to develop alternative patterns.

APPENDIX

Instructions for the Ravich Interpersonal G.ame/Test

These are the instructions. Please listen carefully, since I cannot answer

any questions.

Each person operates a model train engine which must travel from its

start position to its destination at the other end of the table. You each

win or lose an imaginary penny for every second under or over 30 sec-

onds that it takes your train to get to its destination. On each trip it is

possible for both of you to win, or for both to lose, or for one to win

and the other to lose.

The layout of the tracks is exactly the same for both of you, except

that your two engines start at opposite ends of the table. The speed of

the engines is always the same. A short distance from the start, there is

a switch track that leads to a direct route and an alternate route. The

short direct route goes along the upright panel in the center of the table.

The longer alternate route winds around the side of the table near you.

On the direct route there is a common section of track. Your hvo trains

traveling toward each other on their direct routes will collide if you

to pass each other on this common section. You cant actually see the

collision because of the panel that divides the table but when a collision

occurs the engines stop moving and the red light on top of the contro

panel in front of you flashes on and off. Then one or both can back up,

or both can stand still head-on.

At the end of the common section of the direct route nearest to your

destination tliere is a barrier. That barrier is controlled by the other per-

son, and you control a similar barrier on the other person s track. If the

other person closes the barrier on your direct route, a red light goes on

and your engine will stop when it reaches the barrier. By closmg the

barrier, you can delay or stop each others engine from passing that point

on the direct route. The barriers are open at the start of each trip. They

can be closed or opened at any time.

If one or both of you take the alternate route you W1 not collid^ Also,

when your train is on the alternate route, it cantee aye y e

barrier.
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interfering with the therapeutic process by alienating the subjects. For

many couples degrees of mystery exist even within the test situation of

the RIG/T, but these are created by their individual and dyadic cogni-

tive, perceptual, and conceptual capacities and limitations.

The degree of influence of the tester upon the results of the test still

needs to be established. Theoretically it may be desirable to eliminate

the tester as a physically present person. In a few instances, couples and

family dyads tested by different testers have not demonstrated signif-

icant differences in their patterns of interaction.

Clinical experience with the RIG/T has strongly indicated that specific

dyadic units tend to function in a predictable manner under a wide

range of circumstances irrespective of changes within the individual

members of the dyads. We have repeatedly noted that a movement away

from the established pattern by one party will be met by a countermove

aimed at maintaining that pattern by the other person. Generally it can

be said that the greater the discord between the two members of a dyad,

the more rigid, fixed, and stereotyped is the interactional pattern, and

thus the more dependable is the RIG/T as a procedure for diagnosing

the dynamics of the interactional pattern.

Thus the four patterns of interaction, while they may be applicable in

all dyads having an ongoing existence over time, are of maximal signif-

icance in discordant dyads. It should be noted, however, that this basic

rigidity is frequently disguised by overt disorganization. This discrepancy
between the manifest behavior and the latent fixed pattern of interaction

makes the clinical tasks of evaluation and diagnosis extremely difficult.

The RIG/T for this reason is potentially an important clinical adjunct in

the field of conjoint marital and family psychotherapy.

SUMMARY

A procedure developed by social psychologists for the experimental
study of conflict and its resolution has been adapted for clinical evalua-
tion of marital and other family dyads. The method involves an interper-
sonal game-test using N-gauge electric trains. No specific directions are
given regarding the purpose or goal of the game, and this causes each
couple to establish its own structure of the game. The pattern of be-
avioral and verbal interaction shown by couples seems to reflect im-

portant dynamic aspects of their interaction in many decision-making
and conflict situations in their lives.

Four typical patterns of interacUon have been identified: (1) com-
petitive, (2) alternating. (3) dominant-submissive, and (4) mixed—that
IS. with elements of all three or any two of these. Variations on these
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In order to start your train, you first select the route you intend to use

by pressing either the direct or alternate button on your control panel.

During a trip, if you want to change routes, you must bring your engine

back to the start position. Then you press the button for the other route.

The black lever operates your engine, moving the engine forward or

back or stopping it according to the position you place it in.

The other two buttons open and close the barrier on the other person’s

direct route.

At the beginning of each trip, a green light on the control panel goes

on which tells you to start. The red light next to it tells you to press one

of the route buttons. Then you move the black lever to the forward posi-

tion to move your train onto the route that you have selected.

You can talk to each other as much as you want to.

You will be making a number of trips. At the end of each trip, the

engines will automatically be returned to the start position. After each

trip, you will be told how long it has taken each of you to complete the

trip and how much you have won or lost.

This is the end of the directions.
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most active games are played with a free-projcctile (ball, disk, or ring).

While it requires little effort for normal child to chase after free pro-

jectiles, this task may be almost insurmountable for a crippled child.

Obviously, games must be devised which eliminate or drastically reduce
the problem of retrieving. (Solution of the inability to make skillful hand
motions involves cither making the “game task” less difficult or the cre-

ation of more easily handled game equipment).

Since the retrieving problem is so central to selection and adaptation

of active games for handicapped children one should be aware of the

principles by which this problem can be solved. Once these principles

are recognized, persons interested in developing active games for the

handicapped can easily invent devices and arrangements which far ex-

ceed tile few examples offered here.

Retrieving problems can be solved on varying levels of completeness

and each level represents a principle:

1. Projectiles maij he automaticalhj returned to players.

Playing surfaces may be so tilted that the ball rolls “downhill” to the

player after its play, or a string or rubber thread may be attached to

the projectile so it swings or springs back to the player. (See figure

3)

2. Projectiles may be caused to remain in a circumscribed area.

Use of bean bags and rings (instead of balls) insures that the pro-

jectile remains at or near the point of fall. (See figure 2) Back stops

and enclosures may be added to further restrict the travel of pro-

jectiles. (See figure 1)
3. Projectiles may be returned to players by other players.

This solution is especially feasible when projectiles are used in ac-

cordance with solution 2. Players may be placed in opposing positions

and alternately throw to targete near one another. (Thus in shuffie-

board (Figure 1) players can stand at each end and shove disks back

and forth. ShufHeboard is an example of principles 2 and 3 combined.

)

With the retrieving solution in mind the authors planned eleven dif-

ferent games some of which involved vigorous motor activity and all of

which provided for the projection of objects through space. Seven games
were actually built and tried out.* A short description of three of these

games should serve to illustrate our contention that games can be selected

and adapted so as to reduce the interference effect of the most common

* Seven constructed games were: ShufHeboard (table); Skee-Ball (table); Ring
Toss; Skill Roll; Marble Maze; Tether Ball; and Tether Ping-Pong. Four planned
games were; Enclosed Ping-Pong; Bedside Bowling; Bedside Target Shooting; and
adapted Kikit. (For photographs of equipment see original source.)
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and by virtue of this are excluded from any of the active games which

children play.

There are several common solutions to the problem of play experience

for severely handicapped children. Non-active games are sometimes pro-

vided, such as singing and guessing games, and in these the motor handi-

cap is irrelevant. Active games are sometimes offered with special

arrangements whereby some adult or other unhandicapped person helps

out in the game. Of course, the first “solution” is no solution for the

motor need since it is not given expression. The second solution usually

has the disadvantage that the child actually participates in only part of

the game. He is not in command of the entire game; he is merely helped

to enjoy selected portions of it. We would like to emphasize that estab-

lishment of “normal outlets” for the handicapped must include opportun-

ity for normal social interaction. Normal children often play active games

without depending upon an adult for instruction, arbitration, and physical

assistance and handicapped children also should have the opportunity

to experience this independence from adult help and responsibility. The
best solution for meeting motor needs would be one in which no help

with the game is needed. Participants should be enabled to manage the

entire game themselves, and to manage it without undue delays and
failures. The authors, therefore, have attempted to select and adapt ac-

tive games which would achieve this “best solution,” games which many
physically handicapped children could handle comfortably and which, at

the same time offer extensive opportunities for the expression of mobility
needs.

In approaching such a problem one must become sensitive to (1) the
kinds of physical behaviors required in active games and (2) the com-
mon physical disabilities of handicapped children and the way these
disabilities affect the game-required behaviors. Once these two questions
are answered, the way is open for a rational development of games in
which the disabilities are not important.
A review of the active games of children reveals that they involve one

or several of the following sub-activities: (1) rapid locomotion of the
body (running), (2) vigorous and/or skillful movements of the limbs—
cspecia y the arms (hitting), and (3) projection of some object through
space (throwing). In the group of children under study the major dis-
abilities were the inabilities to (1) stand without support, (2) walk and/
or run easily and (3) coordinate hand motions.

It is fortanate that the first two of these, while eliminating locomotion
ot body, did not seriously interefere with movements of arms and the
projection of objects through space. This means that throwing and bat-
ing ac ivities were still possible for many. But a problem arises in that
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a back stop (large target board) and projectiles which tend to lie where
they fall. Even less retrieving would be involved if participants threw

from opposite positions to opposite target boards. The response to the

ring toss game was enthusiastic. (Play unexpectedly revealed interests

which we had not anticipated. Among the younger children there was
much gratification in setting up the board, inserting the pins and so forth.

Also the collection of rings which had scored was a real gratification for

the younger children.)

TETHER BALL and Tether Ping-Pong—Materials; Ping-pong ball secured
to strand of nylon parachute string by unraveling end and making three

sub-strands go around the ball. Glue with Dunco cement. Paddles larger and
lighter than ping-pong paddles. Procedure: Free end of nylon string attached to

metal pole or to high horizontal wire. Players attempt to hit the ball as it swings

around (pole) or down (wire). Bank-board can be used with highwire ar-

rangement and a “hand ball-like” game played. (Similar arrangements for

Tether Ball)

Tether ping-pong represents a retrieving solution which actually re-

turns the projectile to the participant. Even players who could stand only

with support, and players whose hand coordination was very poor en-

joyed the game. Te^er ping-pong, as actually played, was quite informal.

Players simply batted the ball back and forth and a miss simply meant

that the ball would have to be hit on the next swing. This game, more
than any other, demonstrated to us the fascination of these children in

watching objects in movement through space. Not only were participants

highly involved but children came to watch the swiftly moving ball in

much the same manner as adults intently follow the to-and-fro motion

of the ball in a fast tennis match.

From these games, and others not included in this report, we became

impressed with the urgent need of these children to engage in motor ac-

tivity which combines some skillful or vigorous body motion and the

projection of an object through space. Although we had no games well

suited to hard throwing, the use (and abuse) of these games illustrated

this particular activity need. Some children could not resist throwing

projectiles that should be tossed or pitched. The average child of ten

and over throws in basketball, baseball, and football, but the seriously

crippled child has little of such opportunity. It may be that the projection

of objects by shoving, throwing, or batting, serves an important com-

pensation to these handicapped children. Since they are limited in phys-

ical projection of their own bodies (as in leaping and running) tlie

projection of an object becomes a highly valued substitute.

It is a safe assumption that the crippled child’s motor needs arc as

great as those of his normal peers; therefore, it would seem important
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physical disabilities and still provide for considerable action of hands and

arms and for the motion of projectiles through space.

SHUFFLEBOARD—Materials: Plywood, commercial bar—shufBeboard

metal disks. Gross Measurements: (Approximately) Length—81", width

—24"; banking-board height—4%". Procedure: 1. Players stand or sit at

opposite ends and take turns sliding eight discs or 2. ambulatory players stand

side by side and either alternate turns or take four turns each. (Alternation of

turns leads to hitting opponents’ disc and heightened excitement or frustration.)

The reader will note that the shuffleboard solves a retrieving problem

by causing all the discs to drop in or near the end recesses. Furthermore,

the shoving action required makes comparatively little demand upon
hand coordination. Even children suffering severe athetosis or partial

paralysis in both arms were successfully coached and then could carry

on the game without help. The extended gliding motion of the disk pro-

vides a good example of one kind of projection of objects through space
which we assume to be an aspect of the mobility need gratification.

Furthermore, the hitting of one object (disk) by another provided ob-
vious satisfaction. The fact that the shufBeboard play was not significantly
curtailed by handicaps and that such body and object motion is needed
and enjoyed was amply demonstrated in our tryouts. Children who had
never played with one another before played together with this game.
Shuffleboard was requested time and again. Participants who were ini-

tially unsure of their motor skill became avid shuffleboard players. In
terms of amount of sheer fun, the game was well worth the $25.00 which
went into the cost of its materials.

RING-TOSS—Materials: Target box of hard wood; holes for the dowel-pegs

hnl^
indentions on the inside of the back piece to keep a fliSi

Tarte^fTc^oS'?
° rope rings. Gross Measurements:

Profediire^ ^
a
thickness-4" dowel stick lengths-11" and 754".

whX^nkver?^ ^
“It""?’ '"‘“S r™'*. depending upon

skill levelVparlSpantr*’'
placement of pegs dependent upon

The ring gme is included as an illustration of the principle of
decreasing the difficulty of the game task. Ordinary ring toss or “horse-

gimes provide only one opportunity for a "ringer." In the abovegame this opportunity can be multiplied nine times. The most obvious

hoi ^'7
I *e- target closer to the player;

Ob erw^bM ™P'-“^™ness of the projection of an

Svfr's? , J
“rrangement ft was possible for poorly skilled

Ss b
'

“?b
'>““4 enjoy the flight of the

rings through the air, and yet gain moderate success in terms of "ringers."nng loss game, the retrieving problem is handled by the use of
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participant become aware of limitations he mus ace
which a

pairmeh or disability, or a game may offer

participant can explore ways to overcome disability and uhto residual

abilities. In fact, due to the infinite variety of games, it seems possible

to select games in relation to specific therapeutic goals.

PHYSICAL DISORDERS

In order to program for specific
to Lnsory-motor

tion specialists must be able to classify g j. Efforts in this di-

demands. cognitive demands, and
6elds, principally in

rection have been made by persons in
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information regarding essential ph)si P
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ance in a number of games, parts o
of other factors. Published

movements in performance, and a num
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that ingenuity and effort be directed toward providing expression for

these needs in active games.

Two of the three motion ingredients of active games are: (1) The

vigorous and/or skillful movement of limbs—especially arms and (2)

the projection of objects through space. With the solution of retrieving

problems and of difficulties created by inadequate hand skill, these two

ingredients become relatively available to most crippled children.
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for persons who are mentally retarded. Some work has been done on
analysis of essential cognitive capacities required for playing certain

games, as well as study of cognitive skills and their utilizadon in game
playing. Games are often used with young mentall}' retarded children

to prevent furtlier disability and strengthen nomimpaired functioning.

Rhythmic games for young children are often utilized in this instance to

develop a sense of rhythmic movement. Some games are used for other

preventative purposes, t.e., to stimulate communication and verbal abil-

ity, to stimulate inquisitiveness and initiative. Some games are utilized

to teach self-care and grooming habits. With older retarded children

and adolescents, a variety of games are used to build strength and
stamina and to offer possible pre-vocational skill development. Within
the past few years a wealth of published material on this area of con-

cern has become available. However, a considerable amount of material

from learning psychology and developmental psychology has yet to be
adapted in relation to the cognitive aspects of games. Collaboration

between special educators and recreation personnel in a number of set-

tings has produced considerable effort in this direction, and will continue

to do so in the future.

AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

The area that has received the least attention is that of the affective

aspects of games. Recent interest in psychology in semiosis—signs and

symbols as communication—^has awakened new interest in games. What
semiotic factors in a given game attract a participant and repel another

participant? Are there semiotic elements in games which have a direct

bearing on psychopathology? These and other similar questions are being

asked in a number of psychiatric settings today. Some current theoretical

answers suggest that games are a construct of a variety of cultural sym-

bols—symbols which have the potential for conveying ideas, attitudes,

and feelings. Some of these symbols are limited and convey only single

pieces of information, while others are expansive and convey many pieces

of information. The symbols may be the entire method of play in a game,

or only one aspect of a game, such as the equipment utilized or the

number of persons. Some of the symbols are set, that is they are always

the same, such as a board in a given game, while others may change, de-

pendent upon the situation. An example of this latter idea would be in

a checker game; two patients (peers) may be in opposition or a patient

and a staff member might be in opposition. This situation is thought to

offer some opportunity to “pla)'-out’* conflict in a variety of relationships.

Subsequent to the playing of the game, psychotlierapeutic interpretation
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reports on usiog games for treatment of physical disorders are in

literature. The rationale for using games in treatment of physical dis-

orders is that a game has integral elements which stimulate participation,

while often monotonous exercise stifles participation. Thus when sensory-

motor aspects of a game offer the same opportunities as an exercise,

frequently the game is chosen as the "treatment of choice.” Here are

some examples;

The Game—Skittles

The Disorder—Partial Quadriplegia

With only slight power of left shoulder and elbow extensors, the patient

was given a functional movement pattern for exercising the left arm. The

game was utilized to teach her how to pull her body forward and reach

out with the left hand.

The Game—^Table Cricket

The Disorder—Post Wrist and Elbow Fracture

After removal of the cast, the patient was assigned playing positions

which induced mobility of the wrist and lent practice in rapid wrist move-

ments. The game offered opportunities for wrist supination, wrist prona-

tion, wrist hyperextension, and wrist flexion.

The Game—Count and Capture (Mancala)

The Disorder—Cerebral Vascular Accident

In order to improve dexterity, grasp, and other movements of the left

hand this game was chosen. In addition, it offered stimulation to the

thought process since mild arteriosclerotic changes had taken place in

the brain, and the game fostered concentration and counting.

These approaches in the use of games for specific treatment are usually

undertaken by a physical therapist in cooperation with recreation per-

sonnel. They are often worked out in a rehabilitation setting under the

supervision of a physiatrist. At times game equipment must be modified
for this purpose. For example, when the problem of grasp was the issue,

a colleague modified a checker board, using a peg board instead of
squares, and spring clothes-pins instead of checkers. Through these types
of collaboration, continuing application of games are made for treatment
purposes related to physical disorder.

COGNITIVE DISORDERS

In considering disorders of a cognitive nature, it is important to note
that interest since the turn of the century has been manifested in the
cogirilivc aspect of games, particularly in care and treatment programs
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erate with your partner, and express this cooperation in symbolic language

during bidding, or you cannot win.

Thus, if a therapeutic goal is to stimulate release of hostility or rage,

you might program an activity which includes symbols that permit these

feelings to be expressed in ways that will not malce the participant feel

guilty or frightened by his “explosive” behavior. If the therapeutic goal

is to permit the patient to challenge authority figures, you might choose

any number of two-person board games for this purpose and participate

yourself as the authorit}' figure. InteracHon of psychiatrists and psychol-

ogists with recreation personnel in psychiatric settings today is fostering

a more pragmatic approach in these uses of games for therapeutic pur-

poses rather than for the former notion of custodial care. Recreation

personnel in these instances are able to contribute directly to the thera-

peutic process.

In the foregoing, I have briefly indicated some of the various ways

in which games are being used for therapeutic purposes in clinical set-

tings. Much of the approach is experimental and on a highly individual

basis. There is little direct research available which makes it possible to

standardize techniques. Much of the success of these approaches is due

to the knowledge and expertise of individual Therapeutic Recreation

Specialists and their colleagues who collaborate in these endeavors. The
trend appears to be for furtlier refinement of technique, and future devel*

opment in the use of games for therapeutic purposes.
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might be necessary. Here are some examples of other semiotic factors

which offer potential in the treatment process regarding mental disorders:

1. Destroying things by throwing a heavy object to knock down other

objects—as in bowling.

2. Destroying a possession or the extension of another person—as in

shuffleboard, where one is encouraged to knock the opponent’s disc

from the court, or in horseshoes when one attempts to “top” the op-

ponent’s shoe.

3. Striking out at another person—as in table tennis, tennis, badminton,
volleyball, etc.

4. Hitting anotlier person—as in dodge ball or swat tag. A non-symbolic
activity carrying out the same theme would be a boxing match in
which the intent is to actually hit another person, or in fencing in
which the intent is to draw blood.

There are many table and board games that incorporate similar ideas,
but instead of this taking place in the “play” of the game, it is expressed
through the object of the game. For example, in chess the object is to
wipe your opponent's army from the board; in Monopoly the object is
to monopolize as much property as possible, “financially” crush your op-
ponent, and choke him off the board; in Mr. Ree, the object is to murder
one or more of your opponents.

In addition to providing for the expression of various emotions, certain
games generate and enhance specific feelings, or create situations which
generate specific emotions. The play in those games may generate the
expression of an emotion in n participant, or the conscious awareness

nro
of on emotion. For example, certain games

pro ide a sitnation m which one of the players is attacked and the rules

I r ’
u"

">“0 gome Nyoat if yourX vi. a
" r you occupy with your

hnmii'st V •o'^on to &e starting space; re-linquishing your space to your opponent, no matter how close ym are toWinning; similarU’. in Widc-Wnrhl ;f . ,
^

vour emon linin' !•
“ your opponents token lands on
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SECTION 3

Structure and Function

We have dealt \vilh the origins and usages of games in

the previous two sections, but have found in neither

sufficient explanation. Therefore, with the evidence

before us, we return to the questions raised in the introduction

—questions that have to do with definition and explanation. In

Chapter 11, current uses of “games” as an analytic device in

social science are discussed. In Chapter 12, the earlier definition

of games is expanded in terms of the structural characteristics

that are part of tiie established game literature. In Chapter 13,

games are examined in terms of the traditionjil ways in which

they have been explained.

381
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CHAPTER 11

GAMES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Uvo most sophisticated mathematical models for human behavior

ha^beJnd'rdLmgames-namelyp^^^^^^^^

games of chance, and decision theory

Both have had a widespread effect throughout the
i„

events can be assumed to occur at random, then

games of chance is a
'Jf s^mtegy is a relevant model,

to be rational, what players do in games of strategy
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in making the point that probability tlieory .and
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sion-unit is not in complete control of other decision units entering into

the environment. It is addressed to problems involving conflict, coopera-

tion, or both, at many levels. . . , Diplomats involved in international

negotiations, generals engaged in fighting an enemy, labor unions strik-

ing against the firms in an industry, members of a family arguing over

who should have the car, the missionary trying to talk his way out of the

stew pot, a player in a poker game, politicians striving for a nomination,

children trying to condition the experimental psychologist, duelists, ban-

dits, and bridge players are all engaged in activities which may be use-

fully viewed in the context of game situations.

The essence of a "game” in this context is that it involves decision makers
with different goals or objectives whose fates are intertwined. The indi-

viduals are in a situation in which there may be many possible outcomes

with different values to them. Although they may have some control

which will influence the outcome, they do not have complete control over

others.^

An example of one approach which is based on application of game
theory is the Acme-Bolt game developed by Deutsch and Krauss.

This is a special experimental device, which includes a playing board

and a number of electric controls. The two players are asked to imagine

that they are in charge of a trucking company that freights merchandise

over roads on the playing board. The players arc told that the faster they

get the freight to the destination, the more profits the company makes.

The object of the game varies, it might be to see if one player, The
Acme Company—can make more money than the other player, The
Bolt Company—or vice versa, or to ignore the other fellow and make as

much money as you can. On the playing board is a road map. Each player

starts from a warehouse, and each player has a separate destination, and
a separate route to take. However, in order to go the shortest distance,

they have to take the same one lane road, even though the)' arc going in

opposite directions. Of course they can take alternate routes, but tliat

takes longer, and they would lose money. At each end of the one lane

road there is a gate. Each player controls one of these gates. By closing

the gate, one player can prevent the other player from using the one lane

section of the route, Deutsch varies the game by sometimes giving one

player control of both gates, or letting one player have one gale, and the

other player no gate. Each player sits at a «)ntroI panel, behind a screen,

and cannot see what the oilier is doing. The only time they know each

^Shubik, Af. "Game Theory and the Study at Soda} Behavior: An Inlrodactorj'

Exposition," Came Theory and Belated Approaches io Social Behavior. .\f, Sljnbifc

(Ed.) New York: John Wiley fir Sons, Inc., 1964, p. 8.
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(a mathematician and poker player), was struck with the fact that a poker
player could not increase his winning or financial gain in the same way
as a piece worker in a factory. He hypothesized that no one poker player
was m complete control of the game, and no matter what decision a
player made, he did not control the decisions of the other players.

Nevertheless, these decisions (or strategies) of each player influenced
each other player and the eventual course of the game. Although the
game depended on chance, there were influential human elements in-

troduced into the game, such as bluffing. Von Neumann theorized that
i a player thought of all the other players in the game as one opponent,
rather than as several opponents, he could then develop a more meaning-
ful strategy. It could be assumed that each player is trying to win as
much

^
possible, and when he must lose, to lose as little as possible.

tiom this orign came the branch of mathematics known as game theory.
Like probabthty theory it became applicable to much more than the
original game that stimulated its invention.

Rapoport explains games from the mathematicians point of view in
this wav: ^
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2 Rapoport, A. Fights. Games, and Debates a uPress, 1960, pp. 109-110.

' ™ Arbor: University of Michigan
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of game usage in social science. Like business and military investigators,

social scientists have also been involved in various types of gaming with
computers under such titles as; man-machine simulation, Monte Carlo
techniques, digital computer simulation, analog computer simulation,

machine simulation, real-time simulation.^ Each term, although somewhat
expressive of a different technique, nevertheless refers to the same gen-

eral approach. For example; “The Simulamatics Project” is a “computer
simulation of likely voter behavior ... to estimate . . . the probable

impact ... of different issues . . . which might be used by the candi-

dates.”® One of the more interesting examples is the “Dartmouth Baseball

Game.” Baseball is a matter of consequence to some people, and a major
issue (for the “fans”) is the way a manager arranges his batting order.

Does he use a scientific approach or does he make judgments from the

“seat of his pants?” In order to determine if there was any basis for what
an experienced manager does, this situation was simulated:

The machine was given a team of nine men, each player’s batting average,

frequency of walks, extra base hits and home runs, how likely he was to

hit into a double play, etc. The machine was instructed to arrange the

batters in a certain order and, following the rules of baseball, play

through the 154 games of the entire season, computing how many runs

the team scored in a typical season. Then it w«'js told to try other batting

orders and play until it found the best batting order.

Results showed that batting order was important. The difference between

the best and the poorest batting order averaged about one run per five

games, or enough over the season to win the pennant. The best batting

order was found to be the one that was actually used in the World Series.

Tliis may not surprise an experienced manager. But these conclusions

were reached by a medium-capacity machine in less than a day’s work.

R takes a manager years to acquire this skill. The machine even predicted

streaks and slumps.”

Scholars of baseball with limited knowledge of simulation may wonder

how the machine determines whether on a given time at bat, a player

gets a hit The machine is simply told that the player has a .180 baiting

® Dawson, R. E. "Simulation in tlie Social Sciences” Simulation in the Social

Sciences; Headings. }i. Guct2kow (Ed.) Englewood Cliffs, Nesv Jersey: Prcntice-IIall

Inc., 1962, p. 6.

® De Sola Pool, 1„ and Abelson, R. “Die Simulamatics Project" Cuetzkow, op. cit.

p. 70.
" Fattu, N. A. “Introduction to Simulation,” in Simulation Models for Education.

Bloomington. Ind.: Phi Delta Kappa Inc., 1965. pp. S-9.
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other’s position on the board is when they meet head-on, on the single

lane road; then a traffic light glows on the control panel. The panel also

has lights to show if the gates are open or closed. When the traffic light is

on, neither player can move unless one moves back and lets the other

through. By changing the rules of the game, a number of typical inter-

personal situations are possible. By adding channels of communication,

many more situations are possible. We include one of the studies from
this project, in order to illustrate the way in which tlie game is used to

make inferences about interpersonal bargaining. (See Ravich, reading is

in the previous chapter.)

Another game that has been developed for use as an experimental tech-

nique is "The Reality Game.” In this game a pair of players sit in separate

booths divided by a large screen that prevents them from seeing one
another. In front of each of the players are three boxes on a table. The
boxes are labeled offer, notice, and stock sale, and contain printed mes-
sage slips that the players will pass through a slit in the screen to each
other during the play of the game. Each player also has profit tables,
tables indicating profits after stock sales, pencils, envelopes, and other
necessary equipment for playing the game. After players are seated, they
are given the following instructions:

For the rest of the time that you are here you are asked not to speak,
uppose, now, that you are a realtor who is trying to come to some agree-
men wit another realtor; and what you are trying to agree upon is the
number of acres and the cost per acre to be used in the sale of a piece

Your objective in arranging this sale is to accumulate as much
P ® yourself. If you are both able to arrive at some agree-

r^ce of profit you

and t

“PO" *0 P-'>ticular combination of number of acres

viU ^ “P”"- ” 'oaoh no agreement you

Tv ecTem^rr ' to arrive at the terms of the

of thr“el of
4:“'" 'vill communicate through the use

theyIrftlTeusSX' game
mine the effect of thrcats^on intemers 1

o^Porments to deter-

dealing with bargaining behavior.^
bargaining, and other factors

Probability theory and decision theory have not been the only source

pmonol Bargammg. 'unpubllS Ks'seSor c“ l7'p. 26
° i i^Jssenation, Columbia University. 1964,
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projection” or mirror of other processes (achievement, anxiety, aggres-

sion) with which the investigator has been more fundamentally con-
cerned. Finally, the games have been used as a model for looking at other
life processes, as in game theory and probability theory. This last usage
has been widespread in recent years, particularly in sociology and psy-

chiatry, where game models of interaction processes (Berne) and small

group processes (GofFman) has become a byword.® The lack of a gen-

uinely interactional language apparently makes the terminologj' of

games a providential substitute. Beyond that some investigators have
suggested that the whole enterprise of social science itself is more like

a game, than it is like seeking the scientific solution to a puzzle (Moore
& Anderson). The investigators’ results affect those who are Oieir sub-

jects. The subjects react to these results, and their responses are no longer

the same. So over a period of time by studying culture, social scientists

are, in fact, changing it, thus “vitiating” the objective persistence of their

own data.

But Bernes, Coffman’s, and Moore and Anderson’s usage of games
does not have the exactness implied by probability and game theory.

These writers are, it seems, marking time with metaphors until some more
appropriate interactional terminology can be constructed. Perhaps, in-

deed, the whole current enthusiasm for games of which this book is a

manifestation, is itself a part of a general cultural movement toward new
forms of group behavior and group analysis. In which case the most

important current usage of games in social science is as metaphor. The
following article by Gump and Button-Smith illustrates the use of games
as an experimental technique in the behavioral sciences. The list of se-

lected references that concludes this chapter offers illustrations from the

fields of political science, economics, and sociolog)'.

® Beme, E. Games People Play. Ne\v York; Grove Press Inc., 1964; and Goffman,

E. Encounters: Studies in the Sociology of Interaction. Indianapolis: Bobbs•^^c^riI^

Company Inc., 1961.

Moore, O. K-, and Anderson, A. R. "Some Puzzling Aspects of Interaction,”

Retn’eto of Metaphysics, 15 (3), March, 1962, pp. 409-433.
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average, and "samples from an array of random numbers among which

18% have been designated as hits.**®

If the use of games in social science is contrasted with its use in the

militar)', business and education, in the latter it is a training device whose
virtues are assumed, whereas in the former it is an analytic device. As an
analytic device the game has had a varied history within social science.

It is clear in tlie above examples, from game theory, that there is an
awareness of the effect that certain game constituents (number of players,
pay off, and so forth

) have on the players. This has not always been the
case. There is another tradition within social science within which the
games are treated as projective” phenomena, to be used as neutral de-
vices for making assessment of player motives or behavior of a nongame
sort. Earlier uses of games as indicators of player intelligence, mascu-
linity, femininity, and so on were of this order. Again, in the studies about
the level of aspiration in the psychological literature of the 1940s, games
vvere frequently used to assess the subjects level of aspiration. If the
chUd was asked to throw ten rings over a projecting stick (in ring toss),
how many would he estimate he could get over; how would his estimate

‘0 <=>>0050 Whether he

fnr tivn
^ nearby, from an intermediate point, or from

cW vT-
The result, showed that children

ended toZ “'=>’>'^vement in sohoolwork

vhnfclli?e rings,

or hret t " 1 “ ridiculously easy stance,

as an anolintinn nf i » c
these studies had a certain value

therRl^rire ta "L LtrJ rituadons,

at income of tli^rnd-
^ answered but are hinted

strategy or in games of Lance. The rendcncy*rs T 1games as neutral and simihar has in tXmsf f 7"
given to this type of question Onlv

Precluded answers being

character of game structures -is ina
^ '“dy by social scientists of the

of this sort and can help decide wSrba™^ t7'”^ 7 knowledge

espoused by tliosc who use games in war h
^ onthusiasm

had at least three usages in social sci™L. FteTrrh "7
of games as a cultural phenomena, which is a Ivn f
Sidor in the ne.at tivc chapters. Second, game?h^Ter aTa

® Fattu, op. cit, p. 8.
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ging and tlie oilier beating; however, tlie response to tagging being

£g|ed) may be expected to be different from the response to beatmg

^“staLTfa^vfproportion of all active games for children are If games.

thesTgameTwem selected for study. If games contain a central person

who acts in opposition to the rest of the playing
^

asnect of these names which seemed important in determining the e.\

peLnce of the If-aiid tlie reaction of the group or paek to

l^TaaL-detennined pomer of the It role. This power is shaped b> a

ter Mill begin; his "trappings, for examp e his
nienibers

.anbob; hi agmn- ^ entlt In the If

Ed r^e^Lm from die sldll of die pkver -cupjing

The study Lestigated bow
erllErol'^J^-lwosi-

If role M-ere affected by die anioun p occupants to fewer
don was that a liigli-power If ™

! TIiE’ PO-eE A sec
competitive failures m the ganm

unsi^iied plavers could be
ond related supposition "as th.

.n.i,iin<r diem to oeciipv a high-

protected fram too
The problem of helping die un-

poM-er, rather than a lo" pouei^ •

skilled participant in simadons
doubtless aware of the dilficul-

is a real and a practical
ut i„to certain If positions,

ties M’liicli arise "hen unskilled p
_!.n,bcis of die pack leads to

^eir failure to
fa^ ‘he pack. The pack’s

discouragement far dienisehes
fmstrations. Since a group

derison of If for Ins h-h'ate ‘n ,„„n„ging

worker can do nothing immedu
, cnicial is a potential solution,

games so that lack of skill becomes „ c.an be

^.c study tested die supposition
;;;.p‘';Hgh-poM er If role.

partially compensated f'”' h>'
/’ff’'”’

*1"'

’ clieekcd^Wo basic suppositions

nie experiment reported below, then. cheeKca

which arc closelv related:

I. I. -.I- ™.«
i- T”

"

=. ifjrs; "

ers than do loM -poMcr If roles.
r i- „

, -1 _ lie expected to affc-cl Its fe-eliiig

Since number of game failure
g ^ j, rclcxxmt to these

about himself and the packs feeling toM-ard it.

issues M'cre also collected.
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The "It” Role in Children’s Games

PAUL V. GUMP AND
BRIAN SUTTON-SMITH

The present experiment was part of a larger research effort on the
problem of how the ingredients of different children’s activities and pro-
grams affect participant’s individual and group behavior and experience.
The aim of the research is to develop concepts and findings which will

e practitioner in selecting, inventing, and managing activities so
that childrens experiences in these activities will be beneficial.
Among the most prominent activities used in group work with children

arc games, so, games are relatively coercive activities since they specify
he roles persons shall lake, the goals they shall seek, and other arLs of
behavior which many non-game activities leave to the choice of partici-

beh^Jin r to determine

™X Fedictable fashion. The prominence and the

eJCedrn" ,

“"-I dWerences Ly be

Zr mrt nin^T f ' ™™«ons in the experience and behavior of

'rrS r'
' i" game-requiredacts to dillcrenccs in response to diese arK Vr,,. i ..i.

^ c

Tag and Beater-Gocs-ArLnd ohvio"sK. dflief inw«usiy uiuer in that one requires tag-

SOUnCE. American AijociaCon of Group Workers 17 a ,ru
pp 3-8. Tim InvesHgabon was s»PI»rtad l/rasaarA LitVxJ ®

'i
Imtih.ta o! Mental HcaM., of the NaHondlmUlSi^ HeJuf 'Jr' uf c
vice. Its origmal title is The Relationship of the Power o ftf,;
in life If Role.”

^ ^^o'ver ol the Jt Role to Expenence
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the slow or unsMUed boys. Boys of medium skill N^re iucluded to enlarge

the playing group and to screen the fact that the observers were focussi g

*nly on sllld Ld unskilled boys. These
ft”

games which observers considered pr^trce sessions but which, to

playing groups, looked like the real thing.

Administration

t lo.itiVir the names using demonstrations and practice

One experimenter taught the games us g

sessions so that the limitations and pnv eg
vvhen It made two

further play would not result in tagging success for the It. game

sion was terminated and a new It assign
.

experiment: ten

A »U1 .1 lor? in

.is

Data Collection

The following data were collected: (1) 4e number

attempts made by each skilled " ^ f verbal expressions made

C.7.?“nS3rn.rAt".;irro, ,I. -in. -

RESULTS

Tagging Success

II in lagging ^vo other members in

It players were
numteR of tag attempt failures

32 of the 40 game sessions. The average »

for these 32 games were as follows.

All players in high-power It rote: 1.7 teg fadur^i

All players in low-power It rote. J.i mg

high-power K rote than
skilled and unskilled pkayers.

Were broken douTi to sho^^ dilier

the following averages were obtained:

Skilled players in bigbTn''"

Skilled players in low-power It roles, S
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EXPERINfENT

Games Played

Two games were employed which met the following criteria: the games

significantly differed only with respect to the power of the It; they re-

quired the same basic skill—running speed; they permitted reliable mea-

surement of amount of failure; and they were representative of a popular

kind of children’s game.

The games were Black Tom, and Dodge the Skunk; both are similar to

Pom-Pom-Pullaway.^ A field was lined with boundaries and with safe or

home areas at either end. It was required to tag pack members as they
ran from one home area to the other. Any player tagged was out; when
It had tagged two of the three pack members, Aat game session was over
and another It look over. Each It was given a handkerchief tail to wear
as a symbol of It.

Black Tom, involving a high-power It role, differed from Dodge the
Slcunk, involving a low-power It role, in the following ways: The Black
•Tom If called a series of names the last one of which (Black Tom) was

c sipia that required the pack members to run to the opposite home. In
actual p a)s Black Tom could come fairly close to players at home and

he could tag a particular

Fl

^ Skunk /( called no signal and chased players as

r V f be able to choose runners

r nl. T' " '“d the opportunity to choose the

sV™wTh.r “ “"-PoHHve encounter; in Dodge the

to '"'^"'bers decided if and when

Irca.
° to the opposite home

Population Employed

‘”r‘“
divided into ten four-

Leed" «„e nut Z "Se but who differed in runningapttci " ere put into each croiiD Onp ssVnUri u • < °

somi-sMIed boys, and oncbunsMMb
^ b°y. e., a fast runner, bvo

nata were co.lLed on ft tob^fe^ ^

- We vnsh to thank Mr. Bob Luby. Director iZ’
gan, for liis help in the research. CoLselon A1 CamieJi
ard Badimicl and Jenj* W'olberg contributed time effS

Hesselman. Leon-
» A series of foot races were held sev-emlda« before’tSf ^

fdentif)- fast, medium and slow nmnen.
^ “ expenment in order to
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who suffers the most disparagement, this occurs mainly in the game

role which offers him the least power.

3. With unsBlled pJcyers, a sense of failure

'ZrZZSt-rMnld ^jrrx^led theh sense of Mme

^iTd pmverlessness hy ta^.::^VerSys“—
Black Tom It.

Th. ta f.» p.™ » K er'1",iSJM “tt.r
demonstrated also hy results

hovsl preferred to be It in

skilled boys (and all but one of Ac
and that It has

Black Tom. Their
le remaL were: “In Black

more power over players m Black
^

a p

Tom you can fool people,” or Its like a mystery. y

you’re going to say it.

DISCUSSION

Relation of rt Power to Experience in the It Role

The above results demonstrate that ^l^^ount
an important determiner of game expe

affects

of ohU failure endurt b ^T^rof1 group, and it

The results also reveal that unskilled
„„Jued boys,

endure failure and derision m ro
-

^ j when they played

failure and derision were less frequently encountered

a high-power, rather than a low-power.

Relation of Personality to Exiierienee in an If Role

. . . » «nwer of the role were two important

Altliough skill of participants .
po

appeared that a

factors determining described' as “drive'’ was also

personalitj’ factor which might oos y . i some success in a high-

important to success. Unskilled boys following

power If role differed from unskilled bo>s

7 on <1 tttf’el pack member and they used

1. Successful boys focussed on b '
go,.s Id things happen

strategy. In contrast, the unsucccssf
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Unskilled players in high-power It roles: 4.4 tag failures;

Unskilled players in low-power It roles: 6.7 tag failures.

The above numbers show two results: skilled players had fewer failures

than unskilled ones, regardless of the power of the It role occupied; and

both skilled and unskilled players had fewer failures when in the high-

power role. The tendency of the high-power role to help unskilled boys

is indicated by one further fact. In 8 of the 40 game sessions, unskilled

Its completely failed to make the required two tags. However, only three

unskilled Its so failed in high-power It role, while these same three plus

two more unskilled players failed completely in the low-power It role.

Game Actions and Attitudes

The number of tag failures yields an objective picture of the intensity

of the Its success-failure situation. The response of It to his role and the

responses of others to him gives a psychological picture of this situation.

Observations recorded of taunting and other expressive “side play” justi-

fied the following conclusions:

1 .

2 .

The pack combined against "'It” most frequently when he was in a
Imv-power role. In six of the twenty game sessions, pack members
intrigued together against It; for example, “Same plani When you put
your hand down, all three of us run.” These alliances occurred onlym the game sessions of Dodge the Skunk (low-power It).

The pack dlepataged "ir moat frequently when he teas in the low
power It role Disparaging remarks were made before the game
began to sir unskilled Its; this happened equally frequently in BlackTom and m Dodge the Skunk. For example, before Dodge the Skunk,

hea?” Peter’s easy to

No skffl"??. r® ““''t'‘ed It was called “Spaghetti Balls."No skilled It received such pre-game disparagement.

nl-wpr?
S"”e began, however, it was the gome, as well as the

ts o7 taut
'"bich dictated the

targets of taunts. There were nine occasions of marked taunting of

ticemthm^d Its
^'^-'^-even times to unSdLdtwice to skied Its. Cmon you chicken. Lay an egg" “This skunk

rkte''dbTti„Tl''^'“‘
'*“P”‘*g'tme„ts 'of lo^power Its. Un-

skilled boys in this low-power It role of Dodge the Skunk sufferedodier humiliations. Pack members began to walk past them t! run
circles around hem, to jeer in their faces, and to puU off their’tails.No comparable taunt,ng was directed to either skilled or unskilled
players in the Ingh-power If role. Although it is the unskilled boy
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Dodge the Skunk, the failure of It to tag leaves him in fte It role and

suhjfct to an extended failure experienee. Thus, although

roles are likely to result in failure for the It, the extent ol failure in the I

role is significLtly determined by the game-prescnbed arrangements

rotation of occupants in the It role.

SUMMARY

The ingredients of childrens programs and activities

have important effects upon the behavior

One type of activity-It games-was selected for expermen
^

;rrTr:irilrt: -sa-r— of

they were placed in high-power, rather
found that un-

suits generally favored this supposihon; o\
’ exploit

skaied boys who also
'[‘‘Cd by sSch game role manipula-

game advantage were not materially
ac-

tion. The importance
umkilled players in the lower-power

termining the intensity of failure of u P ;

It role was also pointed out.
^ cr of „„

The present study --stigated spemficany

It role upon the experience of ga P'
shape the experience

of It power is just one of many game
„„n,e arrangements sharpen

of players. For example, the

^ 'J "oted to ailcet the intensity of

and centralize competition may b P
osjed by participants,

hostile and other “combative”
I'n game stnie-

The factor of chance, as opposed to
, frustrations accompanying

tore. It is probahle that the gratifications
dn., 'it is

appeals to chance differ from
have more success in

certain that the generally unskil p inherent in games-sucli

games of chance than in games o ^ ;,jon and chance determina-

as power of game roles, sha^ncss o
^„„ntion from both the practi-

tion of success—arc deserving of
are identified and their

tioncr and tlic researcher. Once ‘
, tlic wav is open for

effects upon various types of
‘plhhlren. Games tlien may Ix-

tlie strategic use of games
J" "'"I f^j,,inn so that participants enjoy

employed in a conscious and dclibcra
i...

the maximum of bcncRci.al experience in game p ay.
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instead of causing things to happen. They would stand timidly in the

middle of the field and call *^lack Tom” and then chase one, then

another fleeing player. Concentration of effort and exploitation of the

high-power of the It role were not employed by unsuccessful unskilled

boys.

2. Successful but unskilled boys sustained efort at climax points. In con-

trast, there were those instances in which both observers were sure
that an unskilled It was about to tag—only to watch a failure. The It

would hesitate slightly at the crucial moment; he would slow down,
or he would drop, instead of raise his tagging hand. Whether these
climax failures were due to simple fear of falling while extending
oneself or to an emotional "lagging inhibition” could not be deter-
mined. It seemed possible that the aggression or assertion symbolized
y sufficiently feared to create a momentary in-

hibition resulting in tagging failure.

The following game record is an example of a successful, yet unskilled
boy usmg strategy, establishing focus, and maint.lining effort at climax
points. ®

Harry, a fat, awksvard boy is It in Black Tom, At first he has little

dosvn the field after his fleet playmates,

home a
° u

^ as the runners are safely

sXranfd'° a"
im"’«diately. A half-doaen

sD^dXt “d *by are now more in Harry’s

a^all the wiv h
T do since they must

LedtoJh^ 7" .'’'’ff'-) H=>"y ‘hen centers his efforts on one

tothehom W Tr' uT
“Black Tom!" as he rushes up

Relation of It Rotation Procedurpss »rs Vx • . .lo Experience in the It Role
Another factor significantly affect*: tK« Jv.i. -x. r

in the It role. The factor is lime spent .0*^ “a
experience

in It roles is determined partly by^^the yam
' ‘'"’® ‘P®"'

rotation of It players. For examnle in rh
P"®™hed arrangement for

and when he'^faL-when he
chasing pack. Although the It mle ta1 U “ onepower, prolonged failure in the role is impo “jurhi
opposed to qualities of jaliUes-M
observers also noticed that boys differed widelv . For example,

the It and in their zest for the fieeing^d
more responsible and limelighted If role.

^ ^ ^ ® “ contrasted to the
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CHAPTER 12

GAMES AS STRUCTURE

in the tnttoductory chapter
^
S-^ ^ “"n-

tary control systems in which there
^-Rrial outcome. The question

Sed by ruleUn order to produce a

arises to what extent do the
iLtors, so that some

our definition? Is there any consens
becomes possible? This

common classification and
^ j question; at the same time

chapter and its readings are ‘"‘'‘I, structure that are both

the chapter sets forth a host of ^
and resources for future research,

statements of the classificatory pro ®
historical attempts that have

We begin with an outline of some of I-"'
been made to classify the essentia struc r

g authority of

For example, Culin. who along with Tylor

the modem era, offered the following.

T J-o he divided into two general

The games of
of dexterity. Games of pure skill

classes: I games of chance; II g‘
.,hscnt. . . . Games of chance

and calculation, such as chess, are en
imnlcrnents of the nature of

fall into Uvo categories; 1) f^^tnuTtfor numbers, and the

dice are thrown at random to dele
pebbles, etc. or upon an

sum of the counts is kept by ineans
„,bich one or more of

abacus, or counting board, or circui , J g‘
q,. particularly

the players guess in which
Lxterity may be enumerated

marked lot is concealed g sliding javelins or

as: 1) archer)’ in various modinca
^

game of ball

dart, 3) a game of shooting at a ""’''‘"5
g.i’mcs In addition

in several highly specialized forms, )
. corresponding to the 401

there is a subclass related to games of shooting
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Mancala games

Dice games

Domino games

1. Two-rank mancala.

2. Four-rank mancala.

1. Games with two-sided dice.

2. Games with six-sided dice.

3. Games with special dice.

Bell’s approach to taxonomy is an extension of the type used by the ear

)

ethnologU whose focus was on the artifacts employed m the play of

games. This approach omits nonequipment games. It is, m “ect a

taxonomy for board games alone, namely, games of chance and str gy.

The gLe theorists mentioned in the chapter on ^
perhaps^contributed the greatest e.xperimental P' L
and although their discussions apply mamly to games of str gy

derivatives, they are worthy of mention here. We are, after » • P

of those intrJc considerations that any deBn.tron “t

into account. Game theorists classify games or
man

using Uvo factors. The first factor or element .s the

pleyis. Chance is not considered a player, and thus " P"™®

I not a game in game theor)' terms, nor is any

the players have no control over events, as m a game “j

banL.” The second factor is the resuh. or

one player are equal to the winnings of the °
P J ^ ^

game, this is envisioned as a “zero-sum game, an ®

Ltoe, chess, and checkers are called Vt s'SHn esTen^e a
game such as bridge, although involving four people

^
SL ” ac i«: n war between two armies, or a pnce
hvo-person zero-sum game

^ "f
“ ^ . « beUveen two

war” between two supermarket chains, o § &

major television networks. . “rmn^pm-
Mathematicians have developed formulas or

f e

sum games.” “three-person games ” ^
theorists is the development of J Hn,e 1 incomplete,
theorists indicate that their work

^ J consider other

and when “pursued to completion, pe

than strategic modes of thought.”-
elements in games, games

Although game theorists consider y imoortant to rec-

would not be games without addiHona e
identify, only three

ognize that of the four
of players, rules govem-

are really part of a game per se, that is, numue ; y j

^Rapopoi, A. r.o Person Gome TUeory. Ann Arhnr: UniveisUy of ^.ichigan

Press, 1966, p. 214.
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European game of cup and ball. . . . Children have a variety of other

amusements, such as top spinning, mimic fights. . .

So if we add the games of strategy absent in the study of Indian games
from which this statement is drawn we derive from Culin the three classes

of chance, dexterity, and calculation.

The noted British historian H.J.R. Murray disagreed with Gulin’s notion
that games were based on certain universal concepts and should there-
fore be classified in that way. Murray suggested that games symbolize
liman activities and should be classified with respect to these activities,
n 1913, he proposed a taxonomy for table and board games, for example,
race games, hunt or siege games, and war games.^ About forty years
atcr, after considerable data gathering, he expanded this taxonomy into
U) games of alinement and configuration, (2) wargames, (3) hunt-
games, (4) racegames, and (5) mancala games.^ Later in 1960 R. C.
Boll, another authority on board games, proposed a taxonomy based on
the worh of Murray, which included the following examples:

Race games 1 , Cross and circle race games.
2. Spiral race games.
3. Square board race games.

Peg scoring boards.

... The Backgammon group.
Wargames l. The Alouern IIP arnnr*

Positional games

The Alquerque group.
2. The chess group.
3. The draughts group.
4. Tlie tafl group.

5. The latrunculorum group.
6. The ninning-fight games.
1- Morris games.
2. Threc-in a low games.
3. Fivc-in a row games.
4. Replacement games.
5. Territorial possession.

Patience games.

0/ the Biirrau o/ Twenty-Fourth Annual Report
Printini; Olliw, 1907, p. 31.

“*""2*™. D.C.: United Stales Government
11. ,. It. ^ utrtory o, Che,,. Urnion: Osford University Press, 1913, p.

Unhcrsily'pressf 1952, pp!^13
Came, Other Than Che,,. London; Oxford

U„‘ Cteth-^ttan,. London; Oxford
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arbitrary power figures (therefore, central person ganies), whereas older

MMrenL interLted in eompetlHve tests of skill (therefore, physical

strength and skill, strategy, and chance).

In botlr classes, however, we have a contest between powers with he

interaction pattern structured in hierarchical terms m the central person

games and in egalitarian terms in the usual competitive games.

A common definition for all four groups might

poiuers-this could be regarded as their purpose, or mohf ” “

lenge” which are terms considered central to games by several mvestiga

St is noticeable that both Gump. Redl. and
j

^SrSli., Mu„.y. B* g.~

and Roberts and Sutton-Smith we have four basic °
{„,i

of arbitrary power, skill.
the innumerable

S^ilTafwXrtR^^^^^ Kedl.

included in this Chapter
"“‘is^uLde some controlling

types of power involved
J, prescribed performances,

functions for rules, roles, interaction pat , p these various

procedures for action, and spatiotempora con ex
_ restate the

facets be epitomized by the term rule^ en i

^ .g application to

definition with which we began this chapter with specific application

the formalized games we have been discussing.

to produce a diseqmltbnal outcome.

This definition will hold for games of
^^^^^P^SS^forlnal

strategic contests-which *
‘ phenomena usually in-

games. Unfortunately, It wdl not do P

eluded under this heading. For
nuts-m-Matj. which

called either pastimes or games such g

have similarities with
have7fixcd sequence of ac

sense that they are organized (roles) and
they are not usually

tions (plot) and V
„ers, and in fact tliey are often

competitive, they do not usually
(gxed sequence) rather

so cooperaUve that they are organized by ritual i, 4
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mg action, and results. The fourth identified element

—

strategies—is in

reality not part of a game, but something players bring to a game.

Roberts, Arth, and Bush,® whose approach was derived from game

theory, suggest that there are tliree basic types of games and combina-

tions. Their triad is surprisingly similar to that of Culin, since it comprises

games of physical skill, strategy, and chance. The classes arc contained

in the article by Roberts and Sutton-Smith in the next chapter. They de-

fine games as characterized by organized play, competition, hvo or more
sides, criteria for determining the winner, and agreed-on rules.

Just as we can indicate that Murray and Bell seem limited to classifying

board games, and game theory to dealing with games of strategy', so it

has to be suggested that Roberts et al. omit a large group of young chil-

drens games termed central person games,"^ These are games of the sort

discussed in the Gump and Sutton-Smith article on it games in the last

chapter. They are chasing games, girls’ games with leaders (for example.
Mother May I, Giant Steps). In all of them a central player has an ar-

bitrarily game-granted status that allows her to dictate the course of
action, "'hile the other players attempt to escape, or dispossess the central
pereon 0 er power. In these games, unlike the competitive games of
s

, sfrategy, and chance, the outcomes and the sides are often transitory.

«!f ^
Roberts el al. game definitions provided above.

.S ’ ILf
'' T potver, rather than power achieved by

thp ntVi-r
games appear to bear some continuity with

other, m'crtlf
games of ascribed power, whereas the

Th r® , ^
of “Sieved power.

oreocciinv^Hie^
person games have commonly been called games and

arbitrarvrmw ^
tlf

°"® “dds central person games, (or games of

andphTsiL skiir* chance, strategy,

of ascribed power or arbitral
<^ntral person game (or as games

relationships, whereas the
classification in terms of role

and chance’s a cTa^Laho",::^™/?
minants. And although it does not^fc r
sifleatory emphasis in mid-course it fa nr™''
which games change during child

° ""

Young children are mainly Lcemed
requires this change.

y With representing relationships to

SRoberts,
J. M., Arth, M.

J.. and Bush. R R -r . ^ , ...
Anthropologist, 61 (4). August, 1959. pn.

^ Culture, American

^Sutton-Smith, B. Children's Gomes TW+nmi t\
Zealand, 1954.

* ^ ^dissertation, University of New
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a large number of activities that are not usually
^^

example waltzing, traveling carnivals, theater, playing pirate. This

Uiat his tatnomy is not a game classification system as such.

rather a way of classifying a variety of cspccs^ve forms T1

^
g (

petition) and alea (chance) categories remind “"c of a host

taxonomies based on “games of skill versus °
^nnear to describe

mimicry (simulation) and ilinx (vertigo) categories “PPC” ‘o ^sc

play bJhLrs associated with a large

Moreover, the other dimension Indus (ru
g/ to the informal

to suggest the structured games of adults as oppose

'“rlsCr-d *. «.» (j

[mwCTS, it is luiceriain whether
of play. Hmvevet.

handled. If episodic, then tliey would be
Vertigo (as in roller-

mimicry, if developed, might wel e
*

pxnerience although

coaster) seems a lending of oncse
bject pitted himself

again it could be regarded as
master. Here

against this involuntary experience *
, (he earlier definition.

I would be talking of an opposition of “ m

We reserve the contest of powers
ThLncertainty

counteractors, although it is clearly a su
vertigo, would

of outcome, wheRier conquering “ Applies to

be a disequilibrial outcome. Our d
..^rHan'l onlv if the way they

some of tliese borderline types (""g-®’''®*®*' g opposition, and

are played lends themselves to game like voluntarism, pp

disequilibrial outcome.
subiect of the structure of

The following two readings "PP™“ch ^ibject o

games by delineating aspects that
P^pygnis the work of mathe-

selected references concluding tec p primarily devoted

matical game theorists—as a field o q V'

to structural analysis of games.
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than rules (contingent sequence). Whether we call them games within

tlie present definition, depends it seems, oii whether we decide that there

is, in fact, an opposition between the power of the players and an alter-

native chaos. It is certainly quite a victory for a group of little children

to proceed triumphantly to the last “tishoo” in rmg-a-roses. Wc could

view this as a game of players against their own inchoate social nature.

Developmentally speaking, this would be a fair verdict on most of the

singing and ritual games of young children. In most of them also, there

is an implicit victory for those who arc chosen by the player in the center,

as in farmer in the dell. Never to be chosen is, in a mild sense, to lose.

So there are disequilibrial outcomes. Perhaps what wc have here is a

form of activity that in later childhood dilFerentiates, on the one hand,
into songs, drama, and dance, and on the other, into games—hence the
difficulty in classification.

Other problems are posed by Caillois in his recent work, Man, Flay,
and Games. On the problem of classification he writes:

Games also possess so many different characteristics that many ap-
proaches are possible. Current rrsage sufficiently demonstrates the degree
oE hesitance and uncertainty: indeed, several classifications are employed
concurrently. To oppose card games to games of skill, or to oppose parlor
games to those played in a stadium is meaningless. In effect the imple-
ment used in the games is chosen as a classificatory instrument in the
one case; in the other qualifications required; in a third number of players

test
^ S-tme, and lastly the place in which the ion-

eame s Lm 1
The first indicates whether a

Se wZ J r" The second dimension in-

experience.

all games alona^th*
describing play elements, Caillois classifies

pm-irdio! (subordination to rules) or

Son as egr and along the second dimen-

petition dominated by rales) nitli„7 -

^ “ agon-ludus (corn-

dominated by tumultuous, sponteneorl
Penmes a^ (chance

of this taxonomy enables one to see the H
^

and the prefereLes of its population
“ “Iture,

Being concerned with expression in general, he offers as game examples

19^“: The F.ee P.es, „t Glencoe Inc,
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further. Tag games, on the other hand, encourage much
locomotion.

2. Rigid vs. fluid. Rigidity is sometimes added to the re-

quirement of remaining in one spot. Some games ask
the player to "freeze”—to be a "statue”—others simply
restrict locomotion but complete suppression of pos-

tural adjustments, etc. is not required.

B. Manipulative Opportunities. This probably becomes par-

ticularly important when the game restricts body mobility.

In parchesi or monopoly a player has props to “fool with”

—dice, houses, money, markers, etc.

C. Vocal Expression. Some games, like Grab, demand shout-

ing and talking. Other games like baseball permit it but do

not demand it. Still other games require suppression of

vocalization—one must be quiet if the game is to proceed

(e.g., parts of Hide-n-Seek).

Games which do employ vocalization differ in respect

to its function. In some games, vocalization is merely a

signal function (e.g., calling the warning in Hide-n-Seek)

in other games, it is more a part of the progress means in

game (e.g., in Grab, one shouts for trading purposes).

Skill Requirements. Consideration of these variables helps one

decide the capacity required to play a particular game. In-so-

far as the exercise of a skill is a functional pleasure in itself,

the skill requirements are also possible game gratifications.

A. Thinking. C/iess requires concentrated thought, some card

games like Snap (one must yell “snap” when two similar

cards appear) require little thought.

B. Creative Imagination. Charades demand much creative

imagination; Checkers relatively little.

C. Manipulating as in Arts & Crafts. Drawing Charades

(player must represent the idea in symbols other than

letters and words).

D. Manipulation as in Athletics and Body Skills. Playing Pool

demands hand and eye skills; such skills are not too im-

portant in tag games.

E. Language. Some games demand tliat participants be rea-

sonably “good talkers.” Contrived Stories combines crea-

tive imagination and language demands.
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The Dimensions of Games

FRITZ REDL, PAUL GUMP, AND
BRIAN SUTTON - SMITH

The following are dimensions which ate thought relevant to the be-

havior that games may provoke. “Behavior” includes the impulses which

are stirred up and gratified, the controls which are supported or weak-

ened. The presence or absence of these dimensions presumably should

be a factor in determining which games are suitable for the needs and

capacities of different groups of children.

A discussion of some of die dimensions is to be found in F. Redl, “The

Impact of Game Ingredients on Children's Play Behavior”, in B. Schffner

(ed.), Group Processes, Transactions of the Fourth Conference, Nbnv

York: Josiah Macy, 1959, pp. 33-80.

I. Body Contact.

A. Directness vs. Via Props.

In football there is much direct body contact; in beetle—
a swatting game—the contact is through a prop (i.e., the

swat).

B. Competitive vs. Non-Competitive.
Again, in football game structure demands competitive,

^ggr®ssive body contact, but the huddle is a non-com-
petitive body contact element in football. In games in

which the contact is “joining hands” the contact is non-
competitive.

II. Bodily Activity.

A. Body Mobility and Locomotion.

1. Static vs. mobile. Relay games require periods of just

4QS “standing around.” Card games restrict locomotion even
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B. Freedom in Use of Space. Space useage which demands

zoning and taboo areas complicate the game play and add
richness at the same time.

VII. Time Considerations.

A. Amount of time before fun rewards start. In games like

baseball, there is a period of organization and placement
of players which slow doum the fun reu^ards. For younger

children especially, the game is hard to take partly because

“nothing happens” for some time.

B. Presence or Absence of Natural Termination Points.

Beetle has no natural termination; Poison Pin does.

C. Presence at Absence of Well Closured Steps. Baseball is a

good example of phases (innings) well marked. Soccer

tends to go on and on.

VIII. Prop Useage. The impulses stirred up by a game may be partly

a function of the props employed. There are three lands of

props: progress making or playing props (the tennis rackets

and balls) obstacles props (the hurdles in a race) and bound-

ary and goal props (the basket in basketball).

The kind of playing prop may determine side-play by par-

ticipants. A good example is the ping-pong paddle which im-

pulsive children invariably beat on the table while playing.

Some of these progress props “ask for" a certain non-game use.

Playing Props include:

A. Clubbing Praps (Swat in Swat Tag).

B. Power Projection and Extension Props. These props make

the person more capable or give him a dramatic way of

asserting power. Baseball bat, dueling sticks, etc.

IX. Role Taking Factors. Some games demand diflferent actions

for different players; this brings in problems of status, of com-

prehension, of chances to be unique, etc.

A. Amount of Function Differentiation. In Tug-of-War every-

body enjoys the same functions (i-e., tugging). But in

Football some players are always chased, other players

«ihv’ays chasing, etc.

Function Differentiation may also include creation of

limelight positions and game-guaranteed control positions.

1. Limelight. In King of the Hill one player is before all

others, in baseball the batter is limelighted. Tlie game
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F. “Reaction Time.” In some games sheer speed of reaction

in the major skill reaction (c.g., Card game Snap).

IV. Chance Determination of Success. Skill is not always the deter-

miner of game success. Luck games probably have an impor-

tant place in game repertoire since they are likely to change
the usual distribution of winning gratifications and losing

frustrations

Games involving dice, spinners, and some card games are

guided by chance. The chance element is minimal in Checkers,
baseball, etc.

V. Competition Factors. Competition is an ingredient in most
games; the question here is how intense is the competition and
what creates this intensity.

A. Centrality of Winning and Losing. A game like Beetle has
a series of little competitive episodes but no one wins or
OSes. In Poison Pin, (players join hands and circle a
ow ing pin; each tries to putt the other so that he touches

tie pin and is out), winning is central to the purpose of
game play.

^ ^

D.

Goal directed vs. Opponent Directed. In a race the major
purpose is to reach the goal first; in dodgehall the major
purpose IS to do something to an opponent.
Self Enhancement vs. Defe.tt of the "other.” Sometimes

rpnt
^ upon winning in an opponent di-

rected game is a determined factor by the players’ whims;

dl “"I Maid where the idea is to
detect or humiliate the “other."

SeTeam
Competition. Losing as a member of

losinra”l™bf™”eirH"
on ira.rl,

However, team competition brings

their fates are tied?"tn''
” isapproval from peers since

tates are tied to the participants success or failure.

"obstacle” is space itseht-nL?^'’"'’"*"’
“

opponents.
Progress cannot be impeded by

VI. Use of Space.

A. Amount available.
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XII. Volume and Distributions of Participation. There are perhaps

four levels of participation possible.

1. Active participation—actually throwing the ball, running,

etc.

2. In-game passive participations—^watching play until it

comes into ones own area of responsibility (e.g., the sec-

ond baseman in baseball).

3. In game waiting—waiting ones turn. Participant does not

have to be involved in game but he is still a member of it

(e.g., waiting one’s turn in drop out basket shooting).

4. Out-of-game waiting. (Elimination games in which one

participant after another is out and must wait until game
is over before they can play again.)

To evaluate a game’s suitability for given groups one

would need to laiow the following:

a. Amount of Guaranteed Active Participation.

b. Rapidity of Shift from less Active Types of Participa-

tion to Active Participation.

c. Continuity of Active Participation.

The structure of games often determines whether participa-

tion can be monopolized by few players. In baseball, the total

structure is obviously a force against any one player keeping

a hit ball. In basketball, however, there is no obvious structure

that forces a dribbling player to toss the ball to another player.

XIII. Leeway for Marginal Impuke Expression. Question is: “Will

the game successfuU)'^ tolerate Tiorse play’

XIV. Respite Possibilities. In games where action is fact and per-

haps threatening, the presence or absence of respite possibili-

ties may be crucial.

A. Safety Zones or Positions. Regular tag often has none—

Sguattag has a safety position; wood tag has safety zones.

B. Built in rest periods. Flay in Soccer is relatively continuous

but in football is frequently interrupfed by huddles.

XV. Suspense Emphasis. Some games continue for some time and

then a break occurs. The period before the break may be full

of build up. In Old Mother Witch the children tease and harry

the witch with a jingle; she continually asks “WTiosc children

are you?” They repeat the jingle and give wrong names—sud-
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may not have built-in arrangements for even distribu-

tion of the limelight.

2. Control Positions. In Mother May I?, “mother” deter-

mines the play Uiat each player may mahe. A control

position makes it possible for one player to “call the

turn.” Among those game which have a control position

there are differences in the permanence ^vith which this

control rests on one player.

3. On-the-spot Positions. Often limelight and/or control

positions also have an on-the-spot aspect. It is required

to be against many other players; invitation to scape-

goating is fairly open.

B. Imagination Roles. Some roles are not only differentiated

functionally but by fantasy content, The pussy in Pet the

Pussy has one fantasy role to play; the participant who
pets him another.

X. Rule Complexity. Rule complexity can be about tNvo aspects

of the game-basic rules about progress making (e.g., chess)

—

and special rules about “what happens if’ (e.g., basically, foot-

ball rules are simple, but there arc many special rules about
special things; some table games like Parchesi and Sorry have
many deflection point” rules.) Rule complexity will have the
following effects:

A. Increase demands on the comprehension of participants.

B. Enrich game experience (monopoly).

C. Cause Unexpected advances and reversals. (Deflection
Richness: in some table games one suddenly gets extra
moves ahead or may be sent back to the start, to jail,
home, etc.)

XI. Interdependence oi Players. All games imply some interde-
pendence competitive or cooperative—question is whether the
poor play or uncooperative play of one participant can signifl-
canUy affect the continuance of satisfactory play of the rest,
u ag, p ay IS pre ominalely parallel but in bridge one player’s
disinterest or inability greatly affects others.
Interde^ndence also often leads to the fooalization or lime-

lightnig of ^ay of one participant at a time and the concom-
mittant gratifications and frustrations. It will ordinarily increase
demands upon comprehension and of impulse expression.
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B. Game End (e.g. Winner gets prize—loser gets three

swats )

.

XX. Institutionalized "Cheating.” Some games deliberately sanc-

tion and put at game center, acts which are usually considered

dishonorable or unfair.

A. "Lying” and Bluffing. Card Game I Doubt it, the player is

encouraged to misstate the contents of his hand. The
bluffing in poker is well known.

B. Deliberate Misleading. Certain guessing games permit the

holder of the secret to mislead although he may not mis-

state fact.

C. Stealing. Steal the Bacon.

D. Sneaking. Mother May I? has opportunity for sneaking in

extra steps when “mothers” attention is diverted.

XXI. Nature of the Obstacles in Game. Many games have important

obstacles; some kinds of obstacles may be more acceptable or

challenging to certain children than others.

A. Beyond the participant obstacles (Non-Handicaps).

1. Opponent produced and/or manipulated obstacles

(e.g., the actions of a guard in various games like bas-

ketball, soccer, hockey).

2, Impersonal obstacles. The obstacles in an obstacle race.

B. "Tied-to-Person” Obstacles (Restriction of Function—Han-

dicaps). Blindfold games, sack races, etc.—challenge to

adequacy.

XXII. Trust Dependence. For certain groups, some games are full of

conflict because they have some participants action occurring

beyond the immediate check of the other players. The par-

ticipant must be trusted to "do right” (The "It” in Hide-n-

seek may peek, the banker in Monopoly may steal, the player

in Battleship may deny that one of his ships is hit when it

really was.)

XXIII. Permanence of Alliances. For "clique groups the game re-

quired shift to an opposing side is often resisted. Children let

themselves be caught in order to be with their pals and the

game tends to lose its challenge (e.g., game Rover). These

same games, however, encourage die game induced (rather

than leader induced) shift of allegiance which is sometimes

desirable.
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denly one of them says “Yoursl” and the witch chases the chih

dren.

XVI. Switches Between Opposites.

A. Theme Switch. The participant is asked to take an oppo-

site role—as in Hide-n-seek, he is the hunter, then the

hunted.

B. Action Switch. The participant is asked to reverse his func-

tioning. In Statue Tag, he runs wildly and than must

freeze.

XVII. Pleasure-Pain Content of Winning or Losing. (The items just

consider the losing end—winning is usually the opposite.)

A. Loss of “Possessions” (Pauperization) Loser in Monopoly
goes “broke.”

B. Implications that one is inadequate skillwise. Loser of

Ping-pong game.

C. Implication that Destiny is against one. Loser in dice

game or chance-loaded card game.
D. Loss of Dignity. Some games have built in humiliation po-

sitions or penalties at end for loser (e.g., in Barrel-tilting
or Canoe tilting, the loser is tumbled off his perch).

XVin. Spread of Winnership. (Is winner all by himself or does he
have company?)
Possibilities are:

A. One winner—everybody else loses—elimination games.
B. One-winner and seconds and thirds (dart game where

score is kept for certain period of shooting).
c. Several winners (high-low poker-team games),
D. All win but the loser. These games have built-in arrange-

ments for the selection of a scapegoat (Old Maid, Card
game of Pig. etc.).

r t, t

XIX. Penetration of Game by Rew,ards and Penalties. This is a con-
sideration o the extent to which the reward and punishment
idea gets into the game .-is opposed to the Umls of pleasure-
pain content. A game with much of this penetration gives
ample opportunity for safety-guamnteed piiniliveness,

A. Game Pla\ (c^., because you guessed wrong von must
Stand on your head). ‘
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C. Safety-Guaranteed Sexual Gratifications (e.g., Post Office,

Spin the Bottle, Wink, Dancing).

XXVIII. Potential Humor-Producing Range of Games. Some games
are quite likely to produce humor by putting players in buf-

foon roles or into "funny relationships” to each other (e.g.,

games in which boys must roll up trousers, where two
players are likely to sit on the same chair, etc. These games
relieve embarrassment by provoking and sanctioning “embar-

rassing” acts).

XXIX. Outcome Clarity. In Tug-of-war, the winning and losing is

clear to all; in hasehall there is often real doubt as to whetiier

the player was “safe” or “out.” Category is relevant to position

an adult game leader may have to assume. Games with many
points of unclear outcome may require more frequent adult

interference (i.e., umpiring, judging, etc.,) and consequent

resentment against leader by one side or another.

XXX. Challenges. These are the themes of the game which put par-

ticipants in various sorts of relationships to each other. Al-

though these relationships can be considered active-passive;

dominant-subservient; etc., the psychological flavor is missed

by such labels. These challenges usually do present two roles,

however, which roles we might call actor and counter-actor.

Purpose of Actor Purpose of Counter-Actor

The Race

To overtake To slay ahead

(both are attempts to reach a goal
first)

To try to catch, tackle, tag.

The Chase

To outdistance, dodge, elude.

The Attack

To overcome barrier, enter a guarded
area, overpower a defense, to in-

i’^’’®—psychologically or otherwise.

(Attacks may be obvious and
frontal or “undercover.”)

To defend an area, a person, to ward

off assault by maneuver and force,

to be on guard (meet force witli

force—or alert watchfulness).

The Capture
To take (to lake a person, a symbol; To avoid being taken; to avoid loss

includes swiping as well as open of symbols or ones allies,

gtabbing).
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XXIV. Direct Mirroring of Life Themes. Some games directly and

obviously take over themes of non-game life. Props, language,

and challenges represent open copies of these themes.

A. Contemporary Events and Culture (e.g.. Monopoly reflect-

ing the real-estate business of “real life.” Games involving

spy hunts, G-Man, etc., belong here).

B. Institutionalized Fantasy. This classification is reserved for

games about people and problems which do not exist now
but about which there is much historical and/or fantasy

“data.” Players can become involved in a “romantic” Tole

and theme (e.g.. Cowboys and Indians, Space Cadets,

etc.).

Personalization of Game Props. The ball in basketball is an
impersonal prop ail can play with, but men in checkers belong
to players. Props sometimes openly represent one’s self or
ones power delegates. For some children, the loss of their

personalized props may be especially dramatic; the taking of
another’s props especially significant.

XXVI. Introduction of Ritual to Game. Ritual serves to define and
elaborate the basic game challenge. It serves to fill in waiting
or suspense—building periods. It probably increases the com-
munality ot the group situation. Security factor is often created
because ritual makes clear what is going on and what may

question and answer chants as in the game,
Old Mnttipr ®

XXVII. Potential Sexualization Range of Games. Games can elicit sex-

ways”
sexually tinged impulses in several

^ ®udy Measure. (Tagging game, catching game,

together at certain

or nrmm!"
^ sexual in nature only for certain ages

sivity

^ itself is not an appeal to sexual impul-

sernn. piny not invoK-i, jCotran^pTLot'
a balbon the couples dance around rWth the boys at-

tae or"„1 and at the same
time protect their own girls' balloons )

.
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The Structural Elements of Games

E. M. AVEDON

What are games? Are they things in the

behavioral models, or ^ ^„a even curious when
of ancient rituals, or magical ntes. It i

assumed
one tries to answer the question what are ga

,

g games are

that games are many things and at ihe same tune specfio games

different from one another—but are they

... but we enjoyed playing games and pun^edjor themj.y men

who played games themselves. H°'vever
same, they are

‘business’ and even though boys gam .

punished for them by their
i*^annot believe that a good

men, thou^ surely we deserved pity,
• as a bov on the ground

judge would approve of the beatings
^ . subjects which would

that my games delayed my progress in ^
. j.

_

i

enable me to play a less creditable game a cr i

Personnel in the field of -e-ru'^irofoLTXetJ—
tion and have subsequently avoided ® ^

.jbus, many are content

for games, since to do so would dema
* Hterature for the past fifty

with the taxonomies that have appeare
_„„,gs of low organization,

years, i.e.. indoor games, outdoor 8“™®*=
non-equipment games;

games of high organization; ®q“>P^®" games for girls and

paper and pencil games, board
. unWames, adult games. All of

women, games for boys and men, ch = und thus different

these classifications refer to an elemen

^ Saint Augustine (a.d. 354-430), Confessions. Book 1:10.
419
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Purpose of Actor Purpose of Counter-Actor

The Hanassment

To lease, taunt, lure to mistake or to To see through the trick, to move

unsuccessful attack. suddenly and punish attackers, to

“bide one’s time” until one can

really be successful.

The Hunt

To find—by chance, by following To hide—by simple cover, by mis-

clue (the object of search may be leading clues (feigning) (to hide

person, thing, or idea). oneself, an object, an idea).

The Rescue

To spring the prisoner. To be the To be a jailer—to guard against the

savior. escape.

The Seduction

To tempt another to the forbidden To resist temptation; to be controlled
act (to talk, laugh, make wrong and not influenced,
move).
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A fourth element Mead speeifies is that of the 'y^ieh games re-

quire players to tahe. The fifth element he identified is fte only one

which Von Neumann also identified. i.e.,

X7;,ia,in a
Szasz^ built directly upon Mead’s theories. Although applied widi

psS atrie f ame of reference, he too indicates that games may be vmwed

Sraffecting personality. He

game elements and stresses the factor of interaction
“^s

rng the structure of games, he delimits such elements as rules, roles.

Tolr. Contemporary of Szasz. in studying the sociolo^ of

action also strengthens Mead’s delimitation of

reports on different types of ’’focused interacbons

game elements as others before him. However

Lv element, which he refers to as fun or euphoria. *

this element must be present to ensure P^rt-.p^^on -d *at^
modify and manipulate various

therefore not an intrinsic

ewiTn g^erifcolfman rightly points^ ouj. ojmn the other ele-

the eWts Ven
.. . mode of behavior.

Szasz, Goffman s concerns are not witn g

but the game
!'?''Eric'^Beme published an exposition on

Recently another psychiatrist, Enc
^jj-teraction, uses the term

behavior and games.^ Berne conceme
Titers ” They both dis-

“transaction.” while Goffman uses the term
and

cuss a variety of interaction patterns
emph;sizes

mdicate that games are only one W®
however, he uses differ-

the same elements as Mead. Sz^z,
^ is his identification of

ent labels. A striking aspect of Bern PP games are

seemingly non-game interactions as gam
.

tj^eir intrinsic

differenttated from other types of
pearing not to be

elements, and many social “S'' notion similar

games, possess these elemente, and are ry-
indicates that some

to the one expressed by Saint Augustin
.

result of unconscious

playing is with conscious intent, and som

^Thomas S. Szasz. "Game ’dedel Amlysis
Hatper and Row Publishers,

Mmtal Illness. New York: 889-7S00 Medical D.vrsren, B rp

1S01, pp. 223-293. „ ^ Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Com-
* Erving Goffman, “Fun in Games, Encou >

pany, Inc., 1961, pp. 17-81.
, r'mve Press, 1964.

' Eric Beme. (Sues People Play, Nesv York: Grove Pres
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games are grouped together becaxise they have one element in common.

This leads one to ask: Are there certain structural elements that are com-

mon to all games, regardless of the differences in games or the purposes

for which the games arc used, or die culture in which they are used? Are

there elements that are invariant under certain transformations? If the

answer is in the affirmative, then these invariant elements would not only

lend themselves to scrutiny, but would enable personnel to standardize

game utilization for tlierapeutic purposes, as well as modify professional

program planning practices.

The notion of invariant structural elements in games has been an in-

terest of mathematicians for a number of years. Von Neumann and others
have delimited a number of elements which they believe are present in

all games, elements that are necessary and invariant, i.e., number of play-
ers, rules of the game, results or “pay-off,” and strategies that could be
employed in play of the game. However, from the point of view of recre-
ation, these elements are not sufficient to make a game. In addition, strat-
egy is sometliing that a player brings to the game; it is not an intrinsic
part of a game. It is something that the player develops, based on his

knowledge of the game, and the personality of the other

others have also been interested in the

IT

^ cments o games. A contemporary of Von Neumann’s, George

soeietv n "v*
^ interested in the influences of various aspects of

VC ^nril r”" r™* <*'^''<>P"’ent. Mead taught that games

Pcrson’lZ ?
“ of apecille social situation which affect

ZcZZl™ he delimited a number of
structural elements of games, which he felt influenced behavior.

SomTf 'the d-fl®''’
“ "fehnite end to be obtained; the

'“Mhrfih-'r
itself. They are interrelated in .a' unitTryf^l^^ZfS.^-;

Tims, one element—the logic of the
thought of as the purpose

game, the definite end—may be

tim actions in reference to"

f’-™" ^ element would be
.^the purpose, or the procedures for action.

1 nrooe«J “'•'jojoted actions. Mead indicates that

11.C players, and thus Uiis Ihirf demenr,"™-"
*"'ot“otion of

patterns.

A third element would be the i

games include social i

Height be termed interaction

2 George H. Mead, “Play, tiie Game and th.- i- ,
Socirty, CWcaga; Uni.enitj’ oi Cl.tago Trest
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Element

N.B. Some games liavc very few

r\ilcs, others have such

elaborate sets of rules as to

require a non-participant to

keep track of infrii\gcmenl

of the r\iles or to enforce

tlie rules.

4. Number of required {mrUcipanls;

slated minimum or maximum
number of persons needed for ac-

tion (o take place.

N.B. Sometimes minimum and

maximum arc identical.

5. Roles of participanis; indicated

functions and status.

N.B. Role and power function

may differ for each partici-

pant or may be the same.

6. Results Of pay-off; values assigned

to the outcome of the action.

7. Abilities and skills required for

action; aspects of the three be-

havioral domains utilized in a

given activity.

(a) Cognitive domain includes

—

figural, symbolic, semantic,

and behavioral informational

content; and operational pro-

cesses, such as cognition,

memory, divergent and con-

vergent production, and

evaluation.

(b) Sensory-motor domain in-

cludes—bodily movement,

manipulative motor skills, co-

ordination, sequences and

patterns of movement, en-

durance factors, sight, hear-

ii^, etc.

Example

Regulations regarding weight and

types of blows which may be cm-
ployed. Panel of judges and ref-

eree determine infringement of

rules, and have re.sponsibility for

enforcing rules (boxing).

Minimum of two required, no

stated m.iximum (hide-and-go-

seek).

Eleven men required for each team,

minimum and maximum of

twenty-two (football).

Goalkeeper, center, others. Each

player has a different role

(hockey).

Each player has no more or less

power than the others, and each

functions in the same way (back-

gammon).

Money (black-jack).

A kiss (spin-the-bottle).

A gold medal (relay race).

Remembering which cards have

been played and from which

suits, in order to play the best

card (hearts).

Grasping the ball, walking to the

foul line, releasing the ball, etc

(bowling).
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conflict. Szasz and Beme identify certain qualities in games which have

pathological significance.

By combining tlie work of the mathematicians and the behaviorists, we
arc able to identify seven elements in games. These are:

1. Purpose or raison d’etre.

2. Procedures for action.

3. Rules governing action.

4. Number of required players.

5. Roles of participant.

6. Participant interaction patterns.

7. Results or pay-off.

In addition to these, personnel in the field of recreation have called
attention to additional game elements which must be considered. A major
element which recreation personnel have long been concerned with are
the abilities and skills required for participation. Other elements which
recreation personnel consider to be of importance are the environmental
requirements and necessary physical setting, and the required equipment
needed for participation in a game.
From a syntactical point of view then, games are composed of ten ele-

mcn
,
possi >i ^‘dditional elements will be identified at some future date.

Presently, the ten dements to consider are as follows:

1 . Purpose of the game; aim or goal,
intent, the raison d'etre.

2. Procedure for action,- specific op-
erations, required couracs of ac-
tion, method of play.

3. Rules governing action; fixed
principles that detennine conduct
and standards for bchaWor,

Example

Checkmate one’s opponent (chess).

Bid and make a contract (bridge).

Complete the course in as few
strokes as possible (golf).

Roll dice, move counter in clock-

wise direction around board, the

number of spaces indicated on
dice. Act in manner indicated by
last space on which counter
lands, i.e., take a chance, pay
rent, go to jail, etc. (Monopoly).

Stand in box, toss two successive
shoes at far slake, travel to that
stake with opponent, tally score,

pitch back to first stake (horse-
shoes).

Go back where you were, you
didn’t say, “May I?" (Giant
Steps)
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Element Example

(f) Multi-lateral—action of a Scrabble.

competitive nature among
three or more persons, no

one person is an antagonist.

Poker.

(g) Intra-group—action of a co- Cat’s cradle.

operative nature by two or

more persons intent upon

reaching a mutual goal. Ac-

tion requires positive verbal

and non-verbal interaction.

Maori sticks.

(h) Inter-group—action of a Soccer.

competitive nature between

two or more intra-groups.

9. Phtjdcal setting and cnuiVon-

mental requirements:

Basketball.

(a) Physical setting—man-made Four-walfed court (squash).

or natural facility in which

action takes places.

No special setting (charades).

(b) Environmental requirements

—natural circumstances

which are indispensable or

obligatory.

Pool (water polo).

N.B. This element may not al- No special environment (domi-

ways be present. noes).

10. Required equipment; man-made
or natural artifacts employed in

the course of action.

Rackets, bird, net (badminton).

N.B. This element may not al- No equipment necessary (20 ques-

ways be present. lions) ^

A variety of interesting questions are presented when one examines

list of elements—questions that demand rigorous scholarly inquiry.

Ilte most important question to consider is the notion that these elements

'‘fe present in all games. Subsequent questions might be asked about each

“1 tbe elements. For example, can the interaction patterns be viewed in

» developmental hierarchy? Does one pattern have to be mastered before

» participant can function effectively in another pattern or are the pat-

‘atns mutually exclusive? Using Guilford’s model for The Structure oj

lafelfect. can one delimit cognitive process in the same way that we arc
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Element Example

(c) Affective domain includes— Having one’s disc Icnocked off the

semiotic factors which stimu- court (extension of self) re-

late emotions, i.e.. anger, joy. quires affective control to con-

affection, disgust, hate, etc. tinue game (shufileboard).

Offers opportunities for ob-

ject-lies, transference, identi-

fication.

8 Interaction patterns:

(a) Intra-individual—action tak-

ing place within the mind of

a person or action involving

the mind and a part of the

body, but requiring no con-

tact with another person or

external object.

(b) Extra-individual—action di-

rected by a person toward an

object in the environment,

requiring no contact with an-

other person.

(c) Aggregate—action directed

by a person toward an object

in the environment while in

the company of other per-

sons who are also directing

action toward objects in the

environment. Action is not

directed toward each other,

no inter-action between par-

ticipants is required or

necessary.

(d) Inter-individual—action of a

competitive nature directed

by one person toward an-

other.

(e) Unilateral—action of a com-
petitive nature among three

or more persons, one of

whom is an antagonist or

"it." Interaction is in simul-

taneous competitive dyadic

relationships.

Pillow puzzles.

Finger-flexion tricks.

Jigsaw puzzle.

Solitaire.

Bingo.

Roulette.

Checkers.

Tennis.

Tag.

Dodge ball.
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able to delimit sensory-motor process in a game?*^ Arc there other, more

effective theoretical models regarding cognition which would lend them-

selves to this purpose. What of the affective domain—is a psychoanalytic

frame of reference the most effective one to use in delimiting ability and

skill in this area? Are setting and environment one interrelated element,

or are they really two elements? Are there more than eight interaction

patterns that can be identified?

Redl, Gump, and Sutton-Smith have indicated that tliere arc a number

of behavioral dimensions other than the ones cited which should be con-

sidered when examining games. Thus, this exposition must of necessity

be considered a preliminary excursion into the structure of games, and

until considerable effort has been spent beyond this theoretical attempt,

it must remain just that. However, it is hoped tliat some of these thoughts

will stimulate others in this direction.
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CHAPTER 13

THE FUNCTION OF GAMES

By deBning games as an exercise of voluntary control

in effect, dedled their function. Still, such a choice has a r^X
valence. Social and behavioral science has

games in terms of other functional systems, not in erms
, ^

trol systems. Any review of historical approac K o ^ anoroaches
take these other points of view into account. Althoug

mnsistine
are innumerable md devious, they rviU be

SeTmTto
of pstjchogenic or sociogenic alternatives. The firs ^ „„rmiltine also

terLUf its antecedent, usually psychological ^ut ^rmitting^also

physiological and genetic alternatives. The secon exp
, j

t<4 of its outcom^es. practical usefulness, trainmg re^-'

~

rm. j . 1, .v ;llii«h-atpd in this section wtn a reduuig
The psychogenic approach t

^ have a charac-
by Beider on the history of chess. In Reide

relieves anxieties
teristic statement that the game giv^ ^r^sio .

of
denved from antecedent psychic slates. X ^ devotees
the game may very well depmd m on dm fa^t

®cperience, sometimes ^vith full measure

ni)^eries of the unconscious.”' psychoanalysis, has
This point of view, customarily

u/eitharsis, and has
antecedents in the Aristotelian theory of

^^.r^ons speak of
entered into common parlance to the point w e

‘

^ ivritings one
P'ajing games to relive their tensions. In P^^'^tgjby Bobert
finds a number of different emphases, m<Kt of *em p g y

'Vaclder-s classic 1933 article The Psychoanalytic Theory ).

R^der. N. -Chess. Oedipus, and die Mates Dolusosa." /nlenuUiW /aumai a,

40, 1959, p. 332.
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and play therapy rather than with games. These studies will be con-

sidered in the eompanion volume on Childs Vlatj. In passing, we wou

mention the names of Erik Erikson and Lilli Feller '-''“^ave been per-

haps the most active interpreters of play and games within the psych

“"Se'g’^icrbody of empirical work on games, -i^m this same

psychoanalytic tradition derives from the work of Fritz Red an co

lahorators. Like Erikson, Redl emphasized the ego supportive c arac e

of the games. He says:

Our hyperaggressive and extremely destructive children ”
£

a good^deal program activity which involves the ’’W
su^lus aggression, diversion of destructiveness ‘

j

acXity. etl At the same time, however these

from a surplus of piled-up hatred and aggression,
ounnosed to

severe disturbance of the very control machinery w i

cope with it. This means that if we expose them to
.^jthout

which involve activity and aggression, they cim rare y .

“avoid
much interference bom the adult to “keep things

f
the worst." This is. however, where the worst ° P”X
us directly in the face; for remember these are a

considered a

hate.” This means that adult Jd counter-attack, and
welcome help, is rejected or

makeTgame possible is usually

even the helpful attempt at umpiring to make a £m F

interpreted simply as hostile meddling of an ene y

It was while in this predicament that we felt the d^eowry o^f

range of “depersonalized controls as a ^ j^gtivities. behavioral
mean; In almost any neighbourhood there a

unwritten, are well

customs, and games, the “rules for whi , g Fven our very dis-

known and automatically accepted by every o
y.

reiection when
tarbed youngsters commanded a halt to

- ju fact, sometimes
it came to such well-ingrained "neighbour o

something akin to a

it seemed to us that those were the only f
something

conscience or a feeling of decency seeme to e e

• • What a wonderful aid in our predicament i
encrusted

enough such activity structures with *eir ^ rmd let the

around them, then we could really step ou
controlling. . • •

l^nilt-in behaviour codes of tire game in quw
^s it is, we had to

^Ve wished there were organized researc
frantic efforts of

^'’orm our way through trial and error an
relevance.” Our find-

game analysis” in the terms of “native group c
found

^gs are still deplorably thin compared with wn.
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which he emphasized (summarizing Freud’s views on the matter), that

play leads not only to tension reduction, but also has values for wish

fulfillment, for bringing about a change from the passive to the active,

and for giving a temporary leave of absence from reality.

A typical early application to games was Roheim’s 1943 article

“Children’s Games and Rhymes of Duau," where he sought to explain

games of the type in which there are good mothers and witches, and in

which children entwine each other in arms, clasp each other, divide up

into groups, and separate the child players from the mother player, and

so forth. Roheim’s explanation was that the children in these games were

compensating for their separation from the mother. “The loss of the

mother ... is not an irretrievable loss for in the group the playing child

finds a substitute for the absent mother.”- Another, similar psychoanalytic

but perhaps more remote interpretation is to be found in Pickfords

distinction between Rugby football and association football. In Rugby

the ball is handled, whereas In soccer it is propelled with the foot. Pick-

ford presents the opinion:

It might be said that in Association Football the ball is symbolically a

dirty and dangerous object, or that it is so powerful in unconscious mean-

ing that it must not be toucJied with the hand under penalty of foul play-

In Rugby Football the ball might be regarded as a loveable object that

every player tries to caress and hold as if it were a valued possession. In

psychoanalytic terms these attitudes suggest that to Rugby enthusiasts

the ball is a symbol of loved maternal images, while to the Association

Football enthusiast it is a symbol of paternal potency which is somewhat
feared and requires special forms of taboo or control.^

Although at present there is little evidence to sustain interpretations of

this character, their quite speculative nature should not be taken to

suggest that relationships between antecedent states and subsequent
play are unworthy of investigation. There is, in fact, a great deal of

anecdotal material and a scattering of more systematic studies to suggest
that such relationships do exist* The largest number of such studies,
however, have to do with play, and derive from work with play diagnosis

SRoheim. G “Children’s Games and Rhymes of Duau (Normandy Island, N.G.),”
American Anthropologist, 45, 1943, p. no.

^

3 PicWord, P. W. The Psychology of the History and Organization of Association
Football, Bnt»s/i Journal of Psychology. 31, 1940 p 132

* Beisser A. The Madness in Sports. Yorkf Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1967;
Johnson, W. R. Science and Medicine of Exercise and Sports. New York: Harper,
1960, Slovenko, R., and Knight,

J. A. Motivations in Play. Games, and Sports. Spring-
field, 111.: Charles C Thomas, 1967.
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strategies of relevance to interpersonal behavior.” Many of these writrngs

are individually rich. Unfortunately, they have lead to htUe systematic

research, so that we have many ideas of Ure ways in which g«me rnay

prepare persons but little evidence on what tliey actually do. But to say

L is merely to repeat a point already made in the -ebon on u age,-

that many military men. businessmen, economists educatio ,

others use games to prepare students for various function vi h Me
evidence that they are particularly successful. Still, unless all t

p^^

fessionals are being misled, games have ““e sort of prepar.
y ^

and can, therefore, be legitimately explained in ^at way Wo s

mention at this point the large-scale but as yet

Rivka Eifermann of Hebrew University. Israel, which are within the

sociological framework.
_ Inc Vippn

Currently, the largest body of scientific 8“™“
^dr data

provided by Roberts & Sutton-Smith, who ^ave claimed thatjheir^ata

may be read to support both *o an soc^^^^^^

Their cross-cultural studies involving 50 t P
antecedent states

that games have empirical connections bo w
, might

of anLty and with general cultural variables ”
“Ji^s by

be thought to be a preparation,
^“^bsequent work is either un-

these two investigators. As most of their q introduce the

published or widdy scattered, the following summa >'

reader to some of their major findings an^ ^’‘P
j^gntton-Smith found

In their cross-cultural study of games, Roberts and
S^^'j^bles.'”

that games were related statistically to
. jbe related cultural

A deLiption of each of their basic game types «^J"to^d
correlates illustrates the notion that the ^me

three types of

larger controlling cultural configurations, ^h^y
the

games; physical, chance, and strategy. y,
j and games of

widest ethnographic distribution, games of chance next, g

strategy the smallest.

Cultures with Games of Physical Skill Only

This game category established toe
'compared. The physical

which the remaining game categories could P

v„rl.. Hoeber Medical Division,

'Szasz, T. S. The Myth of Mental Illness. N”'”
J”'_ Grove Press. 1964;

Harper and Row, 1961; Berne, E. Carnes Pe^lc flay.
jgQ3

and Halos, t nt PturhatheraPU’ Grune a Involvement”
Harper and Row, 1961; Berne, E. Games P<^p c oy-

„

“"d Haley,
J. Sfmlegies of Psyehothetapy.

ar^d S

Roberts,
J. M., and Sutton-Srmlh. B. Quid T Science,

Ellinofogy. 1062, pp. 166-185. Reprinted in the Bob
„ gchavior Science Notes.

1866; .and "CrossSnltural Correlates of Games of Chance,

6. 1066, pp. 131-144.
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in the uranium mines of psycho-sociological research, were we only given

the chance to exploit them.®

Some of the thinking that went into efforts to mine this “uranium

deposit” is indicated by the game dimensions listed in the previous

chapter, and by the article on It games in this chapter. Other ideas are

included in a chapter by Redl: “The Impact of Game-Ingredients on

Children’s Play Behavior,” in a work Group Processes, New York: Josiah

Macy, 1959.

The sociogenic approach holds by contrast that games are to be under-

stood in terms of what they do for society, rather than in terms of how

they meet the needs of the individual. The emphasis is on the preparalor)'

or training value of the games. A primary argument would be, for

example, that individuals get into games because they are rewarded for

so doing by public applause, honor, group pressure, and so forth. On
these grounds the individual’s psychology is not important unless it

disqualifies him from participation. Within a culture there is usually a

suflficient community of motivational structure ( for example, to compete
and succeed), that idiosyncratic motives need not be taken into account.

Given this basic assumption, there follow various types of arguments
about the “preparation” that is afforded by the games.

In the nineteenth century two types of rehearsal theory were dominant.
Many schoolmen, for example, claimed that games had a character train-

ing value. The leadership and teamsmanship learned on the playing field

were said to carry over into life. Biologically oriented writers emphasized
the more basic exercise of motor and intellectual functions. In this

century, emphasis has been on the social and symbolic value of play
and game participation. George H. Mead’s contention that the player
learns to take the role of the other into account through his play and
games, is a well-k-no\vn example. Less well known perhaps are the various
suggestions that children acquire moral values through games;® develop
se sus ammg interests;'^ develop character because the game provides a
testing pound for character without too much danger. Goffman* says
per men y, at in a game the player can keep his character up and his
costs down. Others say that the player can develop various interactional

nLm': free Press, 1951, PP-

6 Piaget,
J., op. cit., 1951.
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Cultures ^vilh Games of Strategy

Cultures possessing games of strategy were at a higher level of cultural

complexity than the cultures in the other game categories. Larger settle-

ments, more complicated subsistence patterns, higher technology, higher

levels of political integration, jurisdiction, social stratification, oceupa-

tional specialization, and many other traits confirmed the fact at t ese

cultures were complex. It is not hard to envisage games of strategy as

forms of social-system learning in contexts of this character.

In a parallel study of folktales, furthermore, it was established that

folktales with strategic elements flourished in the same cultural environ-

ments as games of strategyd-

Cultures Possessing Games of Physical Skill, Games of Chance,

and Games of Strategy

These were the most complex of all of the cultures discussed. Every

modem industrial society was in this group and mosh i no ^ >

classic cultures known to history. They appeared to be an “

the general physical-skill tradition with an overlay o c ance >

very important, an overlay of strategy. The antecedent conditions for

involvement in both chance and strategy appeared to be presenc

These, then, are a sample of the findings from a number of^t^dies^

They challenge the traditional puritanic view t a ga
j.m

tuniamental slgmfieance. This type of ^ct

^

resist the view that the games are enibedded P
^

systems; that games of physical skill exist because
because of

in cultural hunting and warfare, that games of chance
^

the role they play in cultural divinatory S strategic
games of strategy exist because of the

fP ^he^argef system and
decision making. The game is an expression g

-baracter
perhaps a formative pmt of it also. Any comprehension

^
of such patterns, however, must take into accoun

correlates
correlates (child training variables) and the A x above.) In

(political and religious variables that have been re
theory

several articles, Roberts and Sutton-Smith have
p sociogenic

to account tor the presence of both of these Pf^.® psychological
«>rrelates.'= This theory states that the indmdu. . P Y

1 . , V j A "Stratesv in Games and Folk

Roberts,
J. M., Sutton-Smith, B., and

Vales,” Journal of Social Psychology, €1, 1963, PP-
j “Rubrics of Competitive

Roberts,
J. M. and Sutton-Smith, B. op. mt-, '

‘ 13-37.
Sthavior,” Journo! of Genetic Psychology, 105, June, 19 . PP-
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game cultures were found in tropical regions. Their subsistence eco-

nomics and technologies were simple. Their communities were small, the

level of political integration was low, class stratification was absent, the

judicial system was undeveloped, child socialization was easy with low

anxieties and conflicts, sexual satisfaction was high, the cultures were not

warlike. In general, therefore, these cultures gave the impression of

simplicity, particularly when they were contrasted with the cultures with

games of chance and strategy. As contrasted with the “no game cultures,

which were referred to in the introductory chapter, there seems to have

been increased sex segregation and more independent rather than ex-

tended families, which, in these physical-game cultures, suggested the

possibility of important needs for an emphasis on masculine self-reliance

in hunting, fishing, and so forth in these cultures. The ethnographic ac-

counts, for example, contained many records of the ciders encouraging

the young boys in games of spear-throwing and archery, which had an

obvious relationship to the adaptive skills required of males in the adult

cultures.

Cultures with Games of Chance

In all probability all cultures possessing games of chance also possess

games of physical skill. In addition, however, some of them possess games

of strategy. In many ways the chance-game category was the most com-

plex of the three pure types, and it was the least easy to understand

theoretically.

In general, chance cultures displayed a wide range of cultural com-
plexity varying from quite simple cultures to the most complex known
today. Yet, since these games were fundamentally simpler than games
of strategy, and since games of strategy were known to be associated

with cultural complexity, it was reasonable to assume that chance playing
began in relatively simple settings. The most important conclusion was
that games of chance appeared to flourish in the presence of environ-
mental, individual, and social uncertainty regardless of the relative com-
plexity of the cultures in which they occurred. The relationships that

were the basis for this conclusion are detailed more fully elsewhere.^
A game of chance in such cultures appeared to be a way of making up
one’s mind, with the help of benevolent Fate, when life conditions were
sufficiently uncertain that one had no better instrumental procedures for

decision making.

u Roberts and Sutton-Smith, op. cit, 1966.
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recently, without haring to count up the costs too seriously. For &em

gomes are modeJs of power into which the players are I™ >’

^rrespondence betw een the patterns of play and their own arousrf mo-

tirational sr-stems. In the above esample the girls aroused about indepen-

dence by child training procedures readily found im-objment m a game

where alternations between dependence and independence (the bases

and the free territory) were a part of the game structure. By plarnn Ae

game in turn, the ^Is acquired a confidence in the face of dimg^

^wers (moiisters, bears, It-fgures), which had preparatory value for

their subsequent marriage among strangers.
crw'int

Obiiously other interpretations are posmble^ This theory

\irtue that it subsumes without displacmg the mme assi
, , ,

games in terms of their psi chic or social wdues. However^t shoijd be

made quite dear that this interpretation of gam« “ f

educational usage of games that any Acm'
to focus on colnitivf functioning. Ag-.
peutic usages one would aspect a focin

^j^h within education
functions. Though, as we have mentioned,

l„.mi>rs rather than
seems to imply that Ae players ™ eonations’ (s«'-ings
better learners, which perhaps

important t>-pe of

and determinations) m games that ar
connection between such

functioning. MTiether there IS a ^eaterm
presented here,

conahve functions of games and the po
power, is

than between cognition and power, or affecbie slates ana po

something for future research to decide.
^iHon of E.ames in terms

Amaptpointmustremain-despite^P-e^^^^^^^^^ „c also

of power functions, cognitive funchon
^Vidiin llic definition of

candidates for the theoretical graH> °
®„rc.-ious chapter the important

games offered in the introduchon and P
strategic power,

usue is not the content of the gome
( elements are

business information, or spelling), but e
plavcrs in order to

“sed as a part of the voluntars- opposition
. j...nta"ce.

auive at a reckoning that gives one of them an . o

flA.\IES AS VOLUNTARY CONTROL SI STE.MS

1 to came* functioning.

Hasing thus survesed the coscntional app
prefiTcncc for

"0 Wish to conclude with a few further notes on our own p

the role of eqilanation.
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motivation for game playing is the presence in the player of anxieties

and conflicts induced by antecedent child-training processes. The game

is enjoyable to the player because it consists in a symbolic statement

of these conflicts, and because in the course of tlie buffered learning

that the game provides, the player develops confidence and competence

to handle the real life situations toward which the original anxieties

point. A brief illustration must suffice. On the basis of an earlier

symbolic analysis of childrens central-person games (for example, tag-

ging, hide and seek, red rover), these investigators had postulated that

these games represent the child’s anxieties about exercising independence

during the transition from primary to secondary ties. In the course of the

game the child can either manifest the endangering independence by run-

ning out from safe bases and tackling strange persons (the It) or he can

retreat to the safety of the home or base.*^ A cross-cultural test for the

presence of these types of games demonstrated a significantly greater

concern with independence training for females in those cultures where

these games were present. In addition, in those same cultures there were

marriage customs requiring the girl to go out from her own kin group

and marry relative strangers. It was this double relationship of the game
both to the inducing child-training procedure and the required adult

cultural performance that led Roberts and Sutton-Smith to entitle their

theory a conflict'enculturalion theory of games. Such a theory was, of

course, based only on empirically demonstrated correlates. It was not
actually demonstrated that the child training did induce these game
proclivities or that the games did prepare the children for their role

performances, although the great usage of games in social science
tlieorizing, and in war and business simulation does not make it difficult
to believe that games actually do influence their players.

If these theses derived from cross-cultural work were true, however,
then It would follow that if game players were studied in this culture,

ere s ou e^ systematic connections between their personalities and
eir game p aying (the psychogenesis), and between the game playing

and their skills (the sociogenesis). Empirical work that has sought to
establish such connections is illustrated by the paper on “Achievement
and Strategic Competence,” in this chapter.
As a result of this work Roberts and Sutton-Smith have argued that the

primary function of games is to act as buffered models of power contests.
They softest that ordinarily activity provides few ready Lts of power,
but that m games of skill, strategy, and fortune, a player can test out his
capacities and fortunes in a buffered fashion or, as GolLan has said more

"Sutton^Smilli, "A Fnmial Analysis „( Game Meaning," Western Folklore
QuaTtCTly, Berkeley, California, 18, 1959, pp. 13-24.

^
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proaches. Still, neither of these utilitarian theories or that reconciliation

pays great attention to tlie game phenomenon itself except as an epi-

phcnomenon of these other more important ends that are said to control

“as an alternative to these approaches, some

expressive phenomena such as games, play, laughter, babb &

aS adaptive phenomena whose -utility” lies "
‘''f

representations for the organisms involved,

imitations but organs of reality.- If we look only at -hat rs functronal m

such behavior systems, they say. we are adopting a red P
j

view and neglceUng what is important to
sLe

slightly paradoxicat support for this point of

recent research with chimpanzees the opportunity p y P

favorably with food as a reinforcer for simple

From a minforcement point of view, this naakes play “

goal response, not merely an instrumental or uti itarian On

the phenomenological level.
the eontrofof forces

periences is a sense of being possessed. He
Icnow the

Slat at rare times he can himself scar^ly control,

pretense quality of the game means tha
.„,,ia onlv occur be-

vividness is only of the players
Whether those who

cause these are, in effect, voluntary coiitro
^pcnme skilled at other

practice such voluntary control ®
^

xhat is certainly

voluntary control procedures we do not X
jj this book. In

the phylogenetic verdict and the verd
j^ntary control systems

the meantime, this discussion in t®™
pniovment^and popularity of

provides us with a good explanahon ®
on their individual

games, while we await more fundamental knowie g

implications. The basic structural roles o
defining the ex-

equilibria! outcomes appear to provide us
distinguishing

pression of voluntary control through games,

games from other phenomena such as play.
introduce an increasing

The major purpose '’“IprioThe'arrS gaL seholarship.

group of practitioners and researchers
nlaved it well.

This has been our game, and we tn^t je have P »ye i^^^

We conclude this chapter with three re g many points

of games, and a final list of selected references that otter

of view about function.

“Cassirer, E. Language and Mylh. NewJrak: Dover.J046,J-.^-^_^_^__g Chimpan-

“Mason,W. A. “MoUvational Aspects of Soctal P
(gj,.) Early Behavior.

in H. W. Stevenson, E. H. Hess, and H. U Rhemg

New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967.
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Chess, Oedipus, and the

Mater Dolorosa

NORMAN REIDER

The psycho-analytic study of play and games has been particularly

rewarding, but no game is so full of possibilities for such study as that of

chess. Chess is the royal game for many reasons. It crystallizes within its

elaborate structure the family romance, is replete with symbolism, and
has rich potentialities for granting satisfactions and for sublimation of

drives. Not without reason is it the one game that, since its invention
around a.d. 600, has been played in most of the world, has captivated
the imagination and interest of millions, and has been the source of great
sorrows and great pleasures.

My introduction has two purposes. First, it indicates the numerous
facets inherent in a study of chess: the fascination and the extent of the
addiction to the game; the psychological factors involved in its historical
development; its social and therapeutic value; its legal involvements; its

relation to love and aggression; the problem of genius in chess; the
charactcrological problem of its players and their style of play; and ego
func ions as manifested in play, especially the distincHons between the
ps\c io ogica meanings of the game, its pieces and rules, and the
psycholo^’ of the players. My intenUon is to develop these themes more
extensively in later essays and to stimulate the interest of others in these
problems. Secondly, this exposition is also meant to convey some of the
quality and flavor of game, especially to non-player^ or to those
who have nexcr been addicted to or fascinated by chess, so that they may-
be prepared for the complexities of the legends.

440 SOURCE InlcmcUoiuit lounml of Fsychoaoalij^s. 40, 1959
, pp. 320-933.
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THE ATTRACTION OF THE GAME

Throughout the ages chess has been praised in poetry, prose, jramting,

and even music, as witness a few testimonials from devotees. Chess is

the art of tlie intellect” (42).> “Chess is so ancient that by that distinction

alone it seems taken beyond the category of games altogether; and it has

been said that it probably would have perished long ago, if it had not

been destined to live forever” (6, p. 1). “There must have been a hme

when men were demigods or they could not have invented "^ess ,^uld

it indeed have been invented? I am almost tempted to believe that chess

is a discovered fragment of inexhaustible, ever-creative nature (69).

“Chess is catholic and common to every country. I

language, literature, poetry, prose, science an art o i own ,

"I Lv! always had a slight feeling of pity for the

knowledge of chess, just as I would pity the man who temamed

ignorant of love. Chess, like love, like music, has the power to make men

’''the unlver^salti of chess provides a wide range

the pragmatic and practical to the aesthetic an poe i
• ^

the utilitarian Benjamin Franklin (29), who wro e.

nullities of the
not merely an idle amusement; several v^

a„d
mind, useful in the course of human li

, for life is a

strengthened by it so as to become ready ori a oc
.

competitors or

kind of chess in which we have often points to 8‘'" -
‘

j „ od and
adversaries to contend with, in which there is a

ill events that are, in some degree, the e0e P
beauty

it.” At the other extreme are those" .
(46. 68). "The chess board is a microcosm; and UK

our minds on what is high and noble. It dea
* meanest

queens, and yet, like the Christian *
crown. It is a lesson in

pawn has the stuff of royalty in it and may ' m-
political science, showing the limited range 7

sisting on its ultimate importance” (60).
elements of chess

Others, by contrast, are fascinated V aggression is the soul

and disturbed by its destructiveness, tea i 8 been
of the game. bLou (10). though aek™wl^«
recommended as a cute for depression,

^ j ^^^cn . . .

play is a good and witty exercise of the mind for some

lenus made the first description
' 1 do not know if Tones was aware that Gustave But priorities

of chess in like terms (Das Schach oder Koenig bpc, i recognizing

‘n such remarks are of no moment. Many others

'he sj-nthesis of beauty and reason in chess.
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and fit for such melancholy persons that are idle and have impertinent

thoughts, or are troubled with cares; nothing better to distract their mind

and alter their meditation; invented (some say) by the general of an

army in a famine to keep the soldiers from mutiny. But if it proceed from

overmuch study in such a case it may do more harm than good; it is a

game too troublesome for some men’s brain, too full of anxiety, and all

out as bad as study; and beside it is a testing cholerick game and very

offensive to him that loseth the mate.” In a milder yet still disparaging

mood, he reported: “In Muscovy, where they live in stoves and hothouses

all winter long, come seldom or little abroad, it is a game very necessary

and therefore in those parts much used.”

Chess has had for many a diabolical attraction, which enchained them,

as if its play were an evil habit. “The devil was a great fool to use so many

machinations to make poor Job lose his patience. He had only to engage

him in a game of chess” (52). This remark, made in 1693, was echoed by

H. G. Wells (78) more than 200 years later. “The passion for playing

chess is one of the most unaccountable in the world. It slaps the theory

of natural selection in the face. It is the most absorbing of occupations. The
least satisfying of desires. A nameless excrescence upon life. It annihilates

a man. You have, let us say, a promising politician, a rising artist that

you \vish to destroy. Dagger or bomb are archaic and unreliable—but

teach him, inoculate him with chess.”

The great damnation of the game has come from those who have been
plagued by it. None has expressed so convincingly his sad and resigned
self-denial as a minister who in 1680 wrote a letter, giving ten reasons
V 1

) ho refused to play the game (50). Among them is one of the most
beautiful lines in English literature: “It hath not done with me when I

have done with it.” Truly this one sentence could be the motto for all

addictions.

THE VICISSITUDES OF CHESS

The earl) historj' of chess is Blled with developments and episodes
which arc worthy subjects for psychological study, of which a few ^vilI be
mentioned; (a) its moral and legal aspects; (b) its historical and cultural
aspects; and (c) its libidinal and aggressive elements.

Clicss lent itself easily during the Middle Ages as a model for educaHon
and morality. Around 1200 Rabbi ben Ezra svrote the first didactic poemm Hebrew on the subject of chess and about the same lime Pope Innocent
III UTOtc a morality on chess. The second book, in English, published in

1474 by Caxlon, was a moralilj’ based on chess
Chess has been encouraged; it has also been forbidden. In times of
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stress, when authorities felt people should be punished, the game was

forbidden, along with games played with cards and with dice But some-

how its appeal made possible many exceptions. For instance, Jews m the

Middle Ages were forbidden to play on the Sabbath all games except

chess (40). Pregnant women were allowed to indulge in a “ chess

at a time when everyone else was forbidden to do so (25, p. 181).

One practically uncharted field is the derivation of the game from the

board games in which magic played a part. Another area of inquiry is

the study of the changes that the game, its rules and the power of the

pieces underwent in different social and cultural settings-for example

the brilliant research by Colby (16), who turned his attention to t

problem of the appearance of the queen on the boar an ® 1”“
nhirv

fte strength of the queen in the latter part of the fifteenth century^

Originally, the piece now known as the queen was e wzie^

understandable historically, because in the Arabic wor e S

accompanied in battle by his vizier. At one time m the * centoy

the queen began replacing the vizier, and this may
^^5

responded to the time of the glorification of Mary y e

^
yet the queen had only those powers that the king a , p

more. Suddenly, about 1485, in Italy, the queen began to be the^^st

powerful piece on the board. Colby presented
Northern Italy,

that this “wild game” may very well have originated m Northern Itaj^

Studying the prominent women in Italian history o
^

that Cairina Sforza was married to a weak
f„‘Ve Lt‘I^

care of his duchy. She herself donned armour, e P

collected taxes, and protected her partner. Since then q

the most powerful piece on the board.

Future researches into the psycholog . < P,
factors, as Colby

necessity take into consideration historical an
r ‘f„es is how, in the

has done. For example, one of the
^‘j.oyalty. Commoners were

past, the royal game was definitely restric
In this early

at times even punished for being caught p y S
chess master

era, when chess was a royal game, many a
master

attached to it, just as it had its
accomplished in chess

‘aught the young women of the court to

because in those days much love play too p ‘

Some of the tenderest love poems and al
jj cx-

nnguage of chess. Nowadays the
publication (69) in

tremely rare. The one exception is ^ustw Scl

^
1937 of a book of love letters in chess term > ^ uame. In numerous

Likewise, in its early days chess lyM a yio c
the chess board

^‘ories (56, pp. 95, 113, 356, 413, 431-432, 436. 443, 501)
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was the scene of violence and murder, and in one reference (81) of

actual castration. But all this violence and love have slowly dwindled

away, as the game has become a democratic one; it has been sublimated

into a matliematical science with a somewhat masculine, homosexual

flavor. For example, one chess journal in the 1880s was named “Bruder-

schaft”; alas, it was shortlived.

Chess also had its humor and its insights. In a contest held by a

British newspaper on why chess does not appeal to the English, one

contributor explained that “Britons never, never shall be Slavs” (59).

And ns to the proficiency of the Slavs at chess: “In a free government

the Russian might appear with equal advantage as in the military de-

partment; intelligent, active, reflecting, and endowed with a spirit of

calculation. He might succeed in every pursuit; at present he excels only

in chess.’ This was not written by a present-day anti-Soviet writer. It

appeared in the Critical Review of June 1792 (46, p. 296). How much
the world moves can be illustrated by the fact that more than 150 years

later Bosshard (9) similarly tried to e.xplain the cause of the Russian

superiority in chess by an “elhnopsychological origin.” According to his

neoracist theory, the specific talent of “Eastern people” for chess is due to

innate intellectual powers, slyness, among others, which reveal the

qualities that malce primitive peoples superior in chess to the “cultured
nations.”

A SUBJECT FOR PSYCHOLOGICAE INQUIRY

Because of its fascination, chess h:« lent itself easily to psychological
inquii^’. I wish now to indicate the areas of some of these efforts, dividing
lem into t ree poups. First is the group of speculations and cogitations

“PI
might well come under the general heading of the

/?n\Tr by Wckerle (79), Junk (44) and Lasker

n
to t lis ^oup. Of these Lasker, once chess champion of the

umself a philosopher, made perhaps the most consistent
c ior^ of anyone not a trained psychological investigator towards under-
s 1C mjsterics of the game. He suggested that competition is
one of he ncc«sar>' dements of life and that chess provides artistic,
competitive out ets. He also observed that our satisfactions with the
game are directly proportional to the kind of obstacles we have to over-
come in winning.

A quilc insighlful rcmarlc that of Eeti (66, p. 4) who wrote of the
emohonal impact made by a suecessful sacrifice in 4e game, “since it
rom« at the nsh of matermi and the victory of the weaker material over
the stronger material, it gives the impression of a symbol of the masterj'
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of mind over matter.” Eeti also tried to understand the psychology of

various chess masters, that is. the nature of their particular style of play.

The non-psychological literature is full of such common-sense attempts

to understand the success and failure of the masters, and some of these

works are remarkably good on an intuitive basis, considermg the genera

lack of sound psychlgieal training on fte part of the auAors. Among

these is a study of the psychology of defeat by V.tyazev (76) Wnters

in this first group are also preoccupied with whether ch^s

or an art, Id even as late as 1954 Bykov (12) showed concern with

*Trese writers were struggling with one of the central I'-mes in chess

the problem of man’s mastery over a ^“bhmated aggressive s—^^
though they themselves did not wholly apprecia e iis »

p ^
inquiries. Chess as a military game provide warfare

controlled, circumscribed, and regulated. These con
nrocesses,

and reason, chance and planning, and primary an se -

Collins (17) nicely epitomizedi 111- who
are content to yield to circumstances, and ^ P ^

aim to control circumstances, who play (Aess.
, more

A second group of eXst c

W

systematically widi some aspects of chess. T ...Kq played
Binefs (5). a study of chess players, -‘>XoSrtutdy FodLtL
chess blindfolded, is interesting even tlioug P-

studied tlio

Comparable studies were made by C eveland («)’ f'Z „„d
learning process and intelligence in relations ip

-

^
Buttenwieser (11), who compared

‘'?^”j,",J;/p„bLi of intelligence

playing. A more modem attempt to deal P

and skill in chess was made by H. D*"*™
(hc^Sovdet Union has turned

The recent increase of interest in chc^
psychological processes

some of its psychologists to formal studi P
„pon ,hc per-

in chess playing and espwially to 8 (icipanLs in the

sonalitj’. Di.akov, Petrovsky and Rudik (24) g. I
psycho-

international Chess Tournament in Mosrow
’ intellectual

metric tests concerning memory, ‘ „ot

lunclions. and also the Borschach Tes
.

inilucncc of official atti-

followcd up and g.avc w.ay, obviously
,,j,jng about chess, such

tnilcs, to a new kind of moralizing and P concerned about
« appeared in the writings of Vasilc\-sky I m;. inaintcnance
the value of chess in the development of m • c-ativity in

“I proper mental hygiene. Likewise. Hoc i m
'

j jn,, ,vas crea-

C1.CSS. obviously strrigghng with ‘he problcm^f^;;'^^^^

h'c niongh to justify continued So\ict go
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The formal psychological studies that Diakov and his colleagues

initiated were not resumed until DeGroot (23) published his thorough

study of the thought processes of a number of chess masters during the

process of play; this comprehensive work analyzes the structure and

dynamics of the planning, formation of alternative planning, the selection

of moves, and elimination of moves in chess play. Some of the analysis

in a way anticipates the programming of the chess-playing electronic

machines, about which a considerable literature now exists (58). A

connected problem is that having to do with genius in chess (3) and the

general area of ability to conceptualize. Similarities already have been

pointed out between the precocious ability to conceptualize in geniuses

in chess, music, and mathematics (1, p. 23). I plan in a later work to

discuss this topic. (Consider, for example, the fact that the histories of

at least three child prodigies in chess are marked by each one beating

his father in the first game at chess played between the pair.)

The third group of psychological writing on chess, the psycho-analytic,

began a new type of insight into the nature of the game. It is fitting that

Freud (31, p. 342) was the first to make mention of the game in the

psychoanalytic literature. He likened learning of the game to the learn-

ing of psychoanalytic technique: “He who hopes to learn the fine art

of the game from books will soon discover that only the opening and
closing moves of the game admit of exhaustive systematic description;

and that the endless variety of moves which develop from the opening
defies description; the gap left in the instructions can only be filled in by
the zealous study of games fought out by master hands. The rules which
can be laid do%vii for the practical application of psycho-analysis in

treatment arc subject to similar limitations.”

The first paper on chess from the psycho-analytic point of view, pre-

.scnlcd to the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society on 15 March, 1922 and duly
recorded in the minutes, was never published (39, p. 117). Dr. Fok-

“Uber das Schachspiel.” Hoffer
(36) recalls that it drew some parallels between chess and obsessional
neurosis, with an attempt to interpret symbolically the pieces and their
movements on the chessboard. In his discussion Freud was critical of
Fokschaners simplifications, and that ended the topic (15).

Tlie cl:wsical psychoanalytic paper on chess is the study by Jones
(4-) on the famous American prodigy of 100 years ago, Paul Morphy.
Jones developed the thesis that chess is a game of father-murder, which
became Uic pattern for most ps>xhoanalytic studies on the subject. Yet
the same theme was advanced by an earlier uniter, Alexander Herbstman
(35). wliose work, published in Moscow in 1925, could not have in-
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fluenoed the psychoanalytic literature.

chess problemist, made a systematic study of the ^ ‘
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and Ibanez (38). Menningers reflecUons on the game as a hobby are

unique in the sense that its informal therapeutic values are delightfully

discussed.

OEDIPUS AND CHESS

At long last I come to the legends of the origin of the game, the study

of which mav reveal insights into the psychological factors it lets loose.

Chess is unique among games in that its origin has been the subject of

so much creative imagination, made attractive, I believe, because the

family romance of the game in conjunction with its artistic character

lends itself as a ready vehicle for displacement on to it of elements of

psychic conflicts. Moreover, the mystery of the actual origin of the game

adds impetus to its use in myths. Here, as in other phenomena involving

historical and psychological factors, the treatment by the created myth

may bear little or a most obscure relation to the historical facts. Gulin

( 20 ) holds that the prehistory of chess is involved in the magical origin

of all board games via arrow divination. Murray expatiates on the argu-

ment whether chess was a new invention or was a development from a

prior game of chance. But these speculations give no basis of actual

historical data to tic in with the psychological considerations of its

origin.

A total of twenty-four legends have been extracted from the works
of Lambc (47), W. Jones (43), Bland (8), Crawley (19), Forbes (28),

Baverty (62), Murray (56) and Wilkinson (80). As the legends were
copied or retold by one author from another, distortions and elaborations
naturally occurred.- Therefore, only those myths considered to be the

basic ones arc cited; almost all of them come from Murray, the most
scholarly of the authorities.

The themes of the legends arc as follows: (a) father-murder, with chess
as the therapeutic agent; (b) chess as a preparation for war; (c) chess
as a substitute for war; (d) chess as a diversion; (e) chess as an in-

- For example, Wilkinson's story of chess as a game invented to divert a mourning
Hindu queen from her so^mv is clearly derived from a legend recounted in full

detail by Murray. The reader sxho misses in my list a favorite legend or an elabora-
tion not i>crl.nent to my thesis will therefore understand the reasons.

I have not, l.o^ex-er, omitted legends that oppose my thesis, except for the recent
flurry of tales that ha\e appeared m popular hterature, especially the American
men s magaain«. Tlicse are undocumented, not to be found in the academic literature;
for example the story of a caliph «ho ordered chess to be invented to relieve the
tedium and Ixiredom of liis seraglio. This tj-pc of legend, however entrancing, reveals,
as do all msths. something of the psyche of the autlior.
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tellectual struggle; (/) chess as an educative process for morality; and

(e) the Mater Dolorosa theme.

Several approaches to the study of the myths are possihlo: from their

cultural origin. Moslem. Hindu, or Christian; in their chronological order;

or by a consideration of their inherent motivations. I have chosen the

last, combining with it the other two. I shall therefore begin with a myth

that reflects primitive impulses in their frank crudity, one that represents

no displacement of the psychic reality and constitutes no projection.

First to he considered are two European legends, one of them by Jacob

de Cessohs (c. 1275) (56. p. 541). which contains the naked therne ot

father-murder. An Eastern philosopher, named Xerses or Hyerse y

Chaldeans and Philometer by the Greeks, invented the game " ^
of Evil-Merodach® who is presented regular y r u:- fother

monster of cruelty. Evil-Mcrodach choped up t lo o y

Nebuchadnezzar into 300 pieces and threw t em o
, j

sages then invented chess in order to cure him o is

attenuated version of this story. Galvan de Levanto (a 1291) 56

549) related that a philosopher named Justus invented chess in order

reform a Persian tyrant. Juvenilis.
, . . -n tnlp the

Here is seen, in all frank-ness. the son (note that m second^t»leJhe

tyrant is called Juvenilis) committing murder o e
'paramount

4n inventing the game for a therapeutic If
"

si^ificance that tht cure is a disguised version of he

hvo stories, since it is
for' father-murder

psychotherapy contain this principle.) T
the other

that chess represents is seen more clearly
so onenly in

legends, and one can speculate as to why
Jem literature it

medieval Christian literature, whereas m H
relatively undis-

is extensively masked. Herbstman, not con en
,

'
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mention,

hue in his explanation but these are
J own king,

hovvever. that in chess part of the game i
.

,,i5 own guilt,
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;i.

Thus chess can be both patricide and a de
rri-anted that these

Now it may be considered presumptuous to
^ of

two stories are oedipal stories inasmuch^ mw be it has to be
oedipal myth. But.

often important ones, is a

acknowledged that omission of some details, o P

1 \^^rduk) should warrant such a

^Curious it is indeed that Evil-Merodach (Amel-M* records acts

^^utation. The only reference to him in flie Bible (J

oi kindness.
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characteristic o£ myths as it is of dreams. It is justified to accept by

implication the omitted portions as part of the work of the unconscious.

Moreover, in one of the above stories the omitted element, the taking

over of the mother, is present by substitution, i.e., by taking over of the

kingdom, an element which will appear later also.

The theme of father-murder is therefore considered central and all

other themes are derivatives, displacements, substitutions and taking dis-

tance from the central theme. Thus I cannot prove that when chess is

clearly intended to be a military substitute the psychological equating

of patricide and war is a valid one, but this is my hypothesis. The legends

are therefore arranged in increasing distance from the central theme.

The next group are the legends derivative of the aggressive part of the

oedipal theme, which portray chess as a preparation for war (56, pp. 211-

212). As told by al-Adli, the game was “invented to assist in the military

education of a young prince who pleaded that he was incompetent to

lead his armies into war owing to his want of experience.”

At a greater distance from the original theme is a series of legends in

which chess is a substitute for war. The original of this group (56, p. 212)

goes as follows: “A certain king of India, who was peaceably inclined,

procured the invention of chess in order that his fellow monarchs might

settle their disputes over the board without effusion of blood.” In tales

following this pattern the inference is clear that a philosopher or sage

invented the game; but variations occur. In some tales a Chinese king,

in another a Buddhist priest, and in still another the queen of the warlord,

invents the game.

Tlic next theme, a natural step from the last, has to do with the inven-

tion of chess as a distraction or diversion from war. In the earliest legend

(56, p. 211) a king, passionately fond of war, had overcome all his

enemies and was bored and ill. He instructed a sage to distract him;
whereupon chess was invented, and he was shown how to manipulate
forces and devise tactics. “Tlic king tried the game, ascertained that the
philosopher had spoken truly, and found distraction and health in playing
chess. Note here again the tlrerapeutic role of the game. The European
versions of this story (56, p. 501) make Ulysses or Palamedes invent the
game to relieve boredom during the siege of Troy.

Tlie next step might likewise have been expected. The story is divested
of Its openly mihtar>’ nature and becomes a preparation for an intellectual
struggle, via chance. Some of the Moslem legends of the origin of chess,
and these arc not the earliest ones, have to do with its development from
the dice game, emphasizing consistently the motif of the control of fate.

In one of the legends (56, pp. 20a-209) an Indian monarch named Hash-
ran appealed to an Indian sage, Qaflan by name, to devise a game that
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would demonstrate the value of such qualities as prudence, diligence,

thrift, knowledge, and in this way oppose the fatalistic teaching of nard.

The new game was made on the model of war, because war was the

most effective school for teaching the value of administration, decision,

prudence, caution, arrangement, strategy, circumspection, vigour, courage,

force, endurance, and bravery. Balhait was charmed with the game and

did his best to induce his subjects to adopt it in place of nard (56, p.

210). A Moslem commentary goes to the root idea of the story: One

philosopher “maintained that the inventor of chess was a believer in

freedom of the will, while the inventor of nard was a fatalist who wished

to show by this game that man could do nothing against fate, and that

true wisdom is to hold ones life in agreement with the decrees of chance

(56, p. 210).

In the new trend in legends of chess, several points are noteworthy. We
see that the cast of characters includes a king, a queen, a priest, a gen-

eral, a sage, and a philosopher. True, these are all royal personages;

but the point is, they are people. The growth of rationality diverts man-

kind from gods and goddesses and from the sons of gods or prophets,

the dramatis personae of so many myths and legends. Indeed, the ab-

sence of the divine, the religious, or the magical in chess is striking. It

is as if at some time in man’s history he set out to devise a game quite

devoid of religious or magical elements. In games of dice and cards, fac-

tors of luck, chance, and magical propitiation are still important and can
still be used for divination. Chess, both in its present form and from the
point of its invention, has as an essential element the elimination of the
gods of fortune. Skill alone was to determine the outcome. The victory
was to be a victory of reason. Only one element of chance remains in

chess: the toss for colours. Still, in it are now fused reason and aggression.
Viewed in the terms of psychoanalytic theory, the invention of chess

expressed the triumph of secondary process thinking over the primary
process. Actual warfare is fluctuating, unpredictable, and chaotic, while

1C mi ilary of chess, nay, the intellectual game of chess, provides
a struggle which is organized, controlled, circumscribed, and regulated,
nccall once more the remark by Collins; "There are hvo classes of men.
hose who are content to yield to circumstance, and who play whist; and
those who aim to control circumstance, who play chess

"

Interesting also is another legend of the origin of chess. It contains
some premonitions of the rise of the new concept of democracy, of the
age of tlic common man: "A commoner, subject of a Hindu king, an-
noyed at Ins monarch s arrogance, violence, and crueltj-, invented the
game to demonstrate to him that a king unsupported by his subjects, not
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A slightly later version of the same story, related by Firdawsi (56,

pp. 213-215), had the queen’s two sons, each by a separate marriage,

quarrel and finally resort to war. One died in battle, though not through

being slain, and when the news came to the queen, she accused the

brother of murder. He could not satisfactorily explain to his mother how

the death happened, and so he called togetlier the wise men of his king-

dom and laid his case before them. They invented the game of chess and

made clear how a king can fall In battle without having been slain. The

son then took his game of chess to his mother and thus explained the

death of his brother. She continued to study the board all that day and

night without desiring food until death released her from her sorrow,

“and from that time the chess board has remained in the knowledge of

mankind.”

The question arises as to why in these tw’o oldest legends the central

figure is a queen, and why the queen is so important in tlie folklore of

the game even before it became a piece on the board. ^Vlly, indeed, did

the early Moslems, whose literature has such sparse mention of women
not hesitate to put women into these legends—when they have to do

with India?

I would speculate that the importance of the queen-mother in these

earliest legends is a relic of the myths of matriarchy. Note the absence
of the king in both of these legends and note the sorrowing queen-mother.
The stories repeat and strongly remind one of the theme of the Mater
Dolorosa. In the first of these legends the theme of father-murder may
be the unconscious one, that both mother and son are punished for the
death of the father which has been accomplished in the unkno^vn and
unmentioned past, and that this is the crime for which the son must die.

It is remarkable that Jones (42) anticipated this thesis, without referring
to the earliest legends, by considering only the rise in power of the queen
on the chessboard, speculations which, coming before Colby’s suggestion,
rested largely on etymological evidence. He stated, “Whatever may be
the tmth, therefore, about the linguistic speculations I have just men-
tioned. It will not surprise the psycho-analyst when he learns of the
effect of the change; it is in attacking the father (that) the most potent
assistance is afforded by the mother (= queen).”

The Magna Mater

It is logical to explore the earlier legends pertaining to the mother-son
relationship, to see what Ught they may throw on the Mater Dolorosa
theme. By far the most widespread of the ancient cults and myths were
those of the Magna Mater, the Great Mother. These early legends, that
illustrate a particular kind of mother-son relationship, suggest how they
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„ueen-mother in the form of

How powerful was tlie force of t le q her power

Semiramis may be seen in the
contrary to all historical

even in regard to chess, where o
* game. Hone, cited y

evidence, attributed to Semiramis a
was so named in I*®”®'

Mitchell (54), suggested that the che eribed

of Semiramis because the qu®®" ®" * i„oonsistent with our ideas of

to this ancient queen-goddess. Straiig y ^.^aracter in the contest,

propriety and probability, the queen
hjds her king go

She is not merely the soft excrement of the^'
indefatigable

forth with her blessing; no, she is tne < .

leader of an army, herself a host
haracteristies of these Magna a er

Let us now examine the
g®f '*“I|frL*s? Are they masked or

stories. Are they precursors of the
Mater and the 'Vish o^

partial oedipal ihemes? The
*^,„t aThe may apP®^--.

le son to dEplace his father, --^«or Jones (41) ^^owed thaMh®

dealt with in two admirable co
. ^ represent one mode o

whole system of mother-right
^ i^st oedipal hostility;

J
among others that have been adopted ag^^^ the mother1 of mother-u&»- oedipai xiust

j

among others that have been man instituted the

of taming or assimilating rnalriarohal rig^
an

right. In other .'™rds. by

slv hi institutionalized in
of the mother, it appears obviously oe

important. This kind o •

matriarchies
showed even more {mm

Weigert (77) sho'
j ,heme. hntji”

Magna Mater contain tne .n
j „nion

with me

thaFot Jones; to her the rite of sexu
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of sacrificial castration, as in the Attis myths, serv’c the dual function of

a sacrifice and an approach to die nature of the goddess. The sin, to call

it thus, is the wish for sexual union. Weigert explained tlie rite of castra-

tion, of death and of resurrection on the basis of the youth’s childish fear

of the all-devouring power of the mother. In his craving for union he

sacrifices the organ of procreation as if at her command, in order to iden-

tify himself \\'ith her and to be resurrected—these to be the evidences of

not having lost her. In this dyad the primal father can be indeed a shad-

ow)' figure. Weigert tends thus to c.vplain the total relationship as being

between mother and child alone, an erotic and hostile one. There is no

trace of the father figure, no need to call him into tlie picture.

Let us now argue against this thesis from the point of view which

posits or assumes a triangular situation. Tlie sin of the son lover, Atis, in

sexual union with its attendant sense of guilt, cannot come simply from

the wish for union, the wish for identification with the mother { and the

fear of being forsaken), but must contain underneath, hidden as it were,

the element of aggression against the father. Her explanation of mother
and youth as a sole relationship may indeed be the case in their early

infantile relationship. But when genitality is involved, as it is in these
rites and myths, Weigert’s explanation seems inadequate. For a son to

wsh to achieve sexual union with his motlier need not in itself necessitate
castration; guilt must be a necessary' component of this complex; even if

the wish were for a type of primary identification with the mother, self-

castiahon with all its punlHve aspects is indeed not the mode of achieve-
ment of this goal. Introjeclive and incorporating trends are the mode of

^^^1 ^1^* Again, guilt must underlie the castrative aspects, and tliis

gJi t must stem from a destructive component. Even if it be granted
erive from the oral incorporativo destruction of the

6 pj'ssionate drive to become one with her, why the self-
castration as the way of punishment^

f” T u?

alone Te complexities of the mother-son relation

h?s “n*'’
in'plicauon of Graves’s (34. pp. 12-18) views

is not dpnlt
though the motivation for the castration

eiv^o exlT / (4) - dear and to the point in

fdentffv wZr “ iUustiations of the need tor boys to

tnauZ o^ r^H = ‘-“We hypothesis for the ex-S—d
“ -f-punitive or

whicrcorfdbrth“;Stfter" ^
esis mat the classical oedipal situaHon can be a
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screen for the more important bipolar mother-son rclationsbip. To such

a derivative Jones holds the opposite idea of why the father contmnes m

be shadowy or absent in these legends, and to it '^eigert snbsonte rn

part. Thati, the father figure is denied in order to avoid the semblance

of the son's rivalry with him. Herein also lies, I believe, the ^cmatron

that the mother-goddess cults have had ^
parent absence of the murderous intent against the father. “bsence

or shadowiness has. nevertheless, accomplished the ‘ '

Still another approach presents itself.
Wionshins

elusions, most of the present work points to a
“

preceding the triangular one. Therefore, if one pernii a p. .

to be e.spceted that myths of the bipolar

should precede historically the triangular ones, raves

this in regard to Greek myths by implication, smee demon tmtes the

primary role of the mother-goddess in the carhes my ,

what politico-religious factors the ^''**’‘^'*^‘"8

f g^ample, the
the Mater Dolorosa myth follow this pattern a

y’
^ daughter.

Demeter-Kore myth wherein Demcter tnoums le
.

out the

Frazer (30) recognizes an important point in m> P
yg^sions

ease of substitution which occurs in them; he stresses that in later

of this myth a son is substituted for the daug ter.

nerson of

This facile displacement of roles, the coiidensa lo
, of

many roles, and the splitting of one role into
'

,gggj^en,s_ which I

^yths, as in dreams and other primary proc P
^ j

feel are central to the understanding of the

the triangular oedipal pattern. Let me ^te
jg^gitimate heir to the

myths: “Adad-nirari desired to be regarded as me g

feones of Assyria and Babylonia. . .
- family- Sammummat

fte was a son of a princess of its ancien r y.

(Semiramis) may therefore have been his mo i
• become ‘hus-

called his ‘wife’ in the mythological sense, e g nrobably posed as

f^and of his mother’. If such is the case, the roya P ,
, ^

in-

the high priest and high priestess of the aaaen
^8 (Sf,

carnations of the Great Mother and the son
Hisnlacement of the

P- 410). This myth has the additional element of the disp

father by the son. sower of seed, Ninip

The second example goes further: As t e
Osiris. Each was

have developed from Tammuz as Horus i

same deity at

once the father and the son, different
rlNolaced by the son

^anous seasons of the year. The elder go

(opting), and when the son grew old his son slew him
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302). Isis was an early Mater Dolorosa, since Horns, when he grew up

to be Osiris, died for the salvation of his people. The birthplace of

Homs was a cave, later to be associated with the birth of Jesus.

These easy changes of identity so characteristic of the most ancient

legends remind one of what happens in mental ontogenetic development,

when the infant in a non-discriminatory phase can without difficulty

exchange one ‘object’ for another.

As soon as the triangular form of the myth tabes on an oedipal nature,

interchangeability disappears and a more stable myth pattern is obvious.

Perhaps it is from paternalistic cultures alone that these appear, centuries

earlier than the Greek bipolar myths. For example, let us proceed to a

legend in which the Mater Dolorosa appears more in the setting of the

usual family, with the father more obviously present. A Sumerian hymn

describes the wailing of the mother of Tammuz, generally represented to

have been a human being, who suffered death at the hands of a king.

There is direct evidence that Tammuz, always designated as a god in

Sumerian, was originally a defied man. ... On the whole it is probable

that Dumuzi(d) meant originally the ‘faithful’ son, and that the myth of

a beautiful young god arose in prehistoric times when a king sacrificed

his son for the welfare of his people. The calamity which instigated this

sacrifice may have been some impending national disaster; in Sumerian
religion it was the death of a god who perished annually at midsummer
with the withering grass and drying soil of the drought-afflicted Mesopo-
tamian valley. One son of a divinely appointed king had died for man, a

perpetual atonement and a sacrifice to the merciless powers of the

Underworld; a perpetual atonement in that he returned each year with
the returning rains and spring sun only to die again in the torrid heat,

when the flocks longed for water, and Tammuz their shepherd departed
^ again to the mournful sound of the shepherd’s lute and the cries of weep-

ing women . . .” (48).

Note the theme of a son who is killed, not for his sins, but as a sacrifice
for mankind. Reik (64, p. 158) believes that the sacrificial aspect masks
the sin of incest of all the son gods, Tammuz, Adonis, Attis, and Osiris,
who die violent deaths and arc mourned for by their lovers and mothers.
Once more the question can be raised as to the nature of the sin. We see
the mam characteristics of the mother-son relationship in these various
lepnds leading to the problem of the death of the son, the reasons for
which have been explained as some kind of sacrifice

I now raise the point whether the guilt of the son (and the mothers
role of grief) cannot be better elucidated. Let us use the example of the
problem of the death of Jesus, who had but to deny or explain his

assumption of the Messianic role in order to avoid death. This he would
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not do in face of what clearly threatened to he the consequences of his

assumption. Schweitzer (71) dealt with this problem extensively and con-

cluded tlmt Jesus accepted death in the expectation ^
in a “parous a” or manifestation of himself at an appointed hme which

would he evidence that he was the “Anointed One.” The es^ma
and counter-eschatological arguments in Schweitzers

as ignoring, with unLstandahle reasons.

Jesufs unconscious sense of guilt, for which he had to die. for asp

tion to be the King of Heaven or at least Gods equal.

Psychoanalytically. his presumption can he
,gg

This; it may he argued, was Jesuss sin. ^ in
pp. 271-273. 278. 301-302) deals extensively with this

eLcuted
Les that Jesus was sinless, and took the sins of others

for the crimes of others. But I propose the thesis of -P"|
primary guilt as being a Pe™-'

“tin^h overTom^^^^^^^
secondary guilt, that which he acquired by g , . jn uvo

This thesis about Jesus finds some psychological
f

sets of data. The Rrst concerns Talmudic references to Jes-

Goldstein (32. pp. 57-66) reviews these referenc
.

^

the need to equate Balaam (who is referred to as

^
- ^j,tever the

as blind in on\ eye) with Jesus, is historically unte^
historical facts are, Graves (33) is closer to * ® Oedipus,
he recognizes the deep unconscious need to q jg3 _

The other set of data is derived from J
, glorify, and

pp. 100-120) first emphasized that the "ced “ ^P^
j^sus

eventually deify Jesus led to a “"cn-nitnnt »P’‘“ a scape-

into two parts, the evil being posited in ju
, development of

goat. The crowning artistic and psychologica
r’ » to further

ihe medieval legend of Judas, the pious inten lon
^ hundred ver-

hlacken Judas’s name, Baum (2) has stu i m
‘ part of the

sions of the Judas legend; they arose in Europe
^ because of the

eleventh century when incest became o gr^
marriage of near

controversy over the law of Justinian regarding the ma g

relatives. *

, mother’s dream of a

The essential features of the Judas legen are
infant in a

son predestined to a wicked career; the setnng
^ ^ banishment

oask on the sea; his rescue and being reare y ‘ occurs over a

oecause of killing the king’s son (in one stoty
of his father and

5^^ess-game!); his return to his native land, tne
skillful in

incestuous relation with his mother. *
oedipal story,

beating the relation of the Judas legend o
in Judas was what

We now return to Reik’s thesis that the evi p
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was unconsciously felt as being true of Jesus, the incest motive is thus

psychologically valid in these legends of Judas.

In what way Mary was unconsciously an accomplice is not clear. It

would be unfair to deprive her in these speculations of the virtue of

having maternal ambitions for her son in his quest for the Kingdom of

Heaven. At any rate, one possible factor in her glorification may have

been an absolution of her guilt in the aspirations of her son. In his

psychiatric study of Jesus, Sch\veit2cr (70) docs not discuss the possi-

bility of any sin or guilt on the part of Jesus. Nor docs he consider the

role of Mary, whom he mentions only in a footnote. The theme of the

unconscious implication of the mother in the ocdipal story, of increasing

mention in current psychoanalytic literature, is hardly ever mentioned

in belles-lettres. An exception is the famous old ballad, “Edward” (13)-

Jones mentions this theme in his paper on Morphy.

EPILOGUE

To return to the legends of chess: there exist in them legends of

matriarchal and patriarchal settings, of bipolar or oedipal character;

there exists also in them a syncretistic tendency to be found in the treat-

ment of all folktales of all times and places. They reveal some part of the

family romance, however distorted, condensed, or elaborated.
Since I have been dealing primarily with psychological facts and not

historical ones, it should not be surprising if the character of the game
itself should include only incompletely and partially its prehistory. Its

invention and development, after all, were at a time in the worlds history
m which paternal figures, especially the royal ones, were ascendant. Its

prehistory has the unconscious ingredients of all artistry in which the
intellect plays a part. Its character is that of a game of the family
romance, for which thesis the works of Herbstman, Jones, Pfister, and
Coriat adduce sufficient evidence. The theme of father-murder is not the
only one wlnclns enacted, but many derivatives of the family situation,
including denials of the general theme of patricide, are also evident. It
may even be argued that the fact that women in general find no fascina-
tion in chess is explained in the psychological event that they have no
need for father-murder. ^

I wish to conclude by returning to some additional evidence that the
game includes not only the theme of patricide but also denials of it. If it

can be shov.-n that kings or people of high station approve of the game.

^
helps a player to be comfortable in his fascination or addiction to it.

Therefore these tangential evidences seem in order
First, there is the general tendency for chess

'
journals, newspaper
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columns, and anthologies to collect the games of famous Pe°P’®> ^
value of the great names and not of the games Thus, a ^o-do has been

made from tiL to time about the games reputedly

1. 1. Rousseau Karl Marx, Tolstoy, Woodrow Wilson, Lenm, and others.

Many an American has taken pride in the fact that Ge™ge
^

and Benjamin Franklin played chess.^ Parhcipation with *6 peat, v a

their hobbies, both lessees the sense of gudt over -hateverjecal

scions, personal (and unconscious) meaning t e
jime

tion, the waste of time, masturbation, patnc.de-and

enhances the pleasure via the indulgence there y es o%

nieces

Second, it is noteworthy that many coats-of-arms inc^
. ^aev

(56, pp. 77^775). So. likewise, our modem ’

advertLg trademarks, have included more and more the y. gn

and other chess pieces, notably the knight.
chanee

Third, after political revolutions, attempts have «
the names of the chess pieces to conform

Revolu-

tradition. One such effort (7), which soug a er
pioneer,

tion to replace king, queen, and pawn by gove g >

etc., failed. After the Russian Revolution attempts '^r^made
Jo g^

of the royal family, and one such ’

f the unconscious
chess board, failed, and tradition and the

prevailed; the pieces are still called Koro an
“check-

Fourth, even before Jones's paper “"1®
'™erally means, "The king is

mate (shah-mat, schach-matt, etc.) whic
or abandoned or

dead,” indicates something else, e.g., the king Pi
(here was

surprised^ (21, pp. 70-71). After Jones's P^'P" Moghadam (55), to

a flurry of writings by modern scholars, esp X
asserted that

make further distance from the theme uf/*"'*
, simply “forced into

actually in chess the king is not killed; he is m
vamc another

helpless immobility” (53). Moreover, after the end i,

can always be begun. ti,e publication

Ingenious as these proposals are, it seems ° ^ -.^g foj.gos of denial to

°t Jones's pnper necessitated the marshalling o
intent; an intent

place the game as far as possible from its unc
gg /"M.nt” means

"hich is supported by considerable etymologiua

' I rrall with what interest I spotted a "('''•ph'y'f ®^vcd^from Ernest Jones the

1 recall my great pleasure when after inquiry.

"^'“ge; "Yes, it was I who achieved fame Unu-
. „„jcd alxiul Louis VL "1“

“Murray (50, p. 502) thinks that the story is " „„ Enghdi knight

"early taken in a chance sUrmish near Cisors in
1 ,.,ckriine<l.

'Ignotanl

h'd hands on him and shouted that the king was l"kem

“"d tasolcnl knight, not even in chess can a king W '
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dead, a finality, Moghadani's niceties notwithstanding). My dismissal of

Moghadam’s explanations, held by some scholars as far back as Hyde

(37), may seem a bit cavalier: All the fuss to prove their point has other

motivations in the scholars than that of accurate definition. My point,

echoing Jones, is that these extenuations ilustrate to what length some

authors will go to attempt to substantiate the denial of the intent of

murder. This sort of polemic is an amusing e.xample of how a thesis

regarding a historical fact and its significance calls up protagonists and

antagonists who have obvious emotional investment in the so-called

scientific aspect. In this connection, Jones (42) remarked, . . from the

point of view of the King, it makes very little difference.”

Thus it appears that the fascination of the game may very well depend

in part on the fact that its devotees experience, sometimes with full

measure of affect, the passions and the mysteries of the unconscious.

These break through the defensive intellectual formalism and structure

and add to the pleasure of the game. It is as if in the enjoyment of the

game one experiences a kind of «nio mystica with kings and queens, with

their family romance, and in participating in its royal richness, a part of

lost omnipotence is recaptured.
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dead, a finality, Mogbadam’s niceties notwithstanding). My dismissal of

Mogiiadams explanations, held by some scholars as far back as Hyde

(37), may seem a bit cavalier: All the fuss to prove their point has other

motivations in the scholars than that of accurate definition, ^^y point,

echoing Jones, is that these extenuations ilustrate to what length some

authors will go to attempt to substantiate the denial of the intent of

murder. This sort of polemic is an amusing example of how a thesis

regarding a historical fact and its significance calls up protagonists and

antagonists who have obvious emotional investment in the so-called

scientific aspect. In this connection, Jones (42) remarked, . . from the

point of view of the King, it makes very little difference.'’

Thus it appears that the fascination of tlie game may very well depend

in part on the fact that its devotees experience, sometimes with full

measure of affect, the passions and the mysteries of the unconscious.

These break through the defensive intellectual formalism and structure

and add to the pleasure of the game. It is as if in the enjoyment of the

game one experiences a kind of imio mystica with kings and queens, witli

their family romance, and in participating in its royal richness, a part of

lost omnipotence is recaptured.
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dialogue, “Mother, Mother, the Pot Boils Over”; stunts such as diving

and juggling; model play as with dolls, pets, and toy trains; and various

other noncompetitive recreational activities. Although this article is fo-

cused on games, there is evidence that child-training variables are sys-

tematically related to classes of amusements as w'ell.

Games may be grouped into three classes on the basis of outcome
attributes: (1) games of physical skill, in which the outcome is deter-
mined by the players motor activities; (2) games of strategy, in which
the outcome is determined by rational choices among possible courses of
action; and (3) games of chance, in which the outcome is determined by
guesses or by some uncontrolled arHfacl such as a die or a wheel. On the
basis of the presence or absence of the attributes of strategy or chance,
games of physical skill can be further subdivided into

(
a

) games of pure
physical skill where only tiie defining attribute of physical skill is present,
as m weight lifting, racing, or bowling; (6) games of physical skill and
sbategy, such as fencing, baseball, or football, where rational decisions
also influence outcomes; (c) games of physical skill and chance, such as
tipcat, inusical chairs, or grab, where chance is a factor as w'ell as physical
s 1

, an
( ) games of physical skill, strategy, and chance, such as

Queeme or steal the bacon (Sutton-Smitli 1959), where nl! three
attributes ^e present. Games of strategy (which must lack the attribute

a
subdivided into (o) games of pure strategy, such

(hi same, nf
go, where the attribute of chance is absent, and

AdTvided Tee h / p" of ohance is not

ical MI tn ^ t" ‘"J n
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aud tin Tats bingo, diL.

related to the ur'^
character of a game appears to be

suatelv otchar^^’t It® whether ?t be ph^ical skill,
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Tr^II’gamt^art LunllT' 'fo'f-'c'f above, are not.
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age, sex, health, intelligence, social status, and a variety of cultural factors.

Finally, within a single society the involvement of individual gamesters

is never constant throughout the life cycle, and it can differ greatly from

individual to individual. There is even a class of nonplayers individuals

who, though qualified for participation in games, either do not play them

at all or play them only involuntarily. These cross-cultural, intra-cultural,

and individual differences in game involvement require explanation.

Like other systemic patterns, games are especially amenable to histori-

cal and distributional treatment, but the culture history of games must

he conjoined with functional analysis if the invention, diffusion, persis-

tence, embellishment, and extinction of games are to he understood. Since

games appear to be projective or expressive behaviors, it is reasonahle to

consider them in relation to learning or, more specifically, to chi

ing. If specific game types can be associated with specific child-training

variables, a step toward the functional understanding of game invo ve

ment will have been made. .

The present inquiry is based on an earlier cross-cultural study of games

(Roberts. Arth, and Bush 1959) in which games were viewed as ex-

pressive models. Games of strategy were related to cultural complexity,

games of chance to the benevolence or coercibility of super^tura

and games of physical skill to the environmental setting. esc rc a ion

ships, together with some association with child-training vana cs, si^

gested that all games are exercises in mastery, wit games o
^ ^

chance, and physical skill being related, respectively to

the social system, the supernatural, and the nexus o t id sc

^
i

rironment. The present study builds on lliis analysis, u i g y

the notion of mastery to offer a conflict interpretation of game ln^o^c-

method

We have utilized a list of child-training ratings for 111 s ‘

,
^

pared by Bacon, Barrj., and Child (1952). The .-.uthoj. ra ed 'I

mdulgencc or severitv of child training in the milia m
. f f

<iegree of transition anxiety from infancy to childhood, and

O'cr-all childhood indulgence. Boys and girls "
obedience.' sclf-

eliild-lraining procedures with respect to respom .

.

jrliance. achievement, nnrtnrance. and i"dT"''™^L^retrr“ of reward
biter variables the ratings provide information on

5c]f.rcliant,
the

«’«Mved for beliaving in a particular
punishments in-

niounl of anxictv about not performing tli
l)cliavior, and

“i'^hd for not si,owing the behavior), the frequency of the
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dialogue. Mother, Mother, the Pot Boils Over”; stunts such as diving
and juggling; model play as with dolls, pels, and toy trains; and various
other noncompetitive recreaUonal activities. Although this article is fo-
cused on games, there is evidence that child-training variables are sys-
tematically related to classes of amusements as well.
Games may be grouped into three classes on the basis of outcome

atoi utes. (1) games of physical shill, in which the outcome is deter-mmed by the players’ motor activities; (2) games of stralegij, in which

acHon
•™°"g Possible courses of

action; and (3) games of clwnce, in which the outcome is determined by

basT^fTh
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lee, sex. health, intelligence, social status, and a variety of cultural factors.

Finally, within a single society the involvement of individual gamesters

is never constant throughout the life cycle, and it can i er grea y rom

individual to individual. There is even a elass of nonplayers-individuals

who, tliough qualified for participation in games, either do not play them

at all or play them only involuntarily. Tlicse cross-cultural, intra-cultura ,

and individual dilfercnccs in game involvement require explanation

Like other systemic patterns, games arc especially amenable to his ori-

cal and distributional treatment, but the culture history of games must

be conjoined with functional analysis if the invention, i usion, persi

fence, embellishment, and extinction of games are to be understood. Si

games appear to be projective or e.xpressive behaviors, it
.

consider them in relation to learning or, more speci ca y, o c i

ing. It spcciHc game types can be associated with speciac <=hild-traimng

variables, a step toward tlic functional understanding o game i

ment will have been made.
i j ,

The present inquiry is based on an earlier cross-cu tura s u y ‘

(Koberts, Arth, and Bush 1959) in which games were

pressive models. Games of strategy were related to cu ’

games of chance to the benevolence or coercibihty o supem
.

and games of physical skill to the environmentai se ing.
,

,

ships, together with some association with child-trammg v
»

gested that all games are exercises in mastery, wit 8®™“
masterv of

chance, and physical skill being related, respectively, to the mstety^^^
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bevond

vironment. The present study builds on this analysis, but 1
® involve-

the notion of mLery to offer a conflict interpretation of game involve

ment.

method

We have utilia^ a list

pred by Bacon, Barry,
the initial infant period, the

indulgence or severity ^ | to childhood, and the amount of

degree of transition anxiety f
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over-all childhood “
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the amount of conflict ovei it. It is thus possible to judge whether a child-
training procedure is mainly a positive one involving simply rewards and
frequent peiformancc, or mainly a negative one involving anxiety and
conflict. Since Bacon, Barry, and Child were unable to provide ratings
on all their categoiics for all of their 111 societies, there are differences in
the number of tribes listed in the tables which follow.
A pilot study made use of a more comprehensive set of ratings, includ-

ing information on such primary socialization variables as weaning and
toilet training. While these ratings were not available for the larger sam-
ple covered in the present study, results of the pilot shidy are coordinatedmth the present findings where they provide amplification and illnmina-

In IQSyiie aoss-CuItural Survey Files and Human Relations Area
'

.

“ semched tor information on games and

The child-training ratings,

gnne! ,nd"tf
‘•“'Wned moderately complete descriptions of

w kb weic usTl Tl
“

, ““"•'I
desiiriptions

varied ™th ,r V ‘““F
Confidence in the descriptions

or P"''' detail and with the presence

t

stateinents about the adequacy of coverage Nega-

presrttruSred
not have been

or the ethnographei may
the descriptions resulted in’such anonTdi'’^
sometimes be used tor cermi

' Wbe could

frequently possible f

'

“f but not for others. It was

dearly possessed games of Sec ot S/'T"

recogt:^^t:„7ta^ro^ of games was

Games wcie scored withourregf7to th'”''

^“'''dod from consideration,

the ethnographic evidence M iT nK
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(probably, however bov«: niri/
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For this masonUk Sr”m7hrf T' "“‘^d).

tmetion between male and fcmtl
be placed on the dis-

Bacon, Barry, and Child, femafe tended™""’?
^=“''d“g ‘o

(reward and frequency), whereas males
* !'ooo*ve only positive ratings

live ratings; the rating olinZs ““^d both positive and nega-

“'L™™ Poopod both sexes together. It wastherefore decided to consider the raltogs on both boys and girls as pre-senting a general pichire of childhood in a uarhn, 1

to view them as independent accounts.
society rntlier than

Our cross-cultural analysis deals xvith nnl„ i

those of physical skill, (2) those of phystcal^ill Intrtm.el ^"(7*7
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of strategy, and (4) those of chance. No games of physical shill, strategy,

and chance were encountered among the tribes used in our survey. The

class of physical shill and chance and that of strategy and chance occurred

too infrequently in the sample to permit separate discrimination; games

of the former class were consequently grouped with those of physical

shill, aud those of the latter class with games of strategy. The distribution

of the four classes of games among the 56 societies of onr samples is as

follows:

Games of physical skill, of physical skill and stiategy, of strategy, and

of chance. Complete information; Chagga, Chewa, Hopi, Thonga,

Zuni. Incomplete information; Azande, Dahoineans, Papago, Venda.

Total: 9 societies.
, r , .

Games of physical .shill, of physical shill and strategy, and of strategy.

Complete information: Ganda, Lamba. Incomplete information:

Ashanti, Gihuyn, Lahlicr, Masai, Mbiindu, Tanala, Tiv. Total: 9 so-

cietieSa

Games of physical shill, of physical shill and strategy, and of chaiice.

Complete information: Comanche, Crow, Kwahiutl, Naunians, Na-

vaho, Muria, Ojibwa, Omaha, Samoans. Truhese. Inconylete infoi-

mation; Aleut, Araucanians, Aymara, Baiga, Chuhehee, Kasha,

Konde, Mandan, Tallensi. Total: 19 societies.
, . •

Games of physical shill and of physical shill and sb«‘egy-

formation; Andamanese, Bena, Koryah, Kurtatchi, Maori, Pu^apu-

hans. Incomplete information: Ainu, Alorese, Amanda, Marques; ,

Timbira, Trobrianreds, Wogeo, Wole;unas. Total: 14 sociehes.

Games of physical .shill only. Complete information: Lepcha, Lesu, bi-

riono. Incomplete informaHon: Balinese. Total; 4 societies.

No games. Complete information: Murngin. Total: 1 society.

As a world sample of cultural variation the foregoing list of tribes E a

best only partially defensible in conventiomd ethnographic terms. Wi -

ness, for e.sample, the preponderance of African tribes among those groups

possessing games of strategy. Enlargement of the sample, however would

involve finding additional tribes with adequate data on both child trai

ing and games as well as mahing new ratings with "7 F^ges-a pro-

cedure which at this state in the general inquiry would be P^hibi v y

expensive. We have therefore sought an alternative means of strengthen-

ing confidence in the findings.
.

Cultural variation occurs within as well as between

Under favorable circumstances, therefore, it is possible to study ‘

tionships among variables at two levels of generality, e.g., a world

sampk of societies and in subcultures within a single

a'.'^re
If generalizations established on the basis of cross-culhiral stud) are
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TABtE 1

Cross-Cultural Uelationslnps Between Games and Child-Training Variables

Male Contingency Level of

Game Female Table Cells Signifi-

Classes Child Tiainlng Vaiiables Infant a h c d cance"

Strategy 1 Rewaid for obedience M 12 5 26 .01

2 Reward for obedience

3 Fiequency of obedi-

F 12 3 9 22 .01

ence

4 Fiequency of obedi-

M 10 7 5 25 .01

ence

5 Anxiety over nonper-

formance of obedi-

F 12 3 11 23 .01

ence

6 Amount of childhood

M 11 6 4 25 .01

indulgence

7'* Relative impoitance of

love-onenled tech-

niques of punish-

I 9 6 6 22 .05

ment by parents
8'* Defecation permis-

I 5 1 2 S .05

siveness (less)

9'’ Rank of severity of

I 7 0 3 8 .005

weaning (higher)

10’’ Rank of severity of in-

dependence train-

1 6 2 3 9 .05

Chance

ing (highei)

11 Reward for responsi-

I 6 2 1 10 .01

bility

12 Rewaid for lesponsi-

M 18 9 8 18 .05

bility

13 Anxiety over perfor-

mance of achieve-

F 16 11 6 17 .10

ment
14’’ Severity of .sex tiain-

M 15 11 6 13 .20

ing

15'’ Rank of severity of

I 9 1 4 8 .025

Physical

sex tiaining

16 Reward for achieve-

I 7 2 3 9 .05

Skill ment
17 Reward for achieve-

M 14 7 4 19 .01

ment
18 Frequency of achieve-

F 13 4 4 11 .02

ment M 15 8 4 17 .01
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TABLE 1 {Continued)

Game
Classes Child Training Variables

Male

Female

Infant

Contingenev

Table Cells'abed
Level of

Signifi-

cance'

19 Frequency of achieve-

ment F 12 6 4 12 .05

P.S. &
Strut.

20 Anxiety over jionper-

formance of

achievement M 12 6 4 21 .02

All 4

vs. 2

21 Anxiety over perfor-

mance of achieve-

ment M 8 1 1 11 .005

22 Conflict over achieve-

ment M 7 2 3 9 .05

* Levels of significance were ascertained by chi squares or Fisher’s exact prob-

ability test, whichever was appropriate according to the size of tlie N. All game

classes were tested against all ratings. All other associations were nonsignificant.

From the smaller Cornell sample-

found to have predictive j^owcr within particular cultures, confidence in

the cross-cultural generalizations is increased. This technique of validation

through subsystem replication is used in the present study.

The United States is one in a set of societies in the world, and is also

one in which there is great cultural variation within the national culture.

Among such cultural differences are those between sex categories, i.e.

between boys and girls, men and women. Since differences also occur in

the socialization of males and females, and since the expression of game

preferences is relatively free in the United States, the relationships be-

tween child training and game preferences by sex categories should be

those predicted by the cross-cultural analysi-s.

Tlirough analysis of children's responses to an 180-item play scale,

previously collected for another purpose, Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg

(1959) have used the cross-cnliurally derived generalizations to predict

the game preferences of 1,900 children in the third, fourtli, fiftli, and sixth

grades in twelve midwestern American townships. Adult preferences

have not been tested in as thorough a fashion, but preliminary work with

survey data on file at Williams College supports the general c-oncitisions.

RESULTS

The important findings of the cross-ciillnral investigation are presented

in Table 1. Here ordinary tests of significance are given on the nssump-
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tion that tribes are defensible as independent cultural units. In a sense,

both this assumption and the use of a small, unevenly distributed sample
are limitations of the study.

Games of Strategy

Since a relationship has been demonstrated (Roberts, Arth, and Bush
1959) between social complexity (as measured by the degree of political

integration and the amount of social stratification) and the presence of
games of strategy, it is not surprising that games of strategy are linked
either directly with obedience training or with variables which have some
bearing on obedience. Indeed, it is virtually certain that every complex
social system makes certain demands on obedience (with a corresponding
emphasis on commanding or managing). While the present ratings are
concerned only with obedience, it is highly probable that obedience train-
ing is only one part of a larger system of giving and taking orders which
IS involved in the functioning of any complex society. Tribes possessing
pmes of strategy were found more likely to have high ratings on child-
trammg procedures which involved rewarding children for being obe-
dient (see Table 2). punishing for being disobedient, nnxiotv about non-
performance of obedience. conflict over obedience, and high frequenev

The s,n.,ller sample showed reL-itbn-

iarv LT love-oriented dis-ciphnary techniques, greater severity of independence training and less

P va f ->».ionships evif;noe of a

LerTglg 43)
“"d 'ecreational preferences (of. Kar-

plinerS'atdalVI’ end love-oriented disci-

Millers fining that to thfunHcd st”'®®"
Provides a possible parallel to

middle-class (than in WerdS "
for obedience to be associated with sp

reasonable requests

ing, together with the a .

®''® ‘'“““g and severe wean-

Middle-class families he
symbolic rewards,

preference for conceptual
and Swanson 1959). also show a

Although nine

median reward for obedience listed in JabTe7 ue “’’Tremembered that modem nations noth their
yrican. it must be

included in the list of HI societies for 'vhieh 3?
™re not

geopraphical distribution, though restiicled is rri* Tl?
B“*ered. The

elation between games of shategy and ^vstems oTaiUhorUv’^
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TABLE 2

Reward for Obedience and Presence of Games of Strategy

Above Median Below Median

Strategy Ganda (14), Venda (14)
present Ashanti (13), Chagga (13),

Gikuyu (13), Hopi (13),

Tanala (13), Azande (12),

Lamba (12), Masai (12),

Papago (12), Mbundu (11)

Strategy Ainu fl3), Ayinara (13),
absent Chukchee (12), Tallensi

(12), Nauruans (12), Lesu

(11), Konde (11)

Median « 10

P*=.0l

Thonga (10), Tiv {10),Zuni

(9), Chewa (7), Lakher (7)

Ciow (10), Kwakiutl (10),

Mandan (10), Muiia (10),

Omaha (10), Navaho (10),

Ojibwa (10), Samoans (10),

AJoiese (9), Balinese (9),

Lepcha (9), Pukapukans (9),

Muragin (9), Aleut (9),

Woleaians (9), Aranda (8),

Arnucanians (8), Knska (8),

Trukese (8), Wogeo (7),

Kurtatchi (6), Comanche

(5), Maori (5), Siriono (5),

TiobWandeis (5), Marque-

sans (4)

Games of Chance

When tribes with games of chance weic compared with those lacking

such games, relationships were noted with reward for responsibility, fre-

quency of responsibility, and anxiety about the performance of achiev'e-

ment. The smaller sample added several indices of severity of sex training.

From Table 3 it will be noted that seven of the nine exceptional societies

with games of chance but low scores on reward for responsibility arc

North American Indian tribes. Wliile this distribution aiFccts the gen-

cralit)' of the present thesis, it suggests that the intensity of the game out-

come may be important, for in some contexts games of chance are games
of coxiragc.

The association between games of chance and tiaiiiing for responsibilits

is more puzzling than the linkage between games of strategy and o()edl-

ence. There is, however, an economic theme in these relationships, for

many of the responsibilities figuring in the ratings are for the performance
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TABLE 3

Reward for Responsibilit)’ and Games of Chance

Above Median Below Median

Chance Araucanians (13),Muria (13),

present Dahomeans (12), Aymara
(ll),Baiga (H),Venda(ll).
Chagga (11), Hopi (11).

Konde (11), Na\-aho (11),

Chukchee (11), Ojibwa (11),
Papago (11), Tallensi (10),

Mandan (10), Chew'a (9),
Samoans (9), Thonga (9)

Chance Masai (13), Kurtatdii (11)
absent Ainu (10).Giku)'u (10),

Ashanti (9), Ganda (9),

Mumgin (9), Balinese (9)

Median = 8

p “ .05

Aleut (8), Zuni (8), Kaska

(7), Kwaldutl (7), Omaha

(7), Comanche (6), Crow

(5), Nauruans (5), Trukese

(4)

Alorese (8), Trobrianders (8)

Korj'ak (8),Lamba (8),

Lesu (8), Mbundu (8),

Wogeo (8), Woleaians (8),

Aranda (7), Bena (7),

Lepcha (7), Maori (7),

Timbira (7), Tanala (7), Tiv

(7), Pukapukans (5), Siriono

(4), Marquesans (2)

of rouHne chores of an economic nature, whfle gambling (which is often
associated uith chance) is likely to entad the transfer of property. Per-
haps the association is that of chance and low-status drudger)-.

Games of Physical Skill

considered separately as pure physi-

shins \ >h
^ skill and strate^' jointly, show significant relation-

I
frequency ofAchievement. In

nonperformfnee of

vowLT P""™’” games-the most complL of those in-

mem Linrov' Tv? assooiLd with punish-
. c lewng. Tables 4 and 5 pixn-ide some sample distributions.

Gaming

The foregoing relationships show fairly specifically that strategi- is
ssociatcd ,11th obedmnce and not „1th responsibility or achieve£mt,chance iiith responsibility, and not „1th obedience, and physical skill
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TABLE 4

Reward for Achievement and Number of G^es

Including Games of Physical Skill and Strategy

of Physical Skill,

Below Median
Above Median

9 or more

games

8 or fewer

games

Grow (15), Chagga (14),

Comanche (14), Kwahiutl

(14), Ojibwa (14), Aranda

(13), Maori (13). Papago

(13), Aleut (12). Gikuyu

(12)

,
Omaha (12), Puhapu-

kans (12). Thonga (12).

Chukchee (12)

Araucanians (13), Mandan

(13)

.
Ganda (12), Bena (12)

Nauruans (11), Hopi (10),

Samoans (10), Koryak (9),

Zuni (8), Kaska (6).Trukese

(6 )

Venda (ll),Konde (11).

Masai (ll),Muria (11),

Navaho (11), Chewa (10)

Balinese (10), Siriono (10),

Tallensi (10), Tanala (9),

Mumgin (9), Woleaians (8),

Ainu (7), Azande (7),

Mbundu (7), Aymara (6),

Wogeo (6), Lepcha (5),

T IK\

Median number of games 8

Median rating =11

p « .01

with achievement and not
°'’®*““^"ly/th?t”those societies pos-

however, one additional genera n i
g> games of physical

sessing games of strategy, chance, or o '
‘ (see Table 6).

skill, show anxiety over Ure
particularly tlrose with games

In other words, persons m gaming . P
directly disapproved,

of botli strategy and chance, are more
^ or to suffer because

ridiculed, and punished for showing a
achievement. Similar

of the time and effort they must evo e
games of chance and

relationships emerged between ic prese
games of chance and

strateg)' and of conflict over achic\cmcn
.

i.^tionsbip is established

strateg)' are symbolic forms of compc
* forms of competition,

between .anxiety over
vari^^^ (achievement.

In sum. three of tlic six major
to be associated

obedience, and responsibility) use in
Preliminary' work indi-

with ludic expressions in the form o
niirUirancc, and

cates that the"remaining other than games,

self-reliance) maybe associated
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TABLE 5

Anxiety About Nonperformance of Achievement and Number of

Games of Physical Skill and Strategy

Above Median Below ^ ledian

4 01 more Chagga (13), Ojibw'a (13),
games Ciow (12), KwakiutI (12),

Aranda (11), Comanche (10),
Hopi (10), Maori (10).
Thonga (10), Venda (9),

Chuckchee (9), Samoans (9)

3oi fe\vei Konde (11), Aleut (10),
games G.mda (9), Bena (9)

Median number of games = 3
Median rating = 8

p = .02

Aiaucanians (8), Mandan (8),

Omaha (8), Pukapukans (8),

Nauruans (6), Timbira (5)

Gikuyu (8), Masai (8),

Navaho (8), Papago (8),

Chewa (7), Balinese (7),

Muria (7), Zuni (7), Aymara
(6), Koryak (6),Mumgin (6),

Siriono (6), Ainu (5),Mbundu

(5), Tanala (5), Azande (4),

Kaska (4), Tallensi (4),

Lepcha (3), Wogeo (3),

Lesu (2)

Thus, for example, there seems to he a relationship between independencetmmmg and eeitain group pastimes. Nnrturance may be assoeiLd with
eertam types of model play, and stunts with self-reliance. liesearch in
progress is dealing with these forms of ludic expression.

Subsystem Validation

hilT^’ “ croxs-cultural study

dS™ used here, that there are consistent

am^T " Mning of boys and girls. Boys, for ex-ample are given higher achievement training, while girls are given more
consisten obedience and responsibility training. These dmerenceT nsocia ization conespond to the general differences betiveen aduU ma e

“tedThJ ta rr-t’*; r“- -eshgarns1:' Tnt

ers who made the greLst«
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TABLE 6

Anxiety over the Performance of Achievement and Number

of Game Classes

Above Median
^ Below Median

4—PS.
PS + S.

S,C

3—PS,

PS + S

3—PS,

PS + S, C

2—PS,

PS + S

Thonga (10). Zuni (10),

Azande (9), Papago (9),

Chewa (8), Chagga (8),

Hopi (8), Venda (7)

Mbundu (12), Ganda (9),

Tiv (7)

Ojibwa (11). Samoans (11)

Crow (10), Araueanians (9),

Kwakiutl (9). Navaho (8),

Aleut (8), Mandan (8),

Omaha (7)

Aranda (9)

Dahomeans (4)

Tanala (6), Ashanti (6),

Masai (6), Gikuyu (6)

Aymara (6), Naumans (6),

Konde (6), Trukese (5),

Tallensi (5), Comanche (4),

Kaska (4)

Maori (6), Bena (6), Koryak

(5), Timbira (5), Pukapu-

kans (4), Ainu (4), Wogeo

(4)

Lesu (4), Lepcha (4),

Balinese (4)

0-No
games

mands on girls for instant obedience. With regard to responsibility

training, the same investigators (1957. 404) sta e.

In the overall amount of help

differences, but there was clear evidence • - XP b

the chores assigned.

Doing the dishes, making beds and
Tra'shrLh taL.^nd

work, while the boys more
fegular daily chores,

wastebaskets. It will be noted that
nomoutine in nature,

whereas those of the boys arc more inter
mcnonsibilitics only in

Miller and Swanson (1958: 106) mention

relation to girls. It would “PP“^
and responsibility training

more achievement training and less o
.lilfereiiccs between boys

than do American girls. In these
''[X d dcrcnccs observed

and girls in tlie United States ^ “"S^al tissoeiatioii e.xLsts between
in societies throughout the world.

, evnrcssions it would
ehild-training variables and ludie bo" and girls,

he possible to predict the game prtfcrci
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With such a congruence, the following relationships would be expected

to hold:

1. Girls with their higher training in obedience should show a greater

preference for games of strategy than boys.

2. Girls with their higher training in responsibility should show a greater

preference for games of clrance than boys.

3. Boys with their higher training in achievement should show a greater

preference for games of physical skill than girls.

4. The diSerence between boys and girls should be less in regard to

games of pure physical skill than in the case of games of physical skill

and strategy, since the former are less strongly related to achievement

anxiety.

In order to test diese hypotheses the responses of 1,900 school children

to a list of games were submitted to a chi-square analysis for sex differ-

ences. As indicated in Table 7, all the results are in the direction pre-

TABLE 7

Number o! Games Differentiating Between the Sexes at p = .05 or Better

Favoring Favoring
Classes Nonsignificant Girls Boys

Strategy Beast, Birds & Fish,

Dominoes, Chess,

Parchesi, Scrabble,

Tic Tac Toe, Clue,

Monopoly (8)

Chance Coin-Matching,

Forfeits, Cards,

Seven-Up (4)

Pore Quoits (1)
Physical

Skill

I’ve Got a Secret,

Name That Tune,
Checkers, Twenty
Questions, I Spy (5)

Bingo, Spin the

Bottle, Post Office,

Musical Chairs,

Letters, Colors,

Initials (7)

Hopscotch, Jump
Rope, Jacks,

Tiddleywinks (4)

Physical

Skill and
Strategy

Handball, Tennis, Pick up Sticks (1)
Volleyball, Prisoner’s

Base, Fox & Hounds,
Ping Pong (5)

(0)

Dice (1)

Bowling, Horseshoes,

Racing, Tug of War,

Darts, Shuffleboard,

Bows & Arrows,

Throwing Snowballs,

Shooting (9)

Marbles, Wrestling,

Boxing, Basketball,

Football, Capture the

Flag, Punt Back,

Pool, Billiards,

Baseball, Soccer ( J I

)
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preference of men for games o p >s

^
jj^yg been fonnd

semi-skilled occupations (emphasi g P
. ggn^pajed witli

to exhibit a greater preference for 8“-“/' obedience),

people in the professions (empiasizi g .

j
gan^gs of

who show a greater preference for °f/Kgre;pect^^^ in tlic

strategy. These are the findings w n
roltnnl and intra-cultural

light of the implications of the foregoing cross-cultnral and

analyses.
,
v,g foPy convincing.

Although the above subsystem
inquirt’. It cert.iinly suggests

it is promising enough to warra
prelcUntra-euItuml variation,

that cross-cultural findings may be P
wliich cross-cultural

At die same time it enhances the confidence vAth

generalizations may be accepted.

DISCUSSION

Tlie foregoing results detail a relationship
/'ll’ g^results permit

ahles and games which must be -P ^^'g^tvoLment. it mmt
tlie formulation of a conflict

^ unconfirmed. Studies now
be recognized that this interpreta I

\ eV

in progress are being directed towar t

^ iccoiint for the players’

fny^hcory of free P-*^
r.,potrof game invoLment

voluntar)' entr)' into games. The co
^ . cames, learn them, and

holds that players become imtia y cun
,jgg„„5g of specific psyclio-

ultimately acquire high mvolvemcn
1^ jnyolvcmcnt E related.

logic.ll conllicts, and tliat the cventua
• puo„lturation. Addicted

apart from biological changes, *°
pJ jnner psvchologic.il con-

players, it is assumed, remain m a 8 ‘

, jyyeiopmcnt or learning,

fiict, which E not resolved throng p - entertain an .issocia-

Bul to postulate such a relationship with com
j j,

lion which is much more complex than it is nmel (

seems necessaiy first to assay its ‘
’

. *055! on the child-training

Tiic research by Child, Slom, an ejo
sngg«t5 that tluTC is

variables of conflict, reward, frequency, an
^ rating is received

substantial correlation among them, so
otliers can abo

on any one, a certain ainovtnt of posi ne
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be assumed. l*or example, where there is reward there is usually some
conflict, and where there is anxiety there is usually some reward. In addi-
tion, it is not unusual to regard anxiety as a conflict-producing drive (see
Wurtz 1960). When a child is punished for, let us say, achievement, he
gradually learns to anticipate punishment whenever he is stimulated to

achieve, so that anxiety becomes a drive state in conflict with achievc-
rnent. The anxiety-instigated responses conflict with those induced by
the child s need to achieve. While the present study cannot fully clarify
the differential effects of the variety of conflicts noted in the data—those
involving anxiety about performance (Table 1, Nos. 13 and 21), anxiety
about nonperformance (Table 1, Nos. 5 and 20), and interactions be-

(Table 1, No. 22)—the oc*currencc of definite associa-
ns oes suggest t le credibility of a conflict formulation of games.

childrens spontaneous play as a

substitute/fn
Erikson 1943), implies that games arc symbolic

havior of ih
^ 'vhich are incompatible with the normal be-« on with

heJ
»n™ y about nonpcrformauce of obedience. Presumably

Xelrrml of h ""d being anxious about

SfeteTnrdbolf P“' " ^™P>y. “ between

chilFtraLl atoo .
remembered that the pattern of

(Table 1, Nos. 6 s'V anfiof^d tf
involves much severity

and provocation to .aggression f T'"’’
frustration

in which ohed?onf.n ,-o
same time, a pattern

practice aggression the need ^ parents do not

frrm of nfgr:::r attenuated

who remain obedient tn fKo • i

ph'iyers are presumably those

alence about it by displaced .Xch ru"’ ‘""’’f
Jtnategy g.m,as. Indeed. Menningor (1942. nSl'r '°®f f.®
hast position, saying of a game of stfr

' explicitly token this

gression without reality consemion™.
®"'‘bles us to express ag-

hiirting them; we can even km tho
*’T b"t people without really

a line of argument hnw^.,
'vithout really killing them.” Such

training ratings used in thfa’^aper.
P‘'°vided in the child-

chlfe^Srlf nffln
•“'“

1
.”“''? bu^veen conflict and games of

°f this paper. These games arfm faluf
“
”f

P‘'°vMed in the material

sidered in this research Yet tl.

^ enigmatic of all those con-

games of chance -ind rpcrinr, -k-i^
^^^^'^^bural relationships between

tionship beCe^fcrnh intra-cultural rela-

prising'’ do n„r:’e™ fer papers have also established an
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overlapping cluster of rclationslups between chance, the

divine beings (Roberts, Artb, and Bnsb 1959) and

bert 1939). Responsibility training is tbc inculcation of a nete s,
,

tine which allows little scope for personal initiative or ‘"'‘“'""’y.
;

chores and economics tasks must be done is sel -evicUmt I"'
“

for not doing them is apparently unnecessary (sec lable 1, N"'- 11 •>'

12), since chance playing is not coupled with anxiety «
-'I ^

mance of responsibility { which means puiiishmen for not “'h ^'•1™ '

ble) as strategy playing is coupled with punishment f“‘ ^

obedient (Table 1, No. 5). But although chance players

^ ^
as part of their responsibility training, they do 1 ‘ ’

other elated aspects of training, namely, for showmg imtiati e (T^lc

No. 13) or interest in sex (Tabic 1, Nos. 14 and 15). It ^
sonable that punishment for not showing

\ .tit s .

force a child Lto a reliance upon the most

trust in the omnipotence of his

'J;“”f47’)°Srstrcc of all wishful
tary trust is, according to some (Bcrgicr K .

,

thinking, gambling, and chancctaking activity, A-cort mg o Ins nU r

pretatiol a game of chance is a response to °

"„3r-
Lmal life role and an expression of incompatible “P™

^
responsibility which arc in conflict with the °

" vS out

provider. Benevolent fate, if not fantasy, may lift the lontnie workci

of his or her present life tasks with magica c ic.icy.
.

Games of physical skill appear to be a diicc
)t,vel

sentation of achievement. Indeed they arc o ten us

as training procedures for hunting (archery or Imop-^'^'P ’

the psychLgical laboratory, in the form of ring
"I,::

measurement of level of aspiration and achievcmcn
j j

Clelland 1955). Nevertheless, although the only obvio s « ™
have demonstrated for games of pure physica s i .

achievement and frccpiency of
“iso

and 19), it seems reasonable to assume .

.,„i„ u,,, (.ise with games
association with anxiety and conflict. Tiisi^de mi X

of physical .skill and
; ^^1 acliievcment and use the

play these games are m eonllict abo
..nxiety. It may be eon-

simulated achievement of games
, iq(jo )

l,;is^concliided about
eluded for these and other games, as

'
, f preferred modes

apperceptive techniques, that they are a better index p

Lpcrimenls as supposedly "iientri,r mensiires of m
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cross-cultural evidence at this point ampURcs doubts recently expressed

about such usage by Broverman, Jordan, and Phillips (1960).
It is clear from the foregoing formulations that while games of strategy,

chance, and physical skill may be played by persons who are in conflict

about obedience, responsibility, or achievement, respectively, there are

impoitant differences in the relationships between the types of conflict

and the nature of the games. Games of strategy and chance express the
child-training variables of obedience and responsibility only indirectly,

while games of physical skill give direct expression to achievement train-

ing. It may be that the differences between the “general expression”
theory of fantasy (McClelland 1955) and the “alternative-channels” theory
(Lazaius 1957) may be resolved by a theory which postulates that dif-
ferent types of variables lead to different types of expression in fantasy.
In any case, there are similarities between these game-tj’pe differences
and those which have been found in clinical work with children’s fantasy
vi in our own culture. It is true that fantasy expression is not tlie same
as game expressmn, but any formulation that promises an understanding

c

'vorthy of consideration. It would, in addiHon, provide a
further indication that a relationship which has been found to apply
cross-culturally can have value for the understanding of intra-culhiral

The_ present game data permit the formulation of the proposition that

bv Lir the degree of conmet induced

complexity end

SntT tV 'heir scale of par-

KS coml" ^ 8“"’“ which ore

as 3 Somes, have the fewest obvious

statevrw tl7 le
'". r “i

SOmes of physical skill and

added association wUhrxJwTnd'thar^'''™ ^"'P'^V. have an

have many such assocutious This ^ta emeTt' °l “l. ,
formulation of the relationshmh..t,„ T ,

^ ^ ^' a recent

fantasy rcsDon<5P<5 fn n
^ individual conflict and individual

an Mv dual' f , ,
d^eO) has found that

.he lurrir^ird tre'r-
•r’^^sui.y ot

eounle^iL^ Tir;tf.HnruH ”‘^8.- of hh

that it hoco,TXil^fe' m P-’"”"' ‘ho footoocomes possible to subsume these two quite distinct types of
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fantasy behavior—cross-cultural ludic models and private individual fan-

tasies-within the confines of Millers (1959) statement of leading

theory which says, in effect, that the greater the degree of conflict the

greater will he the displacement of affect. The existence of such cross-

cultural and intra-cultural regularities makes a propitious hackgrounc

for the “scale of participation” to be introduced below.

A question not discussed above is that of the difference between con-

flict which leads simply to exploratory activity, such as that described

by Berlyne (1960) and termed “ludic” by him, and conflict of the so

which lead to the repetitive substituHve sorts of behaviors 'vith which

we are here concerned. It has been customary to reserve

for these latter manifestations alone (Huizinga 1949). The important

question, however, is whether tlie difference between exploratory aet.vi^

rad repetitive ludic behavior is simply one of
r

some ascertainable hiatus between tliem. Piaget (19o7). -

normal and “distorting" assimilations, apparently assumes the difference

behveen mycholoLal conflict and the playing of games,

tTZ p"rciplesV™<nS P
™!V,::rfTr oXTh

and be -^'icaL to intra^ ts
motivation Jbeen discussed. It is suggested that, o g ng conflict At-

ested in the game because it

ofh^di:
tention will now be directed to other ic.

investigated in future papers.

IMPLICATIONS

The joint consideration of pad
concepts of fantasy adds

^ dreams at one end to

of a cultural participation scab wh
beginning of childhood

full-scale cultural behavior at the other. At
^,.“;g;"

,

^ ^s the child

there are presumably individual ‘

.j 1 models .as songs, dances,

develops, these find a There me arrays

folktales, poems, programs,
^ (vpe a series ranging

of models available at any age ’
‘

_.,ii models there is a broader

from lesser to greater comple.xi 5 .

; ; 3,5011 or away from such par-

nnil, i„o,i.„„ greater cultural parncip.io

crease in scale, becoming nearer m
reduced and tlie partici-

they proceed in the other direction.
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pation IS often vicarious. It is also tivw that models, regardless of scale of

participation, can differ along a scale of similitude, with exact copies

niarhing one end and distorted representations the other.

This discussion can be ilhistiatcd by considering specific models.

Games, for example, arc expressive models of a particular sort. Like the

cultural activities which they model, c.g., dueling, war, court trials, oi

market transactions, they involve behavior in interactive situations, but,

unlike their analogies in full-scale cultural life, they involve participation

which is usually defined as being recreational or nonsignificant (or, al-

ternatively, smaller in scale). Admittedly, there are times when game

activities become salient in a culture, as with professional baseball during

a World Series, but even here there is recognition that baseball is recrea-

tional and expressive. On the other hand, games also have their analogues

in folktales. Cinderella, for example, was clearly a “winner,” and the

wicked stepsisters were “losers.” Many tales, stories, or plays, of course,

do not resemble games so much as they resemble other noncompetitive

ludic expressions such as pastimes or model play, but many tales can be

scored in terms of outcome just as if they were games. In a preliminary

study it has been demonstrated that there is a relationship between the

presence of games of strategy in a society and the importance of strategic

determinations of outcomes in folktales from the same society. Those

societies which have an outcome in one ludic model tend to have it in

the other. This indicates that games, as part of the participation scale,

have their analogues both In full-scale social behaviors and in smaller-

scale folktales. A schematic relationship between models and behaviors

may be suggested as follows:

Scale of Participation

Small-Scale (Models)

Outcome
Determination

Full-Scale

(Activity)

Behavioral

(Games)
Vicarious

(Tales)

Physical skill Herding on foot Footrace Tortoise and hare
Strategy Market activities Monopoly, poker The fisherman and

his wife
Chance Striking it rich in

a gold field

Roulette Cinderella

These dimensions of scale and simQitnde ate only two of those involvedm the conceptualization of a cultural participation scale. The authors
are taming their attention to such dimensions, but as yet the studies have
not been completed.
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It remains to Identify the encultiurative effects that games may be sup-

posed to have. The presentation of the participation scale of course

implies that there is some normal procedure whereby rndiyrduals work

their way through parts of the scale, presumably as the result of matura-

tion and learning. In general, it is suggested that each game is a micro-

cosmic social structure in which the polarities of winning and osing are

variously represented. The individual in conflict is attracted to a model

because he can find in it a codification of the emotional and cognitive

aspects of his conflict, which is unavailable to him, at is eye o ma ur ,

in full-scale cultural participation. In a game of strategy, for example h

can practice deception against his powerful opponent, and can even

him. but in addition he can also command his own forces

manded by those whom he normally obeys,, because the codification is

so adequaL to his needs and level of maturity, he is y

characteristic success style. Each type of game

tributes information as to the relative values

of chance, skill, and strategy in assua^ng conflmt m learmng ho t

to handle social competition. Between the ages of seven and Uyelve yea

the child learns, in simple direct form, how to take a

skill, and how to deceive. Increasingly, in
Access aambit

reversibility of these styles—when to rely
tow he learns from the

rather than another, how to combine them, e
‘

success. These
games are the cognitive operations involved m P

.
, nf,f(icipation.

cannot be learned by young
’dels” whether games or models of

They can be learned only through mode , B
l^v

other types. Unlike the judgments of
on^^lexiU'

Piageg *ey arc intellectual operations of '-d.men lonal complexit,.

incapable of being represented
^y
^™P

imerpretation in support

In earlier sections P^®"77o nict leads to game involvement. In

of the view that psychological
g„ne further and

considering the implications of our 6

have advanced (more speculatively) ) rp __ 1919) and plav

reconcile the classic theories of play ns cxerc.o

as conflict (Freud 1924 ). This theoiy ns^rjs ^^^i p >

flict and cognitive structures must be
. niodcls in general. The

ing tlie cultural function of games as pa
j dtural patterning

theory implies (1) that tlierc
PrUimi.gh its cliild-tmining

whereby society induces conflict in
arrays and varieties

processes; (2) that society seeks ‘ PP
^

conflicts by an nde-

of Indie models to provide an 8 „gni,ive polarities in Iodic

quatc representation of their cmotio
.

society trios to provide a

structure; and (3) that through these mode!
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form of buffered learning through which the child can make cncultura-

tive step-by-step progress toward adult behavior.

It must be stressed that the research results presented in this paper do

not substantiate a conflict-enculturation interpretation. Rather, the results

lead to various tentative formulations which represent the first step in the

development of an explicit set of hypotheses to be tested in future re-

search. Exploratory research with undergraduate game players at Cornell

University, for example, indicates that addicted players of games of

strategy arc in conflict about their positions in the social system. Earlier

studies by Sutton-Smith (1951, 1959) of relationships between Maori

and European games suggest that field studies of game acculturation are

likely to be illuminating. It is reasonable to presume that culture contact

develops both psychological conflicts and needs for cognitive restructuring

which lead to a readiness for new games and to the rejection of old ones.

In fact, the historical changes in games in the culture of the United

States should be symptomatic of changes in basic child-training proce-

dures (Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg 1961). Clearly, there is need for

additional research in the complex area of game.s and gamesters.
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Achievement and

Strategic Competence

BRIAN SUTTON-SMITH

This is one of a series of studies on the psychological properties of

games. In the main, my collaborator John M. Roberts and I have dealt

with games of strategy, games of chance and games of physical skill.

We have used cross*cultural techniques, national survey data, studies of
groups of skilled players, and intensive studies of individuals whose total

absorption in games has led us to speak of them as game addicts. In
these studies we have shown that intensive game playing is not a trivial
pheiiomenon either psychologically or socially, but that, on the contrary,
involvement in games is systematically related to a variety of personality,
co^itive, social and poIiHcal variables. While the bulk of our evidence
to ate is o a correlational nature and therefore, open to alternative in-
terpretations, we have tentatively favored the view that games are models
o competitive success. To give but one example; games of strategy have
been found m cross-cultural studies in association with psychological
disciplme and cultural complexity; and in studies within this culture, in

Status and higher inteiligence. One may derive
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cesspq
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-h d:cist’
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One impUcation Aat follows from this &eoretical

is that inLidual competence at

narallel other psychological competences in l3ie lives p y

first g-ofpmes«

was developed in
ms College, Massachusetts.

)

test was developed by Robert Kozel < , *
^ i-Up cMndard situa-

™.«
-
4™d .i. I-*r

tions during the game of ticU.
examples

diagram and the testee is asked “ nlace and the testec is

have a single move by ^ Js have' two and four moves

asked to make the next move. Oth -
' P

his next move. Each

already on tlie diagram, before the
^

‘

gjx parts of

sample situation is distinct from every o
j.(;sponsc. No game is com-

six games to which the testee makes a ^"'S °
according to the prob-

plefed. Scores are attached to a .estees responds according^

abilities that these responses will
• comnare players in terms

item probabilities are summed it is P®**'
j

lead

of tlieir tendency to make moves tl.at 'v'> ”J" ,eore. We
to a draw. That is, each player has a

negatively and signifi-

might add that scores on winning
j

/ — ,53) at better than

candy correlated for both boys (—
• 1 ”"‘1 characteristically have

the 5% level, in die present study so tliat p . >

a tendency to play either for a win or a
(hat there arc

In earlier studies using this instnimcn
changes in the direction of

definite age trends in which the most
vears although at that age

success occur in Uic late clemcntar) sc
1

really beat the test; the

period only about 5% of children can
^ college populations,

figure rises to 20% in the 8th
is not.

Tile game may be trivial, but mas
^ ^ carried out with fifty

The present study of this same
rtratle at Eels Research In-

children (25 girls. 25 boys) from 1st to uu
^ direction

stitute in the summer of 1962 at P
ndministration of the Tick

of the late Vaughn Crandall, hi
hel lavior ratings based

Tech Toe Test, information was availau
Ratings on achievi-

on the children's free play activity ''""i'
' heiiaviors which

ment behaviors, aggressive ' inehnU'd. (Tliesr were

seemed potentially relevant to the s u ,
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TABLE 1
. , ,

Variables Associated with Playing for a Win at Ticktacktoe

Boys

VariaHe

A. Status variables

Age
.10

.08

.15
Intelbgence

Socioeconomic

MoHffltioaal variahle

Need achievement .11

Behacior variables

Achievement

Concern with fine motor mastery .20

Amount of time spent alone on

tasks .18

Task persistence .43*

Independent acliievement efforts .34

Aggression

Instigation of physical aggression -.08

Instigation of verbal aggression — .22

Activity-passivity

Associative play -.08

Dominance of same sex peers -.01

Uncontrolled motoricity -.05
Concern with mastery of gross motor

skills -.03
Withdrawal from social environment -.01

Withdrawal from aggressive allacl« -.16

* Si gniRpatit at .05 level (two-tailed tests).

t> Significant at .01 level (two-tailed tests).

Girls

(N = 25)

.38

-.19

-.5P

-.17

-.48*

-.46“

-.33

.54«>

.47“

.55*>

.53^

.50’'

-.41“
-.64'’

-.60”

mostly done by Alice Kabson; the techniques and reliabilities are to be

found in other publications of the Pels group.) "Ratings were available on

the children’s relationships with parents and adults in terms of the well

knowi Pels Parent Behavior Rating variables. In addition there were

scores from administration of a McClelland type measure of n Achieve-

ment and scores from responses to a self-report inventory of play choices

which had been keyed for masculinity or femininity of play preference.

( This instrument has been used in a series of studies willi B. G. Rosen-

berg at Bowling Green Stale University.)
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TABLE 2

Variables Associated wth Playing for a Draw at Ticktaektoe

Variable

Boys Girls

(N = 25) (N = 25)

A. Stains variables

Age -.03 .05

Intelligence .37 -.00

Socioeconomic .07 .5P

B. Motivational variable

Need achievement .40“ .41“

G. Behavior variables

Achievement

Concern with line motor mastery -.05 .20

Amount of time spent alone on

tasks .14 .23

Task persistence .05 .08

Independent achievement efforts .11 .16

Aggression

Instigation of physical aggression

Instigation of verbal aggression

Activity-passivity

Associative play

Dominance of same sex peers

Uncontrolled motoricity

Concern with mastery of gross motor

skills

Withdrawal from social environment

Withdran'al from aggressive attacks

“Significant at .05 level (two-tailed tests).

^Significant at .01 level (t^vo-lailed tests)-

-.03

-.18

-.15

.13

.17

.04

.09

.06

-.43“

-.26

.10

-.26

-.18

-.42“

.37

.33

results

The results in general are that we found many relationships between

performance on the Tick Tack Toe Test and Uie other variables for girls,

but only a few such relationships for boys. If competence at diis test can

be considered as a form of achievement, then tiiese results contrast witli

previous research by Crandall and otliers which lias established many

more relationships behveen achievement measures and the otlicr vanables

've used, for bovs. The difference between CrandaU’s findings and the

present ones may lie in tlic fact Uiat in tlie present study results derive
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TABLE 3

Relationships with Adults

Ticktacktoe

Boys

Wins

Girls Boys

Drass's

Girls

A Observations free plan

at camp

Recognition: approval

seeking from adults — .05 .3S .4&’ .06

B Home observations

Accelerational attempts

by motlier -.39 -.21 .58’- -.29

Severity of actual

penalties by mother .04 .47 -.20 -.23

» Significant at .03 level (hvo-tailed tests).

’’Significant at .01 level (Uvo-tailed tests).

from what is essentially an interpersonal activity (the game of ticktack-
toe although the test is not), whereas in Crandall s research most of the
assessment devices have been individualistic and noncompetitive. It

may be tliat the usual individualistic and impersonal devices evoke a
seriousness of response from males that onlv interpersonal devices will
evohe from females. While this is but a speculation, the assertion of such
a 1 erence etween the sexes in an ego function such as achievement
parallels statements about the differences which are said to prevail in a
super-ego area such as moral standards.

These sex differences require that the results for winning and drawing
for the sexes should be presented separately.

The Winning Girl

salient set of correlations in this study were those between

twelvp®
free play behaviors. Ten out of the

(Hanve 4T fill" w'®"'®™"''’'
'e™' "

Vi* f’' r”? Hektaektoe was correlated for girls

‘^^1. r "'ithdrawal. with dominance of o*er

OTce for
® 1=“* verbal and physical aggression, xvith a prefer-

eirl does r "r
* ™eontrolled motoricity. This kind of

S^imnm a
^ “ttaek^ “from her socialenvironment nor does she choose to spend time on her otvn or show any
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great persistence at individual tasks. This same girl chooses masculine

fernsrL play preference schedule. In her parent relatmnshrps she

suffers severe penalties at the hands of her mother.
.

Here we appear to have a picture of a winning ticktacktoe plajer

who is hyperLtive, impulsive, aggressive
^"er“

mother rio perhaps provides her rviA a model of

tion. Ticktacktoe can hardly be said to be a very ‘PP P

of this girl’s general style. It is simply one of the ”
herself, that is, in her case, it is an epiphenomenon g • P

rather than a model of a more specific strategic success st>le.

The Winning Boy

The results of earlier studies and the

at ticktacktoe in boys, unlike that for gir
, ./model of his

other behaviors. In the boy’s case the game may '

geneml -W-h^-ccessJ^hus in^^^ oarher

r/neiho gets leadership as a result of ideas,
^

Boys of th/sort showed a preference f-
good

though popular with other boys,
„f ^ovs at the sixth

at the most popular plp'sical spor^
correlated with scores on

grade level, winning at “cktacktoe

arithmetic and intelligence tests. In P
(;,sk persistence

range from first through sLXth grade,
>

.jcktacktoe. This again, how-
was found to be related to wanning o

,o be related

ever, is a measure which in other rcscarc
•

j ^.inning at

to intellectual achievement. In sum,
(or conceptual siic-

ticktacktoe is a model of a more gene
.

^
i

5 not appear to be
cess or achievement) style in boys, though that does PP

the case with the winning girls.

Tlie Drawing Girl

,H,cd with various measnre-s, all of

Drawing on this test by girls “ '

.„,o orinitations and actions,

'vhich add up to a picture of sc\ • pp P
^ their obscr\’cd bc-

Thesc girls report preferring feminine ‘

^ motor (Iradl*

haviors they are neither aggressive nor in
•

^rrelatcs with the TAT
tionally masculine) activities. f cro(>s with verbally ex-

mcasurc of need achievement. In sum,
*

I.ulvliVe beliavior. If

pressed aspirations towards achievemen m
^

drawing on ticbtacktoe is indeed a mocc
. ^

might sum it up by saying that the gooc gir p * .
•
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The Drawing Boy

Boys who pla\' for a draw, like girls who play for a dra\\’, display high

need for achievement as reflected in a preoccupation with achievement

on responses to TAT stimuli. The present results also indicate that the

boys have experienced high acceleralional pressures from their mothers

and that they seek approval from adults. This is apparently not a chance

finding as Winterbottom also found that boys who have high need to

achieve were subject to more acceleralional pressure by their mothers. It

may be a legitimate speculation, although the details are not clear, that we

have here a group of boys encouraged bv their mothers to show a concern

for achievement, but at the same time made unduly dependent on adults

to define success for them. In some unascertained way the mother’s accel-

erational attempts appear to have had a c-onstrictivc effect upon the boy so

that he plays it safe when the situation is not clearly structured for him

by adults. Both the boy and girl who display the draw strateg)' in high

degree have in common a greater reliance on adults, the girls show
this by being conventional, the boys through making direct bids for adult

attention.

Achievement and Playing it Safe

Tlie present association between drawing on the Tick I'ack Toe Test
and high need to achieve is of particular interest in respect to current
personality theory concerned with achievement. Manv studies have shown
that persons of all ages scoring higher on need to achieve tend to have a
preference for intermediate level risks in a variety of achievement situa-
tions. Playing for a draw on licktacktoc is not in the probabilistic sense,
equivalent to an intermediate level risk except in the sense that the plaver
prefers to play for a draw rather than to risk either losing or ^vinning.
One possible explanation for the difference between the present status of
the high need achiever and the status ascribed to him in McClelland’s

work perhaps lies m the differential nature of the situations involved.
Most achievement studies have been carried out using games of physical
skill in which die goals and probabilities have been clearly structured for

o su jects. ven the chance situations which have been used have
involved an impersonal setting forth of the probabilities before the sub-
let. But m the present Tick Tack Toe Test, which is derived from a game,

e si uation is considerably less structured. The player who has not con-
ended .it length ag.imst others in the initiallv ambiguous and competi-
tive situations of ticktacktoe games is not likely to know what the winning
moves are. He may, however, have learned what the draw moves are be-
cause It has been established in earlier studies that these come earlier in
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the normative development of skill at the pme. For the ™
only note that hich need achievers may play cautiousK at tl g

emi: in it the sftuation is interpersonal rather

involves competition with others, rather than
’"f^^Sing

which is clearly defined. In a study of h.gh .med

situation involving competitrvc
“’rcd^achievers played an

petitor’s moves, Littig
j i]j„reted this latter finding as

extremely cautious game. McClelland
situations in which

due to the dislike of high need aclnevers f«‘^ ,bili-

they could not influence the outcome roug
jj prefer the safest

ties. He says: "In games of pure chance ‘W ’

-"’f „ped

odds tliey can get.” But it has been s
involved. As both

achievers also play it safe when
jnok of structure with

chance and strategy have m conn
critical variables in

respect to outcomes, we might cone
• influence of

explaining high need achieving he
cognitive structuring

the skills and abilities of the playei ,
•

nianifcst. When both

of the field in which
or authorities, and not made

paths and outcomes are made cleat b>
. competition, then the

ambiguous by social or chance
J^fe enough to state a high

high need achiever may be the one w
, . ^rc not guaranteed he

expectation of success. When these con
ji-ctdi of the high need

pursues more cautious play. This
of NleClel-

achiever who plays for a draw on tic ' ac
achieving does

lands position inLfar as it '

cktie st.rpersons art only

not go with losing. But in teims o i

questions about tlic

intermediately successful; a finding ''
•

,
. jt is the gencml

nature of “achievement” as assesset
>

.i-crc are a variety of success

position of the present investigators t la
svhich, strategic winning

styles (or forms of achievement), on i "
j( would be our con-

and drawing, have been discussed m us P important role iu

tention that a variety of success st\ es
modelled not only

the development of human culture, an
r and chance (such as

in games of strateg)', but also in games o
phvsical skill ( ring toss

games of chance
rtmteiiv (football). In general

or quoits) and games of physical s i m
^ J

tlit^se

McClelland, Atkinson and others
I *clill in correlation with tlieir

types of games, games of pure p ' ^^.pimtion level. Tlie\- have

projective measures of achicvcincn
j

neutral aud alleniative

presumed that such games of physica
* ^ pf studies suggests

measures of achievement, wherc^as »o \ nroj(‘ctive measures

that g,mK, as such are not any more nenlr.d th.n, I
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which tliey are supposed to validate; that games also are contaminated

with the life histor\’ of success styles of the* individual player.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the present study makes it clear that the most tri\ial

game of pure strategy’, tlie game of ticklacktoe is deviouslv implicated

in the lives of its placers. In tlie case of the winning bovs, and the draw-
ing boN's and girls, the sUle of plav at tlie game docs seem to provide a
parallel to other beha\iors of these players. In tliese cases it seems not an
unreasonable usage to say that the game models their general st}ie of
strategic competence. In die case of the winning girl, however, success at
tile game is merely a further illustration of her promcthcan-Iikc tendenev
to dominate in many social matters. Here the game illustrates her power,
but does not particularly model it.

\\ hile this study supports tlic \iew that games as models are an expres-
sive phenomenon, there is a long standing assumption in tlie larger com-
munity lat games also ha\e a formative influence on child development,
parheu ar \ character development The present results suggest that
tins thesis might be worthy of further studv.
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Iran. Tchcian,
gambling game i .

Ireland.TaUlcanngamcl.49^^
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Masonic, counting-out rhymes, ritual found

in, 14

Mesopotamia, dice, 50

Mexico, Aztecs, board games, 72

diversions, 52

games compared with monopoly, 128

Mayas, court ball games, 52

Spanish invaders, 82

Tula, ceremonial ball courts at, 21

Yucatan, comt ball game, 61

Middle East, game diffusion, 62

reference to chess, 23

New Guinea, children’s games in, 13

New Zealand, games, diffusion, 55
Maori, 52

knuckle-bone, 14

pastimes, 60
study of children’s, 166

kites, 64

North America, gambling games, 110
game diffusion, 61

Persia, game of Chugan, 67
Peru, ancient, ceremonial badminton, 53
Philippines, Mancala board game in, 16
Polynesians, connection with Asiatic culture,

76
Puerto Rico, ancient, ball games, 52

Romany, counting-out rhymes, slang in, 14
Rome, ancient, game diffurion, 59
antigarabling hws, 61

gambling, 22
ancient, 51

games and pbythings, 5

1

board games, 51

football, 52

Sandwich Islands, draught playing, 64

Sanskrit, records of chess anticedents, 23

Saracen, in sport of Quintain, 42

Saxons, archery developed by, 28

game, 52

Scandinavia, Viking Age, game board, 52

Scotland, legislation prohibiting golf, 22

traditional games of, 49

Siam, 59

Siberia, nonexistent gambling games, 122

South Africa, changed playing card symbols. 241

Sumer, Cemetery at Ur, game board from, 21

Sweden, bowling, twelfth century, 31

Tibet, 59

Turkey, Mancala, 59

United States, academic Olympics, 324, 330

colonial, 53

Johns Hopkins University, 336

New Jersey, early sports in, 54

North Carolina, children’s games, 161

Ohio, adolescent kissing games, 194

Philadelphia, field study of *‘counting-out,’

170

Smithsonian Institution, 57
U.S3.R., chess playing, 442

Vietnam, Mancala type game, 244

West Indies, game from Africa. 90
Mancala, 100

Yogodavia, Belgrade, Folkdance center for

study of, 17
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Abacus, relationship to, 72

Adolescents, kissing games, 194

American Management Association, 305

Anthropologists, importance to, 11. 12. 13

Antigambling Laws, 22

Antiquarianism, definition, 161-

Artists, importance to ,
1

6

Aspects of games, abilities and skills re*

quiiedfoi action, 423

body contact, 408
bodily activity, 408
challenges, 418
chance determination, 410

competition factors, 410
institutionalized cheating, 415

interaction patterns, 424

interdependence of players, 412

introduction of ritual, 416

in\iTiant elements, 422
marginal impulse expression. 413

ninoiing of life, 416
obstacles in. 415
outcome clarity, 418
formanence of alliances, 415

personalization of props, 416

pbyiial setting and environmental re-

quiicmcnis,425

plcaturc-paln content, 414
potential humor-producing range, 417

potential sexualizatlon range. 416

procedure fox action, 422
prop cure, 411

r--T«<orgame.422

jiied participants. 423
,

.Its, pay-off.
rewards. pcnaU.es. 423

: taking factors,411

5$ of participants, 423

‘complexity, 412

« governing action, 422

il
requirements, 409

ead ofwinncr$hip,414

pcnsccmphasi5,413

itches between
opposites. 4 1

re considerations, 411

i$t dependence,
415

;„tta'ri.>u«on.orp..icip.lon.4.3

(dinrt).c»!mologyi>f.66

ad.elomolopyof.SS

dy.etomoloEyof'”

,„«cQ.u.ch,».i.U<J.W-Tudo.rUy.33

anlins device. 11'

,„.ci.li-»l
innv.li

.vdevv. *nJ
. ::9

Hu.nl don’ll-"'. P.” ‘

iU.ci-.ie«..43.
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child training, 465

physical skill games only, 433

strategy games, 435

with aspects of, 169

Customs, rise and fall of, 161

Decision making, essence of a game, 385

Developmental change, represented by games,

213

Diffusion, patterns of, 61

Diffusionists, theories under attack, 60

Education, study relating to game partici-

pation, 242

tampering with traditional play, 180

Educational device, war games, 272

Educators, importance to, 16

Elements of games, mathematically invariant,

384

Encultuiative effects of games, 485

Equipment, modified as treatment device,3S0

more accessible today, 242

Evolution of survival activities, 225
Evolutionary parallelism, 126

Folklore, antiquarianlsm, linkage vsith, 159
field methods, 164

fust published classic, 159
games, uncertain domain of, S6
major motif, 159

Functions, games, models of power, 436
psychogenic approaches, 429
sociogenic approaches, 432

Gambling casino, society as, 34
Game, common meaning of word, 5

etymolopc rationale, 3
etymology, 2

common uses of word, 2
definition, 7, 401 , 405
older concepts. 9,10

differentiated from play, 7

example of, 7

related words In other languages, 3
taxonomy, 401

Games, classification of, 466
copyright law, 128
European &. American Indians, analogies

between, 57
geography of, 49

historical evolution of, 76

learning through, 324, 332

modern compared with ancient, 128

origins of, 226

survival activity, 225

role of, in human development, 213

rules, psychological aspects, 328

study of, folklore contributions, 168

Fulbright, 166

importance, 161

stated rules and operant rules, 169

types, relationship of, 322

Game Theory, matiematical, origins of, 384

Gregatiousness, and game playing, 227

Handicapped, see Physical disability

Health related services, games in, diagnostic,

347, 352

origins of, 350

treatment, 348

affective disorders, 373

cognitive disorders, 372

physical disorders, 371

High Schools, games and academic activity,

323

Historical Information, source of, arch-

aeological, 21

dice, 123

artifacts, 21

Bayeux Tapestry, 28
graphics, 21

legislation, 22

literature, 22, 23

paintings, 21

unintentional writings, 22

Homologies, distinguished from analogies, 113

Hospitals, games in, 35

1

Human sacrifices, in gambling, 84

Interaction patterns, in games, 355
It role, effect upon game participants, 397

Jesuit missionaries, lacrosse, 69
wrote of Indian gambling, 88

Kibitzing, attitude toward.'Ridor period, 30

Literature, English, allusions to games, 28

Logistical gaming, 276
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Mapc, American Indians relation to games,

105

Marionettes, Italian New York City ,
56

Mathematics, dangerous use, 124

Mental retardation, early publication on, 25

games and, 350

Military decisions, diagram of, 27

Monte Carlo, see Simulations

Multi-analysis, susceptibility to, 4

Musicolo^ts, importance to, 17

Nongame cultures, 4

PhDo^sts, importance to, 14

Physical disability, game playing, 244, 350,

365

references, 268

Physicians, importance to, 15

Piers Plowman, guessing game mentioned in, 3

Play, defmition, 6, 227

older concepts, 9,10

differentiated from game, 7

example of, S

relation to culture, 227

therapy, 480
traditional, educational tampering, 180

Play and work, dualism of, 228

Prayer, related to game playing, 85

Picadolescent, and kissing games, 213

ProbabiUty Theory, origins of, 383

Professional groups concerned with game

playing, 245
Psychiatrists, importance to, 15

Psychogenic approaches to functions, 429

Psycholo^sts, importance to, 15

Psychotherapy, games in, 347, 352

Publications, types during the nineteenth

century, 24

Reality Simulations, essence of, 329

Recreation, contribution to therapeutic

process, 375

definition, 239

games for, 239

history of, Ancient Egyptian, 5

1

British, 49

United States, 50

therapeutic, games for, 347, 371

traditional taxonomies, 419

Religious beliefs and pracUces, games con-

nected with, 57

Rules, study of, 169

Sculptois.importanceto, 16

Shakespeare, interest in games, 1

1

hunting, 37

Simulation,, admiuittrative sBuctures. 288

Monte Cailo, 282

Social sdence, games in, contrasted mth

other uses, 388

sociogenic Approaches to funclmns, 432

Strategic Gaming,
275

Tactical Gaming, 275

Sl"pUB,mTnS7phVsi
to, 17

Universality of, 3

Writing, innuenee
on, 128
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AcadtTmc samtt, langt of topics, 22

see elso Educational games

Acme-Bolt game, 319

application of Game Theory, 385

Active games, motor analysis of, 367

physical disability and, 366

Alquerque, Parker, 5

1

Animal-baiting, during Tudor period, 29

Archery, American and Oriental >*ariaQt$, 57
American Indians, 104

adult activity, former, 160

adrocated by B. Franklin, 29

golf distiactins from, 22
militaiy value to state, 4

restricrive Tudor b-* s, 3

1

status of during Tudor period, 28
Ashbpada, chess anticedent, 23
Astragals, girls pbying, sculpture of, 16
seeeUo Dice; Knucklebones

Athletics, ancient, 5

1

Backganimon,45,51

class of andent games, 7

1

Iliad, aOusion to, 21
old world type, 79
references to. 256
rimubUng racing, 226

Badminton, ceremonial, Peru, 53
Kutscher,S3

BiH courts, Mexico. 21
Guatemab. 53

Ban games, ancient Greece, 66
Borhegyi,52

ceremonial rigxuficance, 107

sculpture depicting, 16

Balls, during Tudor times, 46

Baseball computerized, 387

Mehl.SO

Base kiss, kissing game, 196

Battledore, lebtionship to Japanese festival, 60

Billianls, during Tudor Period, 30

Biting the apple, kissing game, 196

Blindman’s Buff, duiii^ Tudor Period, 30

Blowpoint, bowling game, 42

Board games, chBdien pb>ing, painting of,

17

contemporary versus Aztec and Hindu, 128

Murray, 49
of the sixteenth century, 33

origin of, 71

references, 253
wall paintings of, 16
see elso Tables

Boss and span, see Span counter

Bowling, in psychotherapy, 374

restrictive Tudor bws, 3

1

Boxing, andent, 5

1

Boj-s catch gills, kissing game, 197
Brag, card game rarely pbyed, 23
Bridge.kisang game, 197

reality of, 329
in Pt>’chotherapy, 374

Buffet-Game, tee Kolbbismos
Business games, description of, 332

origins of, 305
values of, 307

522
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Candy, cigarettes, kissing game, 197

Canuet, American Indian game, 48

Catch-dolt, sixteenth century board game,

33

Cat’s cradle, Borneo, 64

Oceania, 59

Chance games, cross cultural investigation,

473

Chase and kiss, kissing game, 198

Channg games, rhymes used to determine

“it,” 14

Chaturanga, chess forebear, 272

Sanskrit word, 74

Chess, argument for diffusion, 92

Babylonian, 51

during Tudor Period, 32

early Middle Eastern reference to, 23

history of, 442

legends concerning, 460

Mater Dolorosa, 453
nineteenth century articles on, 24

Oedipus, 448
origins of, 74, 75, 272

playing out conflict, 374

popularity, 441

psychoanalytic aspects, 440

psychological study of, 444

wality of, 329
references to, 254
relationship to draughts, 74

Choo choo, kissing game, 198

Christmas Games, dun’s in the Mire, 34

mistletoe kissing, 202

snapdragon, 44

Qub fist, 165

Cock-fighting, during Tudor Period, 33

references to, 268

Counting-out thymes, ancient practices, sur-

vivals of, 159

ethnographic study, 169

field study, 167

function of, 170

procedures for, 171

to determine “it,” 14

strategy of, 172

rec ii/ro Rhymes

Court ball game, Mayas, 52, 61

Courtship eames. see Kissing games

Cribbage card game, 40

Cricket, origin of, 69

Croquet, origin of, 67, 69

tanning games,
musicologists, «lue to 17

tait games, example of evolved activity,

in training young warriors, H
treatment device, 350

rice, archaeological evidence in the

Americas, 123

Chinese American, 56

4iknmcd by Tacitus. 22
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Sandwich Islands, 64

iee also Checkers

Draw and kiss, kissing game, 199

Dun’s in the mire, Christmas game, 34

Dynamite, kissing game, 199

Educational games, accepted hypotheds for,

321

arithmetic games, 316

critique of, 315, 316

documented \alue of, 318, 337

early publications on, 25

reading games, 316

schools using, 331

social studies games, 317, 327

values of, 320.338
writing games, 316
see also academic games

Falconry, Elizabethan sport, 34
Fan TAn, Chinese gambling game, 58
Fast and loose, Tudor gambling game. 35
Fencing, allusons to. 35

Fiddle diddle, kissing game, 200
Finger Games, Morra, 65
"odds and evens," 7

voluntary control system esercise of, 7
see also "Odds and evens"

Five minute date, kissing game, 200
Flashlight, kissing game, 200
Football, ancient, 51

evolution of, 66
Greeks and Romans. 52
kissing game, 201

Middle Ages, prohibitions against. 36
psychoanal>tic interpretation, 430

Foot races, Greece, ancient, 21
Follow -me-law, marble chasing game, 182
Forfeits, see Kissing games
rox and geese, relationship to war games, 74
Freeze lag. kissing game, 201

Gsmbling games. Apache, diagram of, 89
casinos, 246

Chmese, 56
hazard, 37

human sacrifices, 84
North America, 110
pan and present. 241

tcfeieaees to, 249

shovegroat, 44

see also Dice; Playing cards

Go, in psychotherapy, 374

reference to, 256

Golf, formal education and, 242

legislation prohibiting, 22

origin of, 69

Guessing games, American Indians, 105

handy dandy, 36

played with fingers, 65

Hazard, gambling game, 37

old technical term in tennis, 37

Hand clapping games, wall painting of, 17

Handball, origin of, 69

Handy dandy, guessing game, 36

Hayridc kissing, 201

Hearts, kissing game, 201

Heavy, heavy, hang over the head, kissing gam

201

Hide and seek, children’s game, 37

psychological factors, 349

Hit or span, see Span counter

Hockey, chUdren at, 64

origin of, 67
Hoop and pole game, American Indians, 106

Hopscotch, see Tiaytrip

Horseshoes, in psychotherapy, 374

Hot cockles, English game, 65
Hunting, Tudor sport, 37
Hurling, origin of, 67
Hypnotic games, Hantu Musang, 15

Indoor games. Middle Ages, 5 3

Intop, international trade game, 3

Jacks, ancient Greek game, 241
Jumping games, wall paintings of, 16

Jumping ropes, 165

Kings and queens.kissing game, 202
Kisang games, adolescents, 194

origins, 211
types, couple, 210

chasing, 209
mixing, 209
under water, kissing game, 202

Kites, childien at, 64
origin of, 64

Knucklebones, girtt playing, sculpture of, 16
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Kollabismos, Greek game, 65

wall painting of, 16

Kriegspiel, rigid and free, explanation of, 274

see also War games

Laaosse, origin of, 68

Language games, lotto, 316

Latninculi, Roman game, 73

Leapfrog, children’s game, 38

Legislative game, description of, 323

Loggats, Tudor bowling game, 38

London bridge, burying a child alive, vestige

of, 159

Musicle circle, kissing game, 203

Muss, children’s game, 39

Namo, bingo variation, 315

Necking, 203

Ninepins, bowling game, 38

Noddy, card game, 40

Novum, dice game, 40

Number games, educator, value to, 16

Numbers, kissing game, 203

Nuts and may. marriage by eaptuie, lelm of, 159

Nyoot, in psychotherapy, 374

Mvnnt rNvut). diagram of, 80

Mah Jong, origin of, 60

references to, 256
Mancala, definition, 95

diagram of, 95

distribution of, 96

peculiar distribution, 94

primitive children’s proficiency at, 16

reference to, 255
iee also 0-lan

Marble games, anthropoligical reporting, 12

at a rural school, 165

Australian, 179

categorized, 182
description of game of poo, 16

Ic^slation Umiting, 22
*pan counter, 44
types, chasing, 181, 182

circle, 182

half-circle, 184
hole, 185

M^bge Games, see Kissing games
Minx, kissing game, 202
Monopologs, first business game, 305

Monopoly, compaired with Aztec and Hindu

games, 128

hipsj’cholhcrapy, 374
reproduces function of capitalism, 160

More sacks to tlic mill, children’s game, 38
Morris cuj cathedral cloister

»cau,2l
Morris games, dance. 39
dmribuiion of, 74
hhtory of. 39

rnen. 53
Mi^rry bush.opposition in. 7
•’irderct arsd dclcclhx, kissing game. 203

dds and evens, China to Italy, 65

Egyptian tomb mural, 21

i-Lan, Vietnamese
mancala. 244

ilympic games,
academic. 324. 3JU

in ancient writtings. 22

)neandthMy.dicegame.40

•achisi. aigument for diffusion. 93

dbgram of, 121

group of games, 72

in relation to patolli. 77

>ak Kop Pin. Chinese
lotteiy. 58

•allmall, origin of. 67

fatolli, American in ongm. 1 1

1

Aztec game, 72

diagiam of, 121

in relation to Pachlsi, 77

pcididdle. kissing game, 204

riqnet.caidgameiaie'l r >

Playing
o.d..Do.doin.4S

Ute aid game. 197

hearts. 2t»^

";:,e.«n5;an.ntyat.kle.nn.:4
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praying for good cards, 85

primero, 40

references, 251

Play-party, bibliography (Note #32), 213

see also Kissing games

Plumbstones, game of, American Indian, 72

Polhx.iec Jacks

Polo, origin of, 67

Pony express, kissing game, 205

Popeye, see Perdiddle

Post Office, kissing game, 205

Pretty please, kissing game, 206

Pricking at the belt, Tudor gambling game, 35

Primero, card game, 40

Prison base, children's game, 41

Professor, kissing game, 206

Proverb-capping, riddle contest, 4

1

Pushpin, bowling game, 42

Puzzles, opposition in, 7

Qu^-fighting, compared to cock-fighting, 42

Quintain, military sport, 42

Quoits, 43

score nullification, 229

Racing games. American Indians, 104

Racket games, American Indian, 107

Reality Game, experimental game, 386
Rhymes, modernization altering, 161

see also Counting-out rhymes

Ring-toss, modified for physical limitations,

368

Rinky dink, see Perdiddle

Rugby, psychoanalytic interpretation, 430
supposed character training value of, 4

Sardines, kissing game, 206
Serve it in the dark, kis^g game, 207
Shaturanga, chess antlcedent, 23
Shoeing the w Dd mare, children’s game, 43
Shovt-gioat, gambling game, 44
Shovclboard, Shuffieboard, 44
Shufllcboird, In psychotherapy, 374
modified for physical limitations, 368

Shuttlecock, relationship to Japanese festival

60

Simulations, assets of, 324
Lithe classroom, 319
Inter-nation, description of, 332
»orU series. 387

Simulosd, CeiKtal Electric educational game,
306

Singing games, musicolo^st, value to, 17

Slingshots, prehistoric children’s use, 160

Snake, sixteenth century board game, 33

Snapdragon, Christmas games, 44

Span counter, marble game, 44

Spear-throwing games, in training young

hunters, 14

SpelUngbee, not a good game, 315

Spin the bottle, kissing game, 207

Sports, artificial, 63

origins of, 225

reference to, 258

see abo Specific game by name

Spotlight, kissing game, 207

Stilts, children at, 64

Strategic games, cross cultural investigation, 472

Street games, Brooklyn, New York, 56

String games, bibliography, 222

see also Cat’s cradle

Sugoroku, Japanese game, 60

Sumerian game, economics simulation, 308

Surfing, ancient, 52

Tables, generic term applied to board games, 45

Tag, American Indian, 103

Tag Games, attitudes in, 394

black tom, 392
dodge the skunk, 392

freeze tag, 201

kissing tag, 202

pom-pom pullaway, 392
responses in, 391
swat, in psychotherapy, 374

Tailtean Games, 49
Tennis, diffusion of, during Tudor period, 45,

63

origin of, 70
in psychotherapy, 374
relating to education, 242

Tether ball, modified for physical limitations,

369
The card game, kissing game, 197
This or that, kissing game, 207
Tick-Tack, race-game, 46
Tick tack toe, subject of game study, 489

Tinker-toy objects game, A.T.&T. business

game, 306
Tops, children at, 64
during Tudor period, 46
painting and sculpture depicting, 17
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use as a speech metaphor, 28

Toys, babies rattles, ancient, 51

games as in education, 334

Traytrip, dice game, 47

Trictrac, dice game, 71

Troll*my-dame, board game, 47

Truth or consequences, kissing game, 208

Tug-of*war, miracle play, degraded, 159

Turtle climb, kissing game, 208

War games, computet assisted, 276

contemporary definition, 278

content of early, 273

critique of, 297

educational device, 272

first publications concenung, 24

free games, 291

ori^s,271

purpose of, 279

rigid games, 289

Wei-Chl, discussed in book by T. Hyde, 23

early reference, 22

relationship to draughts, 74

see also '"Go'*

WiTN Proff, educational game, 244

Whist, according to Hoyle, 23

Who struck, see Kollabismos

William William tremble toe, 165

waipower, kissing game, 208

Windshield wiper, kissing game, 20')

Winks, kissing game, 209

Wrestling, ancient, 51

during Tudor period, 47

Greece, ancient, 22

natural activity, 63



REFERENCES TO GAMES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE

(TUDOR STUART PERIOD)—CITED IN CHAPTER II

Ascham, Roger (1515-1568)
Toxophilus 1545,43

Beaumont, Francis (1548-1616) and
Fletcher, John (1579-1625)

Knight of the Burning Pestle 1607, 43, 45
Monsieur Thomas, 40, 44
Night Walker, 46
Phllaster 1609, 34

Scornful Lady 1614, 31,45,46
Woman Hater 1606, 34

Brand

Dutchcsse of Suffolke, 34
Breton, Nicholas (15457-1626)
Fantastier, 43

Brome, Richard D. (1652)
Antipodes, 41

Browne, William (1591-1643)
Britannia’s Pastorals 1613, 36

Caxton, William (1422-1491)
Game and Play of Chess 1475, 0
Reynard the Fox, 33

Chamberlayne, William (71619-1689)
Angliae Nolitia, 31, 44, 45, 47

Chapman, George (15597-1634)
All Fooles 1599, 31,45
Eastward Hoe 1605,37,40,45
Gentleman Usher 1602, 34

’

Chaucer. Geoffrey (1343-1400)
Death ofBbnche. 32
Franklin’s Tale, 32
Hinowing of Hell, 33

Manciple’s Tale, 34
Monk’s Tale, 33

Pardoner’s Tale, 33
Chettle, Henry (1560-1607)

Hoffman, the Tragedy of 1602, 41

Chfld, Francis James (1825-1896)
English and Scotish Popular Ballads 1857-185 >

42

Congreve, William (1670-1729)
Double-Dealer 1693, 31

Old Bachlor 1693, 31

Dekker, Thomas (15727-1632)
Bellman of London, 31

Gull’s Hornbook 1609, 37,40, 45

Honest Whore 1604, 31, 34, 38

Northward Ho 1607 (with J. Webster), 42, 45,

46

Satiiomastix 1602, 37
Shiibum Ballads (with J. Webster), 42

Westward Ho 1607 (with J. Webster), 34

Witch of Edmonton, the, 1621, 32
Dodsley, Robert (1703-1746)
Old Plays 1744, 37

Donne, John (15727-1631)
Satire Four, 44

Drayton, Michael (1563-1631)
Ballad of Agincourt 1 605 , 45
Poly-Olbion 1612,41

Elyot, Thomas (14997-1546)
Instruction of a Gentleman, 32

Faiquhai, George (1678-1707)

528
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Beaux Stratagem 1706, 31

Field, Nathan (1587 -?)

Woman in a Weathercock 1609, 31, 40,42
Fletcher, John (1579-1625)

Two Noble Kinsmen 1634 (with Shakespeare),

46

Wild Goose Chase 1614, 34, 35

Ford, John (1586-1640)

Fancies, Chaste and Noble 1635,45

Lover’s Melancholy 1628, 32

Tis Pity She’s a Whore, 40

Witch of Edmonton 1623, 45

Gascoigne, George (1527—1577)

Supposes 1566,40,45

Grevill, Fulke (1554-1628)

Coelica, 46

Herrick, Robert (1591-1674)

Hesperides 1648, 32

Poor Robin’s Almanac 1622,40,44,45
Heywood, Thomas (1570-1641)

Woman Killed with Kindness, 34, 40

Wise Woman of Hogsden, 1604, 31

John of Salisbury (1110-1180)

Polycraticus, 45
Johnson, Ben (1573-1637)
Alchemist 1610, 40, 47

Bartholomew Fair 1614, 33, 36, 38

Cynthia Revels 1600, 40, 45

Everyman in His Humour 1598, 34, 35,

40, 44

Gipsies Metamorphosed, 35

Love Restored, 43
Magnetic Lady 1632, 39
New Inn, 46
Sad Shepherd 1641, 41

SUent Woman 1609,45
Staple of News 1625,45
Tale of a Tub 1633,38
Volpone 1605-1606, 40

Kyd.Thomas (15577-1594)
Arden of Faveisham, 45

Layamon, (Father) (1189-1207)
Bmt 1205.45

Lee, Nathaniel (1653-1692)
ftinccts ofCJevc,46

Mannyng, Robert (1264-1340)

Handlyng Synne (Handling Sin) 1303, 32

Marlowe, Christopher (1564-1593)

Edward the Second 1593,41

Marston, John (1575-1634)

Malcontent 1604, 42

Massinger, Philip (1583-1640)

City Madam 1632, 31

Guardian, 30, 43

New Way to Pay Old Debts 1633, 36, 42,43

Middleton, Thomas (1580—1627)

Blurt, Master Constable, 40, 45

Changeling 1623 (with W. Rowley), 42

Family of Love 1606,42

Game at Chess 1624, 33

Mad World, My Masters 1606, 31, 39

No Wit, No Help Like a Woman’s 1613, 31

Phoenix, 45

Roaring Girl 1610 (with T. Dekker), 44

Spanish Gypsy 1623,40

Trick to Catch the Old One 1606, 46

World Toast at Tennis 1618,46

Your Five Gallants, 40

Nash, Thomas (1567-1601)

Apologie, the First Part of Pasquil’s 1590,

42

Pepys, Samuel (1633—1703)

Diary, 44

Porter, Henry

Two Angry Women of Abington 1599, 31,

37.45

Rollins, Hyden E. (Ed.)

Pepys Ballads, 31, 38, 40, 45

Rowbnd, (?)

Humors Ordinaire, 34

Letting of Humors Blood, 31, 38, 40, 41, 44

Return from Parnassus, 31, 40, 42

Rowley, William (1585-1637)

All’s Lost by Lust 1622, 36

Changeling 1623 (with T. Middleton), 42

New Wonder, 47

Scot, Reginald

Dlscoverie of Witchciaft, 35

Sh:dcespearc. tvillxam (1 564 - 1 6 1 6)

AIl’J Well That Ends Well 1602, 30, 34, 39.

41.46
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Antony and Oeopatra 1607-1608, 30,

33,34, 39,42

As You Like It 1599-1600, 33, 37, 42,

46, 47

Comedy of Enois 1590-1592, 36, 38

Coriolanus, Tragedy of 1608-1609, 32, 47

Cymbeline 1609-1610, 31, 34,41

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark; Tragedy of,29,

30,32,35,36. 37,38,46

Julius Caesar 1599-1600, 30,35

King Henry Fourth, Part One 1597—1598,

34

King Henry Fourth, Part Two 1597-1598,

29,35,38.43,44. 46

King Henry Fifth 1598-1599, 30, 32, 34,

35,37.38.39,40,41,46

King Henry Sixth, Part One 1590-1592, 35

King Henry Sixth, Part Two 1590-1592,

30.35,39.45

King Henry Sixth, Part Three 1590-1592,

29,35,37

King Henry Eight 1623, 40, 46

King John, Life and Death of 1596-1597,
46

King Uat, Tragedy of 1605-1606, 29, 32,

36.40. 46

King Richard Second 1592, 32
King Richard Third 1594, 34
Love’s Labour’s Lost 1593-1594, 29, 31,

34, 35, 36, 37. 38,40.42,44,45,46,47
Macbeth, Tragedy of 1606, 30
Measure for Measure 1604-1605, 46
Merchant of Venice 1596,34,37,41,47
Meny Wives of Windsor 1597-1600, 29,
34.40. 44.46

Midsummer-Night’s Dream 1595-1596,
37,39,40

Much Ado About Nothing 1598-1599 29,
38,46.47

OthtUo, Moor of Venice 1604, 34, 35, 47

Pericles, Prince of Tyre 1608-1609,46

Romeo and luliet, Tragedy of 1596,29, 3*

35.41

Taming of the Shrew 1594,29,32,35,38,

40.42

Tempest 1611-1612, 33. 35,37

Titus Andronicus 1590-1592, 35, 37

Troilus and Cressida 1600—1602, 32, 40

Twelfth Night; or. What You Will 1599, 2S

30,32, 35,47
Two Gentlemen of Verona 1592,41

Venus and Adonis 1593,41

Winter’s Tale 1610-1611. 29, 34, 44. 47

Shiiiey, James (1596-1666)

Famous Victories of Heiuy the Fifth, 33

Grateful Servant, 42

Hyde Park 1632,40

Lady of Pleasure, 33

Love’s Cruelty, 40

St. Patrick for Ireland, 34

Spenser, Edmund (15527-1599)

Faerie Queene 1590-1596, 41

Tailor, Robert

Hog Hath Lost His Pearl, 37

Tourneur, CyrU (1557-1626)
Revenger’s Tragedy, 37

Webster, John (1S807-1625?)

Duchess of Malfi 1623, 42, 43, 46
Northward Ho 1607 (withT, Dekker),42

44,46
Shlibuin Ballads (with T. Dekker),42
Weakest Goeth to the Wall, 31

Westward Ho 1607 (with T. Dekker), 34

White Devil 1612, 31, 36, 37, 45
Whitestone, George (1551-1587)
Promos and Cassandra 1578, 35

Wilson, (?)

Three Ladies of London, 31


